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Preface to ”Scientific Advances in STEM:

From Professor to Students”

Universities should generate and relay knowledge and, therefore, placing it at the service

of society. In this context, the Higher Polytechnic School (Escuela Politécnica Superior, EPS) of

the University of Seville (US), Spain, with a great tradition in the industrial work, aims to train

the students both as professional and researcher, promoting knowledge in Science, Technology,

Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) areas. STEM research has a noticeable impact on the

industrial sector, where a multidisciplinary approach is required, involving teams formed by people

from diverse fields and different level of experience, from full-professor to students at the last

steps of their degrees or masters, including Ph.D. students, as well as lab-staff, which allows

students to be closer to high-quality research. Advances in STEM education includes innovative

approaches and perspectives in promoting and improving STEM-based education and the processes

of STEM instructions and further application of knowledge. Thus, the continuous advances in

technology not only change the way students learn but also the way they connect and interact every

day. These changes have implications in the academia field. In this sense, the interdisciplinary

skills developed through STEM provide a network where research can be applied in a fruitful

collaboration. This book collects the articles published in special topic Scientific Advances in STEM:

From Professor to Students, which includes publications at the MPDI Journals Metals, Polymers,

Foods, Sustainability, and Sensors. It covers examples of cutting-edge research hosted at the EPS-US

and presented at the 7th Symposium on Research, Development and Innovation of this academic

centre, also in collaboration with other national and international institutions. Editors would like

to disseminate this multidisciplinary research and contribute to establish new collaborations among

groups. This book collects 20 works from academic researchers, reporting novel results in the STEM

field. Material science covers 6 contributions, from protein-based materials exhibiting absorbent

properties to titanium-based materials for the development of biomaterials. Thus, Alonso et al. [1]

analyzed the effect of mould temperature on the mechanical and microstructural properties and

water absorption capacity of rice bran-based bioplastics obtained by injection moulding. In this sense,

Jiménez-Rosado et al. [2] analyzed the effect of ZnO nanoparticles on soy protein-based bioplastics at

three different mould temperature, improving their functional properties, Moreover, in this context,

Alvarez-Castillo et al. [3] strengthened the superabsorbent properties of porcine plasma protein

through a solubilization-freeze-drying process. These authors proposed the replacement of common

acrylic derivatives by biodegradable materials. They analyzed the effect of freeze-drying carried out

either directly on the protein flour or after its solubilization in deionized water. Li et al. [4] used

test methods and finite element numerical analysis to study the flexural load-bearing performance.

These authors concluded that the steel–wood composites had good load-bearing and deformation

performance. In the field of biomedical applications, Fernandez-Ponce et al. [5] analyzed the use of

hybrid gold-magnetic-iron-oxide nanoparticles synthetized by a novel method suitable for in-vitro

biomedical applications. Additionally, Mesa-Restrepo et al. [6] employed titanium for the fabrication

of implants superficially modified by direct irradiation synthesis with enhanced osseointegration as it

is demonstrated by the cell adhesion, differentiation, and mineralization. On the other hand, the use

of cutting edge-computing platforms would play important roles for medical image analysis to aid

the detection of illnesses, as presented Duran-Lopez et al. [7] for a quick detection of prostate cancer.

Additionally, thinking on healthcare, Luna-Perejón et al. [8] presented the AnkFALL dataset to detect

xi



falling risk and used this information to integrate a fall detector in the footwear. Material science is a

broad field. Thus, Ancio et al. [9] analyzed the main aspects which affect bonding in stainless steel

rebars embedded in a hydraulic medium. These authors based their findings in several finite element

simulations for the identification of the relationships between pull-out forces in several situations.

Finite elements simulations were also employed by Wang et al. [10] among other tools, to confirm the

physical, thermophysical properties, temperature-phase transition, and stress-strain curves of AlFeSi

phase for Al6061. Moreover, Tagliabue et al. [11] generated magneto-rheological elastomers based

on styrene-butadiene-styrene block copolymers. these authors found that the SiO2 and phosphate

coating of the affected the saturation magnetization and the shear modulus of MRE composites.

Thus, a combined silica phosphate coating resulted in a higher shear modulus, and, therefore,

the magnetorheological effect decreased, As for food-based products, An et al. [12] evaluated the

extraction of saponins isolated from Corni Fructus (CT) via ultrasonic microwave. These authors

isolated saponins from CF (TSCF) using ultrasonic microwave-assisted extraction, using response

surface methodology to optimize the study variables. Moreover, the food-based products in this

book also covers the results from Linares et al. [13], where nano-emulsions stabilized by fennel oil

and further microfluidization together with the addition of advanced performance xanthan gum were

analyzed. Novel design engineering was applied to contribute to the development of children with

autism, through a multifunctional smart toy to reinforce the multiple needs and adaptable to each

patient, as proposed by Cañete et al. [14]. Regarding to learning, Garcı́a-Villena et al. [15] evaluated

the level of satisfaction of graduates in relation to different online postgraduate programs in the

environmental area. It was found that there were significant values of low satisfaction in graduates

from the Eurasian area, mainly in terms of organizational issues and academic expectations. On the

other hand, two indices to control the stability of power systems were proposed by Borras-Talavera

et al. [16] to quantify the effects of non-stationary disturbances with high resolution and precision

and contributing to the power quality in electrical systems and equipment. Related to renewable

generation systems and mobile load the existence of a good distribution network is required. The

optimization of the energy use, balance between consumption and generation, is key for increasing

their use. The study presented by Parejo et al. [17] analyzed the implementation and architecture of a

demand response solution based on OpenADR standard and its potential integration with a building

management system. It also verified compliance with the consumption reductions agreements.

Related to the field of sensors, Zhao et al. [18] brought insights about curved text detectors. This field

is complemented by the analysis of Ou et al. [19], where weakly supervised instance segmentation

was used in region based convolutional neural networks (R-CNN). The use of an algorithm to

optimize different procedures is key for the development. For example, chemical and pharmaceutical

industries require high measurement accuracy and product selectivity, among other requirements.

Choudhary et al. [20] applied their technology for the analyses of Raman spectrometer to demonstrate

the enhanced accuracy of detection of their proposal which could be extended to other analytical

techniques, in which continuous monitoring is required.
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Abstract: Prostate cancer (PCa) is the second most frequently diagnosed cancer among men world-
wide, with almost 1.3 million new cases and 360,000 deaths in 2018. As it has been estimated,
its mortality will double by 2040, mostly in countries with limited resources. These numbers suggest
that recent trends in deep learning-based computer-aided diagnosis could play an important role,
serving as screening methods for PCa detection. These algorithms have already been used with
histopathological images in many works, in which authors tend to focus on achieving high accuracy
results for classifying between malignant and normal cases. These results are commonly obtained
by training very deep and complex convolutional neural networks, which require high computing
power and resources not only in this process, but also in the inference step. As the number of
cases rises in regions with limited resources, reducing prediction time becomes more important.
In this work, we measured the performance of current state-of-the-art models for PCa detection
with a novel benchmark and compared the results with PROMETEO, a custom architecture that
we proposed. The results of the comprehensive comparison show that using dedicated models for
specific applications could be of great importance in the future.

Keywords: deep learning; convolutional neural networks; artificial intelligence; prostate cancer;
performance evaluation; benchmark

1. Introduction

Prostate cancer (PCa) is the second most common cancer and the fifth leading cause
of cancer death in men (GLOBOCAN [1]). In 2018, almost 1.3 million cases and around
360,000 deaths worldwide were registered due to this malignancy. According to the World
Health Organization (WHO), there will be an increase of prostate cancer (PCa) cases
worldwide, with 1,017,712 new cases being estimated for 2040. Most of these cases will be
registered in Africa, Latin America, the Caribbean and Asia, and appear to be related to an
increased life expectancy [2].

To diagnose PCa, digital rectal examination (DRE) is the primary test for the initial
clinical assessment of the prostate. Then, prostate-specific antigen (PSA) is used in a
screening method for the investigation of an abnormal prostatic nodule found in a digital
rectal examination (DRE). Finally, in the case of abnormal DRE and elevated PSA results,
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trans-rectal ultrasound-guided biopsy is performed to obtain samples of the prostate
tissue [3]. Then, these tissue samples are scanned, resulting on gigapixel-resolution images
called whole-slide images (WSIs), which are then analyzed and diagnosed by pathologists.

Due to the high increment of new cases, and thanks to the impacts of artificial intel-
ligence (AI) in recent years [4,5], several computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems have
been developed to speed up the process of PCa diagnosis. A computer-aided diagnosis
(CAD) system is an automatic or semi-automatic algorithm whose purpose is to assist
doctors in the interpretation of medical images in order to provide a second opinion
in the diagnosis. Among the different AI algorithms, deep learning (DL) has become
very popular in recent years, and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) particularly [6].
They have been applied in several fields in medical image analysis, such as in disorder
classification [7], lesion/tumor classification [8], disease recognition [9] and image con-
struction/enhancement [10], among others.

Deep learning (DL) algorithms have also been applied to other medical image analysis
fields such as histopathology, in which whole-slide images (WSIs) are used. Since it is not
possible for a convolutional neural network (CNN) to work with a whole WSI as input
due to its large size, a common approach is to divide this image into small subimages
called patches. This procedure has been widely used in order to develop CAD systems in
this field.

Recently, many researchers have investigated the application of CAD systems to the
diagnosis of PCa in WSIs. Ström et al. [11] developed a deep learning (DL)-based CAD
system to perform a binary classification distinguishing between malignant and normal
tissue. The classification was performed using an ensemble of 30 widely used InceptionV3
models [12] pretrained on ImageNet. They achieved areas under the curve (AUC) of 0.997
and 0.986 on the validation and test subsets, respectively. For areas detected as malignant,
the authors trained another ensemble of 30 InceptionV3 CNNs in order to discriminate
between different PCa Gleason grading system (GGS) scores, achieving a mean pairwise
kappa of 0.62 at slide level. Campanella et al. [13] presented a CAD system to detect
malignant areas in WSIs. The classification was performed with the well-known ResNet34
model [14] together with a recurrent neural network (RNN) for tumor/normal classification.
achieving an area under curve (AUC) of 0.986 at slide level. In a previous study [15], we
proposed a CAD system, in which we focused on performing a patch-level classification of
histopathological images between normal and malignant tissue. The proposed architecture,
called PROMETEO, consisted of four convolution stages (convolution, batch normalization,
activation and pooling layers) and three fully connected layers. The network achieved
99.98% accuracy, 99.98% F1 score and 0.999 AUC on a separate test set at patch level after
training the network with a 3-fold cross-validation method.

These previous works achieved competitive results in terms of accuracy, precision
and other commonly-used evaluation metrics. However, to the best of our knowledge,
most state-of-the-art works do not focus on prioritizing the speed of the CAD system as
an important factor. Many of them used very complex, well-known networks to train and
test, without taking into account the computational cost and the time required to perform
the whole process. Since these algorithms are not intended to replace pathologists but to
assist them in their task, in some cases it is better to prioritize the speed of the analysis,
sacrificing some precision so that the expert has a faster and more dynamic response from
the system.

In this paper, a novel benchmark was designed in order to measure the processing and
prediction time of a CNN architecture for a PCa screening task. First, the proposed bench-
mark was run for the PROMETEO architecture on different computing platforms in order
to measure the impacts that their hardware components have on the WSI processing time.
Then, using the personal computer (PC) configuration that achieved the best performance,
the benchmark was run with different state-of-the-art CNN models, comparing them in
terms of average prediction time both at patch level and at slide level, and also reporting
the slowdown when compared to PROMETEO.
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the materials and
methods used in this work, including the dataset (Section 2.1), the CNN models (Section 2.2)
and the benchmark proposed (Section 2.3). Then, the results obtained are presented in
Section 3, which are divided in two different experiments: first, the performance of a
proposed CNN model is evaluated in different platforms, and then it is compared to state-
of-the-art, widely-known CNN architectures. Sections 4 and 5 present the discussion and
the conclusions of this work, respectively.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Dataset

In this work, a dataset with WSIs obtained from three different hospitals was used.
These cases consisted of different Hematoxylin and Eosin-stained slides globally diagnosed
as either normal or malignant.

From Virgen de Valme Hospital (Sevilla, Spain), 27 normal and 70 malignant cases ob-
tained by means of needle core biopsy were digitized into WSIs. Clínic Barcelona Hospital
(Barcelona, Spain) provided 100 normal and 129 malignant WSIs, also obtained by means
of needle core biopsy. Finally, from Puerta del mar Hospital (Cádiz, Spain), 65 malignant
(26 obtained from needle core biopsy and 39 from incisional biopsy) and 79 (33 obtained
from needle core biopsy and 46 from incisional biopsy) WSIs were obtained. Table 1 summa-
rizes the WSIs considered in the dataset.

Table 1. Dataset summary.

Hospital
No. of WSIs

Normal Malignant Total

Virgen de Valme Hospital 27 70 97

Clínic Hospital 100 129 229

Puerta del Mar Hospital 79 65 144

2.2. CNN Models

Different CNNs models were considered in this work in order to compare their per-
formance by using the benchmark proposed in Section 2.3. Three different architectures
from state-of-the-art DL-based PCa detection works were compared, along with other well-
known CNN architectures. The first one is the custom CNN model, called PROMETEO,
which we proposed in [15], where we also demonstrated that applying stain-normalization
algorithms to the patches in order to reduce color variability could improve the general-
ization of the model when predicting new unseen images from different hospitals and
scanners. The second CNN architecture that was considered in this work is the well-
known ResNet34 model [14], which was used by Campanella et al. in [13]. The third one is
InceptionV3, introduced in [12], which was used by Ström et al. [11].

Apart from these three CNN models, other widely-known architectures were evalu-
ated with the same benchmark, comparing their performance in terms of execution time
with the rest of the networks for the same task. These were VGG16 and VGG19 [16],
MobileNet [17], DenseNet121 [18], Xception [19] and ResNet101 [14].

2.3. Benchmark

In this work, a novel benchmark was designed in order to measure and compare the
performances of different CNN models and platforms on a PCa screening task. In order to
make the benchmark feasible to be shared with other researchers so that it could be run
in different computers, a reduced set of WSIs were chosen from the dataset presented in
Section 2.1. Since the total amount of WSIs of the dataset represent more than 300 giga-
bytes (GB) hard drive space, only 40 of them were considered, building up a benchmark
of around 50 GB, which is much more shareable. These 40 WSIs were randomly selected,
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considering all the three different hospitals and scanners, and thus representing well the
diversity of the dataset in this benchmark.

The benchmark performs a set of processing steps which are detailed next (see Figure 1).
First, as it was introduced in Section 1, since it is not possible for a CNN to use a whole
WSI as input due to its large size, these images are divided into small subimages called
patches (100 × 100 pixels at 10× magnification in this case), which are read from each
WSI. This process is called "read," and apart from extracting the patches from the input
WSI, those corresponding to background are discarded (identified as D in the figure).
Then, in the scoring step, a score is given to each patch depending on three factors: the
amount of tissue that it contains, the percentage of pixels that are within Hematoxylin
and Eosin’s hue range and the dispersion of the saturation and brightness channels. This
score allows discarding patches corresponding to unwanted areas, such as pen marks,
external agents and patches with small amounts of tissue, among others. In Figure 1,
discarded patches in this step are highlighted in red, while those that pass the scoring
filter are highlighted in green. The third step, called stain normalization, performs a color
normalization of the patch based on Reinhard’s stain-normalization algorithm [20,21] in
order to reduce color variability between samples. In prediction, which is the last step of
the process, each of the patches are used as input to a trained CNN, which classifies them
as either malignant or normal tissue. Deeper insights into these steps are given in [15].
When the execution of the benchmark finishes, it reports both the hardware and system
information of the computer used to run the benchmark, and the results of the execution.
These results consist of the mean execution time and standard deviation for each of the
four processes (read, scoring, stain normalization and prediction) shown in Figure 1 and
presented in [15], both at patch level and at WSI level.

Figure 1. Block diagram detailing each of the steps considered for processing a whole-slide image (WSI) in the pro-
posed benchmark.

3. Results

The CNN-based PROMETEO architecture described in Section 2.2 was proposed and
evaluated in terms of accuracy and many other evaluation metrics in [15]. In this work,
we evaluated that model in terms of performance and execution time per patch and WSI.

First, the same architecture was tested in different platforms using the benchmark
proposed in Section 2.3. These results allow us to measure and quantify the impacts of
different components in the whole processing and prediction process, which is useful for
designing an edge-computing prostate cancer detection system. Then, the benchmark was
used to evaluate the performances of different state-of-the-art CNN architectures on the
computing platform that achieved the best results on the first experiment.

Fourteen different PC configurations were used to evaluate the performance of the
PROMETEO architecture introduced in Section 2.2. The hardware specifications (central
processing unit (CPU) and graphics processing unit (GPU)) of these computers are listed
in Table A1 of Appendix A. In Figure 2, the average patch processing time is shown for
each of the fourteen configurations, where the mean time for the steps performed when
processing a patch (see Section 2.3) is reported. As it can be seen, the step that requires
more time is the prediction in most of the cases, but it is highly reduced in configurations
consisting of a GPU.
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Figure 2. PROMETEO average patch processing time (in seconds) per step for each of the hardware configurations detailed
in Table A1.

Figure 3 depicts the average and standard deviation of the execution time needed
per WSI when running the benchmark on the fourteen different PC configurations. As in
Figure 2, each of the steps considered in the whole process is shown. As it can be seen,
reading the whole WSI patch by patch is the step that involves the longest amount of
time in most of the devices (mainly in those configurations with no GPU). This might
seem contradictory considering Figure 2, but it is important to mention that, in that step,
all patches from a WSI are read and analyzed, but not all of them are processed in the
following steps. Unwanted areas, such as background regions with no tissue, are discarded
before being scored. Then, only those which are not background and pass the scoring step
are stain normalized and predicted by the CNN.

Figure 3. PROMETEO average WSI processing time (in seconds) and standard deviation per step for each of the hardware
configurations detailed in Table A1.

3.1. PROMETEO Evaluation

The sum of the average execution time of the four preprocessing steps for each WSI
was computed and it can be seen in Figure 4. The best case (device M) takes 22.56 ± 5.67 s
on average to perform the whole process per WSI, where the prediction step only represents
4.20 ± 1.73 s.
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Figure 4. PROMETEO average WSI processing time (in seconds) and standard deviation of the hardware configurations
detailed in Table A1.

The execution times obtained and used for generating the plots presented in this
subsection are detailed in Table A2 of Appendix A.

3.2. Performance Comparison for Different State-of-the-Art Models

After evaluating the PROMETEO architecture using the benchmark designed for this
work with different PCs, the same network was compared to other widely-known architec-
tures. For this purpose, the same computer (device M) was used in order to perform a fair
comparison. The same benchmark that was used in the previous evaluation (see Section 3.1)
was executed in computer M (see Table A1) for each of the CNN architectures mentioned
in Section 2.2. The CNNs considered are PROMETEO [15], ResNet34 and ResNet101 [14],
InceptionV3 [12], VGG16 and VGG19 [16], MobileNet [17], DenseNet121 [18] and Xcep-
tion [19].

The average patch processing time per preprocessing step can be seen in Figure 5 for
each of the architectures mentioned. Since the architecture does not have an effect on the
first three steps (reading the patch from the WSI, scoring it in order to discard unwanted
patches, and normalizing it), the times needed to process them are similar across all the
different cases reported in the figure. This does not happen with the prediction time,
which directly depends on the complexity of the network.

Figure 5. Average patch processing time (in seconds) per step for each of the CNN architectures using computer M
(see Table A1).

Figure 6 reports the combined processing time that device M takes to compute a WSI
on average, together with its corresponding standard deviation. The same case explained
in Section 3.1, where the WSI reading step takes much longer than the patch reading step in
relation to the rest of the subprocesses, can also be observed in this figure. It is important to
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mention that the model proposed by the authors is faster than the rest in terms of prediction
time, with a total of 22.56 ± 5.67 s per WSI on average.

Figure 6. Average WSI processing time (in seconds) and standard deviation for each of the CNN architectures using
computer M (see Table A1).

Table 2 presents a summary of the results obtained for each architecture, focusing on
the prediction process, which is the only one affected when changing the CNN architecture.
Moreover, the number of trainable parameters and the slowdown are also reported. The lat-
ter is calculated by dividing the average prediction time per WSI of the corresponding
CNN by that obtained with PROMETEO. This way, the improvement in terms of prediction
time between PROMETEO and the rest of the architectures considered can be clearly seen.
The proposed model predicts 2.55× faster than the CNN used in [13] and 11.68× faster
than the one used in [11]. It is also important to mention that, in the latter, the authors did
not use only an InceptionV3 model, but an ensemble of 30 of them. In this case, the figures
and tables only report the execution times for a single network. When compared to other
different widely-known architectures, PROMETEO is between 7.41× and 12.50× faster.

Table 2. Average patch and WSI prediction time, slowdown and number of trainable parameters for each of the CNN
architectures considered in this work.

Model Avg. Prediction Time (patch) Avg. Prediction Time (WSI) Slowdown * Trainable Parameters

PROMETEO 3.054 ± 4.845 ms 4.201 ± 1.739 s 1× 1,107,010

ResNet34 8.982 ± 10.086 ms 10.712 ± 3.134 s 2.55× 21,800,107

InceptionV3 41.301 ± 44.282 ms 49.076 ± 14.353 s 11.68× 23,851,784

VGG16 28.664 ± 9.241 ms 34.921 ± 10.160 s 8.31× 138,357,544

VGG19 29.931 ± 9.305 ms 36.250 ± 10.536 s 8.63× 143,667,240

MobileNet 25.689 ± 10.986 ms 31.110 ± 9.030 s 7.41× 4,253,864

DenseNet121 42.489 ± 16.859 ms 51.483 ± 14.945 s 12.25× 8,062,504

Xception 34.050 ± 11.789 ms 41.764 ± 12.175 s 9.94× 22,910,480

ResNet101 43.287 ± 14.679 ms 52.517 ± 15.266 s 12.50× 44,707,176

* Calculated by using the average prediction time per WSI and taking the PROMETEO architecture as reference. A slowdown of A× means
that model B is A times slower than PROMETEO.

The execution times obtained and used for generating the plots presented in this
subsection are detailed in Table A3 of Appendix B.

4. Discussion

In order to design a fast edge-computing platform for PCa detection, an evaluation
of a proposed CNN was performed. This allowed us to compare different hardware
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components and configurations and measure the impacts of them when processing WSIs.
Apart from the figures presented in Section 3.1, two specific cases are highlighted in
Figure 7. Figure 7a shows the impact that the frequency of the CPU has on the whole process
when using the same computer. As it can be seen, the four processing steps clearly benefit
when a faster CPU is used. On the other hand, Figure 7b compares two cases where
the same configuration is used, except for the GPU, which was removed in one of them.
As expected, the GPU highly accelerated the prediction time (by around three times in this
case). Therefore, in order to build a low-cost edge-computing platform for PCa diagnosis,
this analysis could be useful and should be taken into account in order to prioritize in
which component the funds should be invested. As it was explained, all patches from a
WSI have to be read, but not all of them have to be predicted, since the majority of them
correspond to background and are discarded first. Therefore, the CPU has a higher impact
than the GPU in the whole process.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Impacts of the CPU and the GPU in the different WSI processing steps. (a) Same PC, different CPU frequency.
Left: 1.2 GHz; right: 2.6 GHz. (b) Same PC. Left: without using GPU; right: using GPU.

When comparing PROMETEO to other state-of-the-art CNN models, the former
achieved the fastest prediction time, being from 2.55 times up to 12.50 times faster than any
of the rest. Although the results in terms of accuracy and other commonly-used metrics in
DL algorithms cannot be compared since the authors in [11,13,15] used different datasets,
all of them reported state-of-the-art results for PCa detection. In [15], the authors compared
PROMETEO to many of the models used in this work in terms of accuracy when using the
same dataset for training and testing the CNN, showing that similar results were obtained.

The use of transfer learning in CNNs for medical image analysis has become a com-
monplace technique, and most of the current research focuses on using this approach
for avoiding the problem of having to design, train and validate a custom CNN model
for a specific task. This has proved to achieve state-of-the-art results in many different
fields and has also accelerated the process of training a custom CNN from scratch [22].
However, when using this technique, very deep CNNs are commonly considered, which,
as presented in this work, leads to a higher computational cost when predicting an input
image, and therefore, a slower processing time. Some specific tasks could benefit from
designing shallower custom CNN models from scratch, such as DL-based PCa screening,
providing a faster response to the pathologists in order to help them in this laborious
process. With the increases in the number of cases and the mortality produced by PCa,
this factor could become even more relevant in the future.

As an alternative, cloud computing has provided powerful computational resources
to big data processing and machine learning models [23]. Recent works have focused on
accelerating CNN-based medical image processing tasks by using cloud solutions. While it
is true that processing images using GPUs and tensor processing units (TPUs) in the cloud
is faster than in any local edge-computing device, there is an aspect that is not commonly
taken into account when stating this fact: the time required to upload the image to the cloud.
This depends on many factors and it is not easy to predict. Moreover, when digitizing
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histological images, scanners store them in a local hard drive using around 1 GB for each
of them. As an example, with an upload speed of 300 Mbps, it would take more than 27 s
in ideal conditions just for uploading the WSI to the cloud, which is more than the time it
would take to fully process the image on a local platform.

To design a fast, low-cost, edge-computing platform, both the hardware components
considered and the CNN model design have to be taken into account. Optimizing these
two aspects led to achieving a very short WSI processing time when compared to current
DL-based solutions without penalizing the performance of the system in terms of accuracy.
In the next future, the authors would like to build a custom bare-bones approach based on
the evaluations achieved in this work and test it in some of the hospitals that collaborated
with us in this project.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we have presented a comprehensive evaluation of the performance
of PROMETEO, a previously-proposed DL-based CNN architecture for PCa detection in
histopathological images, which achieved 99.98% accuracy, 99.98% F1 score and 0.999 AUC
on a separate test set at patch level.

Our proposed model outperforms other widely-used state-of-the-art CNN architec-
tures such as ResNet34, InceptionV3, VGG16, VGG19, MobileNet, DenseNet121, Xception
and ResNet101 in terms of prediction time. PROMETEO takes 22.56 s to predict a WSI on
average, including the preprocessing steps needed, using an Intel® Core™ i7-8700K (Intel,
Santa Clara, CA, USA) and an NVIDIA® GeForce™ GTX 1080 Ti (NVIDIA, Santa Clara,
CA, USA). If we focus only on the prediction time, PROMETEO is between 2.55 and 12.50
times faster than any of the other architectures considered.

The promising results obtained suggest that edge-computing platforms and custom
CNN designs could play important roles in the future for AI-based medical image analysis,
being able to aid pathologists in their laborious tasks speed-wise.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AI Artificial Intelligence
AUC Area Under Curve
CAD Computer-Aided Diagnosis
CNN Convolutional Neural Network
CPU Central Processing Unit
DL Deep Learning
DRE Digital Rectal Examination
GB Gigabyte
GGS Gleason Grading System
GPU Graphic Processing Unit
H&E Hematoxylin and Eosin
PC Personal Computer
PCa Prostate Cancer
PSA Prostate-Specific Antigen
RNN Recurrent Neural Network
TPU Tensor Processing Unit
WHO World Health Organization
WSI Whole-Slide Image

Appendix A. PROMETEO Evaluation

Table A1. Hardware specifications (CPU and GPU) of the different computers used in the PROMETEO evaluation.

Device CPU GPU

A Intel® Core™ i7-8850U @ 1.80 GHz
4 cores, 8 threads -

B Intel® Core™ i9-7900X @ 3.30 GHz
10 cores, 20 threads -

C Intel® Core™ i7-6700HQ @ 1.20 GHz
4 cores, 8 threads -

D Intel® Core™ i7-6700HQ @ 2.60 GHz
4 cores, 8 threads -

E Intel® Core™ i5-6500 @ 3.20 GHz
4 cores, 4 threads -

F Intel® Core™ i7-4770K @ 3.50 GHz
4 cores, 8 threads -

G Intel® Core™ i7-8700K @ 3.70 GHz
6 cores, 12 threads -

H Intel® Core™ i7-4970 @ 3.60 GHz
4 cores, 8 threads -

I Intel® Core™ i9-7900X @ 3.30 GHz
10 cores, 20 threads

NVIDIA® GeForce™ GTX 1080 Ti
11 GB GDDR5X

J AMD® Ryzen™ 9 3900X @ 4.20 GHz
12 cores, 24 threads

NVIDIA® GeForce™ GTX 1080 Ti
11 GB GDDR5X

K Intel® Core™ i5-6500 @ 3.20 GHz
4 cores, 4 threads

NVIDIA® GeForce™ GT 730
2 GB GDDR5

L Intel® Core™ i7-4770K @ 3.50 GHz
4 cores, 8 threads

NVIDIA® GeForce™ GTX 1080 Ti
11 GB GDDR5X

M Intel® Core™ i7-8700K @ 3.70 GHz
6 cores, 12 threads

NVIDIA® GeForce™ GTX 1080 Ti
11 GB GDDR5X

N Intel® Core™ i7-4970 @ 3.60 GHz
4 cores, 8 threads

NVIDIA® GeForce™ RTX 2060
6 GB GDDR6
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Abstract: Nowadays, the presence of renewable generation systems and mobile loads (i.e., electric
vehicle) spread throughout the distribution network is increasing. The problem is that this type of
system introduces an added difficulty since they present a strong dependence on the meteorology and
the mobility needs of the users. This problem forces the distribution system operators to seek tools
that make it possible to balance the relationship between consumption and generation. In this sense,
automated demand response systems are an appropriate solution that allow the operator to request
specific reductions in customers’ consumption, offering a discount to the customer and avoiding
network congestion. This paper analyzes the implementation and architecture of a demand response
solution based on OpenADR standard and its possible integration with a building management
system through a use case. As will be analyzed, a key part of the architecture is the measurement
system based on smart meters acting as sensors. This is the base of the auditing system which makes
it possible to verify compliance with the consumption reduction agreements. Additionally, this study
is completed with a parallel auditing system which makes it possible to verify compliance with the
consumption reduction agreements. All of the proposed demand response cycle is implemented as
a proof of concept in a classroom in the Escuela Politécnica Superior at the University of Seville, which
makes it possible to identify the advantages of this architecture in the ambit of connection between
distribution network and buildings.

Keywords: demand side management; flexibility; demand response; advanced metering infras-
tructure; smart grid

1. Introduction

The latest advances in the power system are mainly marked by the progressive
inclusion of renewable generation, which has significantly increased in the daily energy
mix of many countries [1]. Renewable generation is also finding places inside customer
facilities, allowing them to produce energy. These customers are known as prosumers
(that are producers or consumers according to the moment), and these clients are adopting
a more active role within the power system. Moreover, the use of electric vehicles is recently
getting more attention, as their autonomy has improved a lot from the first protypes that
were seen in the previous decade.

The problem with these advances is that this type of system introduces an added
difficulty in the power system management since they have a strong dependence on the
meteorology [2,3] and the mobility needs of the users [4,5]. This uncertainty and variability,
together with its increasing deployment of this kind of system, is creating problems due
to the overage of the distribution line power capacity. Traditionally, the solutions to
this problem consists of a reinforcement of the infrastructure (known as wire solution).
However, the required investment would be too large to be assumed by the companies.

In parallel, this problem forces the system operators to seek tools that make it possible
to balance the relationship between generation and consumption, i.e., maintaining the
unit commitment (the generation must be equal to the consumption). In this sense, the
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Distribution System Operators (DSOs) are responsible for maintaining the network stability,
orchestrating these assets locally as Distributed Energy Resources (DER). This task is
critical in sectors of the distribution network that are weakly connected, where congestion
management tasks are delicate.

In this context, Demand Side Management (DSM) and Demand Response (DR) tech-
niques can be a solution to the problem [6,7], allowing customers to provide services
of power adjustment when needed. Thus, they can help solve congestion problems as
a non-wire solution, reducing their peak consumption, and avoiding oversizing in the
distribution grid. Furthermore, they bring the possibility of investment deferral, as they
can reduce the overcharge in the most congested power sectors.

In this sense, one of the major benefits is that customer-side resources can transact
with the electric grid [8]. In any case, the implication of the prosumer for their partic-
ipation in DSM and DR programs requires that their facilities become sensorized and
connected. Fortunately, after some years, the sensorization of buildings and homes has
become relatively easy. Lots of technology and protocols like Wi-Fi smart devices, Z-Wave,
ZigBee, Modbus, and advances in computation [9] have facilitated the automation and
monitoring at a wide range of levels [10]. These technologies stimulate the extended use
of distributed generation, like home solar panels and batteries, which increase the control
complexity [11,12]. The users can improve not only the greening of their actions, but also
the other high level of the power system, that is, the facilities beyond their homes: the
distribution network.

In the European Union (EU), which entity would make this “integration” with pro-
sumers is still being discussed, because it could be done by the Transmission System
Operator or TSO (a total centralization), by the DSO with the help of aggregators (in order
to respect the mandatory unbundling of the power system), or it could be done in a coordi-
nated way [13,14]. The discussion of these paradigms is not the objective of this paper, but
the second one (DSO integration). It will be used for the description of the use case, due to
its “lower level” approach, more focused on the possibilities of improving the network at
the distribution level.

Following this second class of integration, a prosumer can provide flexibility services
to the DSO, helping them make better use of the resources, integrating (in some manner)
their resources at DSO network level.

This philosophy is being more and more extended, as can be observed in the new
changes in the EU power system regulations [15], where the use of distributed resources
is being included under the concept “flexibility”. This concept means the ability to
respond in a flexible manner to changes and needs of the power system, using a set of
available resources (generation or power reduction). In practice, this is implemented
with what is called “flexibility programs”, i.e., agreements between the operator and
the prosumers (or even third parties as the aggregators, when it is desirable or required
by the regulations [15]) where those prosumers receive incentives (which are processed
separately from their contracted electricity tariff) when they successfully respond to the
received request (reducing peaks, generation or consumption during a certain period).
The mentioned regulation establishes that all customer groups (industrial, commercial,
and households) should have access to the electricity markets to trade their flexibility
and self-generated electricity, making it possible for aggregators to play a role as interme-
diaries between these customers and the market. How these flexibility programs and the
incentives are handled is still under discussion. As an example, Ref. [16] proposes that
the registry and payment of such services could be done using a local market place at
the DSO level using technologies such as Blockchain to manage the incentive payments.

In any case, it is necessary to be prepared for these emergent paradigms, where the
users and the rest of the power system need to be perfectly balanced and linked, this being
an advantage for both parts not only in Europe, but also in the rest of the world [17].

Likewise, there must be a liquidation and review stage later where the compliances
with the agreements are verified. Fortunately, within the development that Smart Grids
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have experienced in recent years, it is worth highlighting the use of Advanced Metering
Infrastructure (AMI) [18,19] and in particular the deployment by the DSOs of customers’
smart meters (SM), which following the European directives are fully deployed in most of
the European countries [20]. The AMI is composed by two main functions, which are the
Automatic Metering Reading (AMR) and Automatic Metering Management (AMM). Both
functions are usually integrated in the Smart Metering architecture, which is used for the
monitoring of customer consumption and other elements of the power system. In Europe,
the deployment of smart metering for gas and electricity started with the publication of
the European Directive 2009/72/EC, by pointing out the advantages of such systems, and
recommending their deployment [21].

Finally, communication and control of the “internal” elements of a building, as was
mentioned before, is solved. There are many technologies and possibilities to integrate
sensors, meters, and central control for facilities (even in the case of industrial wide areas,
university campuses, etc.). Notwithstanding, communication between the DSO and the
user is currently under development and research, mainly since this user-DSO integration
is not still fully extended. This final connection between buildings and the distribution
network is sometimes referred as “the last mile” of connection, as can be seen in Ref. [22].

Specifically, the work described in this paper is focused on this “last mile” environ-
ment. The objective is to define a complete system architecture for prosumers, providing
a fluid communication channel with the aggregator/operator and capability to participate
in flexibility services, including the audit mechanism. This proposal has been deployed
on a testbed, which is called “DERBis lab” here, which is made up of a DR architecture,
a Building Management System (BMS) to manage and operate the different loads, and an
AMI solution to validate the compliance with the agreements between the different par-
ties. The communication channel with the DSO/aggregator uses the OpenADR standard.
Additionally, the smart metering infrastructure is based on the PRIME standard.

In this paper, the whole process of DR planning is analyzed from the point of view
of the customer, including the use of their own sensing and control systems to check the
flexibility services availability. The architecture and process steps are described, analyzed,
and finally tested using real data and information from the BMS and the smart metering
devices. It is remarkable that the proposed architecture has been designed considering the
same type of smart meters that are already deployed in most countries, which perform
hourly consumption measurements. This restriction has been applied in order to avoid the
need of deploying new metering systems for the present application, which would lead to
higher costs.

Before describing the proposed solution, a brief explanation about the state of the
art in the field of flexibility and DSM implementation and AMI solutions is carried out in
Section 2. Section 3 contains the description of architecture and its parts. Then, Section 4
details the implementation of the proposed architecture for the DERBis lab. Section 5 shows
three study cases of flexibility services. Finally, the conclusions are shown in Section 6.

2. State of the Art

The previous section outlines how the inclusion of flexibility programs could poten-
tially bring multiple benefits for the management of the power system. The next step is
to discuss which of the possible architectures is the most convenient one for the inclusion
of prosumers, and how their possible actions should be categorized for their scheduling
and dispatching.

The tools for power management in the level of unit commitment are classified in
different ways depending on the zone. In Ref. [23], J. Ortega, D. Watts, and H. Ren review
how the operating reserves are categorized in USA, Chilean, and German markets. They
conclude that five categories are used in the case of America, while three of them are
established in Europe.

From the list of European categories, the one that can be considered closer to the
flexibility from the customer side is the Tertiary Reserve. This reserve, which operates
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a maximum number of times in 15 min, is manually activated. Its use is a response to
a disbalance in the control area and/or bigger congestion problems [23]. This description
corresponds to their use in the context of system operations, but the same idea can be ap-
plied in congestions at the DSO level, even considering longer times (hours) for dispatched
DSM events. In the context of American power markets, these services can fit into the
category of Supplemental Reserves.

There are, in fact, some examples of North American distribution companies that have
already included DSM collaboration for their customers. This is the case of the companies
San Diego Gas & Electric (SD-G&E) [24] or Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) [25], whose DR
programs are focused on what is called a “Capacity Bidding Program”, where a customer
commits, under contract, to reduce their power a certain quantity when required. The max-
imum number of requests is also established in the agreement. Other approaches propose
the organization of flexibility and ancillary services under a specific market where TSOs
and DSOs could buy those services that they need from prosumers and aggregators [26].

According to [6], DSM techniques can be categorized according to their objective.
The categories are direct load reduction, load scheduling, pricing schemes, based on
optimization types, and home energy management.

Fortunately, in recent years some technology and protocols have emerged to solve
these connections. Not only for DR, of course, but for managing the global Smart Grid
environment, where DR is usually included. This has been a natural response to the rising
environmental concern around the world, particularly in the U.S., Europe, and Asia [27].

A review of DR is presented in Ref. [28]. Specifically, this last paper studies the
advantages of Automatic Demand Response (ADR) for DSM. ADR is the implementation
of DR using Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) without needing manual
interventions. Samad et al. states that ADR is critical technology in DR. Additionally,
in order to implement ADR, standard communication protocols such as OpenADR [29,30]
are essential to allow interoperability as the authors state.

OpenADR is a protocol to allow remote ADR procedures. Despite this protocol
being very “general”, it offers many possibilities for running DSM and DR programs [31]
in a variety of possible architectures. Some examples of these options are exposed in
Refs. [32,33], putting special emphasis on the different architectures and connections that
could be used. Another good point of this protocol is that it includes functions for dynamic
pricing, which are used for example in Ref. [34] as part of more complex Smart Grid
managing system.

This is not the only service that can be included in the DR category. Another example
of an ancillary service is peak saving [35]. The use of DR is not limited to the domes-
tic/residential level, and examples at the industrial level can be found. An example is [36],
where a service of DR is applied to refrigerated warehouses.

The participation of a customer in DR implies two steps: the event dispatching, and
the audit of the actuation during such an event. This means that the distribution company
must check if the customer accomplished the requirements of consumption during the
established time.

Thanks to the network modernization drive by international directives (i.e., European
directive 2009/72/EC [21] in which the energy smart meter deployment program was
established for the first time), this audit can be done using the same systems that are
usually used to establish the power bill, which are the customer’ smart meters. As [28]
states, although ADR can be conducted without them, smart meters can enhance the
implementation of a DR program, as they enable more elaborate means of compensating
for DR participation by establishing baselines and comparing demand-side performance
against those baselines. An example of use of OpenADR and smart metering can be seen
in Ref. [37].

There are many types of solutions for the deployment of smart metering infrastruc-
tures, one of the most important characteristics being the method of communication.
While non-wired solutions have many advantages, the Power Line Communication (PLC)
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solutions are most extended for electricity metering, as they use the power lines as commu-
nication channels. A general structure of a PLC smart metering infrastructure in the power
system can be seen in Figure 1.

 

Figure 1. PLC (Power Line Communication)-based smart metering infrastructure [38].

As mentioned in the previous section, the deployment of smart metering is relatively
advanced in Europe thanks to the impulse provided by legislative powers. This is very
convenient for the future of ADR, as it can serve as auditory infrastructure. In fact, the
smart metering deployment is very advanced not only for the electric sector, but also for
water and gas utilities [39].

However, currently, the smart meter architectures are traditionally operating with
aggregated measurements of one hour. Therefore, if DSOs want to use this system for
auditing compliance with flexibility agreements, the offers and actions must match these
time intervals. This limitation would be reduced if this granularity became a quarter of
an hour, a possible period for this type of network, and more in line with flexibility services.

The conditions of the audit should be based on the expected or estimated consumption
of the customer during the period of the event, which will be compared to the actual one to
check if the power was effectively reduced or not. In the case of buildings, this estimation
can be done using multiple techniques, based on statistical, or even artificial, intelligent
methods [40,41].

The review of the state of the art regarding the functionalities and applications of DSM,
DR, and Smart Metering has shown that their use can bring multiple benefits to the power
system. Nevertheless, their deployment brings about various technical complications,
such as the integration and coordination of the different systems and actors. The next
section proposes an architecture pointing out the requirements of each of its parts for
DSM/DR implementation.

3. Proposed Architecture

In this section, the proposed architecture is described. This architecture includes the
complete cycle of DSM, including dispatching and auditing. The general structure is the
one shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Structure and communication of DSO and customer systems for DSM/DR and auditing.

As can be seen in the Figure 2, the DSM cycle is split into two parts: dispatching and
auditing. The dispatching is done through the OpenADR protocol while the auditing is
done through the AMI based on PRIME standard. The system in charge of managing the
customer flexibility services is the BMS.

The proposed architecture aims to take advantage of the already existing metering
system for the audit process, not requiring any remarkable economic effort. The automation
systems would require an update to fulfill the requirements, but there is currently a rising
tendency to install BMSs in big and medium size customers and domestic automatization
systems, so it is expected that these systems will become relatively common and its in-
tegration with the proposed approach will be easy. Finally, it is true that it is the DSMs
architecture which requires bigger changes for its integration in the DSO control systems.
Notwithstanding, it is a clear interest by the DSO. Proof of that is that various DSOs are
already exploring the use of this kind of techniques, citing as examples the initiatives of
San Diego Gas & Electric Company [24] and Pacific Gas & Electric Company [25].

Therefore, three main parts can be distinguished from the customer side, the DSO-user
communications (DRMS-BMS) through the OpenADR protocol, the BMS in the customer
side, and the smart metering system to audit the DSM operations. This section attempts to
analyze, in detail, the required characteristics of the three parts. Moreover, the Section 3.4
explains how the whole process of DSM dispatching and auditing works.

3.1. OpenADR Standard

As previously stated, a crucial aspect of flexibility (and, more specifically, DSM)
and, therefore, congestion management is the communication between service providers
(or customers) and the DSO. In this sense, the development of OpenADR standard is
becoming an important tool to communicate grid flexibility actions.

OpenADR came up in 2002 at the Demand Response Research Center, which is part of
the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) in California [30]. In 2009, OpenADR
specification (v1.0) specification was donated to different standardization organizations
including the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards
(OASIS) turning into an open-based specification. In 2010, the OpenADR Alliance was
created by industry stakeholders to support the development, testing, deployment, and
standardization of this protocol. The OpenADR 2.0 standard, which was released in its
first version (2.0a) in 2011, was created using a profile from the Energy Interoperation
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version 1.0 standard from OASIS, which is an information model to enable collaborative
and transactive use of energy. Currently, it is in version 2.0b since 2015. The main difference
of this version with the previous one (2.0a) is that the current version includes four services
inherited from the Energy Interoperation (see below for the description of the services)
while the previous one only includes one service (the EiEvent) and it is limited to just
one signal.

OpenADR is an open specification designed to facilitate and automate DR communi-
cation [42]. It is a communication data model, but it also defines transport and security
mechanisms. The protocol is based on eXtensible Mark-up Language (XML). As trans-
port mechanisms, OpenADR uses Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) or
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) using REpresentational State Transfer (REST).

The protocol defines two kinds of actors or nodes inherited from the OASIS En-
ergy Interoperation, the Virtual Top Node (VTN), and the Virtual End Node (VEN).
Communication is hierarchical, always between a VTN and one or more VENs. Thus,
no communication between the same kind of nodes could take place on an OpenADR
schema. Nevertheless, a node can be at the same time a VEN and a VTN of another
hierarchically lower OpenADR stage. In an OpenADR schema, the VTN is responsible
for communicating the DSM conditions and other relevant data to other entities (VENs).
In this sense, the VEN is responsible for controlling and managing the electrical resources
at the final consumer level or aggregating different resources and/or clients. Thus, the
VTN will normally be at the DSO side and the VEN will be at the customer side.

The VENs can be either physical devices or a cloud-based platform. Physical devices
can have direct control of the customer assets based on the flexibility commands coming
from the DSO. Cloud-based platforms can be used by Flexibility Service Providers (FSP) or
Aggregators to gather different assets from different locations and owners in one single
endpoint making the interaction easier for the DSO. As previously mentioned, the current
regulation does not allow the DSO to own DER assets or to communicate flexibility signals
to final customers in Europe. Nevertheless, flexibility signals to a customer using a third
party like an aggregator are allowed.

The current version of OpenADR defines four main communication services (see
Figure 3) inherited from OASIS Energy Interoperation:

• EiRegisterParty: Used to identify and enable communications between a VTN and
a VEN.

• EiEvent: Used by the VTN to request DR operations to one or more VENs. In the
OpenADR terminology, the process of requesting a DSM is called event. Events can
be accepted or rejected by the VEN.

• EiReport: Used to share data. Both the VTN and the VEN are able to report information
to each other, e.g., the VEN could report metering information to the VTN.

• EiOpt: Used to communicate availability or unavailability, e.g., a VEN can communi-
cate the period of time in which it will not accept any events coming from the VTN.

In HTTP, VENs can communicate either in pull mode or push mode. In push mode
the VEN acts as a client and the VTN acts as a server, the VEN periodically polls the VTN
to see if it wants to communicate anything. In push mode, both the VTN and the VEN can
act either as server or as client, thus, communication can be asynchronous, and no polling
is needed. In a XMPP schema, due to its nature, communication is asynchronous, and no
polling is needed.

Additionally, OpenADR defines a fifth service: the oadrPoll, which is only used by
the VEN in the HTTP pull mode to periodically poll the VTN.

VTN Development

There exist multiple implementations of VTN software [43], but they do not have an
external interface to enable interoperability with other Smart Grid systems like a Demand
Response Management System (DRMS) or a Distributed Energy Resources Management
System (DERMS). Therefore, a VTN has been developed by the authors to fulfil these
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requirements. The architecture is shown in Figure 4. The VTN architecture is divided in
four main modules. From bottom to top:

• Application Layer and Schema Validation: It handles the OpenADR HTTP services.
The VTN is pull and push mode compatible. In addition, the compliance of the
messages with the OpenADR protocol is also checked.

• OpenADR Core: It implements the OpenADR 2.0b services.
• Memory Manager: The memory manager is split into a Cache Memory manager which

stores frequently requested data in RAM and a Persistence Memory Manager, which
manages the connection with a relational database. This split allows the reduction of
the database access, increasing the response times of the system.

• API: It provides an interface to other systems to use the VTN services. It is based on
REST and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON).

Figure 3. OpenADR communication services.

 
Figure 4. Architecture of the developed VTN with the different layers.
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The data models used in the VTN infrastructure, besides OpenADR, also obey the
Common Information Model (CIM) from the International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC). OpenADR is harmonized with this standard, which means that it is interoperable
with Distribution Management (IEC 61968) and Energy Management (IEC 61970). This,
together with the API, makes the VTN interoperable with other Smart Grid systems.

Thanks to the API, the VTN acts as a gateway for other Smart Grid systems. In this
sense, the VTN does not take any real actions by itself. These actions are done by means
of the API interface. Additionally, the layer-based architecture makes the system easily
upgradable to other OpenADR versions, even the EI.

3.2. Building Management System

A BMS is a system that centralizes the information and control of a building or
area. Their possibilities go from the mere monitorization of the consumption or comfort
conditions to the advanced control algorithms and automation (e.g., [44] that propose
a local Energy Consumption Scheduling for HVAC control that which compensates for
possible errors between weather forecast and real local conditions). In this sense, most
of the BMS control approaches are focusing on getting improvements in energy effi-
ciency [45], obtaining the optimal use of renewable resources [46], or are based on static
pricing schemes [47].

Beyond these local or static approaches, in the context of their inclusion as part of
a DSM cycle, they should also accomplish certain tasks to permit the participation of the
customer resources in flexibility services.

Firstly, it must be aware of “when” and “how much” the resources can provide power
reduction (or extra generation) if required.

Secondly, it should include any type of consumption prediction, at least in a horizon of
one day, to calculate which is the effective “margin of flexibility” that the building can offer.

Finally, it must count with the communication systems that are used for the flexibility
market and the DSO. This point is related to what was previously exposed regarding
OpenADR. Thus, the BMS needs a communication endpoint with the DSO as means of an
OpenADR VEN.

3.3. Smart Metering and Audit Process

A smart metering system is made up of smart meters (usually one for each client) and
a data concentrator, which receives the measurements and sends the information to the
DSO central systems. The communication can be performed in multiple ways, but one of
the most popular ones is the PLC [48]. This communication is done through the power
lines, so it does not require extra elements for the deployment of smart metering.

About the protocol for the PLC, some of the most extended ones in Europe are:

• PRIME: Powerline Intelligent Metering Evolution (PRIME). Defined by the “Prime
Alliance”.

• Meters&More: Defined by the “Meters and More Association”.
• G3PLC: Supported by the G3PLC Alliance.

PRIME will be the chosen protocol for the present proposal, it being one of the most
extensive in Spain. Notwithstanding, any of them could be valid from the point of view of
required functionality. Thus, as was commented before, the consumption measurement
period for billing is typically hourly in Europe. This measurement interval could initially
be considered adequate for this application, although it would be advisable to increase
the resolution to a quarter of an hour, in order to better adapt to the requirements of
flexibility services.

3.4. Complete Flexibility Cycle Process

Figure 5 presents a resume of the whole process of flexibility estimation, participation
in the market, event receiving and execution, and the audit.
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Figure 5. Complete flexibility cycle. (1) Flexibility offers calculation [BMS]; (2) Send offers to market
[BMS-Market]; (3) Services selection [DSO-Market]; (4) Service request [DSO-BMS]; (5) Load control
for requested service [BMS-Loads]; (6) Auditory of the requested service [DSO].

At the start of the day (or before, depending on the flexibility program), the BMS
performs an estimation of their own consumption (and generation, if any), and also
considers which devices are curtailable (Stage 1 of the Figure 5). The flexibility offer is
derived from these values, which is the description of the possible load reduction for each
of the hours of the day (Stage 2). This offer is sent to the flexibility market, where all the
offers of all the customers under the market are listed (Stage 3). The DSO selects those
offers that are needed for the flexibility planning, and their selection is communicated to
the affected customers using an OpenADR event (Stage 4). These events can be sent along
the day but should be done some time before the moment when the requested event will
start (e.g., at least one hour before). This restriction is usually described in the flexibility
program. When the time of the event starts, the BMS will manage the loads to keep the
requested power constraints according to the event characteristics, until the event finishes
(Stage 5). At the end of the current day (or at the end of the settlement cycle), the DSO
will have retrieved the data from the smart meters and make the audit for the billing
adjustment, depending on whether the customer had correctly achieved the request of the
event (Stage 6).

In the next Section, the implementation of these systems in a real laboratory is detailed.

4. Laboratory Systems

To demonstrate the correct operation of the system and the benefits of OpenADR in
flexibility operations and congestion management a use case has been conducted. This
use case has been conducted using the accommodations at the “DERBis” located at the
Escuela Politécnica Superior of the University of Seville. The DERBis is a demonstrator of
Smart Grid, DERs and Building Management technologies.

4.1. DERBis Description

The classroom has 23 seats (22 for students and 1 for the professor), each one with a PC.
This space is located at the Escuela Politécnica Superior and it is mainly used for teaching
purposes for the MSc degree in Intelligent Systems, Energy, and Transport.

Nevertheless, this classroom has become a living lab for different Smart Grid and
Building Management technologies. This facility makes it possible to train students in the
different possibilities of these technologies and how to manage them. Additionally, this
space is used by researchers to test different scenarios and use cases related to flexibility.
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The complete overview of the different devices and systems deployed in the lab is
shown in Figure 6.

 
Figure 6. DERBis systems overview. DRMS: Demand Response Management System; VTN: Virtual
Top Node; VEN: Virtual End Node; BMS: Building Management System.

On the one hand, the current Smart Grid deployments in the lab are an AMI based on
smart meters and a physical OpenADR VEN. On the other hand, the Building Management
deployments are based on different controllers with Modbus communications, it being
possible to control different systems, such as: The Heat, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
(HVAC) modules, the light circuits, and the user’s loads (wall plugs). Additionally, a cen-
tralized system manages all the resources of the lab. This system acts as a BMS that controls
the room assets based on different rules and constraints. Figure 7 shows the devices inside
the room.

Thanks to the controllable loads, and based on the energy demand prediction, the
lab can provide flexibility services despite not counting with generation resources, simply
reducing the load when it is required.

4.1.1. Smart Grid Technologies on the DERBis Living Lab

Additionally, a physically OpenADR VEN has been installed: an EISSBox 3.0 [49] (see
Figure 7). This VEN is fully OpenADR 2.0b compatible and it is currently connected to the
VTN developed by the authors. Through this VEN, OpenADR commands can be sent to
the lab simulating DSO actions. Also, the consumption of the lab can be obtained from the
VEN by means of the report service of the OpenADR protocol.

This VEN has four relay outputs that can be configured to respond to OpenADR
events. Also, the VEN has four pulse inputs for energy metering purposes. Two of the
relays of the VEN are connected to an input Modbus device in order to read their state.
Two of the pulse inputs of the VEN are connected to the pulse outputs of the Modbus
energy meter.
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Figure 7. DERBis control and measurement devices.

The smart meters of the DERBis use PLC communications based on PRIME protocol.
All smart meters communicate with a PLC concentrator (CIRCUTOR SGE-PL1000) which
receives the measurements and can send different commands to the meters. These com-
mands are related to the management and configuration of each smart meter, which can
be done separately. A more detailed description of the AMI devices can be found in [38],
where their characteristics, structure, functions, and possibilities for teaching purposes are
pointed out.

The Smart Meters are distributed through different loads and locations of the lab
(student benches, HVAC devices, etc.). In addition, one Smart Meter is installed at the head
of the lab, measuring the overall room consumption. The schema of the smart metering
system can be seen in the Figure 8.

 
Figure 8. Smart metering system.
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4.1.2. Building Management Technologies on the Living Lab

From the Building Management point of view, the lab has different Modbus RTU
devices for control and monitoring HVAC, lights and loads. To integrate all these devices
with the BMS, a Modbus TCP/RTU gateway has been installed.

Specifically, the lab has three HVAC controllable machines. These machines have
a proprietary remote configuration protocol. In this sense, one of these machines is fully
controlled by means of a gateway between Modbus RTU and its proprietary protocol. The
other two only have an on/off control. The lights and users’ loads also can be monitored
and have an on/off control. Additionally, different electrical parameters (voltages, currents,
active and reactive power, Total Harmonic Distortion (THD), etc.) of the lab can also be
obtained by means of an energy analyzer. Ambient conditions are also monitored by
a temperature and humidity sensor.

All these systems are controlled by the BMS which integrates all the devices and
systems. The BMS offers monitoring and historical services of the Lab and also implements
different control schemas to improve and adjust the energy consumption. Additionally,
it is the responsibility to set the appropriate adjustments when requested by the DSO by
means of the VEN. A capture of the BMS interface can be seen in the Figure 9.

 

Figure 9. BMS HVAC control interface.

As can be seen, this location offers a great integration of technologies from both Smart
Grid and Building Management. In this sense, this space provides a great opportunity to
test the interaction between different systems and technologies as well as to test different
flexibility operations in the scope of the congestion management in the Smart Grid.

5. Use Cases

Thanks to the great opportunity that this living lab offers in terms of technologies
and integration, several use cases have been carried out. These use cases expect to test
the living lab capabilities, the OpenADR protocol schema in a real scenario, the auditory
process through the AMI as well as the developed systems for grid flexibility operations,
especially in congestion management.

The proposed schema will involve a DSO operation request for a customer (or an
FSP/Aggregator) to mitigate a congestion in the grid. In this sense, the developed
DRMS/VTN will act as the DSO system, and the actions that are supposed to be done by
the rest of the DSO systems (Distribution Management Systems (DMS), Energy Manage-
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ment Systems (EMS), etc.) in the DRMS/VTN will be simulated. Although, thanks to the
interoperability with different standards that the VTN offers, the connection with the DSO
could be easily done.

The DERBis living lab will act as the assets on the customer side. Thus, the OpenADR
will be the communication link between the DSO and the customer. In this sense, the VEN
located at the lab will be the endpoint on the customer side. Then, the BMS receives the
information from the VEN and performs the required management tasks regarding the
events and load management.

Furthermore, the DSO could also get the metering of the lab consumption by means
of the AMI deployed with the Smart Meters. Even though OpenADR allows one to send
metering through the report service, the DSO also has the metering through its AMI
infrastructure with which it could audit the fulfilment of the flexibility command. This is
an important point in flexibility for the DSO, since with the smart meter infrastructure has
an external way to audit the operation.

It must be remarked that the Smart Meter system is considered here the most effective
and adequate system to realize the auditory process. The VEN metering capacity constitutes
just an additional auxiliary method which can be used for the measurement of specific
parts of the consumption/generation, achieving a more complete understanding of the
state of the customer systems, but should never be used for audits.

A general schema of the tasks to be performed by the DERBis BMS is:

1. Start of the day:

• Estimate power (using occupational model).
• Include controllable loads (if any).
• This result in the maximum and minimum values for each of the hours of the day.
• Calculate baseline (mean of consumptions of previous days for each hour accord-

ing to the DSO rules).
• Calculate flexibility margin (baseline minus maximum expected consumption).
• Send participation offer to the flexibility market.
• The DSO evaluates if they are interested in sending any event and informs

the customer.
• The BSM receives the event information.

2. Event start (if any):

• The BMS control the loads (if necessary) to accomplish with the event.

3. End of the day and in advance:

• The audit of the service requested by the DSO will be done. If the audit power
minus the actual power is greater or equal to the event reduction power, the
customer has successfully performed the requisites.

Once the process to be followed for flexibility prediction and planning is exposed,
some study cases will be exposed. The first one corresponds to a day where there are no
curtailable loads, but some flexibility services can be provided thanks to the expected use
of the lab during that day. The second one considers some controllable loads to provide
the service of power reduction during various hours. Finally, the third one presents a day
when there is a very low flexibility margin during one of the hours, so it is considered
non-sufficient for participation in the market. Of course, the consideration of a “minimum”
power of reduction will depend on the preferred strategy for the BMS, on the conditions of
the market, or on the requirements of the corresponding DSO for each day. In the third
example a minimum limit of 500 W was considered specifically for that day. It is not
the objective of this paper to discuss the details of the market coordination. Therefore,
for the present study the events have been launched using the mentioned VTN (which
corresponds to the actions of the DSO).
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5.1. Use Case 1. Absence of Curtailable Loads

The BMS must perform some tasks to manage the flexibility capacity of the laboratory.
Firstly, it takes the historical data from smart meter telemetry and applies the rules that
are considered by the DSO. In this study case, this baseline will be estimated through
the mean power for each hour using the two previous days of the same type (weekend,
or non-weekend types). The second task is performing a prediction of the expected power
consumption according to their own models (not necessarily based only in previous data,
but also including other types of available data). In this case, a simple model based on
occupancy has been applied. This model gives a margin of maximum and minimum
expected value for each hour and the flexibility margin is calculated as the difference
between the maximum expected consumption and the forecasted power. As an example,
the values associated for the day 5 March 2020 can be observed in the Figure 10a.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 10. (a) Occupancy-based (from BMS) and historical-based (baseline) expected power; (b) Expected flexibility Margin
(only values >0). Reduction really requested by the DSO (in green); (c) Actual power and baseline. Requested power
reduction (in red); (d) Reduction achieved vs. Expected flexibility margin. Requested power reduction (in red).
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In this sense, under atypical laboratory use, the flexibility margin can be positive,
providing potential opportunities to participate in any DR event. Based on this information,
the BMS will choose their participation or not offer a reduction in that period.

Thus, in the case of a party agreement, it will be necessary to perform the audit. At the
end of the day the smart meter data of the real consumption for each hour will be available
for the DSO. Therefore, from there (at any moment in advance) the DSO can make the audit
to check whether the lab (that acts as customer) has really accomplished the reduction in
the events that they promise, in order to apply the corresponding bill adjustment.

For the present example, the flexibility margin can be calculated as the Baseline minus
the maximum expected power consumption. Considering the flexibility margin, the DSO
could pick up from the market the reduction needed. The Figure 10b shows (in green),
which was the request from the DSO. It can be noticed that this request is always equal to
or less than the flexibility margin (which was the maximum proposed reduction that the
BMS estimated).

Figure 10c shows the comparison between the actual power consumption and the
audit power. As can be seen, the reduction that was requested by the DSO from 19:00 to
21:00 was successfully achieved.

The Figure 10d shows the comparison of the actual reduction achieved by the customer
and the originally expected flexibility margin. The reduction event requirement appears in
red. In those hours where the flexibility margin was expected to be positive, a reduction
was achieved. Therefore, the prediction of the possible participation of this customer in DR
events was correctly done, showing the best hours for their inclusion in these events.

5.2. Use Case 2. Controllable Loads Available

In the previous section, the exposed example of load reduction was performed without
any controllable load action.

In this second example, the flexibility providing is achieved by using some controllable
loads, which are the HVAC system of the laboratory. The process of estimating the flexibility
margin is very similar to the one performed in the previous case. The only new elements
that are introduced here are the parameters of “controllable load availability”, i.e., the
power that can be put off for each of the hours of the day, estimated in a 24 h horizon
(at 00:00 of each day). The next data corresponds to the day 26 February 2020.

The expected power without considering the presence of controllable loads can be
seen in the Figure 11a.

In this case, according to the BMS estimations, the HVAC system could be deactivated
during the period 18:00–20:00 without affecting the comfort conditions of the laboratory.
Therefore, this reduction is included in the Figure 11b. The reduction was about 500 W;
therefore, this quantity of reduction is applied to update the maximum and minimum
expected power.

Using this estimation and the auditory power (which is the baseline power according
to the DSO for the auditory process), it is possible to obtain the estimation of flexibility
margin as the difference between the auditory power and the maximum expected power.
This is done in Figure 11c.

This flexibility margin marks the maximum flexibility offer of the customer for the day.
Let’s suppose that the only period where the DSO buys the flexibility services is during the
day 26 February from 19:00 to 21:00. The BMS will deactivate the loads during this period
(at least). The actual consumption during the day is shown in the Figure 11d.

The comparison between the actual power and the audit power (baseline for auditory
process) shows that the reduction was successfully achieved during the period of event
can be seen in Figure 11e. The reduction requested appears in red.

Finally, the data of temperature and humidity are shown in Figure 11f. It shows how
these two variables start to change their tendency due to the disconnection of the HVAC
system, but they maintain adequate values during the reduction event in time of use of the
laboratory, keeping good comfort conditions for the users.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

 
(f) 

Figure 11. (a) Occupancy-based (from BMS) and Historical-based (baseline) expected power; (b) Occupancy-based (from
BMS) and Historical-based (baseline) expected power—Load reduction considered; (c) Expected flexibility Margin (only
values > 0). Reduction really requested by the DSO (in green); (d) Actual power and baseline. Requested power reduction
(in red); (e) Reduction achieved vs. Expected Flexibility Margin. Requested power reduction (in red); (f) Temperature (red)
and humidity (blue).
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5.3. Use Case 3. No Significant Flexibility Margin

The third situation that can occur is that the BMS does not find any flexibility margin
during the day (or simply that this margin is too low). This means that the customer should
not participate in the flexibility market, as they are not expected to be able to offer any load
or generation adjustment.

Therefore, the action of the BMS will finish in the calculation of flexibility margin, not
offering any reduction or attending any event during the day.

An example corresponding to the day 27 February 2020 is shown in Figure 12a. On
this day, there is no hour when the flexibility margin is significant, but only some residual
values (see Figure 12a,b). Therefore, participation in the flexibility market is not possible to
be considered, so the BMS will not send any offer.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 12. (a) Occupancy-based (from BMS) and Historical-based (baseline) expected power; (b) Expected flexibility Margin
(only values >0); (c) Actual power and baseline.

Figure 12c shows the actual power throughout the day and the baseline. Of course, as
the customer has not participated in the flexibility market with any offer, there will be no
audit process referred to this day.

Throughout the three cases analyzed, how the BMS performs the previsions of flex-
ibility margin in order offer a possible reduction to the DSO can be observed. In some
of the days there will not be any possibility of providing any service, while in others it
will be possible thanks to the use of controllable loads, or thanks to the analysis of the
expected occupation.
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6. Conclusions

The inclusion of DSM over the power system undoubtedly constitutes a powerful tool
to improve the management capacity and flexibility of distribution networks. However,
the use of these kinds of services implies an agreement between the two parts, i.e., the cus-
tomers and the DSO, which could be performed under multiple existing terms, principles
and methods.

In this paper, a possible architecture for DSM dispatching and audit is proposed and
tested. In this architecture, all the controllable devices are connected to a BMS. As it was
exposed, the BMS established communication to the DSO systems using the standard
OpenADR, providing a channel to inform about availability, scheduling, prices or any
needed data.

The audit function depends on the DSO smart meter infrastructure that provides
remote information about the hourly consumption, this data being used to check the
behavior of the loads in question during the period of the dispatched DSM events. The
accomplishing or not of such events will therefore be evaluated using information from the
smart meters to perform the audit process. Likewise, this hourly information is enough
for this purpose, although its extension to a quarter hour is considered interesting for the
future to increase network flexibility.

As Proof of Concept the architecture has been tested on a real testbed located in
a laboratory of the Escuela Politécnica Superior of the University of Seville. In this sense,
as can be seen in its results, the proposed architecture clearly shows the possibilities of
use of controllable loads under the established DSM contract conditions. The principal
difficulty from the customer side would be the requirement of the OpenADR VEN device,
which would not be such a big problem in the case of buildings that count with a BMS. Thus,
thanks to taking advantage of the available power meter infrastructure that is used for the
electricity billing, the audit process can be done by the DSO in a secure and appropriate
manner, showing the adequacy of the AMI for this task, as this system makes easier the
integration of flexibility services.

It can also be concluded that the described laboratory constitutes a complete platform
where some of the most important smart grid related technologies can be evaluated,
integrated and taught.
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Abstract: The stability of power systems is very sensitive to voltage or current variations caused by
the discontinuous supply of renewable power feeders. Moreover, the impact of these anomalies varies
depending on the sensitivity/resilience of customer and transmission system equipment to those
deviations. From any of these points of view, an instantaneous characterization of power quality (PQ)
aspects becomes an important task. For this purpose, a wavelet-based power quality indices (PQIs)
are introduced in this paper. An instantaneous disturbance index (ITD(t)) and a Global Disturbance
Ratio index (GDR) are defined to integrally reflect the PQ level in Power Distribution Networks
(PDN) under steady-state and/or transient conditions. With only these two indices it is possible to
quantify the effects of non-stationary disturbances with high resolution and precision. These PQIs
offer an advantage over other similar because of the suitable choice of mother wavelet function that
permits to minimize leakage errors between wavelet levels. The wavelet-based algorithms which
give rise to these PQIs can be implemented in smart sensors and used for monitoring purposes
in PDN. The applicability of the proposed indices is validated by using a real-time experimental
platform. In this emulated power system, signals are generated and real-time data are analyzed by a
specifically designed software. The effectiveness of this method of detection and identification of
disturbances has been proven by comparing the proposed PQIs with classical indices. The results
confirm that the proposed method efficiently extracts the characteristics of each component from the
multi-event test signals and thus clearly indicates the combined effect of these events through an
accurate estimation of the PQIs.

Keywords: power quality indices; signal processing; multi-resolution analysis; renewable
energy applications

1. Introduction

The extensive use of power-switching devices for source conditioning, renewable
energy supply and motion control in modern industrial applications has detrimental side-
effects on power quality, such as increase potential for unacceptable harmonic levels, poor
power factor, or unbalanced currents and voltages in power distribution networks. In
addition, transients caused by faults and switching events in power systems significantly
affect the power-transfer quality of a supply [1,2]. All these undesirable effects cause
huge economic losses [3] and require an effective power quality analysis in the grid and
affected facilities. Smart sensors proposals are rapidly increasing in response to these
new requirements [4–9]. Although the first applications were almost exclusively limited
to billing, they now include new features related to power quality detection and have a
common denominator: they require high processing speed to handle large computer data
in a shorter time. In this context it is crucial to provide a small number of parameters and
indicators that can effectively characterize all these events and derive from a very fast and
efficient analysis tool. This task is the main objective of this work.

The power quality index (PQI) is the summary of waveform distortions in voltage
and current from the perfect sinusoids. The PQIs are used to characterize the degree of
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quality degradation in a quantitative manner. They represent the impacts of non-ideal
waveforms on electrical power systems in a compact but expressive manner. Existing
indices such as Total Harmonic Distortion (THD), Power factor, Flicker factor, etc. reflect
the degree of power disturbance in each of these categories individually, but fail to assess
most of the phenomena mentioned together in an exhaustive and concise manner by a
single value [10].

Several methods have been applied to research the real-time behavior of controllers,
test and protection equipment [11] and fault diagnosis devices [12,13]. All of these applica-
tions, together with those mentioned above, have a positive and economic impact on the
industry. A measuring device integrated into the system offers the additional characteristic
of quantifying the various characteristics that affect power quality and thus identifies any
specific aspect that needs attention.

Power quality measurement and analysis has typically been divided between steady-
state concerns, such as harmonic distortion, and transient concerns, such as those resulting
from faults or switching transients. Fourier analysis has been applied to the first class of
problems while Joint Time-Frequency Analysis (JTFA), including wavelets, has traditionally
been used for the second class [14].

When using the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) in nonstationary situations, the
estimation of a time-varying signal during a specific time interval results in a serious
deterioration of measurement accuracy. The effect is equivalent to the frequency deviation
of the power system from its nominal value when measuring electrical signals [15,16]. To
avoid this problem, the Fourier Transform applied in time segments as the Short-Time
Fourier Transform (STFT) determines the frequency contents of a signal in each time
window. Nevertheless, the size of the window affects the capacity of multi-resolution
capability and the cost of the calculations is high. These deficiencies can be solved by using
the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) that also avoids the problems of interference of
time and frequency distributions [17]. Besides, the DWT method offers a better time and
frequency resolutions for high and low-frequency components, respectively. This method
is best for locating disturbances in non-stationary conditions. However, the limitation of
the DWT uncertain can be a shortcoming that can be minimized by an appropriate choice
of the analyzing wavelet basic function. In this article, the Daubechies40 wavelet offers the
best results for the analyzed electrical signals present in power distribution networks.

Traditionally, DWT [18–24], the generalized S-transform (GST) [25–30], the Time-
Frequency distributions, and the Short-DFT (SDFT) [31] have been used for the analysis of
the transient and time-varying nature of disturbance signals in electric power systems. In
particular, power quality indices [32–38] have been defined using these transforms. Thus,
the estimation of standard time-varying PQIs is done based on a proper JTFA [32], adaptive
window-based fast generalized S-transform [33], empirical wavelet transform (EWT)-based
time-frequency technique [34], cluster analysis of long-term power quality (PQ) data [35],
wavelet packet transform [36], load composition rate and Euclidean norm of total harmonic
distortions [37], and global harmonic parameters for phasor measurement units [38]. Most
of these works use many PQIs in their proposals, for example, the global PQIs introduced
in [35] contain up to seven PQI factors. As will be shown later, only two PQIs are used
in the present work. Specific treatment of transient events is done in [39], whereas in [37]
only stationary distortion is considered. Thus, it is necessary to conceive a measure of
power quality in order to capture simultaneously both the “transient” characteristics of
disturbance signals in electrical power systems [39] and the stationary ones. Moreover, it
must be done with a minimum computational cost and using a single descriptive indicator.
Wavelet-based techniques are good candidates for this purpose. However, a method based
on empirical wavelet transform will work properly for off-line data processing but not for
real-time analysis due to its computational cost [34,40].

Due to their powerful characteristics, in this work, DWT and multiresolution analysis
(MRA) are chosen for the joint analysis of the stationary and transient parts of electrical
signals. These parts are extracted from a monitoring window to ensure the correct use of the
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DWT. In this way, the fundamental component of the electrical signal is extracted and the
window containing the transient disturbance is processed. Both aspects are subsequently
used to construct new DWT based power-quality indices that replace existing counterparts.
On the other hand, the main drawback of this method is based on its limitation in the
analysis of highly noisy signals. In these noisy conditions, the method has been proven to
work properly until the minimum value of 34 dB for the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [19],
which is more than enough for most of practical PQ events detections in low-voltage AC
power distribution networks.

Reference [41] presents an interesting overview of power quality in low-voltage DC
distribution networks. This study highlights the most relevant disturbances in DC networks
and how they can be accurately characterized by means of power quality indices, some of
which have been defined based on DFT. Due to the close relationship between the indices
defined in AC power system networks and DC networks, a characterization of PQ in
DC networks using the current DWT-based method seems to be interesting and deserves
future work. In this possible context, the implementation of the algorithms derived from
the present work in smart sensors may provide new functionalities for PQ improvement.
However, they could increase the power consumption requirements of such sensors. In
this way, reference [42] presents a useful study of the power requirement of functional
sensors in a traditional PV system. It is based on Neural Network maximum power point
tracking with cloud method and estimates the reduction percentage of power consumption
in functional sensors.

In this paper we propose two wavelet-based power quality indices, the Instantaneous
Disturbance Index (ITD) and the Global Disturbance Ratio (GDR), which comprehensively
assess the power transfer quality of a given supply in steady-state and/or transient situa-
tions. The proposed ITD instantly shows the evolution of the PQ. It has the advantage of
evaluating the PQ in real-time situations under any conditions and extracting the character-
istics of the disturbance for any load in the power distribution networks. In addition, GDR
has the advantage of assessing PQ by means of a single value and allows distinguishing
between different events, so the GDR can be used as an input in a disturbance classifier.
Therefore, the new PQ indices can identify properly practical waveform distortions in
power networks. They can also be used to evaluate both the effectiveness and dynamic
responses of PQ mitigation equipment in practical applications. In this work, a real-time
platform is being developed to experimentally validate the feasibility of the proposed PQI
measurement and analysis method.

The rest of this document is organized as follows: In Section 2, a simplified outline
of wavelet filter selection criteria is presented. Section 3 briefly describes the DWT-based
instantaneous indices used to evaluate PQ. Section 4 shows a detailed summary of the
proposed measurement process is shown. In Section 5, results are discussed. The last
section draws conclusions from the results.

2. Fundamentals of the Proposed Indices

2.1. Components Signal Estimation

The proposed estimation technique uses DWT and MRA for extracting the fundamen-
tal component of the input signal s(t), which can be described by wavelet coefficients [14,24]

s(t) =
2J

∑
k=1

aJ,k φJ,k(t) +
J

∑
j=1

2J

∑
k=1

dj,k ψj,k(t) (1)

where j and k are the wavelet frequency scale and wavelet time scale, respectively, J is the
highest j scale, i.e., the lowest frequency band; aJ,k and dJ,k are the wavelet coefficients; and
ψ(t) and ϕ(t) are the mother and scale wavelet functions, respectively. Equations (1)–(3)
present the basic concepts of MRA. The aim of MRA is to develop representations of a
complex signal f (t) in terms of scaling and wavelet functions.
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The digitized version of input signal s(t) is a sequence of n samples, s(n), which
can be processed in the same way as the DFT. In addition, the number of DWT levels
(decomposition) is limited by the number of the original signal samples, which in turn
must be a power of two.

Therefore, signal s(n) can be presented in terms of its frequency components, i.e.,
coefficient aJ,k, k = 1, . . . , 2J, is the smoothed version of signal s(n), and coefficients
dj,k, k = 1, . . . , 2J, j = 1, . . . , J are detailed versions of s(n). They contain the lower and
higher-frequency components, respectively [14].

s(n) = aJ(n) +
J

∑
j=1

dj(n) (2)

With
aj(k) = ∑

n
g(n − 2k)aj−1(k)

dj(k) = ∑
n

h(n − 2k)aj−1(k)
(3)

where aj and dj are the approximation and detail coefficients at level j, g(k) and h(k) are
the high pass and low pass filters corresponding to the scaling and wavelet filters. The
coefficients have half of the original input data due to the downsampling process.

For extracting the fundamental component of a signal by using MRA, the sampling
rate and, so, the number of MRA steps must be specified. If it is assumed that H is the
frequency band order with central frequency, ω/(2π), equal to fundamental frequency and
fs is the sampling frequency, the number of MRA steps, J, satisfies the following expression:

f s
2J = 2 × H (4)

In this work has been assumed that the most important transients occurring in actual
situations of Power Distribution Networks (PDN) are captured into a frequency band of
6400 Hz, for fs = 1/TS = 12.8 kHz. It assures accurate results with J = 6.

2.2. Decomposition Structures of MRA Method

MRA method uses a decomposition structure based on Quadrature Mirror Filter
(QMF). QMF consists of two complementary filters, one low pass and the other high pass,
which disjoin the frequency range into two equal parts. They decompose the input signal
into two frequency intervals, the low pass filter output is downsampled and is used as new
input of another identical filter pair corresponding to the next decomposition level. This
operation is repeated recursively, decomposing the signal into approximation (a) and detail
(d) coefficients for various scales.

The coefficients of the scale g and wavelet h filters, and the efficiency of wavelet
analysis, are related to the selected mother wavelet. The right selection of the mother
wavelet is the main task to obtain the desired results in signal analysis with WMRA. In
this work, the selection of the analyzer function is based on the efficiency of the scale and
wavelet filters used for this purpose.

The QMF filters frequency response of the first level DWT decomposition is shown
in Figure 1. It depicts a comparison of the scale and wavelet filters between the db4,
db10, db20, db40, and dmey mother wavelets used on the MRA method. The filters
have overlapping frequency bands and energy leakage occurs between the two adjacent
bands affecting the obtained coefficients. It is less pronounced with db40 and dmey
mother wavelet.
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Figure 1. Comparative frequency response of mother wavelets.

2.3. Wavelet Filters Selection

Several mother wavelets have been evaluated in order to select the most suitable for
the specific application of event detection and classification methods. In this paper, the
selection of an explicit wavelet is based on the following principles:

- Minimum frequency leakage of QMF in the first levels of decomposition.
- Number of filter coefficients.
- Similarity between classical THD (Total Harmonic Distortion Ratio) with the TWD

(Total Wavelet Disturbance Ratio) defined with wavelets.

The main selection criterion is the frequency selectivity. It is based on the magnitude
transition zone slope of the frequency response of the wavelet filters. The selected mother
wavelet will have better characteristics if the slope of both filters has the highest value and
the information dispersion related to the frequency content of the signal will be less. In this
way, a greater concentration of energy is obtained in single frequency bands.

A comparison between Fourier and Wavelet analysis is made to select the most
appropriated. The STFT has good performance with signals disturbed by harmonics.
According to the Parseval theorem, the energy of a signal can be decomposed in terms
of the energy of a and d coefficients, the selected mother wavelet will be that allocate the
signal energy correctly.

Figure 2a shows a signal that contains three harmonics, the 3rd (7% Urms), the 5th
(10% Urms), and the 9th (10% Urms). This signal is chosen to support the selection of the
best mother wavelet available. Figure 2b shows the FFT spectrum where the fundamental
harmonic has 97.570% of the total signal energy, the 3rd has 0.478% and both the 5th and 9th
have 0.976%. Figure 2c also shows as a bar graph the energy percentage of this disturbed
signal obtained with various mother wavelets. Table 1 shows the percentage of signal
energy achieved with the mother wavelets depicted in the legend of Figure 2c.

Table 2 shows the THD and TWD results calculated, the results are similar excluding
bior6.8 and db10 ones.

According to Table 1, the mother wavelets with the best frequency response cor-
rectly distribute the energy of the signal according to the FFT spectrum (Figure 2). There-
fore, the db40 and dmey wavelets are the best mother wavelets. Since the db40 wavelet
has fewer coefficients than the dmey wavelet, the db40 is the mother wavelet with the
best performance.
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Figure 2. Voltage signal with harmonics: (a) Instantaneous representation, (b) FFT spectrum, (c) dis-
tribution of the energy percentage of the signal according to the coefficients of the mother wavelets.

Table 1. Energies (%) of voltage signal decomposition shown in Figure 2.

f(Hz)
a6

0–100
d6

100–200
d5

200–400
d4

400–800
d3

800–1600
d2

100–200
d1

3200–6400

db10 97.6142 0.4378 1.1561 0.7912 0.0007 0.0000 0.0000
db20 97.5719 0.4610 1.0966 0.8706 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

sym20 97.5705 0.5844 0.9745 0.8706 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
db30 97.5704 0.4616 1.0550 0.9130 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

bior6.8 97.2315 0.7903 1.1931 0.7817 0.0035 0.0000 0.0000
db40 97.5699 0.4673 1.0257 0.9371 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
dmey 97.5705 0.4905 1.0116 0.9274 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Table 2. Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) and Total Wavelet Disturbance Ratio (TWD) of voltage
signal decomposition shown in Figure 2.

THD
TWD
db10

TWD
db20

TWD
sym20

TWD
db30

TWD
bior6.8

TWD
db40

TWD
dmey

15.7797 15.6335 15.7751 15.7798 15.7801 16.8741 15.7818 15.7796

3. Quantitative Formulations of Steady-State and Transient Power Quality Aspects

This formulation is based on the IEC 61000-4-7 standard [43], EN-50160 standard [44]
and the IEEE Std 1159™-2009 [45] guidelines, in order to fulfil the essential requirements
and to define the characteristics of the supplied voltage and the most common disturbances.

3.1. DWT-Based Disturbance Ratio

The Total Harmonic Distortion ratio (THD) for single-phase networks (or polyphase
balanced networks) has been defined traditionally as [43,46]

THD =

√
H
∑

h=2
S2

k

S1
· 100 H =

fm

2 · f0
(5)

THD =

√
S2 − S2

1

S1
· 100 (6)

where S denotes RMS value of signal s(n), S1 denotes fundamental component of s(n), and
Sk the k component of s(n). Using the MRA tool, S is given by
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S =
√

Sa2
J + ∑

j≤J
Sd2

j (7)

Here SaJ, is the RMS value of the N samples signal aJ(n) in the lowest frequency band
J, where the fundamental component S1 is included. {Sdj} is the set of RMS values of dj(n)
signal in the higher frequency band, or wavelet-level lower than or equal to the scaling
level J. Then, the Total Wavelet Disturbance ratio TWD [47] is defined as

TWD =

√
∑

j≤J
Sd2

j

SaJ
· 100 (8)

3.2. DWT-Based Instantaneous Disturbance Ratio

The Instantaneous Transient Disturbance ratio (ITD(n)), the transient version of TWD,
is defined (9) in terms of the time-scale distribution of the MRA components:

ITD(n ) =

√
∑

j≤J
d2

j (n)

AJ
· 100 (9)

where AJ is the fundamental energy component defined as:

A2
J =

1
N

N

∑
n=1

a2
J (n) (10)

It can be seen that SaJ is identical to AJ.
The definition of the ITD(n) can be interpreted as a “time-varying” power quality

evaluation determined by the time-frequency localized energy ratio of the disturbance
events to the fundamental frequency energy.

As an instantaneous quantity, the proposed ITD(n) index can reveal the time-varying
characteristics of the transient disturbance for assessment purposes.

The time-varying signature can be quantified as a single number, as in the case of
steady-state disturbances. Therefore, a “transient-interval average” of the ITD(n), <ITD>,
can be defined over a sample interval N as follows:

〈ITD〉 = 1
N

N

∑
n=1

ITD(n) (11)

Note that <ITD> is almost identical to THD when only steady-state disturbances are
presented in the signal.

The non-stationary events duration is a very relevant parameter to be considered. It
can be measured with high precision by the wavelet procedure used in this work. Then a
Global Disturbance Ratio, GDR, can be defined,

GDR =

(
1 +

T0

T

)
〈ITD〉 (12)

where T0 is the duration of the transient disturbance and T is the time interval window
used. The selection of the time interval (T0) can be determined by the time index of the
first maximum peak value of the ITD(n), t0, and the time index of the last maximum peak
value of the ITD(n), t0 + T0. Only if steady-state disturbances are present in the signal,
GDR = <ITD>, otherwise GDR is greater than <ITD>.

Consequently, the proposed index GDR is the transient-interval average, <ITD>, plus
its magnitude weighted by a term related to the event duration.
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A loaded power network with sinusoidal voltages yields an ideal null GDR. Con-
versely, a high value of GDR would indicate a high level of steady-state and/or transient
disturbances, with the contribution of each event aspect well defined and measured. Note
that the proposed index GDR presents the advantage over the THD of distinguishing
transients and stationary events. The duration of the disturbance plays a significant role in
the GDR index.

4. Measurement Process

4.1. Developed Platform

In this work, a developed platform is used to test the effectiveness of the proposed
indices under common real-time working conditions (Figure 3). This procedure permits
the emulation of actual power systems. In this context, the proposed instantaneous indices
are suitable.

 
Figure 3. Developed system scheme: Voltage generator with preset disturbances, power amplifier,
and signal conditioner, load and Power Quality Analyzer.

The developed system consists of a signal generator that allows the design of any
kind of disturbance. This signal is amplified, conditioned and applied to a real load.
Finally, the voltage and current are measured on the load side and processed in a power
quality analyzer.

Matlab® software has been used to program a virtual signal generator, called Sigen,
which allows a complete configuration of the signals required for testing. Sigen mainly
generates a pattern based on the parameters defined by the user; thus, steady-state and/or
transient-state disturbances can be modelled. The Graphical user interface of single-phase
Sigen is shown in Figure 4.

The processes of Sigen are performed to complete the effective generation of electric
signals, as follows.

• First, electrical inputs signals are defined and the user sets their parameters.
• Second, signals according to these specifications are built.
• Finally, the designed signals are sent to a file or to the data acquisition board (DAQ).

Sigen is designed to program disturbances as described in IEEE standard 1159-09 for
monitoring electric power quality [45].

The design is based on generating single or three-phase voltages and line currents.
Generated data sets are obtained from a host PC in data files with the American Stan-
dard Code for Information Interchange format compatible with the most popular data
analysis tools.

The host PC is equipped with the NI USB-6259; it is a 16-Bit High-Speed M Series Mul-
tifunction DAQ for USB. It acquires eight differential inputs. Analog inputs are converted
with 16 bits of resolution sampled at 1.25 MS/s. Voltage and current sensors are built
with Hall Effect voltage and current transducers, type LV25-P and LA25-NP, respectively.
Low-level voltage signals proportional to the phase-neutral voltages are available.
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Figure 4. Graphical user interface of the Sigen system.

At the final stage, an amplifier section increases the voltage signals up to the grid
voltage level. A decisive request remains on the amplifier section since it must ensure
accurate and constant gain and phase shift overall bandwidth required. A Pacific Power
Source Model 320 is used as a power amplifier to fulfill all the proposed requirements
(output voltage up to ±600 peak volts; maximum output power: 1.2 kVA; bandwidth
(30–5 kHz) at full power; THD < 0.2%).

Disturbed voltage signals at the grid level are generated for studying Power Quality
Events in several types of loads.

The generated voltage signals are used to simulate a power system with actual voltage
sources and arbitrary loads. It can process polyphase sinusoidal voltages added with
simple or multiple disturbances.

The power-quality analyzer is a virtual device that processes the signal data file from
an A/D converted connected to the signal conditioner (Figure 5). A control program
developed in MATLAB® diagnoses quality aspects of the input signals, such as frequency
stability, distortion level, symmetry of three-phase signals (balance between phases R, S
and T), and others that can be inferred from the graphical user interface of Figure 4.

In order to carry out this diagnosis, the system can measure and present/display the
graphs (with its time evolution):

• Instantaneous network frequency, following its changes at intervals of measurement
of one cycle, considering deformed signals and with adding noise.

• Harmonics, represented in phasor form using two bar charts, one for magnitudes and
another for phases.

• Instantaneous PQI and coefficients of power quality indices (percent), and a presenta-
tion of the data corresponding to the signals.

• DWT coefficients with a representation of the wavelet level selected by the user.
• Three-phase signals of voltage and current, or in its place, their respective fundamental

symmetrical components, i.e., the fundamental components of positive, negative and
zero sequences.

Furthermore, the PQ System analyzer computes power quantities in Wavelet and
Fourier domain specified by IEEE standard 1459–2010 [46].

The developed platform and the proposed indices can be further used in real-time for
both monitoring and detecting faults in power networks [20] and electrical machinery [48].
By means of a signal-based fault diagnosis method, the proposed novel indices can be
applied to loads such as induction motors, power converters, and mechanical components.
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Figure 5. Graphical user interface of the power quality (PQ) System Analyzer.

4.2. PQI Measurements

Different kinds of power quality disturbances are applied through the power voltage
amplifier to linear and nonlinear loads. In these loads, voltages and currents are taken by
the PQ System Analyzer.

For the voltage quality assessment, instantaneous frequency measurement is per-
formed which enables synchronization between the signal period and the sampling se-
quence.

For the considered voltage and current windows specified by IEC standard 61000-
4-30 [49], time-frequency-based quality aspects are calculated by the DWT. For the case
of 12.8-kHz sampling rate in the Sigen system, Table 3 summarizes the frequency band
information for different wavelet analysis levels. The db40 mother wavelet is applied in
MRA of the voltage and current signals.

Table 3. Frequency bands and harmonics of six levels of the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT).

Level Freq. Band (Hz) Odd Band Harmonics

7 (d1) 3200–6400 63rd–127rd (odd num.)
6 (d2) 1600–3200 33rd–63rd (odd num.)
5 (d3) 800–1600 17th–31st (odd num.)
4 (d4) 400–800 9th, 11th, 13th, 15th
3 (d5) 200–400 5th, 7th
2 (d6) 100–200 3rd
1 (a6) DC-100 1st

According to Equations (5), (6), (8), (9), (11) and (12) the PQIs are computed. The PQ
indices have been tested on a variety of stationary, non-stationary single-phase signals as
well as balanced or unbalanced three-phase signals.

To measure properly disturbances with a higher duration than the considered window,
the PQ system analyzer provides a GDR history tool to save stored data of the GDR index.

The fundamental component of the grid voltage presented in all the used test signals
is distorted by harmonics and/or non-stationary events, in accordance with both, the IEEE
standard 1159-2009 [45] and the European standard EN-50160 [44].
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5. Illustrative Results

To show the effectiveness of GDR and <ITD>, TWD, and THD indices are also calcu-
lated and the result obtained has been compared in two examples sets. In all of them, the
grid voltage waveform contains a fundamental component of 230 Vrms, 50 Hz of nominal
frequency, and stationary and/or transient disturbances. In the first set, a group of signals
with single disturbances and almost identical THD index are considered. In the second set,
complex signals with more significant and combined disturbances are studied.

5.1. Voltages Waveform with Similar THD

Several disturbed voltage waveforms extracted from the developed platform are an-
alyzed. In particular, the considered signals are three voltage sags and two swells with
different duration and amplitude, three oscillatory transients with distinct frequency and
duration, a steady-state distorted voltage with three harmonics (5th, 7th, and 9th with rela-
tive amplitudes depicted in the FFT spectrum of Figure 6) and a flicker disturbance. Some
of them are depicted in Figure 7 and they all only have in common a similar THD value.

Figure 6. FFT spectra for several signals used on case A.

These voltage signals are applied to linear and nonlinear loads, and the resulting load
currents are analyzed in our PQ System Analyzer too. The corresponding voltage FFT
spectra are shown in Figure 7. The ITD(t) of the signals shown in Figure 6 are respectively
depicted in Figure 8. The first ITD(t) at the left top of Figure 8 shows two peak values:
3.1% at 31.1 ms and 2.7% at 146.2 ms. The second ITD(t) at the right top shows two peak
values: 3.3% at 21.2 ms and 2.5% at 136 ms. The peak values in both signals are associated
with the depth/crest of the corresponding sag/swell. The ITD(t) attaching to oscillatory
transient of Figure 8 shows a peak value of 44.27% at 53 ms. In this context, the peak values
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indicate that the oscillatory transient is a more severe event than the harmonic distortion.
However, it presents the shortest time duration and the highest frequency content of the
five disturbances (FFT spectra of Figure 7). The ITD(t) for steady-state conditions do not
offer any new relevant information over the THD, nevertheless <ITD> is almost identical
to THD (Table 4). In this case, the error between both quantities is less than 0.5%.

Figure 7. Single-phase voltage disturbances with similar THD. (a) Voltage sag1. (b) Voltage swell1.
(c) Harmonic disturbances. (d) Flicker disturbance. (e) Transient1 disturbance.

Table 4 provides the quantities obtained for all the examples discussed in terms of their
respective duration (T0), Vrms value and time-frequency based transient power quality
indices. It can be seen that THD is almost the same for all disturbed signals even if they
correspond to different classes of disturbances. TWD is similar to THD in those signals
in which the frequency bands are far from the fundamental energy component. On the
contrary, in those with the frequency components near to the fundamental, the values are
very different and the duration of the disturbance does not make any substantial difference.
Instead, GDR and <ITD> assessments are more consistent with the energy content of these
disturbance signals.

Table 4. Summary of Power Quality Indices for the case A.

Sag1 Sag2 Sag3 Harmonics Transient1 Transient2 Transient3 Flicker Swell1 Swell2

T0 (ms) 120.62 80.31 60.22 0 82.89 57.42 28.12 0 120.62 80.62

Vrms (V) 212.67 218.35 220.65 230.54 230.53 230.56 230.42 230.54 251.63 244.18

THD 6.8826 6.8857 6.8821 6.8608 6.8410 6.8852 6.8469 6.8589 6.8784 6.8742

TWD 0.6491 0.6515 0.7078 6.8607 6.8407 6.8848 6.8425 4.6067 0.6564 0.6610

<ITD> 0.3279 0.3329 0.3552 6.4397 3.8688 3.3018 2.2395 4.0494 0.3284 0.3409

GDR 0.5257 0.4765 0.4628 6.4397 5.4723 4.2498 2.5544 4.0494 0.5265 0.4783
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Figure 8. Instantaneous Transient Disturbance ratio index ITD(t) of voltage disturbances corresponding to Figure 5.

The ITD(t) (Figure 8) shows the instantaneous character of the disturbance noting
the relevance of any suddenly introduced change. Instead, its averaged energy over
the observation window is considered by the GDR. Furthermore, the GDR permits to
distinguish between different disturbances and can be used for classification purposes. In
particular, the GDR differentiates the proposed disturbances, with almost the same THD,
by giving importance to both, the amplitude and the duration of the disturbance. This
index offers the advantage to indicate clearly the most relevant of them, as can be seen in
Table 4 for any kind of the disturbances numbered as “1”. So transient events are perfectly
characterized by this procedure. Nevertheless, the studied sag and swell signals have the
same frequency contents and are undistinguished by all the indices, so the RMS value has
to be considered as an assisting index.

5.2. Disturbances Combination in Voltage Waveforms

In practical situations, a PQ event usually consists of a combination of singular
disturbances, most of them treated in case A. Therefore, a set of complex disturbed signals
with more severe and combined effect are studied.

Figure 9a depicts the ITD(t) corresponding to a pronounced sag. It shows two peak
value: 5.5% at 56.25 ms and 3.3% at 147.25 ms. Figure 9b shows this index for a combination
of the mentioned sag and a steady-state distorted voltage with five harmonics (3rd, 5th,
7th, 9th, and 11th and Vrms equal to 10 V, 17 V, 7 V 13 V, and 3 V, respectively). The ITD(t)
resulting from a steady-state distorted voltage only with the five harmonics is provided in
Figure 9c. In addition, Figure 9d shows this index for a combination of the same steady-
state voltage and an important transient oscillation. The ITD(t) of a voltage disturbed only
with this single transient is shown in Figure 9e. It has a peak value of 30% at 127 ms.
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In this case, the waveform offers more relevant changes than the previous set of
examples because more substantial disturbances are present. When the signal is disturbed
with two events, both are evinced in ITD(t) graph.

The PQ indices obtained are presented in Table 5. By comparing the values obtained,
the GDR index remarks the effect of the disturbances combination. As it can be observed
from Table 5, the proposed index is the only one capable to indicate clearly the accumulative
effect of the combined events in complex signals. Although the GDR index has not the
additivity property, it performs the indication by significantly increasing its relative value
when distinct disturbances are present.

Figure 9. Instantaneous Transient Disturbance ratio index ITD(t) of voltage disturbances combination.
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Table 5. Summary of Power Quality Indices for case B.

Sag Sag + Harmonics Harmonics Harmonics + Transients Transients

T0 (ms) 100.62 100.62 0 62.81 62.81

Vrms 200.30 201.51 231.36 232.14 230.79

THD 16.8966 20.2710 10.8804 13.6716 8.2782

TWD 1.2597 11.0999 10.8804 13.6705 8.2766

<ITD> 0.7170 10.0536 10.1025 12.2901 4.1376

GDR 1.0778 15.1118 10.1025 16.1499 5.4370

6. Conclusions

The motivation for this work stemmed from the growing need for a more effective
analysis of power quality in electrical systems and equipment. In this way, the main
contribution of this research is the introduction of a novel wavelet-based single indicator,
designated global disturbance ratio (GDR) that has been tested on real signals to address an
integral assessment of the electrical network PQ. The objective of these test is to guarantee
the applicability of such index to smart network sensors in particular, and to PQ monitoring
in general. To this end, a PQ System Analyzer based on wavelet techniques is developed,
turning out to be an effective device to verify the behavior of the proposed indices.

The GDR is based on an instantaneous index ITD(t), which is also introduced, and
considers two quality aspects of the electrical signal: steady-state power quality relative to
harmonic level, and the non-stationary index relative to oscillatory transients or sudden
amplitude changes in the signal.

In the initial theoretical stage of signal analysis it is remarkable the mother wavelet
selection procedure used to guarantee the most accurate frequency decomposition of the
voltage signal under steady-state and non-stationary events.

The applicability of the GDR and ITD(t) is illustrated for typical source-load configu-
rations. The proposed PQIs have been tested on single-phase stationary and non-stationary
complex signals, as well as three-phase balanced and unbalanced signals.

Finally, the ITD(t) and GDR indices are a powerful tool for detecting and monitoring
non-stationary signal components and they can extract relevant characteristics. In particu-
lar, the GDR index may be applied as the input of a classifier. In this sense, the authors are
working on the physical implementation of an intelligent sensor based on a DSP, which
provides the proposed PQIs. This guideline deserves future research.
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Abstract: Falls are one of the leading causes of permanent injury and/or disability among the
elderly. When these people live alone, it is convenient that a caregiver or family member visits them
periodically. However, these visits do not prevent falls when the elderly person is alone. Furthermore,
in exceptional circumstances, such as a pandemic, we must avoid unnecessary mobility. This is why
remote monitoring systems are currently on the rise, and several commercial solutions can be found.
However, current solutions use devices attached to the waist or wrist, causing discomfort in the
people who wear them. The users also tend to forget to wear the devices carried in these positions.
Therefore, in order to prevent these problems, the main objective of this work is designing and
recollecting a new dataset about falls, falling risks and activities of daily living using an ankle-placed
device obtaining a good balance between the different activity types. This dataset will be a useful
tool for researchers who want to integrate the fall detector in the footwear. Thus, in this work we
design the fall-detection device, study the suitable activities to be collected, collect the dataset from
21 users performing the studied activities and evaluate the quality of the collected dataset. As an
additional and secondary study, we implement a simple Deep Learning classifier based on this data
to prove the system’s feasibility.

Keywords: accelerometer; deep learning; embedded system; fall detection; wearable; recurrent
neural networks

1. Introduction

Among most events related to the gait study, fall detection clearly stands out. These
events can lead to severe injuries and sometimes chronic problems or even death. Its
importance grows as users age, becoming one of the most important causes of morbidity
and mortality worldwide among the elderly according to the World Health Organization
(WHO) [1]. The obtained results estimate that around 28% to 35% of people over 65 fall at
least one time per year. Additionally, this rate increments in people who suffered falls in the
past. Key factors regarding falls include not only physical variables but also psychological
aspects, such as fear of falling again. These aspects condition the gait of these persons,
leading to higher falling risks. All these factors are correlated with the person’s way
of walking.

After a fall event, it is very important to have a quick response to avoid increasing the
consequences of the fall. However, in many occasions, elderly people live alone or spend
too much time alone. In addition, in exceptional situations, such as the current global
pandemic caused by COVID-19, we must significantly reduce mobility and contact with
this population sector, since it is the most sensitive to these diseases. This is one of the
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reasons why automatic fall detection systems have become very important in recent years
and especially in the current pandemic situation.

There are multiple fall detection system types that achieve good results in these
situations—solutions integrated into the user’s home (within the “smart home” domain)
using visual sensors, telecare solutions with user interaction, mobile applications or wear-
able systems, among others.

As has already been explained, the responses of these systems occur only after the user
falls, acting as a rapid intervention mechanism when these events occur. However, in order
to continuously monitor and prevent these falls, it is very interesting to detect possible risk
of fall situations, although these events are much more complex to detect. Thus, it is very
important to analyze the efficiency of the system based on these three states—fall, falling
risk and activity of daily-living (ADL).

In order to design a new fall-detection system, it is important to collect a large amount
of data to be able to use it during the system testing phase. For this purpose, researchers
usually use public datasets to save time and resources in the design and implementation
of the data gathering device as this eliminates or greatly reduces the workload for the
collection, filtering and labeling of the required data. Also, the more data we have, the
more reliable the system results will be.

As an important point, it should be noted that there are several sensors and/or systems
that can be used to detect falls. However, the most widely used sensor that is integrated in
almost all fall detection systems is the accelerometer. Some works add other complementary
sensors, like gyroscopes (Gyr) or magnetometers (Mag) to filter the information, but the
accelerometer (Accel) is the most widely used sensor (sometimes integrated in a wearable
independent device and others as part of a smartphone).

In previous works, information about fall events was collected using several users, and
the processed and labelled data were made publicly available for researchers as datasets.
Most of these datasets are linked with published papers that describe the collecting process.
Several of these datasets are summarized in Table 1. As can be observed, there are two
main tendencies—using a smartphone or a wearable device. However, almost all published
works use an accelerometer.

Another important point shown in Table 1 is the sensor (or device) location. Of these
works, 31% place the device in the pocket (usually those that use a smartphone), another
31% place it on the waist, 6% on the chest and 6% on the wrist. Apart from this, two works
place several devices in different locations and only one places it on the lower limb. With
this summary, it can be observed that 87.5% of the analyzed datasets locate the device in
the upper half of the body. Only one work locates the sensor at the bottom, and another
uses multiple sensors (locating one of them on the ankle).

The long-term objective of this work is to implement an integrated system to analyze
events associated with gait, merging the fall detection system with other gait anomaly
detection systems. To achieve this goal, the fall detection system must be near the foot, in
order to be able to integrate this new system with the one developed in previous works [2,3],
where the pressure sensors that measured the gait trend were located in the footwear insole.
For this reason, in order to study the viability of this type of systems, we need a dataset
that collects the information about falls and activities of daily living (ADL) from the foot or
from the ankle.

Moreover, as detailed previously, it is very important to detect not only falls, but also
falling risks. As observed in Table 1, only two of the works include falling risk activities due
to the difficulties regarding data collection. But, for our case, it would be very important
to include these events. So, attending to the aforementioned problems and the detailed
future integration work, we need a dataset obtained from the ankle or from the foot using
an accelerometer and including three types of events: Falls, Falling risks and Activities of
daily living (ADL).

This dataset creation would set a precedence in the field of fall detectors and could be
of great help to other researchers who work in this field. This dataset could be combined
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in future works with classic Machine Learning (ML) or Deep Learning (DL) techniques
to automatically classify the events related to the collected data. These techniques come
from the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI), and they have had (and continue to have) great
success when automatically extracting the meta-characteristics of large amounts of data
in order to perform these classifications correctly. Not only in this area, but also in many
others, both ML and DL are used assiduously to solve this type of problem; and as a result
of this fact, several studies have emerged with remarkable results [4–8].

Table 1. Datasets summary.

Dataset Year Participants Sensors Location Classes #Activities

Frank et al. [9] 2010 16 Accel Waist Pasive, ADL,
Risk, Fall

5

Kerdegari et al. [10] 2012 50 Accel Waist ADL, Fall 20

Anguita et al. [11] 2013 30 Smartphone
(Accel)

Waist Pasive, ADL 8

Medrano et al. [12] 2014 20 Smartphone
(Accel)

Pocket ADL, Fall 8

Ojetola et al. [13] 2015 42 Accel, Gyr Chest ADL, Risk,
Fall

15

Fall-MobileGuard [14] 2015 20 Shimmer2R
(Accel)

Pocket ADL, Fall 29

Vilarinho et al. [15] 2015 3 Smartwatch
(Accel)

Hand ADL, Fall 19

Wertner et al. [16] 2015 5 Smartwatch
(Accel, Gyr)

Pocket ADL, Fall 14

MobiAct [17] 2016 57 Smartwatch
(Accel, Gyr)

Pocket ADL, Fall 13

UniMiB SHAR [18] 2017 30 Smartwatch
(Accel)

Pocket ADL, Fall 17

UMAFall [19] 2017 17 Smartwatch, Tags
(Accel, Gyr, Mag)

Ankle, Waist,
Wrist, Chest

ADL, Fall 11

SisFall [20] 2017 38 Accel, Gyr Waist ADL, Fall 33

Rescio et al. [21] 2018 15 EMG Lower limb
muscles

ADL, Fall 6

Quadros et al. [22] 2018 22 Accel, Gyr
and Mag

Wrist ADL, Fall 12

FallDroid [23] 2018 20 Smartphone
(Accel)

Waist ADL, Fall 19

UP-Fall [24] 2019 17
Wearables (Accel),

EEG, Cameras,
Context-aware

Wrist, Neck,
Pocket, Waist,

Ankle

ADL, Fall 11

Clearly, the application of these technologies in the field of e-Health, both in the
analysis of physiological signals and as diagnostic aid systems with medical images, has an
enormous impact and helps to significantly reduce the workload of healthcare professionals.
Several works related to this area can be found [25–28], and currently we can even find
some interesting applications related to the detection of COVID-19 [29,30]. Due to the
rise of these systems, it is interesting to carry out a preliminary dataset study using DL
techniques in order to evaluate its quality.

Thus, summarizing the aforementioned, in this work one main fundamental objective
is established: designing and developing a dataset for the detection of fall events, falling
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risk events and activities of daily living (ADL) using a wearable device as data collector
(based on low-power microcontroller, accelerometer and Bluetooth BLE transmission),
located on the user’s ankle.

As a complementary objective, but not one of the main objectives, we include a study
regarding the other published datasets (16 in total) in order to extract their main characteristics
and their most common activities. This information will be used to determine the activities
used for our own dataset. It is important to mention that, although this is not one of the main
objectives, this initial study will help to determine the most suitable activities to include in the
dataset; thus, this study will help to accomplish the main objective.

Finally, as an additional objective, a dataset classification study is carried out using DL
techniques based on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). This final objective will determine
the dataset quality and, for this reason, a deep study about the different parameters used
for classification purposes is carried out. However, it is important to clarify that, as this
is not one of our main objectives, we are not looking for the best classification result, but
just for a good classifier that justifies the correct samples’ labelling. The results that will
be shown regarding this classification can be (and will be) optimized using more complex
RNNs (like in [31]) in future works after certifying the correctness of the dataset.

About the device location, the ankle was chosen instead of the foot for the ease and
comfort when integrating the designed prototype (larger than the final device). However,
the final and future device will be miniaturized and located in the footwear in order to be
combined with the gait pathology detection system implemented and presented in [3].

The rest of the paper is divided as follows—first, in the ’Materials and Methods’
Section, the characteristics of the collected dataset and the device used for this purpose are
presented, as well as the recurrent neural network implemented to test the dataset quality.
Next, the results obtained after training and testing the dataset collected are detailed and
explained in the Results and Discussion Section. Finally, conclusions are presented.

2. Materials and Methods

In this section, we will present in depth the collected dataset—we will discuss the
users who have participated in the data collection as well as detail the activities selected to
be carried out by all of them based mainly on the analysis of previous public datasets. In
addition, we will emphasize the device designed for this task—we will detail the hardware
design, its firmware and the user application that receives and stores the information.

Last, but not least, we will detail the selected Recurrent Neural Network architectures
used to test the quality of the dataset, as well as all the parameter configurations that have
been tested.

2.1. Ankfall Dataset

The dataset developed for this work has been called “AnkFALL” due to the location
of the data recorder device (ankle), and it is publicly available to any researcher (https:
//github.com/mjdominguez/AnkFall) taking into account the limitations indicated in the
information web page (accessed on 8 March 2021) .

This dataset is stored with version control. In this way, any modification of its content
would provoke the creation of a new version; so that, when researchers download the
dataset, they will be able to know which version they are using and thus be able to compare
themselves with other works. At the time of publication of this work, the version of the
dataset is “v1”, and it will be increased numerically as future changes are made.

This section will detail the users who have participated in the data collection, the
activities carried out by each one of them and the device designed for data collection.

2.1.1. Activity Set and Participants

In order to consider the best activities for our dataset, it is important to analyze the
sixteen previous studies related to the actual datasets that contain activities related to gait. All
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these studies were detailed in the Introduction Section and collect activities of daily living
(ADL), fall simulations and, some of them, falling risk activities (as detailed in Table 1).

We analyzed the three activity types recorded by all of them and included only those
which are more common among the sixteen datasets. However, it was established that
activities which are too dangerous to carry out or too difficult to simulate would be discarded.

• Activities of Daily Living (ADL): in this kind of activity, most of the datasets include
the most common ones like walking, sitting down on a chair, getting up from a chair,
crouching down, getting upstairs and getting down stairs. Those ADL activities that
are only present in one or two datasets were not taken into account. So, based on this
study, only those common activities were included in our activity set.

• Falling Risks: regarding these activities, it is important to mention that only two
of the sixteen datasets include this kind of events due to the difficult of simulating
them. These two datasets include activities like recovering after trying to sit down
into the void, trying to get up, stepping down from a platform, trying to dodge an
obstacle on the ground and sitting with an imaginary wall. These situations were
discarded due to the danger involved when performing a simulation or the difficulties
about conducting a realistic simulation. However we wanted to include falling risk
situations and, according to the most common situations among elderly, the risk
activities included in our study were: tripping over an obstacle and walking with an
improper weight change due to dizziness.

• Falls: the simulation of these activities is carried out by all the previous studies in very
different ways, so a deeper analysis is needed in order to select the best activities for
our dataset. A summary about fall simulation activities used in the sixteen analyzed
datasets can be found in Table 2. According to this review, the most frequent fall
events used in the datasets are dropping down (used in eleven of the sixteen datasets:
almost 69%), tripping (used in four of the sixteen datasets: 25%), sitting into the void
(used in four of the sixteen datasets: 25%) and fainting (used in four of the sixteen
datasets: 25%). Thus, these four fall events are included in our dataset.

Table 2. Fall types considered in previous datasets. Reference [11] is empty as it does not consider any fall event.

[9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24]

With flexed knees � � �
Sitting on empty � � � �
Base on wall � �
Fall as subject prefers � �
From standing (drop down) � � � � � � � � � � �
Pushing �
Improper weight shift �
Trip � � � �
Walking with improper
weight shift

�

Sitting with imaginary wall �
Walking and slip � � �
Syncope/fainting/falling asleep � � � �
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Table 2. Cont.

[9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24]

Trying to get up (seat) � �
Trying to sit down (seat) �
Lying down on a bed �
Lying initially on the knees � � �
Rolling out of bed �
With compensation strategies
to prevent the impact

� �

With contact with an obstacle
before hitting the ground

� �

Steing down from platform �

After evaluating all the datasets, we obtain a total amount of twelve activities. Another
important problem we detected after evaluating the previous datasets is that the different
kind of activities are unbalanced—in some datasets more than 75% of the activities are ADL;
and the great majority of them do not have risk events. These problems affect the classifier
system severely, as it needs balanced data in order to extract the meta-characteristics of
the dataset. Thus, ADL activities were reduced in our dataset to achieve this goal. Table 3
shows the final list of activities considered for the preparation of the dataset. In this table a
short description is included, as well as a detailed preparation process to record them. As
can be observed, our dataset has five ADL activities, three Falling risk activities and four
Fall simulations.

Table 3. List of recorded activities. Last column indicates the mean execution time (in seconds) for each activity.

# Activity Activity Description Activity Steps Time

Act. 1 The subject walks. 0. Standing; 1. Walk; 2. Stop 17

Act. 2 The subject sits in a chair. 0. Standing in front of a chair; 1. Turn around; 2. Sit 7

Act. 3 The subject gets up from a chair. 0. Sitting on a chair; 1. Get up; 2. Stand 6

Act. 4 The subject crouches down with the
intention of touching the ground.

0. Standing; 1. Crouch down; 2. Return to upright position;
3. Stand 6

Act. 5 The subject goes up and down stairs. 0. Standing; 1. Go up stairs; 2. Stop; 3. Turn around; 4. Go
down stairs; 5. Stand X

Act. 6 The user trips over with the left foot. 0. Standing; 1. Walk; 2. Trip over a creased carpet with the
left foot; 3. Regain balance; 4. Walk; 5. Stand 8

Act. 7 The user trips over with the right foot. 0. Standing; 1. Walk; 2. Trip over a creased carpet with the
right foot; 3. Regain balance; 4. Walk; 5. Stand 8

Act. 8 The user walks while dizzy. 0. Standing; 1. Turn on itself several turns; 2. Walk; 3. Stop 19

Act. 9 The user falls backwards while sitting on the
void. 0. Stand; 1. Try to sit; 2. Fall; 3. Stay still 6

Act. 10 The subject trips over and falls forward. 0. Stand; 1. Walk; 2. Trip over a creased carpet with the left
foot; 3. Fall; 4. Stay still 10

Act. 11 The subject falls to the left (faint). 0. Stand; 1. Fall without resisting to the left;
2. Stay still

5

Act. 12 The subject falls to the right (faint). 0. Stand; 1. Fall without resisting to the right;
2. Stay still

5
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All these activities were performed by 21 volunteers who were previously informed
and trained about the way to carry them out. Due to the difficulty to perform some of
the falling risk events, the volunteers had the possibility to avoid some of them. The
participants were 16 males and 5 females aged between 21 and 60, with heights between
1.60 and 1.95 m, weights between 70 and 110 kg and none of them presented any gait
limitations.

2.1.2. Acquisition Process

As described before, the long-term goal after this study is to develop an integrated
system that records and analyzes all types gait related events. These events include not
only fall events, falling risk events and ADL events; but also problems related to user
balance, way of walking, plantar problems like pronation or supination, and so forth.
Regarding these problems, some works have been previously developed [2,3], and the
device implemented for those other works was integrated in the footwear. Thus, in order
to fuse both systems (fall detector and gait analyzer) in the near future, the acquisition
device was located in the ankle (as the prototype is currently too big to fit in the footwear).

Moreover, we have consulted two sets of people—the first set was composed by people
who are using a similar device; and the second set includes some of the participants of the
collected dataset. However, because of the difficulties of making an extensive consultation
due to the current pandemic, the first set was formed by relatives and acquaintances of the
authors of this manuscript.

Finally, the first set includes five persons (four of them older than 65); and the device
location used by them varied according to each user—two of them wore it on the waist, one
on the wrist and two on the chest. The two main problems that they commented on were
discomfort when wearing it (3/5; those who wore the device on their waist did not notice
discomfort), and forgetfulness (4/5; only one indicated that he did not forget it because he
wears a bracelet all day). For the second set, four of the participants in the data collection
were able to provide a comparative view with other devices they had used. They all agreed
that the new device was more comfortable to wear. Moreover, some of the participants, at
the end of the collecting process, did not remember which ankle they had the device on (as
it was put over the sock).

So, according to these consultations and taking into account the proposed future
works detailed in the Introduction Section, there are two main reasons why we focus the
study on acquiring data on the footwear:

• This area of the body is directly influenced by risk events and falls; however, the vast
majority of published datasets do not record from this position.

• This location opens the opportunity to combine the information with other sensors,
such as pressure sensors, to analyze pathologies or other gait-related problems.

Regarding the forgetfulness problem, we need to analyze the focus population of
the device:

• Users with many pathologies are used to wear insoles. Forgetting to use the device
would be unlikely, especially if the sensors were integrated into the orthotics devices.

• The elderly usually wear a small number of shoes and, thus, it would be less common
to forget the device.

• Athletes usually wear sports shoes, and therefore sensors could be installed on them.

Thus, according to this extensive study, locating the device in the footwear in a near fu-
ture could be an interesting solution to avoid the inconveniences indicated before. For now,
our device will be located in the ankle; but the information recorded by the accelerometer
will be very similar to what will be obtained by a device located in the footwear. For this
purpose, the full recording system is made up of a sensing and transmission device (placed
on the ankle) and an application for monitoring and saving the received information.

The wearable device is managed by a 32-bit low-power microcontroller. The full list
of used components is described next (see Figure 1a):
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• STMicroelectronics microcontroller (STM32L432KCU6): 32-bits ARM Cortex-M4 with
floating-point unit (FPU), 80 Mhz CLK, 256 KB FLASH, 64 KB SRAM, 12-bit resolution
ADC (analog-to-digital converter) up to 10 channels and up to 22 GPIOs (general
purpose pins).

• ADXL345: triaxial and analog accelerometer with a resolution up to ±16 g for each axis.
• HM-10: low-energy bluetooth modem controlled by a serial port. This modem is used

to transmit the collected data to the monitoring application.
• Power supply: as the main objective is the dataset collection, we used a comercial

powerbank to feed the device. In a near future, with the final implementation after test-
ing the dataset and integrating the RNN inside the embedded system, a 150–200 mAh
lipo battery will be used; however, at this time, no power-consumption studies have
been performed.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Wearable acquisition device: (a) wearable device placed in the ankle; (b) firmware’s state
machine.

Regarding the device’s firmware, a real-time operating system (FreeRTOS) is used
to correctly process the information (see Figure 1b) and transmit it without losing data,
configuring the accelerometer with a ±16 g accuracy and positioning it in the following
way—x axis was aligned with the horizontal line, y axis with the vertical, and the z axis
was aligned with the march direction. The information collected from each accelerometer
axis is filtered using the mean with a 10-sample window, and the resulting values are
encapsulated into a frame (which contains a starting sequence, the three accelerometer
filtered axis values, a checksum value to check the correct reception of the information in
the computer, and an ending sequence), and transmitted at a 50 Hz rate to the computer
(see Figure 1b).

On the other hand, the monitoring system plots the information received from the
wearable device by the computer in real time (at 50 Hz as commented before), allowing us
to visualize whether the information has been correctly captured. In the meanwhile, this
data is stored locally in a csv file.

After the collecting step, the information stored for all the activities are accelerometer
values (3 values, one for each axis). At this stage the different classes are not indicated yet,
and we need to precisely discriminate the correct label to tag each sample individually.

In order to perform the labelling task, a webcam records the activities while the
monitoring system is plotting the information. A local script launches the monitoring
application and the webcam recording tasks at the same time. Thus, the csv file (that
contains the accelerometer information) and the clip recorded by the webcam share the
timestamps, easing the subsequent labelling task. Therefore, we store the accelerometer
information and the videoclip for every task for all users. However, for confidentiality
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reasons these videos are not publicly available. A recording sequence from both the
monitoring application and the videoclip is shown in Figure 2.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Step 4 Step 5 Step 6

Figure 2. Monitoring application and videoclip during a Fall event recording sequence (in order, from step 1 to 6).

Viewing the video in slow motion, we labelled the entire dataset sample by sample
between the available classes, that is, fall, falling risk and ADL. However, those periods in
which none of the three previous possibilities occurred (a section where the user does not
move), were labelled with an auxiliary category called background (BKG) that corresponds
to the class of other datasets named “Passive” (see Table 1). So, finally, our dataset distin-
guishes between four classes—BKG, ADL, FALL and RISK. The reasons why we use these
classes are detailed below:
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• Most studies group events to simplify the final problem. In fact, there are many studies
that only classify between fall events and ADL, without addressing risk events.

• Knowing the specific user activity is not as interesting for healthcare systems as
detecting dangerous anomalies like falls or falling risks.

• Using more classes requires more complex models and the systems would loose the
ability to alert in real time.

2.2. Recurrent Neural Network Classifier

As detailed previously, the main goal of this work is the elaboration of one dataset
that discretizes between falls, falling risks and activities of daily living (ADL), and the way
in which the activities are selected as well as the methodology to used to perform them was
described before. However, in order to evaluate the quality of the collected dataset, a DL
based classification will be carried out using recurrent neural networks (RNN) in the same
way as it was done in previous works with other datasets [31]. It is important to emphasize
that our objective is not to optimize the final classification accuracy of the system; however,
we study the different parameter combinations for the network in order to evaluate if it
is possible to classify the different activities and, if this is the case, the adequacy of the
collected dataset will be demonstrated. For this purpose, we need to evaluate the specificity
metric—this metric determines measures of the proportion of values not belonging to a
class that are correctly identified as such. So, a good result in this metric means that the
different classes can be differentiated easily and, thus, the dataset collecting and labeling
processes can be verified using this metric.

In order to perform this task, we used Gated Recurrent Neural Network algorithms.
These algorithms can automatically extract the appropriate characteristics from a temporal
sequence (like our dataset) for performing the final classification. Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) are the most used gated recurrent layers (see
Figure 3), which have been demonstrated to obtain an acceptable performance in signal
classification problems [32,33].

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) (a) and Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) (b) units.

If we generalize the problem, the gait-related events require a study of acquired signals
sequential/temporal characteristics, as detailed before. To contemplate this temporality
there are two main approaches; by using frequency analysis (using FFT or DWT ), extracting
features and combining them with a classic algorithm such as an MLP network; or by using
deep learning algorithms such as RNNs. As the final future objective of his work is to
create real-time systems, the feature extraction process needed in the frequency analysis
method requires more computational time than working directly with RNNs (with not too
many layers); therefore, for a real-time system, it is more consistent to work with RNNs.
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In previous studies, we used these recurrent layers with accelerometer signals taken
at the waist (using the information of other datasets), obtaining high effectiveness results
and real-time classifications using low-power microcontrollers [3]. These layers implement
a memory cell that retains relevant information from the analyzed sequence section, to use
it in the analysis of the full sequence and, finally, to provide appropriate information for
the classification problem. In summary, their operation is detailed below:

• LSTM cell: this cell consists of an input gate, a forget gate and an output gate. The
first gate adds new information to the cell from the sequence sample in the current
instant of time t and the outputs of the same layer processing for the previous instant
t − 1. With the same inputs, the forget gate determines the non-necessary data for the
analysis of rest of the sequence. Finally, the output gate passes information from the
memory that considers relevant as input to the layer processing the next instant t + 1.

• GRU cell: it has only two gates (no forget gate is used), so it can add (update gate)
and remove (reset gate) information from the cell, allowing all stored information to
be used by the neural network throughout the sequence analysis.

In this study two main architectures were used (see Figure 4). Both of them contain a
single recurrent layer and a dense layer with four nodes. A softmax activation function is
used to normalize the results in a probability distribution; and, thanks to this, both the loss
calculation and the 4-class classification results can be performed. Additionally, we use a
batch normalization layer during the training step to normalize the input data, allowing a
faster convergence of the system. The two architectures differ in the type of RNN layer
used—the first one is based on LSTM cells while the other one uses GRU cells.

Figure 4. Diagram of the Gated RNN architectures assessed.

Data Segmentation and Labelling Criteria

In order to adapt each registered activity to the RNN models, we established a fixed
temporal window of 64 samples, which, considering an acquisition frequency of 50 Hz, is
equivalent to 1.28 s. This window is appropriate to contemplate a fall event or even risk
situations [34]. Each activity was split into blocks with the same window length of 64 and
was labelled with a unique category. The criteria used for labelling each block consisted of
assigning it to the most relevant class whose occurrence percentage exceeds an established
threshold (see Figure 5). If none of the thresholds is reached, the segment is classified as
background (BKG).

In the first step of this study, we consider different threshold values for each relevant
category and analyze the training results to obtain the best threshold values. In a second
step, grid search is used for model optimization. The parameters considered were the
number of nodes and dropout value for the recurrent layer, as well as learning rate and
batch size used during training. All these tests and the obtained results will be detailed in
the next section.
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Figure 5. Labelling criteria based on occurrence percentage in each block.

3. Results and Discussion

After analyzing all the datasets developed in recent years related to fall events and
selecting the activities that must be collected for the new dataset, its final distribution is
shown below.

In addition, as already indicated above, we consider that it is necessary to test our
dataset using a DL classification system. In this way, we will assess whether the collected
dataset is useful to future fall detection systems studies.

3.1. Collected Dataset

While recording the dataset, three repetitions of each activity were performed. How-
ever, due to the COVID-19 pandemic lockout, some activities could not be registered. It
mainly affected activities 5 (going up and down stairs) and 8 (walking while dizzy) because
they needed special considerations during the preparation. Thus, the data recollection
for these activities was delayed until the other activities were recorded. While activity 8
(walking while dizzy) was performed by 10 users, activity 5 (going up and down stairs)
could not be performed by any user.

So, finally, eleven activities were recorded. Moreover, as activity 5 is considered an
ADL (activity of daily living), the final dataset is more balanced than our initial expectations
as it contains 4 ADL activities, 4 fall activities and 3 falling risk activities.

Additionally, some participants did not carry out some activities for security reasons
or at their own request and, in some cases, some errors were detected after some recordings
(in particular with two activities for participant seventeen); all these reasons reduced the
final amount of records. Figure 6 illustrates the process to obtain the final dataset. Finally,
the total set contains 615 records.

So, after recording the AnkFALL dataset, it is important to compare it with the datasets
presented in the Introduction Section. However, as there are too many differences among
them, only datasets that use a wearable device with an accelerometer (not a smartphone
or smartwatch) and that include fall events are taken into account. The comparison is
presented on Table 4.
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Figure 6. Resulting dataset.

Table 4. Comparison between AnkFALL and the most similar datasets (from Table 1). The last column indicates the number
of activities from each type (in order: activities of daily living (ADL), Risk, Fall).

Dataset Year #Users Sensors Location Classes #Activities Balance

Frank et al. [9] 2010 16 Accel Waist Pasive, ADL,
Risk, Fall 5 3-1-1

Kerdegari et al. [10] 2012 50 Accel Waist ADL, Fall 20 17-0-3

Ojetola et al. [13] 2015 42 Accel, Gyr Chest ADL, Risk,
Fall 15 8-1-6

SisFall [20] 2017 38 Accel, Gyr Waist ADL, Fall 33 29-0-4

Quadros et al. [22] 2018 22 Accel, Gyr
and Mag Wrist ADL, Falls 12 11-0-1

AnkFALL 2020 21 Accel Ankle BKG, ADL,
Risk, Fall 11 4-3-4

As can be observed in Table 4, AnkFALL registers a total number of participants
and a number of activities slightly lower than average (around 30 and 19, respectively).
As detailed before, the dataset is continuously growing and, in the near future, the total
number of participants will increase; however, due to the pandemic lockout, no participant
record has been registered since March 2020. Regarding the number of activities, AnkFALL
seems to have very few, but the dataset it was designed to be as balanced as possible—as it
is shown in the last column of Table 4, we can observe some goodness about AnkFALL:

• AnkFALL is the most balanced dataset among the existing ones according to the
number of activities: around 36%, 28% and 36% of ADL, Risks and Falls, respectively.
If we do not take into consideration AnkFall, the more balanced dataset is the one
presented by Ojetola et al. [13] with 53%, 7% and 40% of ADL, Risks and Falls,
respectively.

• Only two datasets from Table 1 register more Fall events than AnkFALL—the one
from Ojetola et al. [13] with six different Fall activities and FallDroid [23], which has
no Risk activities and uses a smartwatch.
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• No other dataset has more Risk activities than AnkFALL—the datasets that have Risk
activities only register one or two types.

Thus, the two most important things that make AnkFALL useful for researchers is that
it has several Risk activities records, and it is clearly the most balanced available dataset.
These two characteristics are very useful when implementing ML classification systems due
to the importance of balancing the training data for obtaining good classification results
without overtraining one of the classes. The internal data structure of AnkFall dataset can
be observed in Figure 7.

Figure 7. AnkFall internal structure: (a) Folder structure; (b) Data collected from user 21 during activity 10, repetition 1; (c)
Labels for each sample of data collected during activity “(b)”.

3.2. Testing the Dataset

Although the main goal of this work is already achieved, it is very interesting to
perform a first classification study in order to check that the information recorded and the
applied pre-processing techniques are correct.

For this purpose, the Hold-Out technique has been applied, dividing the dataset in two
subsets—one subset was used for training and the remaining was used for evaluation. The
distribution was carried out in such a way that each subset contained data from different users,
to avoid bias. Data from 5 users were randomly selected, avoiding choosing the users who
had carried out the least number of activities. In the dataset segmentation process, we used a
64-sample temp window, as mentioned above, and a 25% displacement of the sample size,
which corresponds to 16 temporal samples and applied this approach as a data augmentation
technique: this means that there is an overlapping of 75% of the information between two
consecutive temporal windows. Data distribution is shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Participant distribution for each subset using the hold-Out method.

Subsets Users # Activities

Train 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 463
Validation 5, 8, 9, 10, 21 152

We compared the effectiveness of the classification system using different and well-
known metrics: sensitivity (also known as recall), specificity, precision and F1-score [35].
This last metric is the harmonic mean of precision and sensitivity. Those metrics are
presented in the next equations:

Specificity = ∑
c

TNc

TNc + FPc
, c ∈ classes (1)

Precision = ∑
c

TPc

TPc + FPc
, c ∈ classes (2)

Sensitivity = ∑
c

TPc

TPc + FNc
, c ∈ classes (3)

F1-score = 2 ∗ precision ∗ sensitivity
precision + sensitivity

. (4)

About those metrics:

• Specificity: proportion of “true negative” values in all cases that don’t belong to this
class (see Equation (1)).

• Precision: proportion of “true positive” values in all cases that have been classified as
it (see Equation (2)).

• Sensitivity (or Recall): proportion of “true positive” values in all the cases that belong
to this class (see Equation (3)).

• F1: It considers both the precision and the sensitivity (recall) of the test to compute
the score. It is the harmonic mean of both parameters (see Equation (4)).

In the first stage of the study, the best threshold values for block labelling were
analysed. We considered the values shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Occurrence thresholds values analyzed for each class.

Threshold Set of Values

ADL 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7
RISK 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5
FALL 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4

For training our classification system, we used the best architecture considered in
a previous work [31]—this architecture consists, as detailed in the previous section, of a
recurrent layer followed by a dense layer and a softmax activation function. The resulting
best values for thresholds were 30% for Fall events, 20% for Falling risk events and 30% for
ADL, with a mean F1-score up to 0.75 and a standard deviation 0.08 after three training
repetitions. The dataset distribution using the considered thresholds can be consulted in
Table 7. It can be seen how, despite trying to homogenize the number of samples for each
type of event, due to the short duration of risk situations and fall events, an imbalance in
the number of dataset samples can be observed.
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Table 7. Dataset distribution for each subset with best labelling thresholds.

Samples Per Class

Subsets Total ADL BKG Risk Fall

Train 9099 2064 4587 1165 1283
Validation 3172 837 1500 331 504

The model optimization was carried out with a grid search considering the parameter
values shown in Table 8. The parameters consisted of the number of nodes of the recurrent
layer, dropout rate, learning rate and batch size. This range of values was selected based
on the parameters considered in previous studies [31,34].

Table 8. Grid search values for exhaustive parameters optimization.

Parameters Set of Values for Grid Search

Learning rate 0.0005, 0.001, 0.0015, 0.002
Batch size 32, 48, 64

Number of nodes 24, 32, 40
Dropout 0, 0.2, 0.35

After carrying out all the training studies with all the possibilities for each parameter,
the best trained models were obtained and are shown in Table 9. In order to check the qual-
ity of these models, this table shows the values of the metrics described in Equations (1)–(4).
As can be observed, two possibilities are shown in this table based on the two network
types considered in this work—the first one contains LSTM units, and the second one
contains GRU units.

Table 9. Best results obtained after grid search optimization.

RNN RNN Learn. Batch RNN

Architecture Nodes Rate Size Drop. Precision Specificity Sensitivity F1-Score

One LSTM layer 32 0.002 32 0.2 0.780 0.928 0.768 0.774
One GRU layer 40 0.002 32 0.2 0.762 0.924 0.771 0.766

If we analyze the results shown in Table 9, we can obtain the next conclusions for
each metric:

• Specificity: we can see values over 92% that denote a high rate of true negatives
among the total amount of true negatives and false positives. So, in general, this
system classifies correctly the values that do not belong to each class.

• Precision and Sensitivity: these values are lower than the specificity, however both
have similar values around 77–78%. These results are not bad at all, but the important
difference between the specificity and these two metrics indicate that the system does
not behave in the same way with all classes. Maybe one of the four classes has quite
worse results than the others. In fact, if we study the system deeply, we can check
that the class RISK has much worse results than the others due to two main reasons:
the difficulty of distinguishing it and the alternation between RISK, ADL and BKG
during the Falling risk activities. This aspect will be studied later.

• F1-score: As this metric is obtained from precision and sensitivity, it is normal that its
value is similar to them. The main conclusion obtained with this value is the same
that was already obtained for the previous metrics.
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After presenting all the metrics, we can observe that the obtained “specificity” values
are high (92–93%). This fact indicates that the system classifies the values that not belong
to each class correctly. This means that the different classes can be easily differentiated
and, thus, the dataset collecting and labeling processes are proven to be correct. So, this is
a good metric to evaluate the quality of the collected dataset. Regarding the “precision“
metric, it depends on each class independently. But, thanks to the good specificity results,
we can assume that, using more complex RNNs the classification results can be improved.

So, in order to corroborate the results predicted previously by evaluating the metrics,
it is important to study each class independently for the two neural networks (LSTM and
GRU from Table 9) selected after our initial study. For this purpose, the confusion matrices
are shown in Figure 8.

This figure reveals the predicted main obstacle to be faced in the detection problem—
the correct distinction of falling risk activities from activities of daily living (ADL). However,
if we focus our attention on the other classes, their results are high, obtaining an 87% success
rate when classifying falls. These results demonstrate that the information recorded for
the AnkFALL dataset is very useful for being used in fall detection studies. The problem
concerning the RISK class is not new as, in a previous work [31], a RISK class was included
in the SisFALL dataset, and the conclusions were similar—the falling risk events are much
more difficult to distinguish than any other event type.

LSTM GRU

Figure 8. Confusion matrices for best LSTM and GRU models. Each specific box in the confusion matrix represents the
percentage of samples of the class indicated by the row that have been classified as the class indicated in the column.

Concerning the system ROC curves (see Figure 9), they reveal the same problem again:
RISK class obtains worse results than the others. However, the area under the curve is high,
revealing that, in binary classifications of the One-vs-All type, the system has the ability to
distinguish each event class individually.

The curves corresponding to ADL and RISK are those with the lowest area under the
curve, 90% and 80% respectively, which is correctly correlated with the results shown in the
confusion matrices. Regarding the RISK class, a stagnation can be seen from a sensitivity
value of 0.75, which reveals that there are samples of this class which are very complex to
identify. These samples are mainly those corresponding to activity 8 (walking dizzy); so,
it would be interesting to eliminate this activity from a future training study in order to
corroborate these preliminary conclusions.
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Figure 9. ROC curves for best LSTM and GRU hmodels.

4. Conclusions

In this work, a new dataset called AnkFALL is presented. It contains labelled infor-
mation from 21 participants performing 11 activities, including activities of daily-living
(ADL), Falls and Falling risk activities. These activities have been carefully selected by
performing a study of the different available datasets and taking into account that one of
the main objectives is to obtain a dataset that contains all types of activities and that is as
balanced as possible.

According to the explanations given in the introduction, the results of this work can
be used in healthcare and fitness areas. Our main focus area is healthcare, and more
precisely telecare services for older people who use devices to alert about emergency
situations (mainly falls). Using a device placed in the footwear may prevent forgetfulness
and improve wearing comfort and, thanks to this dataset, researchers can start to develop
footwear-placed fall detectors. Although this is our main interest area, these principles can
be easily applied to the fitness field too.

To record the dataset, a personalized wearable device, based on a low-power mi-
crocontroller, an accelerometer and a Bluetooth low energy interface, has been designed
and implemented to transmit the information from the user’s ankle; on the other hand, a
computer application has been implemented for the reception, visualization and storage
of the received data. The labelling task has been thoroughly carried out by checking the
received information sample by sample with the synchronized videoclips recorded while
performing the activities.

The final result is the first dataset of its kind that collects information from the ankle,
and it is also the most balanced fall-detection dataset among of all the datasets currently
described in the literature. Also, this dataset includes a type of activity (falling risk) that is
only available in a small subset of the available datasets.

To verify the quality of the dataset, a deep learning classifier system based on recurrent
neural networks has been designed and implemented for the classification of the four
classes in this dataset—BKG, ADL, Fall and Risk. A detailed study is carried out with
multiple variations of thresholds, learning rates, batch sizes, number of nodes and dropout;
obtaining, in combination, more than 600 different neural networks that have been trained
for this purpose. The best result for each parameter is presented and the final classification
results are shown. The obtained specificity values (between 92% and 93% depending on
the implementation) indicate that the system classifies correctly the values that do not
belong to each class. This means that the different classes can be differentiated easily, so
the quality of the dataset is proven by this result. Regarding the precision, it depends on
each class but, thanks to the specificity results, we can assume that, using more complex
RNNs the classification results can be improved.
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Moreover, the classification results show that the main difficulty is detecting falling
risk events—this is mainly due to the speed at which they occur and the combination with
other ADL activities; not surprisingly, most of the datasets do not include this type of
activities and most of the research studies do not include them either.

For future versions this dataset needs to be expanded with a larger number of partici-
pants. Moreover, after testing the dataset, we have observed that the information collected
for one of the activities has several errors and this affects the classification results; thus,
in the next versions of the dataset we need to evaluate whether the instructions given for
the participants were clear enough and if this activity is essential or not. Finally, in order
to obtain a better adequacy of the activities collected for the dataset, we have started to
apply “Explainable Deep Learning” techniques to the collected data; we hope that these
techniques will help us improve the next versions of the dataset.
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Abstract: A challenging aspect of scene text detection is to handle curved texts. In order to avoid
the tedious manual annotations for training curve text detector, and to overcome the limitation of
regression-based text detectors to irregular text, we introduce straightforward and efficient instance-
aware curved scene text detector, namely, look more than twice (LOMT), which makes the regression-
based text detection results gradually change from loosely bounded box to compact polygon. LOMT
mainly composes of curve text shape approximation module and component merging network. The
shape approximation module uses a particle swarm optimization-based text shape approximation
method (called PSO-TSA) to fine-tune the quadrilateral text detection results to fit the curved text. The
component merging network merges incomplete text sub-parts of text instances into more complete
polygon through instance awareness, called ICMN. Experiments on five text datasets demonstrate
that our method not only achieves excellent performance but also has relatively high speed. Ablation
experiments show that PSO-TSA can solve the text’s shape optimization problem efficiently, and
ICMN has a satisfactory merger effect.

Keywords: text detection; convolutional neural networks; article swarm optimization; curved text

1. Introduction

As a crucial premise of text recognition, scene text detection has largely attracted
the attention of many academics and industrial researchers, and many promising results
have been achieved in recent decades. However, due to existing large differences in size,
aspect ratio, direction and shape, as well as the presence of distortion and occlusion,
success detection of scene text is still a very challenging task. To deal with these challenges,
traditional text detection pipelines [1,2] usually focused on two subtasks: text detection
and non-text removal, however, they are limited by hand-crafted features and usually
involve heavy post-processing.

In recent years, with the renaissance of convolutional neural networks (CNNs), many
deep learning-based methods [3–34] have achieved remarkable achievements in text de-
tection, and these methods can be divided into top-down and bottom-up methods. The
top-down methods [3–20], also commonly referred to as regression-based methods, usually
adopt popular object detection pipelines to first detect text on the block level and then
break a block into the word or line level if necessary. However, because of the structural
limitations of the corresponding CNN models, these methods cannot efficiently handle
long text and arbitrarily shaped texts. The bottom-up methods [21–34] first detect text
components with a CNN and then group these components into text instances. According
to the granularity of the text components, the bottom-up methods are mainly divided into
two categories: pixel-level methods and part-level methods. Borrowing from the idea of
semantic segmentation, pixel-based methods [21–29] produce a text saliency map for text
detection by employing an FCN [30] to perform pixel-level text/nontext prediction. By
regarding a text region as a group of text components, part-level methods [31–34] usually
first detect individual characters and then group them into words or text lines. Compared
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with the top-down methods, the bottom-up methods have more flexibility and better detec-
tion performance. Unfortunately, however, the training model requires a large number of
sample annotations and complex network design, which limits their generalization.

For taking advantage of the high efficiency of top-down methods while avoiding
the bottom-up method for large-scale labeling of samples, we introduce an efficient and
straightforward curved text detection method, namely, look more than twice (LOMT),
which progressively localizes a complete text instance multiple times without heavy learn-
ing. First, the text proposals are located in the original image by adopting a direct regression
network, and then the candidate characters are extracted from each text proposal by using
maximally stable extremal regions (MSER). Next, a particle swarm optimization-based
text shape approximator (PSO-TSA) gradually approximates an arbitrary text shape by
a specific PSO technique. Finally, one complete text instance is generated by merging
two adjacent or intersecting text proposals by an instance-aware component merging
network (ICMN).

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

(1) We propose a text detector, which can accurately locate curved text appearing in the
scene through several consecutive straightforward and effective steps.

(2) To fine-tune the result of the regression-based text detector, we propose a particle
swarm optimization-based text shape approximator called PSO-TSA, which can
quickly approach text shapes without heavy pre-training or pre-learning in advance.

(3) To improve the text instance completeness, an instance-aware component merging
network (ICMN) is designed to merge adjacent text subparts, which can be flexibly
adapted to text detection results of any shape.

(4) Although the entire pipeline is not an end-to-end mechanism, the experiments on five
text benchmark datasets show that our method not only achieves excellent harmonic
mean (H-mean) performance but also has relatively high speed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We briefly review some related works on
scene text detection in Section 2, followed by describing the details of the proposed method
in Section 3. Then, we present experimental results in Section 4. Finally, we conclude and
give some perspectives on future work in Section 5.

2. Related Works

Recently, numerous approaches have been proposed to address different challenges
in text detection, such as low resolution, perspective distortion, low contrast, complex
background, multi-lingual, multi-view, multi-direction, and arbitrary shape and size. In
early works, connected component analysis (CCA) was mainly utilized to detect text
in scene images by first extracting candidate text fragments and then filtering non-text
candidates. Representative connected-component-based approaches such as the stroke
width transform (SWT) [1] and MSER [2] have achieved outstanding performance on
various test datasets, particularly for well-focused texts, e.g., ICDAR13 [35]. However,
these methods fall short for the more challenging ICDAR15 [36] and MSRA-TD500 [37] due
to the limitation of hand-crafted features. With the advance of CNNs, different CNN models
have been exploited for scene text detection tasks. In general, CNN-based methods can be
roughly formulated into two categories: top-down methods and bottom-up methods.

Top-down methods first detect text on the block level and break a block into the word
or line level if necessary, and these methods are often based on general object detection
frameworks [3–20]. The Faster Region-based CNN (R-CNN) [3] is the most representative
and accurate generic object detection method and has also achieved promising results on
text detection tasks [4]. TextBoxes++ [5] adopts irregular 1 × 5 convolutional filters instead
of the standard 3 × 3 filters and leverages recognition results to refine the detection results.
ITN [6], E2E-MLT [11] and FOTS [18] are end-to-end text instance networks. Liu et al.
applied feature pyramid networks (FPNs) in the CNN part to extract features of multi-
scales, and used the bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) network to generate
text proposals [7]. By connecting a region proposal network (RPN) and a regression
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module (TLOC), Liu et al. [8] proposed a method named the curve text detector (CTD) to
detect curved texts. EAST [9], deep regression [20], DeconvNet [10] and E2E-MLT [11] all
directly use a fully convolutional network (FCN) to predict the score map for each pixel.
Inspired by EAST, Zhang et al. [12] presented a text detector named look more than once
(LOMO) that progressively localized text multiple times. SegLink++ [13] detects dense
and arbitrarily shaped scene text by instance-aware component grouping. By combining
deep learning and histogram-oriented gradient features, NguyenVan et al. [14] designed
a pooling-based scene text proposal technique and integrated it into an end-to-end scene
text reading system. He et al. [15] proposed multi-scale scene text detection with a scale-
based RPN. Zhu et al. [16] presented a shape robust detector with coordinate regression.
Wang et al. [17] proposed a progressive scale expansion network (PSENet) to detect text
instances with arbitrary shapes. Wang et al. [19] proposed a text region proposal network
(text-RPN) and verified and refined it through a refinement network.

The above state-of-the-art regression-based methods have achieved promising results
on standard benchmarks. However, most of these methods need a comprehensive design
with complex anchors and cumbersome multistage network structure, and suboptimal
performance is achieved by exhaustive tuning. Unsatisfactory results often occur when
dealing with long text.

Bottom-up methods usually first detect text at the pixel or part level and then segment
these components into desired word- or line-level text instances. Borrowing from the idea
of semantic segmentation, pixel-based methods [21–29] produce a text saliency map by
employing an FCN [30] to perform pixel-level text/non-text prediction. Wu et al. [21]
proposed self-organized text detection with minimal post-processing via border learning.
He et al. [22] presented an end-to-end scene text detection by combining a multiscale FCN
with a cascade-style instance segmentation. PixelLink [23] generates an 8-direction margin
to separate text lines. Xue et al. [24] exploited bootstrapping and text border semantic
techniques for long text localization. Zhang et al. [25] first used an FCN to extract text
blocks and then search for character candidates from these blocks with MSER [2]. By
fusing the proposed generator technology with the FCN, a framework named FAST [26]
was proposed to reduce the number of text proposals while maintaining a high recall in
scene text images. Xu et al. [27] presented a text detector named TextField, which directly
regresses the direction field. Pixel-level methods mostly need complex post-processing
to extract accurate bounding boxes of words or text lines. Liu et al. propose the Mask
Tightness Text Detector (Mask TTD) [29], which uses a tightness prior and text frontier
learning to enhance pixel-wise masks prediction.

By regarding a text region as a group of text components, part-level methods [30–34]
usually first detected components or characters and then grouped them into words or text
lines. SPC-Net [30] uses an instance segmentation framework and context information
to detect text in arbitrary shapes while suppressing false positives. Lyu et al. [32] com-
bined position-sensitive segmentation with corner detection to generate text instances.
Long et al. [33] used ordered disks to represent curved text. Baek et al. [34] developed a
framework, referred to as character region awareness for text detection (CRAFT), which
explores each character and the affinity between characters.

This work is inspired by the idea of LOMO [12], which progressively localizes text
multiple times. However, the detection results of LOMO are multiple subsections of a
word or text line instead of a single complete text instance, which leads to a certain de-
gree of incompleteness of semantics. Similar to LOMO, by combining the backbone of
ResNet50 [38] with FPN [39], our method also integrates the advantages of top-down
methods and bottom-up methods. In order to overcome the limitation of regression-based
detector to locate arbitrary shape text and to make the located text box to fully contain
text while fitting its out-line, we first propose a straightforward and efficient text shape
approximation method called PSO-TSA, which is based on particle swarm optimization
method. Without prior training and heuristic parameters, PSO-TSA achieves very competi-
tive performance on curved and non-curved datasets. Moreover, a lightweight ICMN is
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proposed to merge two adjacent or intersecting text subsections in a text line, which can
further improve the completeness of a text instance. Compared with most deep learning
algorithms, the advantages of our method are very simple and straightforward, PSO-TSA
is general to any data set and ICMN can be readily plugged into any CNN-based detector.

3. The Proposed Method

3.1. Background

A challenging aspect of scene text detection is to handle curved text which is common
in natural scenes. The regression-based methods have achieved promising results on
standard benchmarks, and the efficiency is also very high. Using regression-based method
for text proposal detection is a premise of our method. Here, we choose the classic EAST
detector [9] to detect the text proposals appearing in the scene.

By inputting the text image to EAST detector [9], a dense prediction channel of
text/non-text is outputted to indicate the pixel-wise confidence of being text or not. The
dense proposals from the network are then filtered based on the text confidence score rp
with the threshold value 0.9. For further processing in the next step, the pixel proposals
with rp ≥ 0.9 are labeled as white pixels, and the rest are labeled as black pixels, which
are also considered text pixels and non-text pixels, respectively. The image formed by
these white/black pixels is called a text confidence map, marked as the symbol Im. Finally,
locality-aware NMS [9] is performed on the filtered proposals to generate candidate quadri-
lateral text proposals, which are collected into a text proposal set R =

{
rt

∣∣∣t∈[1,T]

}
. Here, rt

is the t − th text proposal, and T is the total number of text proposals.
Usually, regression-based text detectors fall quite short of detecting extremely long

curved text. In order to overcome the limitation of regression-based detector to irregular
text, we introduce an efficient and straightforward mechanism called PSO-TSA, which
makes the regression-based detection result gradually change from loosely bounded rect-
angle box to compact polygon.

In the PSO-TSA method, we need to fine-tune the text proposal detected by EAST.
Character extraction is another prerequisite of our method. The accuracy of character
extraction in the text proposal largely determines the performance of our method. In order
to avoid a large number of sample annotations and complicated network designs, we adopt
a simple traditional character extraction method like MSER [2] instead of a deep framework
like CRAFT. The reason for choosing MSER is that the MSER algorithm assumes that text
components have a similar homogeneous background and foreground and thus are stable
with respect to a range of thresholds. Here, an extracted connected component is also
considered a candidate character. The candidate characters extracted from the t − th text
proposal rt are then combined into a set Ct, expressed as Ct =

{
ct

m|m ∈ [1, M]
}

, in which
ct

m is the m − th character in t − th text proposal and M is the total number of candidate
characters. It should be noted here that a detected connected component does not refer to
an individual character in a strict sense; it may be a single character or consecutive multiple
characters in a text proposal.

3.2. LOMT

As illustrated in Figure 1, the pipeline of our approach consists of text proposal
detection, connected components (CCs) extraction, shape approximation and compo-
nent merging, the first two are prerequisites, and the last two are the main strategies of
our algorithm.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the overall pipeline, (a) proposal detection module, (b) CCs extraction module, (c) shape approxi-
mation module and (d) component merging module.

3.2.1. PSO-TSA

Inspired by the sociological behavior associated with birds flocking, Kennedy and
Eberhart proposed a PSO method [40] to solve a global optimization problem. Each indi-
vidual in the swarm is called a particle, which represents a candidate position or solution
to the problem. By constantly adjusting their positions and speeds with shared information
or experience, particles fly through the search space influenced by two factors: one is the
individual’s best position ever found (pbest); the other is the group’s best position (gbest).
The PSO algorithm possesses the advantages of simplified computing, rather quick conver-
gence speed, global optimization performance and fewer control parameters, so we apply
an improved PSO in this paper to solve the optimal approximation problem of an arbitrary
text shape. What needs to be pointed out here is that in addition to the position and velocity
properties of the particles, we introduce isometric information into the particle in order to
better use the improved PSO algorithm to approximate the shape of the text. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first time that the PSO algorithm has been used in curved text
detection. A vivid example is shown in Figure 2 to explain the procedure of the proposed
PSO-TSA algorithm, in which the text proposals and candidate characters are extracted
from EAST and MSER algorithm, respectively. First, a curve is fitted with all the center
points of the candidate characters, which is called the fitted character centerline. Because
the accuracy of character detection by MSER algorithm is normally not high enough, this
fitted curve is most likely not the real centerline of the curved text, which is also a problem
that is usually faced by bottom-up algorithms. In response, points are evenly sampled on
the fitted character centerline, which serve as the initial points of the particle, and also as
the center point of the sampling neighborhood of the particle’s corresponding dimension
position. Here, the sampling neighborhood is also the region where the particle position
changes, and particle positions in all dimensions are fitted to generate the approximated
centerline of the text. Because the particle’s initial position points are sampled on the fitted
character centerline, the first approximated centerline is the same as the fitted character
centerline. However, as the particle’s position changes when the particle swarm flies in
the sampling neighborhood, the approximated centerline will be farther away from the
fitted character centerline and closer to the real centerline of the text such that it eventually
coincides with the real text centerline. The polygon, connected in series by equidistant
control points moving in the direction perpendicular to the approximated centerline, is the
approximate polygon for curved text by PSO-TSA algorithm. By combining the shared
foraging flight of the particle swarm and the continuous adjustment of the equidistant
points of the corresponding particles according to their distance change, the global optimal
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particle position gradually approaches the true centerline of the text; in the same instant,
the polygon gradually approaches the text shape, and finally, both optima are reached.

Figure 2. The framework of the PSO-TSA algorithm, (a) particle initialization process, (b) generating polygon by once
approximation, (c) generating polygon by optimal approximation.

The specific initialization of particles is described in detail in Algorithm 1. First, we
define a particle swarm X = {X1, X2, · · · , XI}, in which Xi represents the i − th particle,
i ∈ [1, I], and I is the total number of particles in particle swarm X. Each particle is
represented by its position, velocity and distance between its position and equidistant
points, namely, Xi = (Xi.p, Xi.v, Xi.d)

T . Before initializing the particles, we first need
to set the particles’ range of activity. Assume that N points are uniformly sampled on
the character centerline, which are expressed as P1, P2, · · · , PN . The spatial neighborhood
Nr1×r1(Pn) with center point Pn and radius r1 is the variation range of the n-th dimension
position xn

i of Xi.p for i ∈ [1, I]& n ∈ [1, N]. That is, the position of particle Xi is expressed

as Xi.p =
(
x1

i , x2
i , · · · xN

i
)T , in which xn

i ∈ Nr1×r1(Pn). xn
i is initialized as a point Ps

n sampled
in Nr1×r1(Pn), whose x and y coordinates are equal to Ps

n. x and Ps
n. y, respectively. The

n−th dimensional velocity vn
i of Xi.v is initialized to (0, 0)T . The distance variable dn

i
between the n−th position point xn

i and its two equidistant points is initialized with a
value uniformly sampled in the interval [d1, d2].

Algorithm 1. Particle Swarm Initialization.

1. Define particle swarm X ={X1, · · · , Xi, · · · , XI}, in which Xi · p =
(

x1
i , · · · , xn

i , · · · , xN
i
)T ,

Xi.v =
(
v1

i , · · · vn
i , · · · , vN

i
)T and Xi.d =

(
d1

i , d2
i , · · · dN

i
)T , respectively.

2. Construct N spatial neighborhoods, each denoted as Nr1×r1(Pn), n ∈ [1, N].
3. Set the range of equidistant values of particle position points as [d1, d2].
4. for each Xi ∈ X do
5. Randomly sample a point Ps

n in each Nr1×r1(Pn), and all sampled points form a point set
Ps =

{
Ps

1, · · · , Ps
n, · · · , Ps

N
}

.
6. Randomly sample N values in interval [d1, d2] to form a equidistant set
DS =

{
ds

1, · · · , ds
n, · · · , ds

N
}

.
7. for each n ∈ [1, N] do
8. xn

i = (Ps
n · x, Ps

n · y)T , vn
i = (0, 0)T and dn

i = ds
n.

9. end for
10. end for

When the number of iterations k does not reach the maximum number of iterations
K or the error criterion Δε does not reach the minimum εmin, the proposed PSO-TSA
algorithm is implemented iteratively to approximate the text shape. Each cyclical process
mainly includes the following three steps:
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Step 1: Two equidistant points yn,1
i and yn,2

i are calculated in the normal direction at
Xi

′ s n − th position point xn
i according to Equations (1) and (2), respectively.

{
yn,1

i · x = xn
i − dn

i × sin θn

yn,1
i · y = xn

i + dn
i × cos θn

(1)

{
yn,2

i · x = xn
i + dn

i × sin θn

yn,2
i · y = xn

i − dn
i × cos θn

(2)

Here, θn is the angle between the tangent line at point xn
i and the horizontal positive

half-axis, that is, θn = arctan(kn). kn is the tangent slope at the n-th point xn
i of particle

Xi. The isometric points of all position points are connected head to tail to form the
corresponding polygon Si of particle Xi.

Step 2: The valuating indicator fxi of particle Xi is calculated as

fXi = 0.5 × ASi

Art

+ 0.5 × Nc
Si

Nrt

(3)

The fitting value fXi is expressed as the sum of two parts: one corresponds to the ratio
of the text aggregation degree in Si and rt, and the other corresponds to the ratio of the
number of characters in Si and rt. Each part has a weight of 0.5. Here, ASi and Art are the
text aggregation degree of Si and rt, respectively. NC

Si
and Nrt is the number of characters

in Si and rt. Here the variable Nrt takes the value M. Given the text confidence map Im,
which is obtained in Section 3.1, the text aggregation degree ASi is defined as the ratio of
the number of white pixels in the polygon Si within Im to the area of Si, and Art is the ratio
of the number of white pixels in the text proposal rt to the area of rt.

The reason for considering the parameter ratio rather than the parameter itself of
each part is that doing so can ensure the completeness of the text instance while ensuring
the compactness.

Step 3: After k − th single loop ends, the individual particle optima Pbesti and the
particle swarm global optimum Gbestk are found from the history, and each particle’s
velocity, position and distance are updated according to Equations (4)–(6), respectively, in
which c1, c2 represent the acceleration constants, μ1, μ2 are uniformly distributed random
numbers and Δδ is white Gaussian noise.

Xk
i .v = Xk−1

i .v + c1 × μ1 × (Pbesti − Xk
i .p) + c2 × μ2 × (Gbestk − Xk

i .p) (4)

Xk
i .p = Xk−1

i .p + Xk
i .v (5)

Xk
i .d = Xk−1

i .d + Δδ (6)

When the optimization is completed, the optimal polygon will be obtained, which is com-
posed of 14 equidistant points connected in series after the PSO-TSA optimal approximation.

3.2.2. ICMN

Even if the PSO-TSA algorithm is used to revise the EAST detection result from quad-
rilateral to polygon, the approximate polygon may not be a complete text instance but
only a part of the text instance. To avoid incomplete scene text detection when processing
long words or text lines, it is necessary to merge adjacent or intersecting text components
that belong to the same text instance. Therefore, ICMN is proposed to solve the instance
incomplete detection problem. The intuition behind the ICMN is that humans can easily
judge whether two separate text components belong to a complete text instance and
naturally perceive its shape without examining the entire instance; similarly, a specially
designed neural network might also be able to infer the boundary points of a text instance.

The specific architecture of the ICMN is shown in Figure 3, which consists of an input
layer, a pooling layer, two fully connected layers (FC) and an output layer. The input layer
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first accepts the boundary points of two adjacent polygons as individual features, both
of which have a size of 1 × 28. In the pooling layer, these two features from the input
are simply concatenated together to build a 1 × 56-sized snippet feature. There are two
fully connected layers in the ICMN, the sizes of which are 56 × 48 and 48 × 30. Using
fully connected layers in the ICMN reduces the dimensions of the pooled feature to the
desired size of 1 × 30. The final output consists of two sibling parts: the first one (with
1 × 2 − sized) outputs two confidence scores indicating whether the two input components
belong to the same text instance or not, and the second one (with 1 × 28 − sized) outputs
14 regression boundary points of the instance, half of which are upper boundary points
and half of which are lower boundary points. Because each point has x and y coordinates,
the ICMN outputs a total of 28 corresponding point coordinates. The salient aspects of
the ICMN are that it can predict whether two components merge and can refine the text
instance boundary points by spatial coordinate regression.

Figure 3. ICMN architecture.

For training the ICMN, we assign a binary class label (whether it belongs to an
instance) to each text snippet. A positive label is assigned to a snippet if (i) two subsections
in it belong to an instance or (ii) the Intersection over Union (IoU) is greater than or equal
to 0.3. We design a multitask loss L to jointly train classification and coordinate regression.

L = Lcls + λLreg (7)

Here, Lcls is the loss for merging/non-merging classification, which is a standard
softmax loss; Lreg is the loss for spatial coordinate regression; and λ is a hyperparameter
used to control over fitting. The regression loss is

Lreg =
1

Npos

Nb

∑
i=1

(
l∗i × 1

14

14

∑
j=1

∥∥∥(Pi
j .x − Pi∗

j .x
)
+
(

Pi
j .y − Pi∗

j .y
)∥∥∥2

2

)
(8)

where L2 distance is adopted; l∗i is the label, which is 1 for positive samples and 0 for
negative samples; Npos is the number of positive samples in a mini-batch; and Nb is the
number of all samples in a mini-batch. Here, Pi

j .x and Pi
j .y denote the x and y coordinates

of the predicted j − th point Pi
j of the i − th sample, respectively, and Pi∗

j .x and Pi∗
j .y denote

the x and y coordinates of the j − th ground truth point of the i − th sample, respectively.
Before training, we obtain the real ground truth by the method proposed in [8]. The
regression loss is calculated only for positive samples. To assist LOMT in dealing with long
curved text, a small and light ICMN is used in conjunction with PSO-TSA. Two adjacent or
intersecting polygons may be subparts of the same text instance, so they are input to the
ICMN to decide whether to merge them into a more complete text instance. The input of
the ICMN is 28 points formed by concatenating each pair of 14 points of adjacent polygons,
and the outputs of the network are the merging flag of the two parts and the regressed
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14 points of the more complete text polygon. After a series of merging steps, each complete
text instance appearing in the scene can be detected.

4. Experiment and Discussion

4.1. Datasets and Implementation Details
4.1.1. Datasets

ICDAR2015 (IC15) [36]: IC15 was built for Challenge 4 of the ICDAR-2015 Robust
Reading Competition and consists of 1000 training images and 500 test images. The images
are acquired using Google Glass, and the text accidentally appears in the scene. The ground
truth is annotated by a word-level quadrangle.

ICDAR2017 (IC17) [41]: IC17 contains 7200 training images, 1800 validation images,
and 9000 test images with text in 9 languages for multilingual scene text detection. Similar
to IC15, the text regions in IC17 are also annotated by the 4 vertices of quadrilaterals.

MSRA-TD500 (TD500) [37]: TD500 contains 500 natural images, which are split into
300 training images and 200 test images, collected both indoors and outdoors using a pocket
camera. The images contain English and Chinese scripts. This dataset is mainly used for
multidirectional text detection, in which text regions are annotated by rotated rectangles.

SCUT-CTW1500 (CTW1500) [8]: CTW1500 consists of 1000 training and 500 test
images. Every image has curved text instances, which are annotated by polygons with
14 vertices. The annotation is given at the text-line level such that a complete sentence is
annotated as a single polygon.

Total-Text (Total-Text) [10]: Total-Text contains 1555 scene images, which are divided
into 1255 training images and 300 test images. This dataset mainly provides curved texts,
which are annotated at the word level by polygon-shaped bounding boxes.

4.1.2. Implementation Details

In this section, we carry out experiments on curved and non-curved datasets to test
our method. In actual experiments, while maintaining the aspect ratio, the longer sides
of the images in IC15, IC17, and TD500 are resized to 768, 1024, and 768, respectively,
the longer sides of the images within Total-Text and CTW1500 are resized to 1280 and
1024, respectively. All experiments are performed with a single image resolution. The
results are evaluated using the standard PASCAL VOC protocol [42], which uses a 0.5
intersection-over union (IoU) threshold to determine true and false positives.

For training the text proposal detector, a union of the IC15 and IC17 dataset is used.
The network is trained using an improved adaptive moments (ADAM) [43] optimizer. To
speed up learning, we uniformly sample 512 × 512 crops from images to form a mini-batch
of size 24. The learning rate of ADAM starts from 1 × 10−3, decays to one-tenth every
25,000 mini-batches, and stops at 1 × 10−5. The network is trained until the performance
stops improving.

When executing the PSO-TSA model, the parameters are set as follows. The particle
swarm population consists of I particles moving in the N-dimensional search space, in
which I and N are set as 20 and 7, respectively. The radius of the sampling neighborhood,
r1, is a certain proportion of the maximum of the average width and height of characters,
which is set to 0.25 in the experiment. The distance range of the particle’s position point
and its two equidistant points is [d1, d2], in which d1 = 1.5 × r1 and d2 = 2.5 × r2. The
maximum number of iteration K and the minimum error εmin are set 20 and 1 × 10−3

respectively. The particle’s acceleration constants C1 and C2 are the same, both of which
are set to 1.2, and both u1 and u2 are random numbers in (0, 1).

In the objective function of ICMN, the hyper-parameter λ was set as 1.5. During training
of the ICMN network model, the negative-to-positive sample ratio was set to 10 in a mini-
batch, the learning rate was set to 0.005, the batch size was 128, and the number of iterations
was set to 30,000. In text detection process, when the IoU of two polygons is greater than or
equal to 0.3, the two polygons are input into ICMN network for further merging.
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4.2. Comparison with State-of-the-Arts
4.2.1. Experiments on Multi-Oriented Text (IC15, IC17 and TD500)

We first conduct experiments on three multi-oriented text datasets, IC15, IC17, and
TD500, to demonstrate that the proposed method performs well for multi-oriented scene
text detection. For IC15, annotations are provided at the word level, so the test experiments
are performed at the word level. For the IC17 and TD500 datasets, annotations are provided
at the line level, without a post-processing step applied to generate word boxes, similar to
the method in [34]. We evaluate the performance of the proposed method directly at the
line level. To make a fair comparison with end-to-end methods [11,18], we include their
detection-only results by referring to the original papers. We also compare the proposed
method with other state-of-the-art methods, including five recent multi-oriented text detec-
tors, EAST [9], TextBoxes++ [5], FTPN [7] and the methods in [25,32] and five arbitrarily
shaped text detectors: TextSnake [33], PixelLink [23], PSENET-1s [17], CRAFT [34] and
ICG (SegLink++) [13]. The comparison is given in Table 1. As depicted in Table 1, LOMT
achieves 85.7%, 74.6%, and 82.7% in terms of the harmonic mean (H-mean) on IC15, IC17,
and TD500, respectively, outperforming most competitors.

Table 1. Results on quadrilateral-type datasets, such as IC15, IC17 and TD500. P, R and H refer to the precision, recall rate
and H-mean, respectively. The best H score is highlighted in bold, and * denotes that the results based on multiscale tests.

Method Backbone Year
IC15 IC17 MSRA-TD500

P (%) R (%) H (%) P (%) R (%) H (%) P (%) R (%) H (%)

Zhang et al. [25] VGG-16 + FCN 2016 71 43 54 - - - 83 67 74
EAST * [9] VGG-16 2017 80.5 72.8 76.4 - - - 81.7 61.6 70.2

TextSnake [33] VGG-16 + UNet 2018 84.9 80.4 82.6 - - - 83.2 73.9 78.3
TextBoxes++ * [5] VGG-16 2018 87.8 78.5 82.9 - - - - - -

PixelLink [23] VGG-16 2018 85.5 82 83.7 - - - 83 73.2 77.8
Lyu et al. [32] VGG-16 + FCN 2018 89.5 79.7 84.3 74.3 70.6 72.4 87.6 76.2 81.5
E2E-MLT [11] ResNet-34 + FPN 2018 - - - 64.6 53.8 58.7 - - -

FOTS [18] ResNet-50 + FPN 2018 88.8 82.0 85.3 79.5 57.5 66.7 - - -
PSENET-1s [17] ResNet + FPN 2019 86.9 84.5 85.7 75.3 69.2 72.2 - - -

CRAFT [34] VGG-16 + UNet 2019 89.8 84.3 86.9 80.6 68.2 73.9 88.2 78.2 82.9
FTPN [7] ResNet + FPN 2019 68.2 78.0 72.8 - - - - - -

ICG (SegLink++) [13] VGG-16 2019 83.7 80.3 82.0 - - - - - -
LOMT ResNet-50 + FPN 2020 86.9 84.6 85.7 79.1 70.6 74.6 88.9 77.3 82.7

IC15 is a dataset of complicated backgrounds, and the text size is small. As shown in
the fourth to sixth columns of Table 1, the H-mean performance of LOMT is better than
all other competitors, except that it is slightly lower than the CRAFT method. In addition,
we demonstrate some test examples in Figure 4a, and LOMT can accurately locate text
instances in different directions and different sizes.

IC17 is a large-scale multilingual text dataset. We next verify the ability of our method
to detect multilingual text for IC17. As shown in columns 7 to 9 of Table 1, our method
outperforms all other competing methods in terms of H-mean. Some qualitative detection
results on the IC17 dataset are given in Figure 4b, and the results show that our LOMT
method can accurately detect multilingual text such as English, Chinese and Korean in
different directions and sizes.

On MSRA-TD500, we evaluate the performance of LOMT for detecting long and
multilingual text lines. As shown in the results of columns 10 to 12 of Table 1, our method
has certain advantages in the detection of long texts, and the H-mean is only 0.2% lower
than CRAFT [34]. In addition, we demonstrate some test examples in Figure 4c, and our
method can accurately locate long text instances with various orientations.
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Figure 4. Some qualitative results of the proposed method on IC15 (a), IC17 (b), and TD500 (c).

4.2.2. Experiments on Two Curve Text Datasets (Total-Text and CTW1500)

To test the ability of LOMT for the detection of curved text, we evaluate the detection
results on both the Total-Text and CTW1500 datasets, which mainly contain curved text.

We first conduct text detection experiments on the Total-Text dataset. Total-Text was
constructed in late 2017, and curved text was collected from various scenes, including
text-like and low-contrast background scenes. Most images in this dataset contain at least
one curved text, which is annotated in word-level granularity using a strictly 14-point
polygon. To compare LOMT with other algorithms under the same conditions, the number
of uniformly sampled points on the character centerline is set to 7 so that the polygon
with the same 14 vertices as the ground truth. Columns 3 to 5 of Table 2 show the results
of different methods on Total-Text. As shown in Table 2, the proposed method achieves
88.2%, 79.6%, and 83.7% in precision, recall and H-mean on Total-Text, respectively. The
results show that our method outperformed recent state-of-the-art methods on Total-Text.
Especially, compared with the text detector EAST, the H-mean is improved by 41.7%,
and our method is slightly better than the excellent CRAFT algorithm. Examples of the
detection results of the proposed method are illustrated in Figure 5. From the results, we
can find that the proposed method can work well for text of any shape and length. In
addition, we show some test examples of different methods on Total-Text in Figure 6, where
the results in columns (a), (b) and (c) correspond to CTD + TLOC [8], CRAFT [34] and the
proposed LOMT method, respectively. CTD + TLOC [8] detects a false text in the first row
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in Figure 6a, and all detection results are inaccurate. The detection results of CRAFT [34]
shown in Figure 6b are relatively ideal, but the parts of a single character, such as the letter
“C”, are not completely contained in the detected text box. Compared to other methods, the
proposed method has better completeness of the text instances and smoother boundaries
of the polygons.

Table 2. Results on curved text datasets Total-Text and CTW1500. The best H score is highlighted in bold and * denotes the
results based on multiscale tests.

Method Year
Total-Text CTW1500

P (%) R (%) H (%) P (%) R (%) H (%)

EAST * [9] 2017 50.0 36.2 42.0 78.7 49.1 60.4
DeconvNet * [10] 2017 33.0 40.0 36.0 - - -

TextSnake [33] 2018 82.7 74.5 78.4 67.9 85.3 75.6
PSENet-1s [17] 2019 81.8 75.1 78.3 80.6 75.6 78.0
LOMO-1s [12] 2019 88.6 75.7 81.6 - - -

CTD + TLOC [8] 2019 77.4 69.8 73.4 77.4 69.8 73.4
ICG (SegLink++) [13] 2019 82.1 80.9 81.5 82.8 79.8 81.3

CRAFT [34] 2019 87.6 79.9 83.6 86.0 81.1 83.5
Wang et al. [19] 2019 80.9 76.2 78.5 80.1 80.2 80.1
Mask-TTD [29] 2020 74.5 79.1 76.7 79.7 79.0 79.4

LOMT 2020 88.2 79.6 83.7 85.1 79.9 82.5

Figure 5. Some qualitative results of the proposed method on Total-Text.

Figure 6. Comparison results of several methods, (a) CTD + TOLC [8], (b) CRAFT [34], and (c) LOMT.
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We continue to evaluate the results of LOMT on CTW1500, whose annotation is given
at the text-line level such that a complete text instance is annotated as a single 14-point
polygon. A comparison with the quantitative evaluations of other methods is depicted
in Table 3, indicating that H-mean performance of the proposed LOMT method is 22.1%
higher than the EAST [9] algorithm. Compared with CTD + TLOC [8], TextSnake [33],
PSENet-1s [17] and Mask-TTD [29], H-mean improvement is 9.1%, 6.9%, 4.5% and 3.1%,
respectively. The proposed LOMT is slightly better in H-mean performance than ICG
(SegLink++) [13] and the method in [19] and is only 1.0% lower than CRAFT [34]. The
results demonstrate that the proposed method can handle arbitrarily shaped line-level text
detection. Some qualitative results are shown in Figure 7. The results show that LOMT can
handle long text detection well.

Table 3. The ablation experiment results.

Dataset EAST MSER Extraction PSO-TSA ICMN H (%)

CTW1500

√
X X X 60.4

√ √ √
X 71.2

√ √ √ √
81.5

Total-Text

√
X X X 42.0

√ √ √
X 81.7

√ √ √ √
83.7

Figure 7. Some qualitative results of the proposed method on CTW1500.

4.2.3. Speed and Ablation Analysis

All the experiments are conducted on a PC using a single NIVIDA GeForce GTX
1080 graphics card with the Pascal architecture and an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700K @ 4.00
GHZ CPU. The speed of PSO-TSA and ICMN are 20.0 FPS and 30.9 FPS, respectively,
which can basically achieve real-time running. Although the H-mean performance of the
CRAFT algorithm is currently the most competitive compared with other state of the arts,
its average frame rate is only 3.3.

The proposed method consists of four modules: text proposal detection, candidate
character extraction using MSER, text shape approximations by PSO-TSA, and text subsec-
tion merging via ICMN. The first two modules are the prerequisites for PSO- TSA. Without
the extracted characters, the PSO-TSA module cannot be executed independently. That
is, the contribution of the character extraction module is included in the performance
improvement of PSO-TSA. Therefore, we need to verify only the effectiveness of the three
modules, namely, text proposal detection, PSO-TSA and ICMN. Table 3 shows the ablation
experiment results on two curved text benchmarks. From Table 3, for the CTW1500 and
Total-Text datasets, compared to the text proposal detection module, the improvements
in the H-mean performance of the PSO-TSA module are 10.8% and 39.7%, respectively.
Furthermore, compared with the PSO-TSA module without ICMN, the gain of the H-mean
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performance of LOMT is 10.3% and 2.0%. In particular, it should be emphasized that com-
pared to the general regression-based detection module, EAST, the overall performance
of our algorithm can be improved by at least 21.1% and up to 41.7%. The experimental
results demonstrate that each module in Table 3 has a certain contribution to the overall
performance, thus verifying the necessity of each part.

4.2.4. Disadvantages and Advantages

The main disadvantage of the proposed method is not an end-to-end framework. The
traditional MSER method is used in our character extraction module, and the accuracy rate
is 68.3% in CTW1500 data set, while the accuracy rate of CRAFT algorithm is 75.7%. Due to
unsatisfactory text detection performance of MSER, the accuracy of the proposed method
is not good enough compared to the existing methods, especially CRAFT.

Although the performance of our method is slightly inferior to the CRAFT method, one
of the biggest advantages of our method is that it does not depend too much on a specific
data set. In order to test the generalization of the algorithm, Table 4 lists the comparison
results of the generalization experiment of the two methods, in which CRAFT-IC15-20k.pth
and CRAFT-MLT-25k.pth denote the CRAFT models trained on IC15 and IC13 + IC17 data
sets, respectively. It can be seen from Table 4 that the model CRAFT-IC15-20k.pth performs
well on the IC15 dataset, but its performances on the other four datasets have dropped a lot,
and the performances of the model CRAFT-MLT-25k.pth on the IC15 and IC17-MLT data
sets are also inferior to our method. In other words, the CRAFT model is strongly based
on training samples, and its generalization ability is not particularly ideal. Fortunately,
neither our character extraction module nor our PSO-TSA module depends on a specific
dataset; consequently, they are highly applicable to any dataset. ICMN module can be
readily plugged into to any regression-based text positioning module to complete the text
instance detection.

Table 4. Comparison of generalization experimental results.

Data Sets
CRAFT-IC15-20k.pth CRAFT-MLT-25k.pth LOMT

P (%) R (%) H (%) P (%) R (%) H (%) P (%) R (%) H (%)

IC15 89.8 84.3 86.9 81.7 82.5 82.0 86.9 84.6 85.7
IC17-MLT 51.2 47.7 49.4 80.6 68.2 73.9 79.1 70.6 74.6

TD500 16.1 29.6 20.9 88.0 78.1 82.9 88.9 77.3 82.7
CTW1500 69.8 70.6 70.2 86.0 81.1 83.5 85.1 79.9 82.5
Total-Text 72.5 76.3 74.3 87.6 79.9 83.6 88.2 79.6 83.7

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a straightforward and efficient instance-aware curved
text detector, which is composed of quadrilateral text proposal detection, character ex-
traction, particle swarm optimization-based text shape approximation (PSO-TSA), and
an instance-aware component merging network (ICMN). Without training or learning in
advance, PSO-TSA can adjust the quadrilateral box obtained by a regression-based text
detector to a polygon, thus approaches the shape of the text. ICMN can merge two adjacent
or intersecting text components into one single text instance that is more complete. A
large number of experiments have been carried out on five scene text detection benchmark
datasets, H-mean performance achieve to 85.7%, 74.6%, 82.7%, 82.5% and 83.7% for IC15,
IC17, MSRA-TD500, CTW1500 and Total-Text dataset, respectively. As the two core compo-
nents of the text detector, the average running speeds of PSO-TSA and ICMN modules are
20.0 FPS and 30.9 FPS, respectively. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
algorithm has competitive advantages in H-mean performance and execution speed.
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In the future, we would like to replace the MSER extraction with more elegant charac-
ter detection method to further improve the efficiency of the algorithm.
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Abstract: To meet the demands of the chemical and pharmaceutical process industry for a combi-
nation of high measurement accuracy, product selectivity, and low cost of ownership, the existing
measurement and evaluation methods have to be further developed. This paper demonstrates the
attempt to combine future Raman photometers with promising evaluation methods. As part of the
investigations presented here, a new and easy-to-use evaluation method based on a self-learning
algorithm is presented. This method can be applied to various measurement methods and is car-
ried out here using an example of a Raman spectrometer system and an alcohol-water mixture as
demonstration fluid. The spectra’s chosen bands can be later transformed to low priced and even
more robust Raman photometers. The evaluation method gives more precise results than the evalua-
tion through classical methods like one primarily used in the software package Unscrambler. This
technique increases the accuracy of detection and proves the concept of Raman process monitoring
for determining concentrations. In the example of alcohol/water, the computation time is less, and it
can be applied to continuous column monitoring.

Keywords: SVM; incremental learning; Raman spectroscopy; process technology

1. Introduction

Process analysis technology (PAT) is established in many chemical industry plants. It
enables the production of the required technical quality in compliance with safety standards.
This is made possible with the best possible use of raw materials, systems, and energy.
The chemical industry is the most energy-intensive manufacturing industry in Germany,
with consumption of 1137.3 petajoules in 2018 [1]. This corresponds to a work or energy
of 36.06 gigawatt years. From an economic perspective alone, resource efficiency is of
great importance. From 1990 to 2018, the chemical–pharmaceutical industry was able to
increase its production by 76%, reduce energy consumption by 17%, and reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by 51% [2]. It is of the utmost importance to use sensors that significantly
increase process understanding and allow more profound insight into the process. The
profit is immense, especially for existing systems. Direct in-line measurement of the
current composition for regulation is currently rarely used due to the high costs. Therefore,
the typical sensors in-process application focus on process control variables—such as
pressure and temperature—instead of in-line-product variables. However, measuring the
composition of substances is particularly valuable to optimize processes economically
and energetically. Optical processes are growing slowly because knowledge is obtained
in-line and no extractions of the process have to be made, but accuracy is too low and the
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price too high. These systems must be flexible and quick to use to understand the process
further. Permanent measuring points must be characterized by high measuring accuracy
and reliability with low installation and operating costs. To guarantee process stability and,
therefore, a high performance, the process has to be monitored. With high measurement
density, digital output of the data, and numerous individual and real-time measurements,
the system’s state becomes more predictable. Additionally, simultaneous measurements
of several indicators of the process stabilize the predicted status, and consequently, rapid
intervention, if necessary, is ensured.

A possible and suitable method for those mentioned challenges is Raman technology
with high selectivity and detection sensitivity. The integration into the process can be
realized with a flange connector mounted on an inspection glass in a pipe. The excitation
wavelength from the laser and the scattered light from the sample can pass through
the window [3,4]. With a calibration model, the resulting Raman shift intensities can
be converted into the substance’s concentration. This continuous measurement variable
leads to sustainable and safe controlled operations. From an economic point of view, the
plant’s productivity can be increased or decreased as required. Therefore, this method can
be adjusted according to demand, changing energy and raw material prices, leading to
enhanced profit. Production efficiency is an increasingly differentiating characteristic for
companies. This characteristic is per the sustainability requirements. Worldwide, there
is a demand for conserving resources, reducing global warming gases, and, therefore,
sustainable energy usage.

In the present work, an incremental learning evaluation model using a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) model for Raman spectroscopic data is presented, which ensures user-
friendly recalibration during operation. Its performance is determined experimentally
and compared with conventional modelling techniques. SVM are robust classifiers, but
large datasets lead to long computation times, high memory requirements, and increased
complexity of the model. To solve this issue, SVM ensembles, where each SVM sees only a
fraction of the data, are a viable solution [5]. Standard methods are used to achieve a high
accuracy classifier by computing the best hyperparameters for the SVM model like tenfold
cross-validation and grid search [6,7].

Generally, the studies using SVM learning from new data involve discarding the
existing classifier, integrating the new data to the old set, and training a new classifier from
scratch. The studies do not learn incrementally with the addition of new data, and they
result in unlearning of data [5,8]. This means that the system cannot learn new information
without forgetting previously learned classifiers. Such a problem is solved with the help of
an incremental learning algorithm, defined as one that meets the following criteria [9,10]:

1. Can learn additional information from new data
2. Does not require access to the original data used to train the existing classifier
3. Preserves previously acquired knowledge

Additionally, the proposed incremental learning systems [11–14] suffer from high
computation time and complexity. This framework’s main contribution is the implementa-
tion and evaluation of an incremental learning algorithm based on Garcia et al. [15], which
uses parallel computing and helps reduce the computation time with reduced complexity
as opposed to previously used learning algorithms [16]. The developed method’s relevance
in the industrial environment is represented and discussed from a technical perspective.
In the example process of rectification, a feed stream of ethanol and water is thermally
separated, and ethanol is removed overhead as a distillate. Water leaves the column via
the sump stream.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Setup Raman-Spectroscopy

Raman Spectroscopy was performed with a tec5 MultiSpec®Raman system (tec5,
Steinbach, Germany), equipped with a coaxial designed RamanProbe II (InPhotonics, Nor-
wood, Massachusetts, USA;fibre configuration: 105 μm excitation fibre; 600 μm collection
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fibre/working distance 7.5 mm). Raman scattering was excited by a 500 mW temperature-
stabilized semiconductor laser (Raman Boxx™, PD-LD500) source at 785 nm. The Raman
spectra were collected with a 1 cm−1 solution ranging from 300–3215 cm−1 using MultiSpec
Pro II Raman process software (v1.4.1189.1826, tec5, Steinbach, Germany). The probe was
clamped with a laboratory stand in the 50 mL borosilicate beaker (from Schott, Mainz,
Germany). Figure 1 shows the setup schematically. Each solution (1–10) was measured ten
times with an integration time of 10 s.

Figure 1. Experimental setup of Raman measurement.

The dilution series was prepared with 96.2 Vol% Ethanol from VWR (Darmstadt,
Germany, CAS No. 64-17-5) and distilled water. In total, ten solutions were prepared in
50 mL volumetric flasks (from Schott, Mainz, Germany). Initially, ethanol was transferred,
with an Eppendorf Reference pipette (100-1000μL; Eppendorf AG, Hamburg, Germany),
into the volumetric flask, and consequently, the remaining volume was filled up with
distilled water according to Table 1. Solutions were then transferred into a 50 mL beaker
for subsequent measurement.

Table 1. Dedicated samples numbers with calculated ethanol concentration.

Sample Number Volume H2O/mL Volume EtOH/mL
Calculated EtOH

Concentration/Vol%

0 50.000000000 0.000000000 0.000000000
1 49.500000000 0.500000000 0.962000000
2 49.750000000 0.250000000 0.481000000
3 49.875000000 0.125000000 0.240500000
4 49.937500000 0.062500000 0.120250000
5 49.968750000 0.031250000 0.060125000
6 49.984375000 0.015625000 0.030062500
7 49.992187500 0.007812500 0.015031250
8 49.996093750 0.003906250 0.007515625
9 49.998046875 0.001953125 0.003757813
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2.2. Algorithm

In this work, the developed data evaluation method’s advantages were presented,
which ultimately resulted in lowering the detection limit and increased robustness against
outliers or poorly representative data. As a method, a learning algorithm was developed
that has particular advantages concerning the learning speed in the continuous expansion
of the database when new data were added. This was achieved by taking samples during
monitoring as well as analyzing them in the laboratory. In time, they can be integrated into
the model. The model improved continuously with accumulating data, which resulted in
increased accuracy and a decreased error rate. The mathematical model used in this paper
was adapted from the works of Garcia et al. [15].

Current computer-aided tools have made strides towards accurate and efficient de-
tection of chemical concentrations. However, a common drawback observed in these
approaches was the use of models that suffer from unlearning [5,8]. In these models, the
previously learned knowledge was discarded, and new models had to be trained from
scratch in the learning phase as soon as new data became available. In actual process
conditions, in which the trained data were presented with time delay over a period of
time, the standard gold data had a lack of stability. This was due to the sample taking
influences, inhomogeneous product distribution, and impurities. This gave the reason that
new emerging areas in machine learning systems must be investigated.

The advantage of an incremental learning algorithm was that it could learn additional
information step by step as soon as new data were available. The ensemble learning
algorithm used was implemented based on the work of Robi Polikar et al. [9]. The data set
was divided into two classes: The first class corresponded to the spectra with a dilution
greater than or equal to a specific dilution limit, and the second class contained the dilutions
below this limit.

2.3. Mathematics

Based on the dynamically updated distribution of the training data set, the ensemble
classifier was trained so that the samples that were more difficult to classify were given an
increased probability of increasing their chances of being selected in the following training
data set. The algorithm used the database DBk, k = 1, . . . . . . ., K where K represents the
number of available measurement series, in this work ten. The random samples of all
measurement series were first permuted arbitrarily and divided into K = 10 stacks of
equal size.

The inevitable case wording of SVM was used as the primary classifier, which is
referred to below as 1C-SVM. The goal of training with the 1C-SVM was to establish an
optimal hypothesis h with which the two classes were separated. The distance between
the dividing line or hypothesis and the training data (called support vectors) of each class
was maximized, and thus the model was protected against incorrect specifications and
increased the robustness of the forecast. The goal was to determine an optimal hyperplane
f (x) = ϕ(xi)

Tw + w0 in the feature space. The following formula was used for this:

minw,w0,ε
1
2
‖w‖2 + C

N

∑
i−1

εi (1)

Subject to εi ≥ 0
yi

(
ϕ(xi)

Tw + w0

)
≥ 1 − εi ∀i

In it forms φ(xi) maps xi in a higher-dimensional space. w is the weight vector. C
is a regulated hyperparameter that added a penalty to the target function in the event
of overfitting. ε is a slip variable to weaken the limits and is called an error range or
misclassification error. The Equation (1) can be determined using a quadratic approach
with a second kind Lagrangian function [17]. By using this function, the kernel trick
K(xi, xj) can be used. With this it was possible to transfer the data to a higher dimension
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so that non-linear dependencies between different training data can be considered. The
mapping in a higher dimensionality enabled the detection of similarities between data
characteristics. The Gaussian radial basis function was used as the kernel, and accordingly,
the following Equation (2) was obtained:

K
(
xi, xj

)
= exp

(
−γ‖xi − xj‖2

)
, γ =

1
2σ2 (2)

σ is the variance. γ is a hyperparameter that smoothed the kernel function, and this means
a stronger or weaker relationship between the samples can be found depending on the
γ values. To estimate the optimal hyperparameters γ and C for 1C-SVM, Nelder-Mead’s
heuristic method was used [18,19]. The selected criterion to find the optimal classifier
was the area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (AUC-ROC), which is
increasingly used in machine learning and evaluating more significant amounts of data.

The inputs for the ensemble algorithm were:

1. Training data Sk = {(xi, yi)|i = 1, . . . . . . . . . , Nk. The data set consisted of Nk training
data points with xi ∈ Rd, where d represents the number of dimensions and yi ∈
{−1, 1}, the associated class. The Nk data points were randomly selected from the kth

database (DBk).
2. A primary classifier to generate hypothesis h. The classifier required that at least 50

percent of the training data record was classified correctly.
3. An integer Tk that specified the number of iteration steps t = 1, 2, . . . . . . ., Tk for each

data set, with t ∈ N. The prediction error could be reduced sufficiently with Tk.

The ensemble algorithm started with the initialization of a series of weights αt for the
training data set Sk and a distribution Dt obtained from αt [1]. According to Dt, Sk was
divided into two subsets, TRt for training and TEt for validating during the tth iteration of
the algorithm. Dt was initially defined uniformly without deductive information. At each
iteration, the weights adjusted at iteration t − 1 were divided by the sum of all Wt − 1 to
ensure a legitimate distribution, and a new Dt was computed. Training and test subsets
were drawn randomly according to Dt. A hypothesis ht was obtained as the tth classifier,
whose error εt (3) was computed on the entire data set Sk with:

εt =
∑i:ht(xi)

Dt·|yi − hk(xi)|
∑i:ht(xi)

Dt
(3)

εt was required to be less than 0.5 to ensure a reasonable performance of ht. If the condition
was satisfied, ht was accepted, and the error was normalized to calculate the normalization
error βt (4):

βt =
εt

(1 − εt)
, 0 < βt < 1 (4)

The current ht was discarded if the condition was not satisfied, and a new training sub-
set was selected. All hypotheses generated so far were then combined using the weighted
majority voting to obtain a composite one Ht (5), which allowed efficient incremental learn-
ing capability when new classes were introduced. The hypothesis with good performance
was awarded a higher voting weight [20].

Ht = argmaxy∈Y ∑
t:ht(x)=y

log
(

1
βt

)
(5)

The error of Ht was computed with (6) and must have also been less than 0.5 to ensure
a reasonable performance of Ht; otherwise, the algorithm discarded that one and returned
to select a new TRt.

Et =
∑i:Ht(xi)

Dt·|yi − Ht(xi)|
∑i:Ht(xi)

Dt
(6)
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Then Bt was computed with (7).

Bt =
Et

(1 − Et)
, 0 < Bt < 1 (7)

The rule of Equation (8) was used to reduce the weights of those data points that
were correctly classified by the composite hypothesis Ht. Furthermore, this lowered the
probability of being selected in the following training subset.

αt+1(i) = αt(i)·
{

Bt, i f Ht(xi) = yi

1, otherwise
(8)

The hypothesis HF for the training subset and the subset of features could be obtained
by combining all hypotheses that had been generated so far using the weighted majority
voting rule (see Figure 2).

HF(x) = argmaxy∈Y

K

∑
k=1

∑
t:Ht(x)=y

log
(

1
Bt

)
(9)

 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the incremental learning ensemble classifier (altered from [20]).

2.4. Evaluation

The water spectrum was subtracted from each sample’s spectrum. Then, 454 main
features from intervals of the spectrum were used to evaluate the data. The intervals
contained the spectrum’s descriptive peaks, which were between the Raman shifts 850–910,
1010–1130, 1410–1510, and 2840–3010 cm−1. These characteristics corresponded to the
value of the derivative and the integral in each interval.

The following methodology was implemented to obtain an objective evaluation. The
data set was divided into three subsets: training, validation, and test. The validation subset
aimed to make a fair estimation of performance, independency of the test data, and to pick
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optimal parameters, which in turn provided a more generalized solution. We implemented
a nested cross-validation (CV) method for unbiased estimation of prediction error in an
independent test data. Leave-one-out (LOO) was used to evaluate the classifier, i.e., nine
experiments were used for training and validation and one experiment for independent
testing. To estimate the classifier’s unknown tuning parameters, tenfold CV was used with
data points from the nine experiments selected for training and validation. The data points
were randomly permuted and divided in ten parts, one part for the validation and nine
for training. Statistical measures such as the sensitivity true positive results (TPR) and
precision were also computed (see Equation (10)). A thresholding procedure was used
to design a binary classification. The threshold Th was selected as the concentration level
such that a particular concentration was higher than the threshold concentration if the
probability p

(
yi
xi

)
≥ Th else it was classified as lower concentration than required, and

a ground truth table based on this idea was generated for every concentration. The use
of TPR and Positive Predictive Value (PPV) provided additional information about the
classifier’s performance and could be used to compare results obtained with other methods.
Additional parameters like the PPV and TPR were also calculated as follows:

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
(10)

PPV =
TP

TP + FP
(11)

TP and TN denote the number of true positive and true negative data points, respectively.
FP and FN denote the number of false-positive and false-negative data points, respectively.

The SVM model in The Unscrambler X version 10.4 (Camo Software, Oslo, Norway)
was used to compare the algorithm with a standard program. The ground truth table gener-
ated using the MATLAB algorithm was used as input data for binary classification. For each
concentration, cross-validation was performed in the same way the MATLAB algorithm
does. This resulted in the creation of nine models and predictions per concentration.

3. Results

Figure 3 shows the resulting Raman spectra of ethanol and water in the complete
recorded region. The descriptive peaks for ethanol in between 850–910, 1010–1130, 1410–
1510, and 2840–3010 cm−1 were used in the algorithm. Additionally, two Raman peaks
at 435 and 1275 cm−1 were also visible in the ethanol spectrum. Water showed typical
bands at 500 cm−1 (hydrogen bond), 1640 cm−1 (OH bending), and 3100–3600 cm−1 (OH
stretching). Remaining peaks were derived from the glass beaker.

In Figure 4, the spectral data of the dilution series is displayed. For reasons of
clarity, the range in between 850–1130 cm−1 was enlarged to show the linear concentration
dependency more clearly.

The outputs from the predictions obtained through Unscrambler X must be categorised
manually into true positive, true negative, false positive, and false negative to calculate
the mean value for accuracy, precision, and recall (sensitivity) for each concentration. The
results obtained through Unscrambler X are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 3. Raman spectra of water and ethanol with evaluated intervals.

Figure 4. Raman spectra of ethanol dilution series (sample number 1–9).
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Table 2. Calculated mean value for accuracy, precision, recall/sensitivity, and computation time for
each concentration with the c-value and gamma obtained from the algorithm using Unscrambler X.

Calculated EtOH
Concentration (Vol%)

Accuracy Unscrambler
(Unscrambler

Parameters) (%)
Precision (-) Recall/Sensitivity (-)

0.9620 100.0 1.00 1.00
0.4810 100.0 1.00 1.00
0.2405 100.0 1.00 1.00
0.1203 98.7 0.99 0.98
0.0601 95.8 0.95 0.97
0.0301 90.9 0.95 0.90
0.0150 83.4 0.90 0.87
0.0075 84.7 0.90 0.92
0.0038 90.7 0.93 0.98

Table 3 displays the results obtained from the MATLAB algorithm. The different
parameters for the performance of the classifier were computed using the algorithm. The
training time, as well as the classification time, was calculated for each concentration. The
time taken for validation and training was also calculated.

Table 3. Calculated mean value for accuracy, precision, recall/sensitivity, and time required for
training and validation for each concentration obtained from the MATLAB algorithm.

Calculated EtOH
Concentration

(Vol%)

Accuracy MATLAB
Algorithm (MATLAB

Algorithm Parameters)
(%)

Precision
(-)

Recall/
Sensitivity (-)

Training and
Validation

Time (s)

0.9620 100.0 1.00 1.00 14.5748
0.4810 100.0 1.00 1.00 17.8897
0.2405 99.9 0.99 1.00 43.3492
0.1203 99.9 0.98 0.98 40.5498
0.0601 99.0 0.97 0.97 148.2467
0.0301 96.2 0.96 0.95 225.5823
0.0150 91.9 0.97 0.93 140.3069
0.0075 89.1 0.98 0.93 92.7786
0.0038 83.7 0.99 0.94 48.4829

As can be observed from the results obtained, when the concentration is higher, both
the methods’ performances were more or less identical. However, as the concentration
decreases, the MATLAB algorithm showed better accuracy, precision, and sensitivity.
For concentrations from 0.962 to 0.12025, the performance with respect to precision and
sensitivity of both methods was almost the same, but the MATLAB algorithm’s accuracy
was still higher. As we go to lower concentrations from 0.060125 to 0.007515625, there was
a significant difference between the accuracy, precision, and sensitivity from the MATLAB
algorithm and Unscrambler X. This shows that the MATLAB algorithm gave better results
in terms of accuracy, precision, and sensitivity.

In Figure 5, the accuracy from The Unscrambler X and the accuracy from the MATLAB
algorithm are plotted over concentration. For concentrations from sample number 1–3, the
Unscrambler X models with the MATLAB parameters showed a significantly lower accu-
racy, while the MATLAB algorithm and the Unscrambler X model with the new parameters
showed an accuracy of 100%. This implied that the Unscrambler X and MATLAB work with
different parameters that cannot be taken from each other to create the same results. For
calculated ethanol concentrations lower than 0.481 Vol% (sample number 3), the MATLAB
algorithm generated higher accuracy and displayed slighter decrease in accuracy over the
samples. At a calculated ethanol concentration of 0.0300625 Vol% (sample number 7), the
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MATLAB algorithm had the highest difference in accuracy compared to the Unscrambler
model with approximately 8%.

Figure 5. Comparison of the accuracy from The Unscrambler X and the MATLAB code.

4. Discussion

To solve the problem of unlearning in models used in PAT processes, pattern recogni-
tion systems that can be better adapted, scalable, and given the ability to learn different
data distributions dynamically should be used, but are not available. The method for
incremental learning algorithm that uses an ensemble algorithm for classification in a
rectification process of ethanol is a possible solution for unlearning. It can learn additional
information as soon as new data are available without unlearning the previously acquired
knowledge and prevents the unlearning of old Raman spectroscopic data. The system is
continuously updated with the current data and significantly increases robustness and
accuracy without the loss of any data.

The main advantage of the proposed method over the standard methods available,
like Unscrambler X, was that the computation time was less, accuracy was higher, and
manual intervention was not involved. The disadvantage in the SVM model created using
Unscrambler X was that the data had to be prepared manually, and for each concentration,
a model had to be created. The proposed method works without manual intervention
saving the users a lot of time and effort. Additionally, a Grid Search had to be performed
for each concentration in Unscrambler X. This resulted in a total of 81 models that had to be
evaluated manually. Hence, the total time to calculate the accuracy for all concentrations
depended on the operator’s efficiency and speed.

The algorithm of the developed new model’s self-learning follow-up enabled the
computing time (batch processing, parallel execution, and distributed data) to be reduced.
Additionally, the accuracy and the detection sensitivity of the measuring devices that are
used can be increased. In this paper, the spectrum range peaks were selected and used, but
the algorithm’s application can be extended to any number of peaks and any range in the
spectrum that suits the application. The algorithm can be adapted for different data and
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applications where continuous monitoring is required with the addition of new data. The
algorithm performs better than standard methods until the concentration is above 0.0075.

Further investigations need to be performed using different ranges of spectroscopic
data and with different chemical processes. The method presented further increases the
robustness against outliers or poorly representative data, which do occur in the measured
values obtained during operation determined by the system’s operating personnel. The
fast availability of measurement data increases the system flexibility and thus the constant
optimization to changing demands. To the best of our knowledge, the present work is the
first to apply the incremental learning SVM model in Raman spectroscopic data used in
various chemical processes where continuous monitoring is required.
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Abstract: Weakly supervised instance segmentation (WSIS) provides a promising way to address
instance segmentation in the absence of sufficient labeled data for training. Previous attempts on WSIS
usually follow a proposal-based paradigm, critical to which is the proposal scoring strategy. These
works mostly rely on certain heuristic strategies for proposal scoring, which largely hampers the
sustainable advances concerning WSIS. Towards this end, this paper introduces a novel framework for
weakly supervised instance segmentation, called Weakly Supervised R-CNN (WS-RCNN). The basic
idea is to deploy a deep network to learn to score proposals, under the special setting of weak
supervision. To tackle the key issue of acquiring proposal-level pseudo labels for model training,
we propose a so-called Attention-Guided Pseudo Labeling (AGPL) strategy, which leverages the
local maximal (peaks) in image-level attention maps and the spatial relationship among peaks and
proposals to infer pseudo labels. We also suggest a novel training loss, called Entropic OpenSet
Loss, to handle background proposals more effectively so as to further improve the robustness.
Comprehensive experiments on two standard benchmarking datasets demonstrate that the proposed
WS-RCNN can outperform the state-of-the-art by a large margin, with an improvement of 11.6%
on PASCAL VOC 2012 and 10.7% on MS COCO 2014 in terms of mAP50, which indicates that
learning-based proposal scoring and the proposed WS-RCNN framework might be a promising way
towards WSIS.

Keywords: weakly supervised learning; instance segmentation; proposal scoring network

1. Introduction

Instance segmentation [1–4] refers to the task of jointly localizing, categorizing and
segmenting the spatial extents of individual visual objects from a given image. Like many
other computer vision tasks, remarkable progress has recently been made on instance
segmentation driven by the prosperity of convolutional neural networks (CNN) [2,4–7].
Nevertheless, CNN-based solutions to vision tasks commonly suffer from the data-hungry
nature, i.e., the necessity of a large amount of annotated data for training. This may
be particularly infeasible for instance segmentation since pixel-wise annotations at the
instance level are extremely labor-intensive. Weakly supervised instance segmentation
(WSIS) [8,9] is one possible way to alleviate the dependency on such strong annotations,
which aims to achieve instance segmentation by the use of weaker and thus less labor-
intensive annotations [10–12], ideally image-level labels only [8] as we are concerned with
in the present work.

There recently emerge a couple of attempts on WSIS with image-level labels in the
literature [8,9,13–15], which can be typically outlined as three major steps: (1) proposal
generation, i.e., a number of class-agonistic segment proposals are generated from the
given image; (2) proposal scoring, i.e., classification scores are assigned to the proposals;
(3) postprocessing, i.e., final results are retrieved from the scored proposals by using non-
maximal suppression or certain postprocessing procedures (e.g., applying Mask R-CNN
for refinement [14]). It has been well-established that CNN classifiers trained globally at
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the image level have remarkable ability of spatial localization [16,17], and the so-called
attention maps of a certain form (e.g., Class Activation Maps [18], Occlusion Maps [19],
Saliency Maps [20], Excitation Backprop [17]) are utilized to represent such localization
cues, where the intensity stands for the possibility of spatial occurrence of visual objects.
Taking advantage of this fact, previous works on WSIS mainly put their efforts on the step
of proposal scoring, i.e., how to infer reasonable classification scores for the proposals
from global attention maps. As a pioneering work on WSIS, Zhou et al. [8] proposed
Peak Response Map (PRM) to boost the instance localization ability of CNNs, which then
enables better proposal scoring. Zhu et al. [13] presented the Instance Activation Map
which aims to enhance the spatial extents of instances in PRM and consequently improves
proposal scoring. Ahn et al. [14] deployed the Inter-pixel Relation Network to learn a
high-quality proposal generator, as well as pairwise semantic affinities which guide the
proposal scoring.

While these wisdoms of making improvements on proposal scoring (or other particular
components) can indeed benefit to an extent, previous works on WSIS share one major
limitation that they commonly follow a heuristic way to exploit attention maps for proposal
scoring, lacking of a unified framework. Concretely, they utilize certain attention maps
and hand-crafted scoring rules to assign classification scores to proposals [8,13]. In this
way, the attention maps are expected to be aware of the spatial extents of visual objects,
such that they can match the shapes of true objects and consequently assign them with
high scores. On the other hand, attention maps can only sparsely highlight some sites
discriminative for classification, usually at very coarse spatial solutions and unaware of
object extents. Such discrepancy explains why previous works all devote their efforts to
enhancing the perception of object extents of attention maps. Nevertheless, this is by nature
a rather difficult perceptual grouping task (see Figure 1), which may limit the substantial
advances on this topic. These observations motivate us to consider if these exist a simpler
but more effective way towards WSIS.

Figure 1. Illustration of the motivation of our work. Existing proposal-based approaches to WSIS
commonly follow a heuristic way to exploit attention maps for proposal scoring. In order to assign
high scores to the proposals of true objects, the attention maps are expected to be aware of the spatial
extents of objects, which is also the main focus of previous efforts on WSIS. But unfortunately, this is
by nature a very difficult perceptual grouping task, since attention maps can only have very coarse
resolution sparsely highlighting some discriminative sites (unaware of object extents). For intuition,
we show some exemplary results obtained by the poineering approach of PRM [8], where (a) is
the original image, (b) is the PRM of the cow class, and (c,d) are two proposals and the obtained
classification scores. As can be seen, the more favorable proposal in (c) is undesirably assigned with
a lower score.

In this paper, we introduce a general framework for weakly supervised instance
segmentation, called Weakly Supervised R-CNN (WS-RCNN). The underlying idea is
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very simple and natural: Instead of relying on heuristic strategies for proposal scoring,
we deploy a deep network to learn to score proposals. For this purpose, there exists an
inherent challenge, i.e., how to acquire proposal-level pseudo labels to enable the learning
since only image-level labels are available in our problem setting (the pseudo labeling
issue)? This is actually a key issue for any weakly supervised learning problem including
ours. In addition, an appropriate training loss function is also well worthy of exploration
in our learning task. We propose specific solutions to these key issues and further design a
unified framework for WSIS. Since the resulting framework can be conceptually interpreted
as a Fast R-CNN model [21], which is a representative model of general object detection
among the R-CNN family [2,21–23], under the particluar setting of weak supervision, we
name our framework as Weakly Supervised R-CNN (WS-RCNN).

As another major contribution, we propose an effective solution to this pseudo labeling
issue, termed as Attention-Guided Pseudo Labeling (AGPL). AGPL also utilizes attention
maps, however it relies only on local maxima (peaks) in attention maps and the spatial
relationship among peaks and proposal regions. Specifically, it admits object instances
of a target class by inspecting the positional inclusion relationship between proposals
and peaks in the attention maps associated with that particular class (see Section 3.3 for
details). The key insight lies in that AGPL leverages very weak information, instead of
necessitating to take into account object extents like existing approaches [8,9,13,14], which
makes the pseudo labeling procedure simple but robust. We stress that such careful design
of AGPL is crucial to the success of the whole WS-RCNN framework (see Section 4.3 for
experimental validation).

As our third contribution, we suggest a novel loss function for model training to
further boost the performance, called Entropic Open-Set (EOS) Loss. As our method is
proposal-based, the proposal generator will inevitably yield a portion of background pro-
posals (those belonging to none of the concerned classes) even with the state-of-the-art
method. How to make our model conscious of background proposals to avoid misclassifica-
tion is important to its robustness. This is by nature an open-set recognition problem [24,25],
which has been well studied in the context of robust pattern recognition. We propose to
adapt the state-of-the-art method for CNN-based open-set recognition [25] to our back-
ground handling. To our knowledge, this is the work which considers the open-set issue in
object detection/instance segmentation.

We will carry out comprehensive experiments on standard benchmarking datasets
to demonstrate that WS-RCNN can push forward the state-of-the-art on WSIS by a re-
markable margin, with an improvement of 11.6% on PASCAL VOC 2012 and 10.7% on MS
COCO in terms of mAP50 (see Section 4.2 for details). Such overwhelming superiority in
performance suggests that WS-RCNN might be a more appropriate framework for WSIS
worthy of further exploration than existing ones which focus on deducing object extents
from attention maps for proposal scoring. To sum up, the main contributions of our work
are as below:

• We propose a novel framework called Weakly Supervised R-CNN (WS-RCNN) for
weakly supervised instance segmentation. The key insight is to deploy a deep network
to learn to score proposals, instead of relying on heuristic proposal scoring strategies,
which may provide a new perspective for future exploration on WSIS.

• We propose a simple but effective strategy for inferring pseudo labels from attention
maps, called Attention-Guided Pseudo Labeling (AGPL).

• We introduce an Entropic Open-Set (EOS) Loss for handling background proposals in
model training to further boost the performance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews related
literature. Section 3 details the proposed WS-RCNN framework, including the AGPL
scheme for pseudo labeling and the EOS loss. Section 4 focuses experiments, including
comparison, ablation study and related analysis. In Section 5, we make a conclusion and
give some remarks on future work.
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2. Related Work

In this section, we present a brief review of the literature that are closely related to
ours, including those on weakly supervised instance segmentation, weakly supervised
semantic segmentation, weakly supervised object detection and open-set recognition and
background handling.

2.1. Weakly Supervised Instance Segmentation

Instance segmentation aims to produce accurate masks that can distinguish between
instances of specific object classes. It generally requires pixel-wise object masks to train an
instance segmentation model, which are extremely expensive. Weakly supervised instance
segmentation (WSIS) devotes to conquering this challenge by using certain forms of weaker
annotations, most ideally image-level labels only as concerned in this paper. Along the line
of WSIS using image-level annotations, PRM [8] is a pioneering work which treats peaks in
class response maps obtained by CNN classifiers as indicators of the existence of object
instances, and introduces the so-called Peak Response Map (PRM) to score object proposals
so as to identify true object instances. In [26], the results obtained by PRM are used as
pseudo annotations to train a Mask R-CNN [2] for further refinement. Zhu et al. [13]
proposed the Instance Activation Map to enhance PRM [8] by taking better care of spatial
extents of objects. Ahn et al. [14] presented the Inter-pixel Relation Network to learn
a good proposal generator, and also inter-pixel connections which can guide proposal
scoring. In [9], the authors collaboratively combined weakly supervised object detection
with WSIS under a unified framework of course learning. As previously stated, WSIS
generally remains at the early stage of exploration, and the few existing approaches mainly
focus on figuring out the shapes of object instances from attention maps for better proposal
scoring, which faces a very difficult perceptual grouping task.

2.2. Weakly Supervised Semantic Segmentation

The mainstream paradigm for weakly supervised semantic segmentation (WSSS) can
be summarized as to derive pseudo semantic masks to enable the training of a model of
fully supervised semantic segmentation (most typically FCN [27]), and existing approaches
can be distinguished by how they acquire the pseudo masks. In [28], discriminative
regions are selected from CAMs [18] based on three principles, called “seed, expand and
constrain”, as pseudo labels to supervise a segmentation network. Roy et al. [29] utilized
a novel deep architecture which fuses bottom-up, top-down, and smoothness cues to
acquire pseudo masks. Other representative strategies for enhancing the quality of pseudo
masks include the LSE pooling [30], the EM algorithm [31], seeded region growing [32],
semantic affinity [33], dilated convolution [34], the anti-erase strategy [35,36], similar region
mining [37], the self-erasing strategy [38], visual saliency [39,40], etc. Although WSSS is
another task different from WSIS, our work was somewhat inspired by the paradigm of
inferring pseudo labels to train fully supervised models.

2.3. Weakly Supervised Object Detection

The task of weakly supervised object detection (WSOD) is similiar to WSIS except for
the necessity of yielding instance segmentation masks. Earlier works on WSOD mostly
follow the pipeline of multiple instance learning [41–43]. Recently CNN-based approaches
have attracted more and more research interest. As a milestone work along this direc-
tion, WSDDN [44] adopts a two-branch network where softmax operations are performed
over proposals and classes respectively in the two branches, and the obtained classifica-
tion scores are synthesized into an image-level score so as to establish the training loss.
Diba et al. [45] introduced a novel cascaded network for WSOD, which performs ROI pool-
ing at multiple levels to boost the performance. Ref. [46] proposes a weakly supervised
region proposal network which is trained using only image-level annotations and the
proposed region proposal network can be plugged into a WSOD network easily. In [47],
Tang et al. introduced the Proposal Clustering Learning which generates proposal clusters
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to learn refined instance classifiers by an iterative process. Other successful approaches
to WSOD include the Min-Entropy Latent Model [48], the Category-Aware Spatial Con-
straint [49], etc. While the tasks are essentially different, these works on WSOD are similar
to ours in being proposal-based.

2.4. Open-Set Recognition and Background Handling

Traditional recognition systems obey the closed-set assumption, i.e., the training and
testing data are drawn from the the same set of semantic classes. However, a more realistic
scenario is that data from unseen classes can emerge unexpectedly during testing, which
may drastically decrease the robustness of the system. This is well-known as the open-set
issue in pattern recognition, which has attracted a lot of research interests [24,25,50]. In two-
stage object detectors (like FRCNN [21] and our WS-RCNN), the proposals obtained by the
proposal generator will inevitably include a portion of proposals from image background
(unseen classes to the model), which is by nature an open-set recognition problem [24].
But surprisingly, no previous authors have addressed this problem from the perspective
of open-set recognition to our knowledge. Instead, they usually perform background
handling in certain ad-hoc strategies, e.g., adding a dummy background class to the model.

3. Approach

In this section, we start with the problem statement of WSIS, followed by describing
the proposed WS-RCNN framework. Then we detail the key components, including the
Attention-Guided Pseudo Labeling and the Entropic Open-Set Loss. Finally, we present
some remarks.

3.1. Problem Statement

Given a set of classes of interest C = {1, . . . , C} and a training set I = {(Ik, yk)}K
k=1,

where Ik is an image and yk ∈ {0, 1}C×1 is the corresponding multi-class label vec-
tor, the task of weakly supervised instance segmentation (WSIS) in our work can be
roughly stated as to segment, for an input testing image, all the object instances belong-
ing to the classes C. Such a problem setting differs intrinsically from general instance
segmentation [2,4] in that no pixel-wise instance annotations but only image-level labels
are available for model establishment, which makes the task very challenging.

Like general instance segmentation, WSIS can also follow a proposed-based
paradigm [8,13,33], which can be epitomized as a three-step pipeline as aforementioned.
These approaches can then be viewed as to retrieve true object instances from a pool of
proposals according to the assigned scores, central to which is proposal scoring, i.e., how
to appropriately assign classification scores to proposals. One commonly-used strategy for
proposal scoring is to make use of the well-established localization ability of CNNs [8,16,18].
Specifically, the training set I with image-level labels are firstly taken to train an image-
level CNN classifier, from which a collection of class-specific attention maps are derived
to assign classification scores to the proposals. For this purpose, it is desired that these
attention maps can preserve object shapes, which is however a difficult perceptual group-
ing task. In addition, the hand-crafted scoring rules adopted by existing methods are also
limited as well. These facts motivates us to propose the WS-RCNN framework.

3.2. The Proposed WS-RCNN Framework

The basic idea of WS-RCNN is to deploy a deep network to learn to score proposals
under the special setting of weak supervision, instead of relying on heuristic proposal
scoring strategies. To achieve this goal, one major obstacle is the absence of proposal-level
labels necessitated for training. To conquer this challenge, we develop an effective strategy,
called Attention-Guided Pseudo Labeling (AGPL), to take advantage of the attention
maps associated with the image-level CNN classifier to infer proposal-level pseudo labels.
Furthermore, we introduce an Entropic Open-Set Loss (EOSL) to handle the background
issue in training to further improve the robustness of our framework. In the following, we
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will first present an overview of WS-RCNN, followed by detailing the AGPL stategy and
the EOSL loss.

Network Architecture: The overall network architecture of WS-RCNN is shown in
Figure 2. Following the notations above, the input image I sized by HI × WI is first fed
into a proposal generator (using the off-the-shelf method [51,52] in our implementation)
to obtain the segment proposals {Rn}N

n=1, where each Rn is an HI × WI binary mask
representing a segment proposal with arbitrary shapes (rather than regular bounding-
boxes). The image then goes through a backbone CNN for feature extraction, yielding the
feature maps F ∈ R

H×W×M, where H × W is the size and M the number of the feature
maps. Afterwards, the network bifurcates into two branches, i.e., the proposal scoring
branch and the pseudo labeling branch. Notice that these two branches share the same
backbone CNN.

Figure 2. Overview of the proposed Weakly Supervised R-CNN (WS-RCNN) framework for weakly
supervised instance segmentation. WS-RCNN adapts Fast R-CNN (FRCNN) [21], a representative
model for general object detection, to the particular setting of weak supervision, which can be roughly
interpretted as to derive pseudo labels from the image-level CNN classifier to initiate the FRCNN.
The network mainly consists of two streams, i.e., the proposal scoring stream and the image-level
classification stream. The former learns to score proposals, trained by the Entropic Open-Set Loss,
and the latter performs pseudo labeling using the Attention-Guided Pseudo Labeling.

In the proposal scoring branch, the features corresponding to each individual proposal
are extracted. A standard operation for this task is RoIAlign [2], widely used in two-
stage object detectors, which however cannot be directly applied to our case since it is
designed for bounding-box proposals. Therefore, we modify RoIAlign to adapt to segment
proposals, resulting in the SegAlign operation (see details below). For each proposal Rn,
the corresponding features can be extracted from F and aligned to a canonical grid via
SegAlign, denoted by fn ∈ R

h×w×M (we use h = w = 7; M = 512 in this paper), which is
followed by three fully-connected layers (FCs, with the node numbers being 4096, 4096 and
C respectively) and a softmax layer to get the proposal-level classification score xn ∈ R

C×1.
The pseudo labeling branch is executed for training only, where the feature maps

F are followed by an image-level classifier. Then, a set of class-specific attention maps,
denoted by {Mc}C

c=1, are extracted from this classifier, where each Mc reflects the spatial
probability of occurrence of object instances belonging to the class c. Among possible
choices of attention maps, we adopt the Class Peak Responses [8] in our implementation
due to its excellent localization ability. These attention maps (as well as the image-level
label y) are then utilized to infer the proposal-level pseudo class labels {zn}N

n=1, where
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zn ∈ R
C×1 is a one-hot vector zn ∈ 0C×1 standing for the background class), by the use

of AGPL.
Training Strategy: We adopt a two-phase training strategy to train the WS-RCNN

model. In the first phase, we train the image-level classifier in the pseudo labeling branch,
which is initialized by the model pre-trained on ImageNet. Proposal-level pseudo labels
are then inferred from the trained imagelevel classifier using AGPL. In the second phase,
we train the proposal scoring branch, where the backbone CNN is reinitialized with the
model pre-trained on ImageNet. We will validate the effectiveness of this two-phase
training strategy by comparative experiments in Section 4.3. Notice that since there usually
exist significantly more background proposals than target-class ones after pseudo labeling,
we always make their numbers identical by uniformly sampling background proposals.

Training Loss: For the training of the image-level classifier (the first-phase training), we
use the given image-level labels {yk}K

k=1 and the conventional cross-entropy loss function
for multi-label classification to establish the training loss.

For the training of the proposal scoring branch (the secondphase training), suppose
for the image Ik labeled with yk in the training set I , the proposals obtained are {Rk

n}N
n=1.

For each Rk
n, let us denote by xk

n the classification score predicted by the proposal scor-
ing branch, and by zk

n n the pseudo class label inferred by the pseudo labeling branch
using AGPL. Given all these, the training loss for the proposal scoring stream can be
established by

Lp =
1
K

K

∑
k=1

[
1
N

N

∑
n=1

�EOSL(x
k
n, zk

n)

]
, (1)

where �EOSL is the proposed Entropic Open-Set Loss (see details in Section 3.4).
SegAlign: As shown in Figure 3, following the notations above, suppose for a segment

mask R in the WI × HI image I, the corresponding receptive field mapped to the feature
maps F∈R

H×W×M is RF. SegAlign extracts from F the features corresponding to RF and
maps them to canonical feature maps f∈R

h×w×M, which is basically a modified RoIAlign
to adapt to segment masks. Concretely, suppose RF is bounded by the rectangle B, ϕ is the
bilinear transform from the spatial coordinates (i, j) ∈ f to (i′, j′) ∈ B, i.e., (i′, j′) = ϕ(i, j),
and g is the bilinear interpolation function over F. The SegAlign operation can then be
defined by

f(i, j) =

{
g(F, ϕ(i, j)), if ϕ(i, j) ∈ RF,

0, otherwise.
(2)

Note we drop the channel dimension of feature maps above without loss of clarity.

Figure 3. Illustration of the SegAlign operation. SegAlign adapts the widely-used RoIAlign [2] to
segment masks.

3.3. Attention-Guided Pseudo Labeling

AGPL leverages the localization ability of CNNs and the spatial relationship among
proposals to achieve pseudo labeling. As shown in Figure 4, for the image I ∈ I , given the
class label vector y = [y1, . . . , yC]

T , the segment proposals {Rn}N
n=1 and the class-specific

attention maps {Mc}C
c=1, AGPL can be outlined as follows:
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Figure 4. Illustration of Attention-Guided Pseudo Labeling (AGPL). AGPL leverages the localization
ability of CNNs and the spatial relationship among proposals to achieve pseudo labeling.

(1) For each target class c (with yc = 1), all the local maxima (peaks) are identified from
Mc, denoted as {pc

i }mc
i=1, where pc

i ∈ R
2 stands for pixel coordinates and mc the number of

peaks. For each pc
i , we pick up all the proposals spatially including this point, which are

further averaged and thresholded to get a support mask Sc
i as follows

Ac
i =

1
mc

i
∑

{n|pc
i ∈Rn}

Rn, (3)

(Sc
i )pq =

{
(Ac

i )pq, if (Ac
i )pq > β,

0, otherwise.
(4)

where mc
i is the number of picked proposals corresponding to pc

i , p and q are pixel indices,
and the threshold β ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter (we adopt β = 0.7 in our implementation.
See Section 4.4 for parameter study). The resulting peaks {pc

i }mc
i=1 and associated support

masks {Sc
i }mc

i=1 are then utilized to admit proposals belonging to the class c.
(2) Sort all the peaks {pc

i |c = 1, . . . , C; i = 1, . . . , mc} in the descending order of their
values in the attention maps, i.e., {Mc(pc

i )}. Then, for each ordered peak pc
i and the

associated Sc
i , those proposals which overlap sufficiently with Sc

i are labeled as the class c,
i.e., zn = c if

IoU(Sc
i , Rn) > 0.5, (5)

where IoU stands for the Intersection-over-Union operation. Notice that one proposal is
allowed to be exclusively assigned to one class only during the ordered labeling. For clarity,
we summarize the AGPL algorithm above in Algorithm 1.

3.4. Entropic Open-Set Loss

Since our WS-RCNN is proposal-based, the proposals after pseudo labeling will
unavoidably contain some background proposals, i.e., those labeled as none of the target
classes. It is necessary to handle these background proposals in model training, otherwise
a model trained only with samples from target classes will be distracted by the unseen
background proposals in testing, degrading its robustness. A natural solution is to add a
dummy class into the model to accommodate background proposals. However, since the
background class is a class of “stuff”, its variance is so large that it is hard to be modeled
by any single class.
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Algorithm 1 Attention-Guided Pseudo Labeling (AGPL)

Input: The label vector y = [y1, . . . , yC] ∈ {0, 1}C×1, the segment proposals {Rn}N
n=1 and

the class-specific attention maps {Mc}C
c=1 (associated with the image I); the parame-

ter β.
Output: The one-hot pseudo class labels {zn}N

n=1 for the proposals.
1: Initialize zn = 0, Q ← ∅.
2: for all c with yc = 1 (target class) do
3: Find the local maxima {pc

i }mc
i=1 in Mc;

4: for i = 1, . . . , mc do
5: Calculate the support mask Sc

i using Equations (3) and (4);
6: Q ← (pc

i , Sc
i );

7: end for
8: end for
9: Sort Q in the descending order of the values {Mc(pc

i )}, denoted by Q̃ the sorted set.
10: L ← {1, . . . , N};
11: for all (pc

i , Sc
i ) ∈ Q̃ do

12: Find the proposals indexed by I ⊆ L satisfying Equation (5);
13: Set (zn)c = 1, ∀n ∈ I ;
14: L ← L \ I ;
15: end for

To address this issue, we observe that the task of background handling here is by
nature an open-set recognition (OSR) problem, which has been well studied in robust
pattern recognition. Hence, we propose to introduce the Entropic Open-Set Loss (OSEL),
which is a representative method for OSR [25], to address our background handling
problem. The basic idea of OSEL is to treat the samples from target and background classes
separately in establishing the training loss. For target classes, the standard cross-entropy
loss is used, while for the background class, an entropic loss is used to encourage predicting
uniformly-distributed classification scores. Since the C scores sum up to 1 (output by
the softmax layer), encouraging uniform distribution on background class will make
these scores small and therefore suppressed during the Non-maximal Suppression (NMS)
procedure. Formally, suppose the predicted score vector of a proposal is x = [x1, . . . , xC] ∈
R

C×1 and the corresponding one-hot pseudo label vector is z = [z1, . . . , zC] ∈ {0, 1}C×1,
the EOSL is defined by

�EOSL(x, z) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

− zc log xc, if zc �= 0,

−
C

∑
i=1

log xi, if z = 0.
(6)

To our knowledge, this is the first work which addresses the background handling prob-
lem in object detection/instance segmentation from the perspective of open-set recognition.

3.5. Remarks

Despite the proposed WS-RCNN is very natural and simple, we will later exper-
imentally demonstrate that it has overwhelming superiority in performance over the
state-of-the-art methods, which is very likely due to two key insights of our approach. First,
we adopt a learning-based approach to proposal scoring, which is advantageous in being
able to learn to directly map feature representations of proposals to classification scores,
rather than depending on hand-crafted scoring rules. Second, AGPL only utilizes very
loose information to achieve pseudo labeling, i.e., some sparse points (peaks in attention
maps) and their spatial relationship with proposal regions, which makes our approach
much easier and thereby more robust to complex scenes in comparison with existing works
that involve the consideration of spatial extents of objects. The proposed WSRCNN frame-
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work can be simply interpreted as “learning to score proposal under weak supervision”,
which may provide a promising new perspective for addressing WSIS.

4. Experiments

In this section, we perform extensive experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed WS-RCNN, mainly including: (1) comparison with the state-of-the-art WSIS
methods, both quantitatively and qualitatively; (2) validation of the effectiveness of some
key components by comparing with variant baselines; (3) parameter study; (4) analysis on
failure patterns. Our method was implemented in PyTorch on a workstation with 2 Nvidia
Titan XP GPUs, Intel Core(TM) i7-8700 3.70 GHz CPU, 32 GB RAM and Ubuntu 18.04 OS.

4.1. Experimental Setup
4.1.1. Datasets

Two well-known benchmarking datasets for instance segmentation, namely PASCAL
VOC 2012 (termed as VOC) [53] and Microsoft COCO 2014 (termed as COCO) [54] are
adopted for our experiments throughout this paper. VOC may be the most representative
one for evaluating WSIS methods [8,13,33], which includes 10,582 images for training
(trainset) and 1449 images for validation (valset) from 20 object classes. COCO is a much
larger and more challenging dataset, including 82,783 images for training (trainset) and
40,775 images for validation (valset) from 80 object classes. This dataset has rarely been
utilized for the task of WSIS before, and we consider it to enable more comprehensive
evaluation. For both datasets, we take trainset for training and valset for testing, and no
other annotations except for image-level class labels are used for training according to our
problem definition of WSIS.

4.1.2. Performance Metrics

We adopt mAPr, the most commonly-used performance metric for instance segmenta-
tion [8,13,33,53], for quantitative evaluation and comparison, where r is the IoU threshold
utilized to calculate the metric [53,55]. In our experiments on WSIS, we use mAP50 (r = 0.5)
as the major metric for comparison and analysis, but we also report mAP25 (r = 0.25) and
mAP75 (r = 0.75) for more in-depth evaluation.

4.1.3. Implementation Details

We use VGG-16 [56] pre-trained on ImageNet as the backbone for the proposed WS-
RCNN. The number of segment proposals per image is set to be N = 200 following [8,13].
For training WS-RCNN, the SGD optimizer is used with a initial learning rate of 5 × 10−4

for the first 3.5 × 104 iterations. In the following 104 iterations, the learning rate decreases
to 5 × 10−5. For data augmentation, we use five image scales {480, 576, 688, 864, 1200} (for
the shorter side) with horizontal flips for both training and testing.

4.2. Comparison with State-of-the-Art

The study on WSIS is still at its early stage and there have not been many works so
far. We consider four state-of-the-art WSIS methods in the literature for our comparative
study, termed as PRM [8], IAM [13], Label-PEnet [9] and IRnet [14] respectively. For
PRM [8] and IRnet [14], we use the source codes as well as configurations provided by the
authors themselves. For IAM [13] and Label-PEnet [9], since no source codes are publicly
released, we directly cite the results in the original literature [9,13] wherever available
(marked with “-” if the results are unavailable). Besides, we also construct a variant of
WSDDN [44], which is a very impactful method for weakly supervised object detection
(rather than instance segmentation), termed as WSDDN-seg. For this sake, WSDDN-seg
can be easily adapted to our task utilizes segments as the proposals to replace the original
bounding-boxes in WSDDN (while keeping everything else unchanged). We consider
WSDDN-seg because this method is spiritually similar to ours in that it also deploys a deep
network to learn to score proposals. For fair comparison, we use the same method [51,52]
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to generate segment proposals for all the compared methods except IRnet [14], because the
method focuses on improving the component of proposal generation. In addition, some
methods perform post-processing (typically taking the obtained instance masks as pseudo
annotations to run Mask R-CNN like [14]) to further refine the results while others do
not. For fair and comprehensive comparison, we consider the two settings separately, i.e.,
without and with (marked by “+p”) using Mask R-CNN for refinement.

4.2.1. Results on VOC

The quantitative results obtained by various methods on VOC are reported in Table 1.
As can be observed, our WS-RCNN outperforms the state-of-the-art (IRnet [14]) by 11.6% in
terms of the major metric mAP50, which also achieves the best performance in terms of other
metrics, either without or with refinement. Relative to the pioneering work of PRM [8],
all the other methods make an improvement to an extent by enhancing certain aspects,
including localization maps (IAM [13] and IRnet [14]), proposal generation (IAM [13])
and combination with object detection (Label-PEnet [9]). Comparatively, our WS-RCNN
is able to improve by a far larger margin, demonstrating its effectiveness. Interestingly,
one can observe that WSDDN-seg [44] can manage to achieve comparable or even better
results than PRM [8]. Notice that WSDDN-seg exploits a CNN-based model to simply learn
to score proposals (like ours), even without using any localization map at all. This may
suggest that proposal scoring is indeed critical to WSIS with a large room for improvement,
and “learning to score” is a promising strategy worthy of further exploration. We also show
some comparisons of instance segmentation performance under different supervision on
VOC in Table 2, including SDI [10], Mask R-CNN [2] and our WS-RCNN. SDI [10] uses
bounding box supervision and Mask R-CNN [2] uses full supervision.

Table 1. Quantitative results obtained by various WSIS methods on VOC.

Methods mAP50 mAP25 mAP75 mAP50(+p) mAP25(+p) mAP75(+p)

PRM [8] 26.8 44.3 9.0 38.0 52.8 14.1
IAM [13] 28.8 45.9 11.9 - - -

Label-PEnet [9] 30.2 49.1 12.9 - - -
IRnet [14] 31.1 49.2 10.7 46.7 60.5 15.6

WSDDN-seg [44] 27.5 47.5 9.8 43.7 55.9 16.9
WS-RCNN (ours) 42.7 57.2 19.4 47.3 62.2 19.8

Table 2. Instance segmentation performance under different supervision on VOC.

Method Supervision mAP50 mAP25 mAP75

SDI [10] Box-Level 44.8 - 16.3
Mask R-CNN [2] Fully-Supervised 69.0 76.7 52.5

WS-RCNN Image-Level 47.3 62.2 19.8

To intuitively justify the motivation and merits of WS-RCNN, we comparatively
visualize in Figure 5 two sets of representative intermediate results, namely, the scores
of a same set of proposals acquired by PRM [8], WSDDN-seg [44] and our WS-RCNN
(shown in the descending order of the proposal scores). One can observe that WSDDN-
seg [44] tends to highlight one dominating instance while ignoring the others of the same
class, and PRM [8] tends to highly score object parts or adjoining objects undesirably.
Comparatively, our method can get more favorable proposal scores, which we argue is
likely due to our advantageous learning mechanism. More representative results obtained
by the various methods are further visualized in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. (a,b) are visualization of two sets of representative proposal scores obtained by various
methods. In each set, from top to bottom are the results of PRM [8], WSDDN-seg [44] and our
WS-RCNN respectively. In each row, the first column is the final WSIS result, and the second to sixth
columns are the scores of the five proposals obtained by the method.

Figure 6. Representative results on VOC obtained by various methods. In each row, from left to
right are (a) the input image, (b) the ground truth, and the results of (c) PRM [8], (d) IRnet [14],
(e) WSDDN-seg [44] and (f) our WS-RCNN, respectively. Notice that we always output the same
number of instances as that in the ground truth for all the methods to enable in-depth comparison.

4.2.2. Results on COCO

Table 3 shows the quantitative results on the COCO dataset. Notice that COCO
has not been considered in previous works compared, and the source codes of IAM [13]
and Label-PEnet [9] are not publicly released, so the results for these two methods are
unavailable. This dataset is far more difficult than VOC, as can be seen by the much worse
overall performance of all the methods. However, our WS-RCNN can still outperform the
compared methods, with a remarkable margin of 10.7% in terms of mAP50 over the state-
of-the-art (IRnet [14]), and 4.6% over WSDDN-seg constructed by ourselves. The relative
performance of the compared methods in terms of other metric remains consistent with
those on VOC, which further verifies the effectiveness of our approach. Some typical results
are presented in Figure 7, which further demonstrate that our WS-RCNN can obtain more
favorable instance masks, especially in case of multiple or adjoining instances.
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Table 3. Quantitative results obtained by various WSIS methods on COCO.

Methods mAP50 mAP25 mAP75 mAP50(+p) mAP25(+p) mAP75(+p)

PRM [8] 5.8 12.1 1.8 14.7 23.7 6.6
IRnet [14] 7.3 13.9 2.4 13.2 22.2 4.8

WSDDN-seg [44] 14.4 24.0 6.0 23.0 30.9 11.5
WS-RCNN (ours) 18.0 27.4 7.2 24.2 32.1 11.6

Figure 7. Representative results on COCO obtained by various methods. In each row, from left to
right are (a) the input image, (b) the ground truth, and the results of (c) PRM [8], (d) IRnet [14],
(e) WSDDN-seg [44] and (f) our WS-RCNN, respectively. Notice that we always output the same
number of instances as that in the ground truth for all the methods to enable in-depth comparison.

4.3. Validation of Key Components

The superiority of the proposed WS-RCNN, to a large extent, should be attributed to
the considerate design of its key components. We further carry out experiments on the
VOC dataset to validate this point. For each component of concern, we construct some
variants to replace the original one in WS-RCNN while keeping everything else unchanged,
and compare the overall performance in terms of mAP50.

4.3.1. Pseudo Labeling Strategy

We consider the following three variants of AGPL:

• PLS-1: For each pc
i we assign those proposals which spatially include this point to

the class c, i.e., assigning zn = c if pc
i ∈ Rn, without considering the support mask

Sc
i (removing Line 5-8 in Algorithm 1 and meanwhile changing the condition in

Equation (5) to be “pc
i ∈ Rn” ).

• PLS-2: For each pc
i we thresold Mc (using the threshold value of 0.5) and take the

connected component surrounding this peak as the support mask Sc
i (changing Line 6

in Algorithm 1).
• PLS-3: We simply adopt the method of PRM [8] for pseudo labeling, i.e., taking the

proposal classification results obtained by the whole pipeline in [8] as the pseudo
labels (changing Line 6 in Algorithm 1).

The results are reported in Table 4, which shows all these variants significantly under-
perform the proposed AGPL. The results validate the merit of AGPL, i.e., relying on peaks
in attention maps and the spatial relationship between peak points and proposal regions to
achieve pseudo labeling.
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Table 4. Comparison with Various Pseudo Labeling Strategies on VOC.

PLS-1 PLS-2 PLS-3 Ours

24.0 25.2 36.2 42.7

4.3.2. Training Strategy

In our WS-RCNN, we adopt a particular two-phase strategy for network training (see
Section 3.2. To verify the effectiveness of such a design, we construct two different training
strategies for comparative study as follows:

• TS-coupled: When training the proposal scoring branch in the second phase, the back-
bone CNN is not reinitialized by the parameters pre-trained on ImageNet, but by
those obtained during the training of the image-level classifier in the first phase.

• TS-joint: The image-level classifier is trained first, and the proposal scoring branch is
trained jointly with the image-level classifier, i.e., combining the two training losses
when training this branch.

The results in Table 5 demonstrate that the training strategy adopted by our WS-RCNN
are more advantageous than the variants compared.

Table 5. Comparison with Various Network Structures and Training Strategies on VOC.

TS-Coupled TS-Joint Ours

36.5 37.6 42.7

4.3.3. Training Loss

To validate the effectiveness of our proposed EOSL loss, we compare it with a widely-
used strategy for background handling as below

• LOSS-CE: We add a dummy class to accommodate background proposals and adopt
the conventional binary cross-entropy to replace the EOSL loss in Equation (6).

As can be observed from Table 6 that our EOSL loss performs much better.

Table 6. Comparison with Different Training Loss for Background Handling on VOC.

LOSS-CE Ours

34.5 42.7

4.4. Parameter Study

Our approach involves specifying two parameters, i.e., the number of proposals N
and the threshold value β in AGPL. Here we further conduct experiments to analyze the
impact of these parameters on performance.

4.4.1. The Number of Proposals N

We vary the number of proposals to be N = {50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 500}, and report
the results in Figure 8a. As can be seen, the performance will not increase significantly after
N > 200, and we adopt N = 200 throughout our experiments for the best tradeoff between
performance and efficiency.
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Figure 8. Impacts of varying the key parameters (a) the number of proposals N and (b) the threshold
value β in AGPL.

4.4.2. The Threshold β in AGPL

We vary the threshold value to be β = {0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}, and the results are
depicted in Figure 8b. One can observe that the performance is relatively stable when
β ∈ [0.5, 0.8] and we choose a fixed value of β = 0.7 throughout our experiments.

4.5. Failure Cases

Despite the effectiveness of WS-RCNN, WSIS is essentially a challenging task and the
overall performance still has much room for improvement. Here we show several typical
failure cases of WS-RCNN in Figure 9. Since our method is proposal-based, it relies much
on the quality of proposals. If the proposal generator fails to cover the spatial extents of the
true instance, our method will fail consequently (see Figure 9a). Another typical failure
case is that if there are a number of instances of a class with overlap among or close to each
other, our method may pick up those large proposals which cover multiple instances (see
Figure 9b) or the small proposals which cover only a part of a instance (Figure 9c) (Notice
that the desired proposals are present in (b) and (c).

Figure 9. Typical failure cases of WS-RCNN. (a) Poor proposals. (b) Picking up large proposals
covering multiple instances. (c) Picking up small proposals covering only a part of a instance.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a simple, natural but surprisingly effective frame-
work, termed as Weakly Supervised R-CNN (WS-RCNN), for weakly supervised instance
segmentation (WSIS). The basic idea is to deploy a deep network to learn to score proposals
under the particular setting of weak supervision. For this sake, a strategy called Attention-
Guided Pseudo Labeling is proposed to address the key issue of proposal-level pseudo
labeling. And a so-called Entropic Open-Set Loss is introduced for model training to
further improve the robustness. Comprehensive experiments on two well-known datasets,
i.e., PASCAL VOC 2012 and Microsoft COCO 2014, have demonstrated that the proposed
WS-RCNN can significantly outperform the state-of-the-art. Experiments have also been
carried out to validate effectiveness of the key components and to study the impacts of
some key parameters. In our future work, we will consider integrating a learning-based
proposal network to replace the current heuristic proposal generator in WS-RCNN in
order to alleviate its dependency on the quality of proposals. We will also explore how to
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further improve our approach in dealing with complex scenes (e.g., complex background,
multiple or adjoining instances of the same class) since there is generally much room
for improvement.
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Abstract: An optimal design of nanoparticles suitable for biomedical applications requires proper
functionalization, a key step in the synthesis of such nanoparticles, not only for subsequent crosslink-
ing to biological targets and to avoid cytotoxicity, but also to endow these materials with colloidal
stability. In this sense, a reliable characterization of the effectiveness of the functionalization process
would, therefore, be crucial for subsequent bioconjugations. In this work, we have analyzed glu-
tathione as a means to functionalize four of the most widely used nanoparticles in biomedicine, one of
which is a hybrid gold-magnetic-iron-oxide nanoparticle synthetized by a simple and novel method
that we propose in this article. We have analyzed the colloidal characteristics that the glutathione
capping provides to the different nanoparticles and, using information on the Z-potential, we have
deduced the chemical group used by glutathione to link to the nanoparticle core. We have used
electron microscopy for further structural and chemical characterization of the nanoparticles. Finally,
we have evaluated nanoparticle cytotoxicity, studying cell viability after incubation with different
concentrations of nanoparticles, showing their suitability for biomedical applications.

Keywords: functionalization; glutathione; surface modifications; colloidal stability; cytotoxicity;
electron microscopy; magnetic nanoparticle; gold nanoparticle; quantum dot

1. Introduction

Advances in biomedicine require new experimental tools that enable manipulation
of biomolecules, and the study of biological processes at the molecular and cellular level.
For some decades now, nanoparticles (NPs) have been broadly used in biomedicine [1–4].
A large variety of NPs have been utilized for the development of applications in diag-
nostics [5,6], therapy [7,8], biomarking [9,10], drug delivery [11], etc. [12]. In this context,
three groups of NPs are traditionally considered of the highest interest for biomedical
applications, due to their properties: fluorescent NPs (quantum dots, QDs), magnetic NPs
and pure metallic NPs.
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The biomedical interest in light-emitting NPs resides in the fact that many biological
techniques are based on the use of fluorometric probes for the identification of specific
biological species. Therefore, unless genetic expression is desired, NPs such as QDs
represent a successful alternative for biological markers, because of their advantageous
features when compared to conventional organic fluorophores or fluorescent proteins,
especially due to their size-dependent fluorescence. Light emission of these QDs can be
tuned by controlling their size at nanometric level, which is an interesting characteristic for
their use as biological probes in multicolor experiments [13–15].

In the case of magnetic NPs, applications for protein immobilization [16], as hyper-
thermia agents for cancer therapy [17,18], for drug delivery [19], and as contrast agents for
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [1,20] have been proposed [21]. Particularly, iron oxides
and especially magnetite (Fe3O4) NPs are the most commonly used, due to their biocom-
patibility, low cytotoxicity and stability. MRI is a non-invasive clinical diagnostic technique
with a high spatial resolution that is extensively used for anatomical imaging of soft body
tissues [22]. However, this technique requires the use of contrast agents to enhance dif-
ferences between damaged and normal tissues and is still lacking in technologies that
allow for targeted identification of specific structures, such as tumors or infectious agents.
Superparamagnetic iron oxide NPs are used in MRI as transverse relaxation time contrast
agents, since they show excellent magnetic properties, in addition to their low toxicity and
cytocompatibility [23,24].

Among the purely metallic NPs and over the last two decades, Au NPs have been
widely studied and applied in the field of biomedicine, especially in cancer diagnostics [25],
tumor therapy by optical hyperthermia [26], biosensing [27], virus detection and regulation
of cell function [28] as well as X-ray computed tomography (CT) contrast agents [1,29,30].
The biomedical interest of these NPs resides in their good biocompatibility, low inherent tox-
icity [31], facile synthesis, high biofunctionalization capability and in their unique optical
properties due to their associated localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) [32]. For X-
ray CT, contrast agents that allow for the display of internal tissue structures, are usually
necessary, in order to enhance the image contrast and to provide additional functional infor-
mation. Gold NPs can potentially improve the contrast provided by iodine contrast agents
currently in use for cardiovascular imaging at clinically relevant energies (80–140 kV) [33].

Moreover, synthesis of hybrid NPs, such as structures constituted by a magnetic core
covered by a gold shell, allows for the combination of features from both constituents,
which enhances NP possibilities for specific biomedical applications. There is great interest
in these hybrid NPs for therapies such as tumor treatment by hyperthermia, while they also
constitute highly attractive materials for image based medical diagnostics [34]. Moreover,
the latter frequently require a combination of data obtained from different complementary
techniques in order to achieve accurate diagnoses [35] and thus these core-shell NPs may
be simultaneously imaged by several techniques offering a promising alternative to the
fabrication of multimodal contrast agents [36]. In this sense, different synthesis for hybrid
magnetic iron oxide/gold NPs have previously been proposed, either naked, functional-
ized with capping agents, or by preparing separately magnetic iron oxide (magnetite or
maghemite) and gold NPs and promoting a subsequent conjugation. Many of these proce-
dures involve temperatures higher than 190 ◦C as well as the use of organic or hydrophobic
solvents such as 1,2—hexadecanediol, 1—octadecene, etc. Thus, ligand exchange steps are
required to obtain hydrophilic functionalized NPs.

However, NPs used for biomedical applications must meet some highly important
requirements: they must display low cytotoxicity, colloidal stability, and availability for
subsequent bioconjugation with other biomolecules. Surface functionalization is a common
strategy not only to promote subsequent crosslinking between NPs and specific biological
species, but also to minimize their cytotoxicity and unspecific binding. Functionalization
of the NP surface with species containing bio-active terminal groups, such as amino or
carboxylic groups, allows for subsequent linking with relevant biomolecules for targeted
applications [37]. NP functionalization can also contribute to avoid aggregation and un-
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specific cellular uptake, minimizing accumulation in organs and/or phagocyte activation,
thus maintaining a prolonged circulation time [38–40]. In any case, obtaining all the infor-
mation available on the effectiveness of the functionalization process, via a comprehensive
characterization, is crucial for further bioconjugations and biomedical applications.

The tripeptide glutathione (GSH) constitutes an interesting asset for functionalization,
as it is a low-cost reagent that harnesses in its small frame three highly used moieties
for bioconjugation, such as a thiol terminal group and also an amino and two carboxylic
groups. In this sense, the present work follows previous ones, in which we presented
the functionalization of different NPs with GSH [14,41,42]. In this work, we have utilized
GSH to functionalize four types of NP: fluorescent CdTe QDs, iron oxide magnetic NPs,
gold NPs and hybrid iron oxide magnetic–gold NPs, labeled in the text, as QD-GSH, Mag-
GSH, Au-GSH and Au-Mag-GSH, respectively. Glutathione has been chosen because it is
a small molecule with three different types of functional groups that can easily be used
in order to bind other proteins such as streptavidine or antibodies. Furthermore, the thiol
moiety readily binds to gold which is of interest for gold containing NPs. In this work,
we have designed a simple and novel hydrophilic route to prepare hybrid goldiron oxide
magnetic NPs with GSH in situ functionalization. These NPs are labeled as Au-Mag-GSH
NPs. We have compared the results for these NPs with those obtained for different types
of GSH functionalized NPs: gold, magnetic iron oxide and CdTe QDs. We have applied
chemical synthetic routes based on reduction reactions, using sodium borohydride and
performing an in situ functionalization with GSH. In the literature there are other examples
of GSH-capped NPs [43,44], but in all cases, the authors use different steps for the synthesis
and perform an ex situ functionalization by a ligand exchange process, requiring, in some
cases, the use of non-aqueous solvents. After a first characterization of the structural and
physical properties of the NPs, we have evaluated the effectiveness of the functionalization
process. With this aim, we have carried out a colloidal characterization, measuring the
colloidal stability of the studied NPs at different pH values, different temperatures and
different salinity, all fundamental features for biomedical applications. This study, com-
bined with Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, also provides information about
the linking between NP and GSH. Depending on particle composition, GSH uses differ-
ent terminal groups to link to the nanostructure. Moreover, we have combined electron
microscopy-based structural and compositional nanoanalyses to obtain information about
the composition and the thickness of the GSH layer surrounding the NPs. This characteri-
zation allows us to learn whether GSH has been properly linked to the NP surface thus
functionalizing it. Finally, we have studied the cytotoxicity of the prepared NPs, analyz-
ing cell viability after incubation of cells with different NP concentrations. The novelty of
our work lies in the development of an easy and new synthetic method to prepare hybrid
gold/iron oxide magnetic NPs, in situ functionalized with GSH. Our main objective is
to deepen in the characterization of GSH functionalization and, in the knowledge of the
colloidal characteristics of the resultant NP-based system, provide the basis for a material
that could be successfully utilized in biomedical application.

In previous works [45], we showed an initial, mainly transmission electron microscopy
(TEM)-focused, characterization of similarly prepared NPs but, due to their relevant
biomedical properties, in this article we have deepened on their biomedical compatibility
and surface capping both crucial for biomedical focused bioconjugation. Thus, here,
we provide a new horizon for the design of GSH-capped gold/iron oxide magnetic NPs
suited for biomedical applications and also expand in the mechanisms underlying GSH
layer linkage, studying the effect that GSH capping causes to NP properties. For this
purpose, different GSH NPs have been prepared and included in the study. Although GSH
capped NPs have been previously studied, this work presents a deep characterization of
their colloidal properties, the functionalization mechanism and its influence on cytotoxicity.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals

The following chemical reagents were utilized in this work: tetrachloroauric acid
(HAuCl4), cadmium chloride (CdCl2), sodium borohidrure (NaBH4), tellurium powder,
sodium hydroxide (NaOH), iron (III) chloride (FeCl3), sodium hydroxide (NaOH), diethy-
lene glycol, cysteamine (CYS) and reduced glutathione (GSH). All these reagents were
of analytic grade, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (current “Millipore-Sigma”, Burlington,
MA, USA) and used as received. Milli-Q®(MQ) water was used for all experiments.

2.2. Synthesis of Glutathione-Capped Nanoparticles (GSH-NPs)

Based on our previous works, we have designed three rapid chemical routes to obtain
small GSH-capped gold, magnetic iron oxide, and CdTe QDs [14,42]. In all these routes,
we have promoted a reduction reaction, and we have used GSH to functionalize the NP
surface. To synthetize the GSH-capped hybrid gold-iron oxide magnetic NPs, we have
developed, in this work, a novel, original method. A diagram of the formation of these
GSH-capped NP is shown in the graphical abstract.

2.2.1. GSH-Capped Gold NPs

Briefly, we started from 20 mL of an aqueous solution 0.01 M HAuCl4 and 0.026 M GSH.
The mixture was vigorously stirred for 30 min under a nitrogen atmosphere. A NaBH4
aqueous solution was added dropwise, in a 1:5 HAuCl4/NaBH4 molar ratio. After 30 addi-
tional min, the red wine colored solution was stored at 8 ◦C protected from light. The code
Au-GSH is used for this type of NPs. In this case, the Au3+ ions, introduced as HAuCl4,
are reduced by the NaBH4. Although GSH could act as a reducing agent, the reaction
would be slower than with a strong reducing agent, such as NaBH4, that will promote a
fast nucleation, leading to more homogeneous and smaller NPs.

2.2.2. GSH-Gapped Iron Oxide Magnetic NPs

In this case, we designed a preparation method based on the thermal decomposition
of an iron salt, in the presence of GSH, to functionalize the NP, thus controlling its final size.

The synthesis of GSH-iron oxide magnetic NPs was carried out in two steps. The first
consisted of the preparation of a NaOH solution that will be used as oxidizing agent for
the co-precipitation of iron and formation of iron oxide. This solution was prepared by
heating 20 g of NaOH and 20 mL of diethylene glycol at 120 ◦C for one hour. The resulting
solution is stored at 70 ◦C for subsequent utilization.

The second step constituted the main thermal decomposition and co-precipitation
reaction. 0.55 g of FeCl3, used as iron precursor, have been solved into 15 mL of diethylene
glycol, which is used as solvent. The solution obtained was placed in a 500 mL three-
necked flask, where the GSH, used as capping agent, was added. The GSH:Fe molar
ratio was 1:9. The solution was heated at 200 ◦C under reflux in a nitrogen atmosphere,
in order to promote the thermal decomposition of iron salts. After heating for 30 min,
a previously prepared 8 mL NaOH solution was added, to induce the formation of iron
oxide. Once NaOH was added, the total solution was heated for 10 min, keeping the
temperature at 200 ◦C. After cooling, the obtained solution was filtered three times (using a
0.1 μm Millipore membrane), after precipitation with ethanol, in order to eliminate an
excess of precursor species, and/or, residues from the reaction. The Fe3+ cations, introduced
as FeCl3, were totally or partially reduced by the diethylene glycol, giving rise to the
formation of either magnetite (Fe3O4) or maghemite (γ−Fe2O3), both iron-oxide magnetic
phases equally appropriate for the objective of this work. The high GSH affinity for the
NP surface led to GSH-functionalized magnetic NPs (Mag-GSH) as a black powder with
magnetic character.
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2.2.3. GSH-Capped Gold/Fe3O4 NPs

Starting from the Mag-GSH NPs previously prepared, we designed a method to easily
prepare GSH capped gold/iron oxide magnetic NPs. In this novel synthetic route, we use
the capability of GSH to link iron oxide and gold simultaneously. Briefly, 0.05 g Mag-GSH,
prepared as descried above, were dispersed in 1 mL of MQ water while stirring for 1 h.
Then, an aqueous solution containing 0.1 g HAuCl4 was added. After 8 h of vigorous
stirring, GSH was added in excess while stirring for one additional hour. The total synthesis
was conformed in three simple steps. The first step was just the Mag-GSH preparation.
In the second step, free terminal GSH moieties in Mag-GSH NPs bound to gold when we
added the Au3+ precursor. In this case, a slow reduction of Au3+ by the same GSH used
as capping agent was promoted, in order to avoid the formation of separated gold NPs,
a process that could be induced by the addition of NaBH4. During the last step, GSH was
added in excess and linked to the final hybrid iron oxide-gold NPs. The colloidal solution
was brought under magnetic decantation, in order to eliminate the iron oxide magnetic
NPs which did not contain gold. As a result, a brown-pink and still magnetic colloidal
solution was obtained. The solution could be filtered and washed, obtaining a magnetic,
brown-black powder. As in the case of Mag-GSH, these NPs can easily be dissolved in an
aqueous solution due to the hydrophilic character conferred by GSH. A schematic graphic
of this particular synthesis is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Diagram of the glutathione (GSH)-capped hybrid gold/iron oxide magnetic nanoparticles (NPs).

2.2.4. GSH-Capped QDs

Synthesis of GSH-CdTe QDs was carried out by a co-precipitation reaction, us-
ing CdCl2 as cadmium precursor and NaHTe as tellurium precursor in the presence of GSH.
For this purpose, 0.19 g GSH, used as a stabilizing agent, and 0.046 g CdCl2, used as the
cadmium precursor, were dissolved in 100 mL MQ water. In order to promote formation of
Cd2+-GSH complexes at the QD surface, the pH was adjusted to 8 by dropwise addition of a
1M NaOH solution, under vigorous stirring. The obtained solution was placed in a 500 mL
three-necked flask, where 2 mL fresh NaHTe (previously prepared by reducing tellurium
powder with NaBH4 in a nitrogen atmosphere) was added. The Cd2+:NaHTe:GSH molar
ratio was 4:1:10. The solution was heated under reflux in a nitrogen atmosphere. The final
QD size can be controlled by increasing temperature and/or reaction time, ranging from
90 to 145 ◦C and 90 to 360 min, respectively.

The different aqueous aliquots, containing the GSH-CdTe QDs, were cooled and
filtered threefold (using a 0.1 μm Millipore membrane), after precipitation with a mixture
of acetone and ethanol, in order to eliminate the excess of precursor species and/or,
residues from the reaction. As a result, we obtained CdTe QDs capped with GSH molecules
(QD-GSH) that can be easily dispersed in and aqueous solution due to the hydrophilic
character conferred by GSH.

2.3. Characterization Techniques
2.3.1. Structural and Chemical Analyses

The identification of GSH-NPs has been carried out through structural and chemical
techniques, associated with transmission and scanning-transmission electron microscopy,
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or (S)TEM. The general view, shape and atomic structure of the materials were observed
using conventional bright field (BF-TEM), high-resolution (HRTEM) and high-angle annu-
lar dark field STEM (HAADF-STEM). Also, a corrected probe HAADF in high-resolution
mode (HR-HAADF) was utilized for the sample Au-GSH, yielding images in which these
crystals were easily distinguishable (due to the high difference of atomic numbers be-
tween the gold in the NP and the carbon in the supporting material, which leads to a
high contrast in the image intensity for both structures) and simultaneously show atomic
columns. Regarding chemical composition, energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)
was applied, so the structural information from imaging techniques is complemented,
allowing an unequivocal identification of the NP and revealing the GSH shell. All these
(S)TEM techniques were carried out using two STEM microscopes: a double-aberration cor-
rected TITAN3 Themis and a Talos F200X (“ThermoFisher Scientific”, Waltham, MA, USA),
both operating at a 200 kV accelerating voltage. In order to observe the different materials
under the electron beam, several samples were prepared by depositing 10 μL of an NP
colloidal solution, drop-casted onto a holey-carbon coated Cu grid for TEM and dried for
five hours. Alternatively, some samples, for Mag-GSH, were prepared by imbibing a grid
over a dry amount of material, obtaining a sample with no significant difference in the
observed NP state of aggregation when deposited on the sample grid. For all magnetic
materials, a magnet was placed near to the TEM grid before inserting the sample in the
electron microscope in order to remove the biggest NP clusters, which could be attracted
by the magnetic lenses of the microscopes.

FTIR was utilized in order to obtain information about the linking between GSH and
the NP surface. Experiments were recorded with Bruker Alpha System Spectrophotometer
(KBr wafer technique), using the same quantity of sample in all measurements.

2.3.2. Colloidal Characterization

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was utilized in order to measure NP hydrodynamic
size. Measurements were carried out at 25, 37 and 40 ◦C, using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano-
ZS (“Malvern Instruments”, Worcestershire, UK), with a 1 cm path cell. This equipment
also allows for the Z-potential to be measured which evaluate colloidal stability in solution,
as well as NP surface charge.

2.3.3. Optical and Magnetic Properties

LSPR of the Au-GSH nanostructure was evaluated studying the ultraviolet–visible
(UV-Vis) absorbance of each NP colloidal solution. Absorption spectra were acquired
with a Lambda 19 Perkin Elmer spectrophotometer (“Perkin Elmer”, Waltham, MA, USA).
The position and profile of the LSPR band provide information about NP dispersion and
allow for the estimation of NP average sizes.

Photoluminescence (PL) excitation and emission spectra were recorded in a PTI
Quantamaster fluorometer using a Xenon arc Lamp at 150 W and a computer controller
QuadraScopic monochromator.

Magnetic properties of magnetic-iron-oxide NPs were analyzed by measuring mag-
netization curves at room temperature in a high-sensitive Magnetic Faraday Balance
(“Oxford Instruments”, Abingdon, U.K.), applying magnetic fields up to 0.6 T.

2.3.4. Cytotoxicity Assay and Cell Culture

Jurkat cells (“American Type Culture Collection”, Manassas, VA, USA) were cultured
at 37 ◦C, in a 5% CO2 atmosphere, in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM)
containing 2 mM L—glutamine, 10 mM Hepes, 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated fetal bovine
serum (FBS), 1% (v/v) non-essential amino acids (NEAA), 1% (v/v) sodium pyruvate,
50 μM 2-mercaptoethanol, 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 μg/mL streptomycin (all from
“Life Technologies”, Carlsbad, CA, USA).
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2.3.5. Cytotoxicity and Cell Viability.

We cultured 5 × 105 Jurkat cells cells in a 48-well plate, in the absence or presence
of NPs at the indicated concentrations. Cell viability was analyzed 24 h after addition
of NPs by a As previously commented, one key property (MTT)-based assay as previ-
ously described. Briefly, MTT reactant (thiazolyl blue tetrazolium bromide, TOX1-1KT,
“Millipore-Sigma”, Burlington, MA, USA) was added to the cells in a 1:10 ratio (MTT so-
lution/culture medium) and incubated during 3 h at 37 ◦C. Then, formazan crystals,
formed inside viable cells, were dissolved by adding MTT Solubilization Solution M-8910,
(“Millipore-Sigma”, Burlington, MA, USA) at 1:2 with vigorous pipetting. Optical density
at 570 nm was evaluated to quantify the amount of formazan crystals, which is propor-
tional to the number of viable cells (background absorbance was measured at 690 nm
and subtracted from the 570 nm measurement). Viability of cell in the presence of NPs
was compared to untreated controls (considered 100% viability). Media in the absence
of cells was used as blank; while cells, cultured in the presence of 10% dimethyl sulfox-
ide (DMSO), was used as control for decreased cell viability, being always below 10%.
Statistical analyses were performed using the Statgraphics software (“Statpoint Technolo-
gies”, Warrenton, VA, USA). Significances were determined by using analyses of variance
(ANOVA) and multiple range tests.

3. Results

As previously commented, in order to determine the potential of the presented NPs
for biomedicine applications, it is required to previously study their structural properties,
their optical behavior, as well as additional features such as colloidal stability at physiolog-
ical values of salinity and pH, colloidal stability at temperatures ranging from 35 to 40 ◦C
and cytotoxicity.

3.1. Structural Features and Physical Properties

Figure 2 shows results on the size and optical properties of Au-GSH samples, as well
as an overview on the state of aggregation of the NPs when deposited on the holed carbon
grid. A general view of these particles can be observed in Figure 2a, which shows a
HAADF-STEM micrograph. This technique is ideal for imaging gold-based particles,
due to the high atomic number of gold, which produces a high contrast with the carbon
support in HAADF images. This micrograph reveals the formation of relatively small and
well-dispersed NPs with nearly round shape. Figure 2b shows the NP size distribution
obtained from more than 300 NPs in this and similar images. From this histogram, it can be
affirmed that particle size is homogeneous, with an average diameter of 3.8 nm (see Table 1,
in which particle diameter for all materials are collected), obtained from the fitting of this
distribution to a Gaussian function. In any case, although this type of images shows, with a
good contrast, the size and shape of the particles, hinting on the high atomic number
of its constituent material, the exact chemical composition of the NPs is not determined
with this technique. The presence of gold in this nanostructure can be confirmed by the
UV-Visible absorption spectrum of the colloidal solution (Figure 2c). The inset in the figure
is a photograph of the obtained red-wine colored colloidal solution. The spectrum shows
the characteristic 520 nm LSPR absorption band, indicating the presence of small gold
NPs. Position and width of LSPR bands give information on NP size and size homogeneity.
The Au-GSH LSPR band appears as a shoulder, showing a wide profile which can be a
consequence of the small average size of these NPs. The high number of surface atoms in
small NPs increases the damping of oscillating electrons at conduction bands. This effect
can be even higher for small thiol-capped NPs, due to the loss of itinerancy of electrons
involved in Au-S bonding [46]. This ligand-metal charge transfer transition, produced due
to the capping, can contribute to the relatively strong emission bands, in the blue range of
the spectra, for the Au-GSH NPs, as shown in Figure 2d, where the PL emission spectra,
recorded for the Au NPs colloidal solution (exciting at 317 nm), is shown. This emission
could be an interesting feature for the use of this NPs for biomarker applications [42].
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Figure 2. High-angle annular dark field (HAADF) image (a), as well as the histogram displaying
particle size distribution (b) of Au-GSH NPs. (c) UV-Visible absorption spectrum and PL emission
spectrum (d) of Au-GSH NPs. The inset in Figure 2c shows a digital photo image of an Au-GSH
colloidal solution.

Table 1. Average diameter obtained via transmission electron microscopy (TEM), dynamic light
scattering (DLS) hydrodynamic diameter and polydispersity index (PDI).

Sample
TEM Average Size

(nm)
DLS Average Size

(nm)
PDI (%)

Au-GSH 3.8 ± 0.2 6.2 ± 1.2 0.2
Mag-GSH 6.1 ± 0.4 12.7 ± 1.2 0.2
QD-GSH 2.9 ± 0.3 32.6 ± 1.3 0.1

Au-Mag-GSH 6.9 ± 0.4 42.3 ± 1.3 0.2

Figure 3 shows results obtained from the optical and structural characterization of
Mag-GSH samples. A general view of the NPs is showed in Figure 3a. The BF-TEM
micrograph reveals the obtained particle distribution for this preparation, less dispersed as
in the case of gold NPs, most probably due to the small clustering promoted by magnetic
interactions. Figure 3b displays and histogram showing the particle size distribution for
this sample. Fitting of these results to a Gaussian function reveals a NP average size
of 6.1 nm (Table 1). Figure 3c shows the magnetization curve, i.e., applied field versus
magnetization, at room temperature. This curve shows the magnetic behavior of these
NPs [47]. The inset in Figure 3c shows the response of Mag-GSH NPs (flask on the left) to a
permanent magnetic field, applied using a permanent magnet adjacent to the flask that
contains the NP colloidal dispersion.
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Figure 3. Bright field TEM (BF-TEM) micrograph (a), as well as the histogram displaying the particle
size distribution (b) of Mag-GSH NPs. Magnetization curve of Mag-GSH NPs (c). The inset in this
figure shows a digital photo image of Mag-GSH NPs placed in the absence and presence of a magnet
located close to the vials.

Figure 4 shows a general view and optical features of QD-GSH NPs. Figure 4a cor-
responds to a HAADF-STEM image of an accumulation of these QD-GSH NPs. In this
case, we can observe the presence of extremely small NPs immersed in the GSH capping.
The histogram corresponding to these NPs is shown in Figure 4b. By fitting these results
to a Gaussian function, an average NP diameter of 2.9 nm is obtained (Table 1). As we
have previously commented, NP size is especially important for their optical properties,
determining the wavelength of their emission, which is especially important in this case,
since QD functionality in biomedical applications rely on their fluorescence. In this sense,
the proposed synthesis allows control of NP final size and thus, its PL emission. Specifically,
Figure 4c shows PL emission spectra obtained from the sample in Figure 4a (with average
size reflected in Figure 4b), labelled as QD-GSH1 and prepared at a synthesis temperature
of 90 ◦C for 30 min. Two additional QD-GSH samples of bigger average sizes (QD-GSH2,
prepared at 90 ◦C for 3 h, and QD-GSH3, heating during 3 h at 90 ◦C and one more hour
at 110 ◦C) are also included. As NP size increases (sizes for QD-GSH1, QD-GSH2 and
QD-GSH3 are 2.9 nm, 3.6 nm and 3.9 nm, respectively), a red-shift in the emission peak
maximum is observed, illustrating wavelength size-dependency of the emission. The pho-
tograph of colloidal solutions of these three samples, under UV radiation, is added to this
figure, as an inset. As it can be observed from both, PL spectra and photograph of the
colloidal solutions; by changing just a few nanometers in size, we can tune the emission
color from blue to red.

Regarding hybrid Au-Mag-GSH NPs, one of the first and important results to be
confirmed after their preparation was that each nanostructure is indeed formed by both iron
oxide and gold. Taking into account that the synthesis has been initiated by heterogeneous
nucleation of iron oxide seeds, the gold phase necessarily has to be located around the
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iron oxide phase. In this sense, a relevant measurement is shown in Figure 5a, namely the
comparison of UV-Vis absorption spectra for the colloidal solutions of Au-GSH and Au-
Mag-GSH samples. Both colloids, display the LSPR absorption band (associated to gold),
however, the hybrid Au-Mag NP curve has a pronounced red-shift, from 560 nm to
520 nm. According to previous reported results, this red-shift can be attributed to the
reduced electron deficiency of Au NPs caused by the interfacial communication between
Au and magnetic-iron-oxide [48]. Therefore, these results reveal the formation of a hybrid
NP, containing gold and magnetic-iron-oxide. The Au-Mag-GSH spectrum, shows a
second and less intense near-infrared (NIR) absorption band that could be attributed to the
presence of anisotropic NPs or even to iron oxide-gold interactions in the hybrid structure.
This characteristic can be of interest in phototherapy applications [49,50]. A photograph
of the Au-Mag-GSH colloidal solution is also shown in this figure (see inset image in
Figure 5a). The spectra have not been normalized because the determinant parameters
are the LSPR band position, the wavelength at which the LSPR is observed and the shape
and width of the band. A BF-TEM micrograph of these particles is shown in Figure 5b,
revealing the formation of homogeneously shaped structures, without the presence of
clusters as dense as those observed for Mag-GSH. NP size distribution, and its fitting to
a Gaussian function is shown in Figure 5c, showing an average particle size of 6.9 nm
(Table 1).

Figure 4. HAADF image (a), as well as the histogram displaying particle size distribution (b) of quantum dot (QD)-GSH1
NPs. (c) PL-emission spectra for QD-GSH1 (blue) as well as for QD-GSH2 (green) and QD-GSH3 (red), with higher average
size. The inset in this figure shows a digital photo image of the three QD-GSH colloidal solutions used in this figure,
under UV irradiation.
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Figure 5. Ultraviolet (UV)–visible spectra for Au-GSH and Au-Mag-GSH colloidal solutions (a); TEM micrograph of
Au-Mag-GSH (b) and its corresponding histogram displaying NP size distribution (c).

Figure 6 summarizes the main (S)TEM results on the structure and composition of the
different GSH-capped NP samples. At this point, it is worth mentioning that the study
via electron beam-based techniques of these materials produced a large amount of data
and information. Therefore, more details on the (S)TEM characterization can be found
elsewhere [45]. Figure 6a,b show respectively HRTEM and HR-HAADF micrographs,
for Au-GSH NPs taken from the same region. The comparison of these modes, for the
same NP, not only allows visualization of the crystalline structure, but also indicates the
chemical homogeneity of such structure. Also, it is possible to visualize (Figure 6a) a thin
amorphous layer (GSH) covering the NP core. Images such as the ones in Figure 6a,b allow
measuring inter-planar distances of 2.17 and 2.38 Å, which respectively agree well with
the spacing between {002} and {111} families of atomic planes for cubic Au. These values
of inter-planar atomic distances have been obtained using the fast Fourier transform, FFT,
(Figure 6a, inset) of a large enough region of the NP that show a crystalline structure with
the same orientation. Using a generic diffraction software [51] to compare the experimental
FFT with a simulated diffraction diagram, the zone axis can be identified and the diffraction
peaks indexed. Note that FFT data are equivalent to electron diffraction diagrams when
in Fourier condition, as is the case for the microscope optics. Similar analyses (not shown
here) also revealed that crystalline structures were formed, in all samples and for each type
of NP, corresponding to the expected elements and compounds.
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Figure 6. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) (a) and HR-HAADF (b) images of NPs in sample Au-GSH.
Punctual energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrum from QD-GSH (c) and from Au-Mag-GSH (d) NPs.
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Compositional sensitive STEM techniques, such as EDX, can complement these results,
allowing analyze the uniformity of the GSH layer. In this sense, we have utilized the sulfur
(S) peak associated to the K-level transition in order to detect GSH. Figure 6c presents
an EDX-punctual spectrum for a NP of the same sample. Such a spectrum is taken
from the area defined by the scanning STEM probe, which is estimated to correspond
to 5 nm × 5 nm. Thus, the spectrum corresponds, approximately, to a region spanning,
the size of one NP. Note, that other expected peaks, such as the ones associated to carbon
and oxygen, also presented in the spectrum, are mostly due to both the carbon support
and organic residual particles in the electron microscopy grid. In this sense, the copper
signal, visible in all spectra is produced by the copper in such grid. In a previous work [45],
EDX-maps for the different elements were presented, so a more comprehensive view of the
STEM study for these samples can be obtained from this communication. Note that EDX
results, such as those shown in Figure 5f from the study presented in reference 45, only in-
dicate the iron-containing composition of the NP. The affirmation that the NP contains
iron oxide would need further evidence. On the other hand, Figure 6d presents the EDX
punctual spectrum of isolated NPs from a sample of Au-Mag-GSH. All the main studied
elements were found, revealing a hybrid structure in a large amount of NPs.

Base on all these results, it can be affirmed that the synthetic routes utilized to prepare
the different NPs lead to the formation of small NPs, with homogeneous size distribution,
a crystalline structure and a homogeneous composition, both for the core and for the
polymer GSH covering layer. The in situ functionalization with GSH probably contributes
to this morphological feature. These NPs show suitable characteristics for different biomed-
ical applications, depending on the core composition. However, the use of NPs as potential
tools in biomedicine, requires potential capability to be bioconjugated with biological
species. The effectiveness of the functionalization process is, in any case, fundamental for
subsequent bioconjugations.

3.2. Colloidal Stability and Superficial Properties
3.2.1. Hydrodynamic Size

To evaluate the colloidal stability of the different NPs, DLS experiments have been
carried out. Figure 7 shows the DLS diameter distribution (represented in number) obtained
for the different GSH NPs. Each distribution has been fitted to a log-normal function,
also shown in the graphics. Colloidal average diameters obtained from these fittings,
as well as the PDI (polydispersity index) are shown in Table 1.

All NPs show a relatively narrow size distribution with colloidal average sizes smaller
than 50 nm, and with a relatively low polydispersity index (PDI in Table 1). As expected,
all NPs show DLS hydrodynamic sizes bigger than those obtained from TEM, since this last
technique measures mostly the crystalline volume of the particles (as explained before, in
most particles, the polymer layer is veiled by the carbon support in the images). This effect
is not only due to the GSH layer, but also to the presence of extra hydrate layers in aqueous
medium. However, the similar sizes found from both TEM and DLS, in the case of Au-GSH,
reveals the high colloidal stability of these NPs. Also, in the case of QD-GSH, Mag-GSH
and Mag-Au-GSH, the formation of clusters and particle associations in solution could
influence the DSL measurements. In any case, the four types of synthetized GSH-NPs show
DLS diameters in the appropriate range for biomedical applications. DLS measurements
over time show no important size differences after 48 h post-redispersion for any type of
NP, being the size increase lower than 1.2% in all cases.

3.2.2. Z-Potential and Surface Characteristics

To find out the electric charge surrounding NP surface we calculated the Z-potential.
Figure 8a displays Z-potential versus pH for different NP colloidal solutions.

This figure indicates that all NP systems in this work show suitable features for
biomedical applications, since the values in the Z-potential graphic reveals a relatively
high colloidal stability in the studied pH range, and particularly at physiological pH.
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These measurements shed information about the sign of the charge on the NP surface (as can
be seen, all GSH samples present a negative Z-potential, which indicate an excess electric
negative charge at the surface), that is also relevant for potential crosslinking applications.
In general, the GSH molecule has thiol, amine and two carboxylic terminal groups available
for linking to the NP surface. In the case of CdTe, due to the affinity between cadmium
and sulfur, the GSH probably links the NP by its thiol group, keeping free the carboxylic
terminal groups, responsible for the negative net charge. In order to study the linking
mechanism for gold and iron oxide surfaces, we have prepared iron oxide and gold NPs,
using a synthetic method similar to that used for Au-GSH and Mag-GSH NPs, but replacing
the GSH with cysteamine (CYS), a molecule containing only two terminal groups: thiol and
a primary amine. Table 2 shows Z-potential values at pH 7.2 for Au-GSH and Mag-GSH
NPs, as well as for Mag-CYS and Au-CYS NPs. In a previous work [42], we demonstrated
that the CYS molecule, links to the gold NP surface by the thiol group, due to the high
affinity of thiols for the gold core, thus these CYS-capped NPs show positive Z-potential
values due to the free amine terminal groups. However, in this work, we have obtained
negative Z-potential for a Mag-CYS colloidal solution. This result points out that the
affinity of amine terminal groups for the iron oxide core is higher than for the thiol group.
Consequently, the GSH amine terminal group could have higher affinity for the iron oxide
core than the GSH thiol group. We deduce that there are two different mechanisms for
the linking between CYS and gold versus iron oxide NPs (Figure 8b,c). Interestingly,
Mag-GSH NPs show the highest negative Z-potential values in all pH range (Figure 8a).
This maximum negative charge could be better explained if we propose a different linking
mechanism for this NP, in which GSH binds the NP surface by the amine group, with the
thiol and the two carboxylic groups remaining free and, thus, contributing to the negative
superficial charge. These results, which indicate that the iron oxide surface shows a higher
affinity for amine than for thiol groups, can explain the higher negative Z-potential for the
Mag-GSH NPs, due to the GSH linking to the iron oxide surface by its amine group instead
of by the thiol group, contrary to what happens for gold NPs (Figure 8d,e).

Figure 7. DLS size distributions of Au-GSH (a), Mag-GSH (b), CdTe-GSH1 (c) and Au-Mag-GSH
(d) in PBS (phosphate-buffered saline) colloidal solutions.
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Figure 8. Z-potential versus pH for the different GSH capped NPs (a). Diagram of the cysteamine (CYS)-capped (b) and
GSH-capped (c) magnetic-iron-oxide NPs. Diagram of the CYS-capped (d) and GSH-capped (e) gold NPs.

Table 2. Z-potential values obtained for gold and magnetic-iron-oxide NPs capped with CYS and
with GSH at 25 ◦C and in PBS solution.

Sample Z-Potential (mV)

Au-GSH −32.8
Mag-GSH −33.5
Au-CYS +88.0

Mag-CYS −27.5

In order to deepen knowledge of the differences in linking mechanisms between gold
and iron oxide surfaces, we performed FTIR spectroscopy. Figure 9 shows the FTIR spectra
for the free GSH ligand, as well as for Au-GSH, Mag-GSH and Au-Mag-GSH. The GSH
spectrum present bands characteristics of amino (3350 cm−1), carboxylic (1600 cm−1) and
thiol (2530 cm−1) groups. The peak at 2530 cm−1 that corresponds to the S–H stretching
vibration of GSH clearly disappeared in the Au-GSH and Au-Mag-GSH spectra, indicat-
ing that GSH anchors on the surface of these NPs through Au-S bonding. Conversely,
a band at this position can be appreciated for Mag-GSH. The presence of the S–H stretching
vibration band in this case, indicates a different GSH anchorage for this type of NP [52].

These FTIR spectra not only show a different GSH linking mechanism for gold and
iron oxide NPs, but also suggests that gold is covering the iron oxide core in the case of
hybrid iron oxide/gold NPs, as GSH linking occurs as it does for gold, with disappearance
of the S–H stretching vibration of GSH.

These differences in the linking mechanism could also introduce differences in the
shell thickness, as we have previously commented. A schematic representation of this
linking mechanism is shown in Figure 8b through Figure 8e.

3.2.3. Temperature Effect

NPs used for biological applications require appropriate colloidal stability at human
body temperature, ranging from 37 to 40 ◦C, as well as at different saline concentrations.
We studied the stability of the NP dispersions under different environmental conditions
(temperature and salinity). DLS experiments were also performed at 37 and 40 ◦C; and also
subjecting NPs to an environment of a higher ionic strength, after dispersion of NPs in a
0.18 M solution of NaCl. Table 3 shows NP diameters obtained by DLS for temperatures
of 25, 37 and 40 ◦C for all NPs in PBS dispersions, as well as at 25 ◦C in a 0.18 M NaCl
dispersion. Results reveal that the only NPs that present a colloidal stability dependence
with temperature is Au-GSH, which has an extremely low hydrodynamic size at 25 ◦C.
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The rest of the NPs do not show a strong variation in the dynamic size when temperature
increases. However, when the ionic strength changes, a significant increase in the dynamic
diameter is observed for all GSH-NPs. In all cases NPs remain in the appropriate range for
biomedical applications.

 

Figure 9. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra for free GSH ligand as well as for Au-Mag-GSH,
Au-GSH and Mag-GSH NPs.

Table 3. NPs and their corresponding dynamic light scattering (DLS) hydrodynamic sizes at differ-
ent temperatures.

Sample Temperature (◦C) Dispersion Medium DLSAverage Size (nm)

Au-GSH

25 PBS 6.2 ± 1.2
37 PBS 24.9 ± 2.2
40 PBS 13.5 ± 1.5
25 0.18 NaCl 28.2 ± 2.5

QD-GSH

25 PBS 32.6 ± 1.3
37 PBS 39.3 ± 2.7
40 PBS 36.3 ± 2.7
25 0.18 NaCl 58.1 ± 2.5

Mag-GSH

25 PBS 12.7 ± 1.2
37 PBS 11.3 ± 1.6
40 PBS 12.9 ± 1.7
25 0.18 NaCl 29.2 ± 2.6

All these colloidal characterization results confirm that the NP core is capped by GSH
molecules that properly functionalize the NP, allowing for subsequent biofunctionalization
and thus corroborating previously presented (S)TEM results. Functionalized NPs show
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colloidal stability at physiological pH and temperature values. Indeed, GSH-functionalized
NPs show a higher colloidal stability at physiological pH and temperatures than citrate-
capped gold NPs [42].

3.3. Cell Viability and Cytotoxicity

As previously commented, one key property of NPs to consider for medical appli-
cations is cytotoxicity, and thus we performed MTT cell viability assays for Jurkat cells
incubated with the synthesized NPs. In Figure 10, viability for cells cultured in the presence
of NPs at 1.5 μg/mL (a) or 15 μg/mL (10.b) is shown. These graphics show mean values
and standard errors for the percentage of viable cells when cultured in the presence of Au-
GSH NPs (A), Mag-GSH (B), Au-Mag-GSH NPs (C) or QD-GSH NPs (D) considering 100%
the viability of cells cultured in the absence of NPs (NP(−)) as a control. Each experiment
was performed independently in triplicate.

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 10. MTT cell viability assay for Jurkat tumor cells incubated with the indicated type of NP at 1.5 μg/mL (a) or
15 μg/mL (b). Percentage of viable cells as compared to cells cultured in the absence of NP (considered as 100% viability) is
shown. Mean and standard error are shown for each sample. A representative experiment out of three is shown. Statistically
significant differences (p < 0.05) are marked with a star (*).

As shown in Figure 10a, all NPs, except for QD-GSH, are not toxic at concentrations
usually utilized in the literature (1.5 μg/mL) with viabilities similar to those observed in
control cultures in the absence of NPs, indicating the extremely low cytotoxicity of these
NPs. Even at concentrations 10 times higher (15 μg/mL), these NPs have only a marginal
effect on cell viability (90% viability) (Figure 10b). At this concentration (15 μg/mL),
cell viability is 88% for Au-GSH, 94% for Mag-GSH and between 88% and 94% for the
hybrid Au-Mag-GSH, indicating that their toxicity profile is very favorable for in vivo
applications, with Mag-GSH being the NP with the best toxicity profile (Figure 10b).

On the other hand QD-GSH NPs, have an effect on cell viability with percentages of
61% and 41% for NP concentrations of 1.5 and 15 μg/mL, respectively.

To better ascertaining the toxicity profile, we performed a dose respond experiment
with NP concentrations up to 960 μg/mL. As shown in Figure 11, Mag-GSH and Au-Mag-
GSH have a very favorable toxicity profile, while QD-GSH are more toxic, with Au-GSH
having an intermediate toxicity.

The lower viability of cells that were cultured in the presence of QD-GSH is due to
the inherent toxicity of the CdTe material, that prevails even when capped with GSH.
Therefore, until an alternative capping, able to seal off the CdTe material, is engineered,
this type of NP should be utilized as a biomarker only for in vitro experiments, but not for
in vivo applications. Interestingly, hybrid Au-Mag-GSH NPs show better toxicity profile
than Au-GSH NPs, which can be due to the small size of this gold NPs [53].
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Figure 11. MTT cell viability assay for Jurkat tumor cells incubated with the indicated NP at 1.5; 15;
30; 60; 120; 240; 480 and 960 μg/mL. Percentage of viable cells, as compared to cells cultured in the
absence of NP (considered as 100% viability), is shown. Mean values and standard error for three
experiments are shown. Viability of cells cultured in the presence of 10% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
is 8.79%.

4. Discussion

In this work we used glutathione as a capping agent to functionalize gold/iron oxide
NPs for biomedical applications, prepared by a novel and simple route. We also compared
the results obtained for this GSH-gold/magnetic iron oxide NPs with those obtained
from other GSH capped NPs. First, we confirmed that the functionalization preserves the
structure and physical properties that confer each of these NPs with their usefulness for
biomedical applications. The work was focused on determining GSH-capping effectiveness,
linkage characteristics between GSH and NP surfaces and the influence of GSH capping on
the physical properties and cytotoxicity of NPs.

We described a route to obtain Au-Mag-GSH, a hybrid NP encompassing the biomedi-
cal performances of both, magnetic iron oxide and gold. Although different authors have
proposed different routes to prepare hydrophilic synthesizes [54,55], we have designed
a simple route to obtain, in two simple steps, hydrophilic functionalized magnetic iron
oxide-gold NPs. The formation of hybrid NPs in which both phases, iron oxide and gold,
are present in the same NP was confirmed by results obtained from TEM and UV–visible
absorption. This last technique allowed us to identify the characteristic gold LRSP band,
but with a clear red shift when compared to the Au-GSH LSPR band, which according
to Bhatia et al. [56] can be attributed to the interfacial charge transfer between gold and
magnetic-iron-oxide. TEM results revealed formation of spherical and homogeneous GSH-
NPs of 7 nm average size with a core formed by gold and either iron or an iron compound.
EDX results also revealed the existence of both, iron and gold in the same NP. Consider-
ing that our first synthesis step was the formation of an iron oxide core, it is reasonable to
suggest formation of a gold NP shell surrounding the magnetic-iron-oxide. In any case,
since no region of pure gold was found via EDX maps for iron-gold NPs (not shown here),
but areas with very close diameters for the spectral signals of Au and Fe, if the gold was
forming a shell, it would be assumed to be thin, although at least a few monolayers-thick
since the gold structure was detected by the beam. Thus, the nature of this NP, whether it
is formed by an iron compound or magnetite, or even by an alloy of gold and iron could
not have been concluded by the applied (S)TEM techniques. In any case, both the red-shift
in the LSPR absorption band of these NPs and the sequence followed during the synthesis
method employed in the study (iron oxide nucleation followed by gold addition) seemed
to indicate that a core–shell structure should have been formed. Moreover the fact that the
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FTIR results showed a linkage mechanism for GSH to gold/iron oxide akin to that seen for
gold NPs, further strengthened the hypothesis that a core iron oxide, that confers magnetic
properties, is surrounded by gold that justifies the linking mechanism.

We have compared results obtained for these hybrid NPs with those obtained for pure
gold, magnetic-iron-oxide and CdTe, also capped with GSH. In the case of QDs (CdTe) and
according to recent work [57], extremely small NPs immersed in GSH capping appeared.
This was probably due to the excess of GSH added during the synthesis and to the high
affinity of the GSH thiol group for the CdTe surface. However, the process allowed for size
control, providing a tunable photoluminescence [14].

GSH capping contributes to the formation of spherical and homogeneous NPs in
the case of iron oxide and gold NPs. Magnetic NPs (Mag-GSH) of 6 nm average size are
obtained, while smaller, and less aggregated NPs are formed in the case of pure gold NPs
(Au-GSH). For the latter, the presence of gold was confirmed by UV–visible absorption and
(S)TEM. These NPs show a PL emission in the blue range that, in agreement with our previ-
ous studies, can be explained considering the small size of gold cores and the ligand-metal
charge transfer transition due to the thiol group of the GSH capping. This characteris-
tic could be an interesting feature, making these NPs suitable not only for diagnostics,
therapy or further bioconjugations but also for direct biomarker applications [42].

We used the HRTEM technique to prove the homogeneous composition, spheri-
cal shape and size (under 10 nm) of NPs, and also to visualize the GSH layer. In order to
prove that this layer was composed of GSH, the sulfur present in the glutathione was fol-
lowed by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. In this way, the presence of such element,
detected at the NP surface, confirms that the amorphous layer at the NP surface is the
GSH capping. Additionally, results obtained from Z-potential measurements allowed us to
deepen the GSH linkage mechanism. The GSH molecule contains different terminal func-
tional groups: thiol, amine and two carboxylic groups. Knowing the group that molecules
use to link to the NP surface and consequently the remaining free moieties, is crucial for the
successful design of subsequent crosslinking processes. With this goal, we used a simple
molecule, cysteamine, to functionalize gold and iron oxide NPs. Our results, which yielded
negative Z-potential values for gold NPs functionalized with cysteamine, confirmed the
high affinity between thiol and gold surface. On the other hand, the positive Z-potential
obtained for cysteamine capped iron oxide, revealed a higher affinity between the iron
oxide surface and amine than between this iron oxide and the thiol group. This suggests
that GSH does not use the thiol group to link to iron oxide GSH-NPs as it does for Au
containing NPs. Whereas Au-GSH and Au-Mag-GSH lose the characteristic S–H stretching
vibration peak, this band was observed for Mag-GSH, indicating that in this last case the
thiol group was not used to link the NP surface. This is in agreement with recent works
that propose a conjugation of GSH capped iron oxide NPs by the free thiol group [58]. Sev-
eral authors propose the iron oxide functionalization by carboxylic groups [59]. However,
the relatively high negative Z-potential values obtained for Mag-GSH in all the studied
pH range together with our cysteamine-iron oxide results led us to propose the linkage by
the amine group for Mag-GSH. NPs using gold (Au-GSH and Au-Mag-GSH) were clearly
linked by the thiol group.

Concerning colloidal stability, DLS experiments reveal hydrodynamic sizes bigger than
those obtained by HRTEM (NP core plus GSH layer). In the case of Au-GSH, this difference
could be explained by the presence of extra hydrate layers in aqueous medium. However,
for all other NPs differences between DLS and TEM diameters were significantly bigger.
For Mag-GSH and Au-Mag-GSH the magnetic character of NPs originated in magnetic
interactions between particles, especially for Mag-GSH, in which the observed aggregation
was higher. It is interesting to remark that DLS average sizes were inversely proportional
to the estimated GSH layer thickness. A wider GSH layer provided less aggregation in
aqueous colloidal solution. In the case of QD-GSH, as we observed by TEM, NPs were
not well dispersed, and the cores were immersed in the GSH capping. This could be the
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reason for the relatively high DLS size (32.6 nm) for non-magnetic NPs with a core size
under 3 nm.

Nevertheless, at the studied conditions, all NPs showed DLS diameters smaller than
50 nm, and colloidal stability in an appropriate range, although further work is in pro-
cess to check colloidal stability under different conditions to perform additional steps of
multimodal crosslinking.

Finally, we showed how GSH functionalization was also able to confer biocompatibil-
ity to most of the studied NPs. Au-GSH, Mag-GSH and Au-Mag-GSH show cell viability
percentages similar to controls at concentrations up to 30μg/mL; with Au-GSH and Mag-
GSH, maintaining the low toxicity profile up to concentrations of 960 μg/mL. Interestingly
enough, hybrid Au-Mag-GSH NPs showed a better toxicity profile than Au-GSH NPs.

However, this extremely low cytotoxicity was not observed for QD-GSH particles,
in which the GSH capping cannot passivate cadmium inherent toxicity. Different authors
propose different mechanisms for CdTe toxicity, such as photo oxidation and the consequent
formation of degradation products that generate superoxide anions, which might lead to
rust and corrosion of NP surfaces [60]. Concomitantly, in the case of QDs made of cadmium,
cytotoxicity is a consequence of the release of free cadmium ions (Cd2+) that are highly
toxic. However, QD-GSH NPs can still be used as biomarkers for in vitro experiments.

5. Conclusions

We have designed a new and simple synthetic method to prepare hydrophilic metallic
NPs capped with GSH (including, gold/iron oxide hybrid NPs). We have studied the
structural, morphological and colloidal properties, as well as the cytotoxicity, for these new
hybrid NPs and for iron-containing NPs, gold NPs and fluorescent NPs, previously pre-
pared for us and also covered with GSH. We have obtained, in all cases, spherical highly
crystalline and homogeneous NPs with sizes under 10 nm. The combination of TEM and
STEM techniques also allowed visualization of the amorphous GSH layer, confirming an
adequate functionalization. All GSH-capped NPs showed colloidal stability, after 48-h
post-redispersion, especially at the physiological pH range. This colloidal stability did not
significantly decrease by increasing temperature up to 40 ◦C. Colloidal characterization
allowed us to determine the moiety in GSH that binds to the NP surface. We have deduced
that GSH links iron-containing NP surface by its amine group and not by the thiol groups,
as is the case for the rest of studied NPs. This knowledge is crucial to determine the
free terminal groups in the GSH capping, which is pivotal for the design of subsequent
crosslinking strategies. The developed NPs show high biocompatibility with low cytotoxic-
ity even at high concentrations, with the exception of QD-GSH, that could be only suitable
for in vitro biomedical applications.
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Abstract: One of the major limitations during titanium (Ti) implant osseointegration is the poor
cellular interactions at the biointerface. In the present study, the combined effect of recombinant hu-
man Bone Morphogenetic Protein-2 (rhBMP-2) and nanopatterned Ti6Al4V fabricated with Directed
irradiation synthesis (DIS) is investigated in vitro. This environmentally-friendly plasma uses ions to
create self-organized nanostructures on the surfaces. Nanocones (≈36.7 nm in DIS 80◦) and thinner
nanowalls (≈16.5 nm in DIS 60◦) were fabricated depending on DIS incidence angle and observed
via scanning electron microscopy. All samples have a similar crystalline structure and wettability,
except for sandblasted/acid-etched (SLA) and acid-etched/anodized (Anodized) samples which are
more hydrophilic. Biological results revealed that the viability and adhesion properties (vinculin
expression and cell spreading) of DIS 80◦ with BMP-2 were similar to those polished with BMP-2,
yet we observed more filopodia on DIS 80◦ (≈39 filopodia/cell) compared to the other samples (<30
filopodia/cell). BMP-2 increased alkaline phosphatase activity in all samples, tending to be higher in
DIS 80◦. Moreover, in the mineralization studies, DIS 80◦ with BMP-2 and Anodized with BMP-2
increased the formation of calcium deposits (>3.3 fold) compared to polished with BMP-2. Hence,
this study shows there is a synergistic effect of BMP-2 and DIS surface modification in improving Ti
biological properties which could be applied to Ti bone implants to treat bone disease.

Keywords: surface modification; bone morphogenetic proteins; directed irradiation synthesis;
nanopatterning; advanced biointerfaces; osseointegration

1. Introduction

Bone loss affects more than half a million patients in the United States and represents
over $2.5 billion in health costs. Indeed, trauma, tumor recessions or developmental defects
limit bone′s ability to self-repair after an injury, creating large non-healing fragments that
require the necessary use of implants and other medical devices [1]. Current treatments
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use bone metal implants based on titanium (Ti) and Ti-based alloys to replace a diversity
of bone tissue, including dental implants, repair large bone defects, spinal bone implants,
and a host of reconstructive and regenerative solutions for millions of patients. Ti and
its alloys are widely used in the dentistry and orthopedic industry due to their excellent
biological and chemico-mechanical properties. When Ti is exposed to air, it forms a passive
oxide layer (TiO2) that is responsible for its chemical inertness, corrosion resistance, and
biocompatibility. Unfortunately, conventional Ti surfaces (polished) show a limited cellular
interaction at the biointerface, limiting the formation of a strong direct chemical bond
between implant and tissue, also known as osseointegration. During the implantation
process, tissues are damaged, and an acute inflammation process occurs—if this becomes
chronic, the implant is encapsulated in fibrotic tissue and finally is rejected [2–6]. Thus,
there is an urgent need to improve titanium bone contact to accelerate healing times, avoid
implant failure, and minimize secondary surgeries to remove it, reducing the associated
costs and increasing the patient′s quality of life [3,7,8].

Framed into this special issue, researchers from a multidisciplinary field (e.g., engi-
neers, biologists, physicists, pharmacists) have joined their knowledge and expertise to
develop smart biomaterials that address essential health concerns. In this sense, this study
seeks to instill in students the value of multidisciplinary research in the development of
medical devices that regenerate living tissues.

One key strategy to improve Ti bioactivity is the modification of surface properties
such as roughness and topography [9]. These surface properties have shown a pivotal role
in governing cellular interaction at the material-bone interface. Once the titanium implant
is in contact with living tissues, blood proteins adsorb to the implant surface depending
upon its physicochemical properties. These proteins, in turn, will interact with cells and
guide their cellular processes, resulting in implant osseointegration [10–13].

Conventional surface treatments have been shown to enhance cellular processes by
increasing roughness, changing the topography, or adding bioactive molecules, leading to a
stronger bone to implant contact (BIC) than polished surfaces [14–17]. Some commercially
available surface modifications are sandblasting/acid-etching (SLA) and anodization. SLA
consists of the surface bombardment with ceramics and later submerged in strong acids
(such as hydrofluoric, nitric and sulfuric acid), while anodization is an electrochemical
method where Ti is used as an anode in an electrochemical cell with sodium hydroxide
or hydrofluoric or sulfuric acid as electrolytes. The structures created in SLA are random
and in the range of micro and nanometers scale, which have shown to promote implant
osseointegration [16,18,19]. On the other hand, the anodization process produces ordered
and high-aspect-ratio nanotubes, depending on anodization conditions, which has also
enhanced the osteoblast response [9,20]. Additionally, multiple studies have used nan-
otubes as drug reservoirs to deliver growth factors or antibacterial agents to enhance
the osteogenic properties of Ti [21–24]. For example, the usage of members of the Bone
Morphogenetic Protein family (BMPs) has improved Ti osseointegration in in vitro and
in vivo conditions, highlighting BMP-2 protein as one of the most osteogenic factors used
in clinical applications [25–27]. Nevertheless, using SLA or anodized surfaces have encoun-
tered several limiting factors regarding the reproducibility of geometrical features, the use
of highly toxic reagents or additional steps, which might increase the cost of production
and reduce the industry scalability [9,16,28,29]. Therefore, new methods to nanopattern
surfaces with high tunability on nanofeatures morphology, size and surface chemistry-
independent modification are being intensively investigated. Under this premise, ion
irradiation is a scalable industrial method that tailors ion-surface interactions to form
reproducible and geometrically interesting nanostructures on the surface in a controlled
manner [30,31]. Directed irradiation synthesis (DIS) is an advanced ion irradiation method
that uses gradient energetic ion beams to create hierarchical micro/nanostructures in a
bottom-up fashion [30,32,33]. When energetic ions collide and interact with the solid, ions
transfer energy to the surface atoms. If these atoms have sufficient kinetic energy, they will
leave their position in the atomic lattice (sputtering) and create point defects (vacancies and
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interstitials). The movement of these defects in the lattice may form complex structures or
result in phase changes due to species accumulation in an area. Thus, ion irradiation may
result in substantial chemical and morphological changes on the surface [30,34].

DIS shows multiple advantages compared to conventional nanopatterning techniques
or new sintering methods, it is a fast process, reliable, with strong capacity to tune small
nanofeatures (10 to 100′s nm) without the use of masks [29], high temperature [35] or
toxic reagents [32,33]. In addition, this bottom-up technique has previously shown the
capability to tailor nanofeatures on Ti surfaces keeping the bulk properties stable when
using low fluences. This bioactive nanotopography has been shown to modulate cytoskele-
ton orientation and cell adhesion, as well as cell viability, guiding the tissue regeneration
process [32,33].

Based on previous results in our group, in this study, we have characterized the surface
properties of DIS-treated titanium samples irradiated using high fluences and different
incidence angles and evaluated the effect of combining these active nanotopographies with
effective biologics, such as BMP-2, to help elicit a cellular biological response, which may
have a synergistic effect in promoting osteoblast differentiation in a BMP-2 responsive
cellular model such as C2C12 cells [36]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study
that does a systematic study using ion-induced surface patterning techniques in synergy
with biologics compared with industry-leading anodized and sandblast surface treatment
technologies.

2. Materials and Methods

For this purpose, we will first characterize the surface properties (topography, chem-
istry and wettability) (Figure 1a) and evaluate the effect of the different samples on cell
adhesion and spreading (number of filopodia, cell and nucleus shape, vinculin expres-
sion, total cells attached), cell viability by measuring cell metabolic activity, osteogenic
differentiation and surface mineralization) (Figure 1b).

Figure 1. Schematic design of materials and methods of this research study. (a) surface characterization and (b) biological
characterization. Abbreviations: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), Alkaline Phosphatase (ALP),
NoBMP (without BMP-2 protein), BMP (with BMP-2 protein), DIS 60◦ (Ti6Al4V irradiated using argon ions and 60 incidence
angle), DIS 80◦ (Ti6Al4V irradiated using argon ions and 80 incidence angle), Sandblasted and acid etched Ti6Al4V (SLA),
Acid etched and anodized Ti6Al4V (Anodized).
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2.1. Titanium Sample Preparation

Titanium alloy samples (Ti4Al6V, area 0.25 cm2, Stryker, Kalamazoo, MI, USA) were
polished to mirror finished and cleaned before DIS irradiation. The samples were grinded
using 320, 1200 and 2400 sandpaper in an Ecomet III grinder (Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL, USA)
then were mirror-polished using a ChemoMet cloth (Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL, USA) with a
0.05 μm silica solution (MasterMet, Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL, USA). Afterwards, the samples
were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone, isopropanol, ethanol, and water for 15 min each.
As controls sandblasted/acid-etched (SLA, commercially pure Ti grade IV, area 0.21 cm2)
and acid-etched/anodized (Anodized), area 0.25 cm2) Ti6Al4V surfaces were used. SLA
surfaces were provided by Tissue Engineering Group (TEG) of the Complutense University
of Madrid, Spain. DIS samples were irradiated with argon ions at 1000 eV of energy and
1 × 1018 ions/cm2 using two different incidence angles: 60◦ and 80◦degrees naming the
samples DIS 60◦and DIS 80◦, respectively. All samples were ultrasonically cleaned and
autoclaved before using them for the in vitro studies.

2.2. Surface Characterization of Titanium Samples

The surface topography was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, S-4800,
Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) at two ranges of magnification: 10 k–22 k to detect microstructures
and 70 k–100 k to detect submicron and nanostructures. The surface chemistry was
examined by X-ray diffraction (XRD, PANalytical Phillips X′pert MRD system #2, Malvern
Panalytical, Malvern, United Kingdom) with Cu Kα radiation wavelength (λ = 0.15418 nm),
generated at a voltage of 45 kV and a filament emission of 40 mA. Theta angle (2θ) was
collected from 2θ = 30–80◦, with a step size of 0.02◦, and the analysis was performed with
Origin and Jade software. The surface hydrophilicity was determined by contact angle
(CA, Ramé-hart 250 Contact Angle Goniometer, Ramé-hart, Succasunna, NJ, USA) with
DROPimage Advanced Software. The sessile method of CA analysis was employed, using
3 μL of deionized water drops to measure the CA of each sample; 4 samples per condition
were used for the measurements.

2.3. In Vitro Cell Culture
2.3.1. C2C12 Cell Line

C2C12 cells are multipotent cells that can differentiate, in addition to myotubes, into
osteoblasts and adipocytes under specific culture conditions [37]. They have been widely
used to study BMP-2 bioactivity since they display low basal BMP signaling activity and
show good BMP-2 responsiveness. e.g., expressing bone differentiation markers (early
phase such as alkaline phosphatase (ALP) or late-stage such as osteocalcin (OCN)), and
inducing the formation of calcium nodules in ascorbic acid, β-glycerol phosphate and
dexamethasone rich media [36,38,39]. Murine C2C12 myoblasts were purchased from the
American Type Culture Collection (ATCC® CRL-1772). This cell line was maintained in
Dulbecco′s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) (ATCC® 30-2002™) supplemented with 10%
Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA) in a 37 ◦C, 5% CO2 incubator.
At 80% cellular confluence, cells were trypsinized in 0.25% Trypsin/EDTA (Invitrogen,
Waltham, MA, USA). C2C12 passages <20 were cultured in Ti samples at densities of
60,000 cell/cm2 (adhesion assay) or 100,000 cell/cm2 (viability, osteogenic differentiation
and mineralization assay) in 48 well-plates (Corning Costar) with DMEM media, 10% FBS
and 3 μg/mL of BMP-2. The cells were initially cultured in 10 μL drops with BMP-2 on
Ti surfaces for 4 h to promote cell attachment and then the rest of the media was added
(490 μL).

Cellular Adhesion

To determine the combined effect of BMP2 and DIS surface treatment during initial
cellular attachment of C2C12, cells were cultured as mentioned above on the different
Ti surfaces (DIS 60◦, DIS 80◦, and polished, SLA, and Anodized as controls). After 4 h,
Ti samples were prepared for SEM and confocal laser scanning microscopy. For SEM,
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the samples were washed twice with Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and fix with 2.5%
glutaraldehyde (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) overnight at 4 ◦C. Then, samples were
dehydrated using an ethanol gradient in PBS (30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 90% and 100%), each
step for 15 min. Afterwards, they were critically point dried, sputter with gold-palladium
and observed using a scanning electron microscope (JSM-6490LV, Jeol, Tokyo, Japan) at
2 k–3.5 k magnification. For confocal microscopy, the Ti samples were washed twice
with PBS and fixed with 5% Formalin (Sigma, MO, USA) for 10 min, permeabilized with
0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) for 5 min, washed with 0.01% BSA/PBS
and incubated for 30 min at room temperature with Texas red phalloidin (Invitrogen,
Waltham, MA, USA) (1:75), DAPI (Thermofisher, Waltham, MA, USA) (1:1000) and Alexa
647 vinculin (Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA) (1:125) to stain actin filaments, nuclei and
vinculin, respectively. Finally, the samples were examined via confocal microscopy (Leica
SP8 Laser Confocal Microscope Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). The number of filopodia,
vinculin intensity, total cells, cell area and nucleus area were quantified using FIJI software.

Cell Viability

C2C12 cells were seeded on titanium discs as mentioned above. After 3 days, the
Ti samples were incubated for 3 h with Alamarblue (Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA)
following the manufacturer′s recommendations. Briefly, media was removed to avoid
counting unattached cells and fresh media with Alamarblue in a 1:10 ratio was added to
the wells. Alamarblue is a resazurin-based solution, a cell-permeable compound that upon
entering living cells is reduced to resorufin, a fluorescent compound. After incubating the
samples in the dark for 3 h, the fluorescence signal was measured using a microplate reader
(Synergy HT, BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA) at 530 nm/590 nm Ex/Em.

Evaluation of Cell Differentiation: Alkaline Phosphatase Activity

C2C12 cells were seeded on titanium discs as mentioned above. After 3 days, cells
were washed twice with PBS, and lysed by the addition of 100 μL of buffer lysate and
subjecting the samples to 3 cycles at −80 ◦C/37 ◦C for 30 min. ALP activity was measured
according to the manufacturer’s instructions using a commercial ALP kit (ab83369, Abcam,
Cambridge, MA, USA). ALP hydrolyses phosphate esters in alkaline conditions, generating
an organic radical and an inorganic phosphate. This ALP kit uses p-nitrophenyl phosphate
(pNPP) as a phosphatase substrate which is dephosphorylated by ALP, generating a yellow
compound (p-nitrophenol). The absorbance was measured at 405 nm on a microplate reader
(Synergy HT, BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA). ALP enzyme activity was expressed U/L.

Evaluation of Cell Mineralization: Calcium Deposits Production

C2C12 cells were seeded on Ti discs in a 48 well-plate at 37 ◦C in a 5% CO2 incubator
at a density of 100,000 cell/cm2 in DMEM with 10% FBS, 3 μg/mL of BMP-2, 100 nM of
dexamethasone (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA, USA), 1 mM of β-Glycerophosphate (Sigma,
St. Louis, MO, USA) and 50 μg/mL of L-ascorbic acid (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA).
The media was changed every 2–3 days. After 21 days, the samples were washed with
PBS, fixed with 4% formaldehyde for 15 min, stained with 40 mM of alizarin red solution
(Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) for 30 min and washed 5 times with deionized water to
remove the excess of the alizarin red solution. The red deposits were quantified in FIJI.
The mineralization percentage (%) was calculated by dividing the area covered by the red
deposits to cell culture area times 100.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

All experiments were done in triplicates using two to three samples per condition,
except for the confocal and SEM experiments where we examined 3–5 different fields of a
sample. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Bonferroni′s Multiple Comparison Test were
used to determine statistically significant differences at 0.05 level of significance by using
Origin lab and Graph Prism 5 software.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterization of Irradiated Titanium Samples
3.1.1. Evaluation of Surface Topography of Irradiated Titanium Samples

Ion irradiation transfers energy and momentum via ion-atom collisions. This results in
erosive and diffusive regimes, which drive the surfaces to self-nanopatterned, generating
surfaces with attractive topographies [40]. Previous work conducted on Ti alloy and pure
titanium (porous scaffolds) revealed that changing the incidence angle, the nanopatterning
process was governed by two regimes: diffusion and erosion. At normal incidence angle
(0◦) and low fluences (ion/cm2), ion diffusive process predominates, generating short
nanoripples and nanorod-like structures. Moving from 0 to 60◦, in small or low off-normal
angles, there is a combination of diffusive and erosive regimes where ripples and nanorods
are combined on the surface, increasing the uniformity of the surface treatment and length.
At highly oblique off-normal angles (≥80◦), an erosion regime predominates, in which
ions from the source crash and sputter the atoms of the outmost layer of the surface.
This complex process showed more elongated nanoripples and no nanorods [32,33]. In
this study, we have observed that at higher fluences and off-normal incidence angles,
nanoripples have grown in height, turning into nanowalls/nanocones. As observed in
Figure 2, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the studied specimens surface
topography, DIS 60◦ generated nanowalls homogeneously distributed on the surface of
16.5 ± 1 nm of thickness, and 41.2 ± 2.9 nm of spacing distance between nanowalls
(white arrow); whereas DIS 80◦ samples presented nanocone-like structures of a width of
36.7 ± 9.9 nm (white arrow) spaced throughout the surface.

Figure 2. Scanning electron micrographs of modified Ti samples, white arrows indicate
nanostructures.
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3.1.2. Evaluation of Surface Chemistry and Wettability of Irradiated Titanium
Alloy Specimens

Our samples are (α + β) titanium alloy that contains α stabilizer element aluminum
and β stabilizer element vanadium. α phase could be observed using (100), (002) and
(101) α peaks. β phase could be observed at (110) β peaks (black arrow). We did not
observe any major changes in the α and β phase of the modified DIS Ti samples, which con-
firms the similar surface crystalline structure of Ti6Al4V modified samples as polished Ti
(Figure 3) [41,42]. These surface modifications do not change the bulk crystallographic ori-
entation of Ti (microstructure) due to the low ion penetration around 3–4 nm depth [32,33].

Figure 3. XRD pattern of modified Ti samples. Black arrows indicate (110) β peak.

On the other hand, we did observe a reduction of CA values on DIS samples com-
pared to polished surfaces. DIS surfaces were slightly more hydrophilic than polished
Ti even though no statistical differences were detected (p > 0.05). It should be noticed
that SLA (40.83 ± 3.42◦) and Anodized (20.57 ± 0.9◦) showed statistical differences with
polished and DIS-treated samples. Therefore, SLA and Anodized samples were more
hydrophilic surfaces compared to polished or DIS-treated samples which had similar
wettability, polished (79.43 ± 3.44◦), DIS 60◦ (65.33 ± 3.89◦) and DIS 80◦ (71.33 ± 1.27◦)
(Figure 4).

Figure 4. Determination of hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity of Ti samples by contact angle measure-
ment. Mean + SE, N = 3 * p-values < 0.05 compared to polished, DIS 60◦ and DIS 80◦.
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3.2. In Vitro Biological Characterization of Titanium Samples
3.2.1. Evaluation of the Cellular Attachment on Irradiated Titanium Samples

After the implantation-derived immune response, mesenchymal stem cells (MSC)
migrate to the implant site, where growth factors are released, and start their differentiation
process into bone-forming cells [6,43]. In light of this, we evaluated cellular attachment of
undifferentiated bone-forming cells 4 h after seeding on the BMP-2 conjugated modified Ti
alloy surfaces through the analysis of SEM microphotographs (compiled in Figure 5). We
observed the presence of attached cells in all samples. However, SEM images suggested
that with the addition of BMP-2, the filopodia number per cell increases, particularly
for DIS 80◦ and Anodized samples and slightly for SLA samples. We observed a 2.25-
fold increase on DIS 80◦ and 0.6-fold increase on Anodized samples compared to their
counterpart without BMP-2. However, DIS 80◦ samples seemed to have more filopodia
(39 ± 20 filopodia) compared to the other samples averaging less than 30 filopodia per
cell (see Figure 5a,b). Although these results are promising, it will be interesting in future
studies to measure the adhesion strength of cells cultured on these surfaces to corroborate
this data. Filopodia protrusions are composed of bundles of actin filaments which play a
role in the initial cell adhesion, spreading and migration. Cells use filopodia to sense and
tether to their surroundings, which require the development of strong tensile forces. As
time progresses, these tensile forces will further stabilize the cells, recruiting cell adhesion
receptors (integrins) and force-regulating proteins (vinculin, tailin and zyxin), which
participate in forming mature adhesions [44–46].

Due to the values observed on titanium surfaces regarding cellular adhesion structures
(filopodia prolongations), we decided to evaluate the adhesion process by the immunostain-
ing and quantification of vinculin protein expression. Vinculin protein participates in focal
adhesion complexes and plays a fundamental role in cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions
and regulates adhesion through binding, polymerizing and remodeling actin fibers [47,48].
Figure 6a shows the confocal images of C2C12 cells, in which vinculin proteins appeared
in green, actin in red, and cell nuclei in blue color. Cell number and vinculin intensity
from these images were quantified using FIJI software and the results were compiled in
Figure 6b. We observed that the addition of BMP-2 increased vinculin expression on cells
growing on polished (465%), DIS 80◦ (200%) and Anodized samples (110%) compared
to the samples without BMP-2, although no statistical differences between DIS 80◦ with
BMP-2 and polished BMP-2 were found.

In addition, cell spreading was evaluated through the analysis of the confocal mi-
crophotographs (compiled in Figure 7). The cell cytoskeleton, which is composed of actin
filaments, was measured to determine the area of the cell (Figure 7a). We observed that
the presence of BMP-2 in cells growing on DIS 80◦ samples showed higher surface area,
increasing cellular spreading by 120% compared to its counterpart without the protein, but
no statistical differences were found compared to polished samples with BMP-2 (Figure 7b).
Although we did not observe significant differences in nucleus area among the different
samples, it seemed that the addition of BMP-2 increased the nucleus area of cells cultured
on DIS 80◦ samples (Figure 7c).

Figure 8 shows cell viability results after 3 days of cell culture of all studied surfaces
measured by the metabolic activity of C2C12 cells. Percentages of cell viability were
calculated using polished without BMP-2 as reference (100%), observing that all surfaces
achieved cell viability percentages from 80 to 120%.
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Figure 5. Evaluation of cell morphology on Ti alloy surfaces with and without the incorporation
of BMP-2. (a) SEM micrographs of C2C12 cultured on modified Ti samples for 4 h, white arrows
indicate filopodia prolongations (b) Filopodia number quantification. Median and IQR, N = 3 fields.
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Figure 6. Determination of cellular attachment. (a) Confocal microscopy images of C2C12 cells cultured on Ti samples with
and without the incorporation of BMP-2. Vinculin protein was stained green (white arrows), actin filaments in red and cell
nuclei in blue; (b) Vinculin mean grey value of samples with and without the incorporation of BMP-2 normalized to total
cells. Mean + SE N = 5 fields, *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.001, * p < 0.05.
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Figure 7. Cell spreading. (a) Confocal microscopy of C2C12 cultured on Ti samples with and without the incorporation of
BMP-2. The cytoskeleton actin filaments were stained red and nuclei blue; (b) Cell area measured by FIJI software. Mean +
SE, N = 3 fields, * p < 0.05; (c) Nucleus area. Mean + SE, N < 3 fields.
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Figure 8. Relative C2C12 viability on Ti samples with and without the incorporation of BMP-2
normalized to polished without BMP-2 after 3 days in culture. Mean + SE, N = 3.

Integrins α and β-subunit are linked to the actin cytoskeleton via adaptor proteins
(talin and vinculin). Integrins agglomerate and form focal adhesions, which translate me-
chanical stimuli into biochemical signals that will start gene expression either by activating
signaling pathways, such as extracellular-signal-regulated kinase (ERK)/mitogen-activated
protein kinase (MAPK) or through actomyosin contractility, which will distort the shape
of the nucleus and allow the translocation of transcription factors [47–49]. Fourel and
collaborators observed an increase in β3 integrin expression in C2C12 cultured on soft poly-
meric films with matrix-bound BMP-2, which promoted cell spreading and adhesion [50].
BMP-2 enhancement of C2C12 cellular adhesion has also been reported in hydroxyap-
atite and magnesium surfaces by Huang and collaborators [51]. In this study, we used
nanopatterned metallic substrates, which might serve as BMP-2 nanoreservoirs, promoting
localized BMP-2 signaling. We observed an increase in vinculin intensity and changes in
cell area in surfaces with BMP-2, particularly in DIS 80◦ treated surfaces. Although we
did not measure integrin expression, the vinculin and cell spreading results suggest that
integrin-mediated signaling is involved in this process and could explain the changes we
observed in cellular attachment and cell fate.

Moreover, topographical features have been found to influence cell attachment [13,49].
For example, Pan and collaborators evaluated the behavior of MSC on a macropore/
nanowire structure fabricated via vacuum plasma spraying and etching with sodium hy-
droxide (NaOH), which mimics bone hierarchical microenvironment. These cells were
elongated and spread in multiple directions with well-developed focal adhesions. This
led to an increase in cytoskeletal tension and yes-associated protein (YAP) activity and
nuclear translocation. YAP is a member of the Hippo Signaling pathways that shuttles
between the cytoplasm and the nucleus under specific physical cues, e.g., stiffness and
topography, acting as a promoter for osteogenic transcription factors; thus, inducing MSC
differentiation [52]. Other structures such as nanotubes (diameters of 10 nm and 30 nm),
which have spacings of less than 50 nm provide an effective length promoting integrin
clustering/focal contact formation and increasing detachment forces [53,54]. It is hypoth-
esized that this is caused by the structures matching the integrin diameters (10 nm) [55].
Alternatively, this phenomenon might be caused by an increase in surface contact area to
which more integrins can bind to. For example, Babchenko and collaborators have found
that nanopatterned surfaces with nanocones, which were densely packed and distributed
homogeneously on the surface, increased vinculin signaling and promoted focal adhesion
kinase (FAK) activation in osteoblastic-like cells (Saos-2) [56,57]. Considering this, the
dimensions of our nanostructures could further improve integrin-mediated adhesion and
traction forces; and thus, their involvement in mechanotransduction pathways. Integrin
expression and its role on cell morphology and behavior is the focus of a future study
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which will include cells at different stages of osteogenic differentiation and different stages
of cellular adhesion.

Other factors that influence osteoblast cell spreading and proliferation are surface
texturing/patterning [8,58]. Although we did not measure roughness (Sa) in this study,
similar Ar+ irradiation conditions (with lower fluence 2.5 × 1017 ions/cm2) were performed
on titanium alloy and showed Sa of 10 to 50 nm reaching higher values on SLA (49 nm) [32].
However, it will be interesting in further studies to correlate these measurements with the
DIS conditions used in this study.

3.2.2. Evaluation of Osteogenic Differentiation and Mineralization on Irradiated
Titanium Samples

Generally, there are three major stages during MSC osteogenic differentiation: differ-
entiation, matrix maturation, and mineralization. First, attached MSC will differentiate into
osteoprogenitor cells expressing Runt-related transcription factor 2 (Runx2), Distal-less
homeobox 5 (Dlx5) and Osterix (Osx). Once committed to an osteogenic lineage, these cells
(preosteoblasts) will express ALP and collagen I (Col I) and eventually will differentiate
into mature osteoblasts, expressing and secreting Col I, OCN, and osteopontin (OPN),
which form the matrix. Afterwards, ALP will aid in the mineralization process by releasing
phosphate ions, which will be combined with calcium to produce hydroxyapatite. In mouse
models, the mineralization phase peeks at 14–21 days [59–62]. In C2C12, ALP is expressed
by stimulating the cells with 300 ng/mL of BMP-2 after 2–3 days in culture, which induces
their osteogenic differentiation and inhibits myotube formation [38,63]. From previous
studies and what has been established in the literature, BMP-2 UdeA optimal concentration
was 3 μg/mL to detect significant ALP production after 3 days of C2C12 cell culture [64].

For this purpose, we cultured BMP-2 and C2C12 cells directly on modified Ti alloy
surfaces and evaluated the osteogenic differentiation and mineralization. We observed
statistical differences in ALP activity produced by cells on Ti surfaces with BMP-2 versus
without BMP-2 due to the intrinsic osteoinductive effect of BMP-2. We observed an increase
in ALP production for DIS 80◦ (265%), Anodized (195%) and SLA samples (190%), yet we
did not observe statistical differences among the different samples with BMP-2. This fact
suggests that BMP-2 plays a more dominant role in cell differentiation than the surface
nanotopography. Nevertheless, it should be noticed the slightly higher ALP activity
on cells growing on DIS 80◦ surfaces with BMP-2 compared to the other samples with
BMP-2, which suggests a possible synergistic effect between the nanopatterned irradiated
surface at 80◦ and BMP-2s (Figure 9a). This synergistic effect might be similar to the
one MSCs face in their native environment, where they have physical and biological
cues, leading to their differentiation into bone cells. On the other hand, the late phase of
osteoblast differentiation or cell mineralization phase is characterized by the presence of
calcium and phosphate deposits, which form hydroxyapatite and collagen fiber production.
Through Alizarin red staining of free calcium nodules, we could determine the extent
of the C2C12 cell mineralization process on Ti surfaces in the presence of mineralization
media [39]. DIS 80◦ and Anodized surfaces with BMP-2 showed a greater mineralization
area after 21 days in cell culture compared to other samples, particularly DIS 80◦ with
BMP-2 increased the percentage of calcium nodules by 329% compared to polished samples
with BMP-2 (Figure 9b). The differences between DIS-based modified surfaces and BMP-2
mineralization results could, in fact, still be within the variance as the statistical sample
was limited.

Surface treatment can influence the adsorption of bone extracellular matrix proteins
such as BMP-2 and modulate cell behavior. For instance. Xiao and collaborators evaluated
BMP-2 adsorption on polished, etched and anodized Ti surfaces. They found that etched
samples had the highest BMP-2 absorption, yet the protein changed its conformation
and reduced its bioactivity in MSC in the long term, in contrast to BMP-2 adsorbed on
anodized samples [65]. They also studied the synergistic effect of BMP-2/fibronectin
adsorption on these surfaces and observed that it promoted MSC spreading and osteoblast
differentiation [66]. These results agree with those observed in our study in which DIS 80◦ in
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the presence of BMP-2 showed the highest levels of vinculin expression (FAK components)
and cell spreading (cell area). Nevertheless, future studies are needed to evaluate how our
surfaces modulate protein conformation, adsorption, bioactivity at different concentrations
and timepoints and their effects on cellular behavior.

Figure 9. C2C12 osteoblast differentiation and mineralization. (a) ALP production after 3 days
on Ti samples with and without the incorporation of BMP-2. Mean + SE, N = 3, *** p < 0.001,
** p < 0.001, * p < 0.05; (b) Cell mineralization. Cell culture with mineralization media on Ti sample
with and without the incorporation of BMP-2, black bar indicates 0.5 cm (left panel), quantification of
mineralization area compared to the culture area of samples with BMP-2 (right panel). Mean + SD,
N = 3 fields.

Researchers have observed that cells can respond to nanopatterns of less than 13 nm
in height or orthogonal or hexagonal patterns of nanopits with diameters from 35 to
200 nm [67]. Nanopits of 22 nm promote osteogenic gene expression via integrin signal-
ing [68]. Our results agree with other studies using different nanopatterning techniques,
which stimulate bone formation by targeting integrin signaling [69–71] yet DIS presents
many advantages over these methods. By modulating DIS irradiation parameters, we can
generate reproducible and scalable nanopatterns directly on the material in a short amount
of time (usually a few minutes) without using toxic chemicals that pose health risks or re-
quire extra steps to discard them. Future studies will focus on evaluating integrin-mediated
bone formation on these surfaces.

BMP-2 controlled delivery is one of the main challenges in bone tissue engineering as
uncontrolled drug release can cause serious side effects such as ectopic bone formation,
bone reabsorption and hematomas in soft tissues [72]. Currently, these and other growth
factors can be tethered to the implant surface via physisorption or covalent binding to
control their release. Physical adsorption relies on electrostatic interactions, hydrogen
bonding, or hydrophobic interactions. In covalent binding, the substrate is treated with
plasmas, chemical etching and surface coatings to functionalize the surface. Also, bioconju-
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gation reactions such as amidation, esterification and click reactions through carbodiimides,
silanes, mussel-inspired bioconjugation have been used [73,74]. Another strategy is to
encapsulate growth factors in scaffolds, e.g., titania nanotubes, to control the release of
BMP-2 and induce bone formation [21,73]. Therefore, it will be interesting in the future
to evaluate the functionalization of these surfaces via ion irradiation with non-inert gases
(nitrogen and oxygen) to generate functional groups in which BMP-2 can be tether to and
control its release.

4. Conclusions

The combination of growth factors (BMP-2) and active nanotopographies (nanocones
and nanowalls-like structures) have demonstrated a synergy in cell adhesion, differenti-
ation and mineralization of a non-osteoblastic cell lineage (C2C12 cells). The following
findings can be drawn:

1. DIS allowed the design of nanostructures on titanium alloys surfaces, resulting in
nanocones and nanowalls of size below 50 nm by changing the incidence angle from
60 to 80 degrees with high fluences.

2. The crystalline structure of DIS samples was unmodified; and although no statis-
tical differences were observed in terms of wettability, DIS samples seemed more
hydrophilic than polished samples.

3. The presence of BMP-2 plays an important role in cellular adhesion and spreading.
In this study, BMP-2 addition seemed to increase filopodia number per cell and
vinculin expression in most surfaces and cell spreading on DIS 80◦ and polished
surfaces compared to surfaces without BMP-2. However, surface topography or
nanopatterning by itself does not contribute significantly to these processes, except
by increasing slightly vinculin expression in DIS 80◦ nanocone-patterned surfaces.

4. DIS 80◦ nanocone-patterned surfaces in conjunction with BMP-2 increase almost 1.2-
fold cell spreading and 2-fold vinculin expression, reaching values similar to polished
samples with BMP-2. Moreover, we observed a 2.25-fold increase in the number of
filopodia per cells (39 ± 20) in these surfaces compared to all surfaces with or without
BMP-2, suggesting a synergistic effect in cell adhesion when we combine DIS 80◦
treatment with BMP-2.

5. Cell differentiation and mineralization, determined by ALP activity and calcium
nodules formation, respectively, were enhanced in the presence of BMP-2 for all
samples. In particular, we observed that this effect was more pronounced on DIS
80◦ and Anodized samples with BMP-2 (>2-fold increase in ALP activity compared
to their counterparts without BMP-2 and >3.3-fold increase in cell mineralization
compared to polished samples with BMP-2).

6. Finally, the nanocone-like structures generated at an incidence angle of 80◦ in combi-
nation with BMP-2 have shown a stronger synergistic effect in modulating cellular
processes when compared to DIS 60◦ and polished observing this nanocone topogra-
phy more suitable to improve cellular interactions. Thus, DIS treatment in conjunction
with BMP-2 may improve Ti implants osseointegration by guiding cell differentiation
toward bone formation.
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Abstract: The use of stainless steel rebars to reinforce masonry structures has become established
as an eminently efficient methodology. From among the numerous techniques available, bed-joint
structural repointing and superficial reinforcement with rebars or meshes attached to surfaces have
become widespread, thanks to the excellent results they have produced in recent decades. Both
techniques imply the use of diameters less than 6 mm and thin coverings. This article deals with the
characterization of the bonding behavior of the rebar under these special circumstances. To this end,
several finite element analyses have been carried out to identify the possible relationships between
pull-out forces in various situations. These models allow certain conclusions to be drawn regarding
the influence of the thickness of covering, boundary conditions, and geometrical aspects of the rebars
in bonding. Certain mathematical expressions that relate the various conclusions from this research
are finally laid out.

Keywords: masonry reinforcement; stainless rebar; finite element analysis; bonding behavior; bound-
ary conditions

1. Introduction

The repair of masonry structures concerns society. Historical towns not only form part
of the historical and cultural heritage but also constitute a major source of income for the
economy of many countries worldwide. Historical towns are usually composed of mainly
humble dwellings with a few impressive and magnificent buildings, such as cathedrals
and palaces. The origin of all these buildings commonly dates back to the XVIIIth century
or even earlier. This fact leads to the conclusion that the constructive system in most of
these buildings is that of masonry. On the other hand, the suburbs generally accommodate
the majority of the population in large cities, a number of which are ancient neighborhoods
without any historical or artistic value, but have also been built with masonry. In this last
case, the repair of masonry becomes a social problem for administrations since the repair
must be carried out on a reduced budget while preventing the reallocation of residents as
far as possible. The development of repair and consolidation techniques for all types of
masonry has therefore awakened the interest of many administrations.

Historical masonry is usually composed of three layers: two external layers of stone
units infilled with rubble masonry, all pointed with poor lime mortar. In more recent
masonries, brick pieces are commonly joined with cement mortars. Many of the repair and
consolidation techniques usually applied to masonry structures include the introduction
of connectors and/or reinforcements. These have traditionally been steel pieces located
either in parallel or perpendicular to the wall faces [1,2]. This reinforcement is frequently
introduced into the bed-joints, thereby preventing damage to the masonry units [3–5].
This repair and consolidation methodology, particularly known as bed-joint structural
repointing, is especially suitable for historic masonries since it almost totally respects
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the original materials that compose the structural elements. This technique is currently
applied by substituting the steel rebars with fibers, thus attaining a more respectful way to
repair walls since smaller sections of reinforcements are required than when steel pieces
are used [6]. The main disadvantage of this technique is, obviously, its cost. The cost of
this technique makes it unaffordable in many cases, not only due to the cost of the fibers
but also to the execution of the work itself. The use of steel rebars instead of fiber plates
contributes significantly towards reducing the cost of the application of the technique.
Even if stainless steel is chosen, the cost can be reduced by approximately 500% when
compared with fibers. The use of stainless steel is almost compulsory when repairing
historical masonries since traditional dwellings are usually affected by rising damp [7].
Furthermore, if masonry without any historical or artistic value is being repaired, then
there is no issue with introducing the reinforcement into drills and grooves or placing them
superficially inside renders.

These reinforcements, whose effectiveness is widely demonstrated, constitute one
of the most financially feasible techniques of repair and consolidation available today.
Steel rebars with diameters up to 6 mm normally provide the reinforcements. A particular
feature shared by these reinforcements is the mortar thicknesses that cover the rebars, which
are usually thinner than those existing in reinforced concrete. The reason is obviously
linked to the small cavity in which the rebar is usually introduced, as well as the thin
layer of mortar that embeds the rebars when they are superficially placed [8,9]. This fact
has traditionally been disregarded, however, since there are no special standardized tests
to determine the bonding behavior of rebars placed as described. Furthermore, the fact
that only bars with small diameters are used in these repairs also modifies their bonding
behavior since no linear relationship has been identified between the diameter and load
transfer of bars [10]. Lastly, the shape of the bars exerts a strong influence on bonding, but
this is poorly documented regarding bars with diameters of up to 10 mm embedded in a
medium different from concrete [11,12].

The beam test, as the standard bonding test collected in codes [13] aims to determine
the force needed to extract a rebar with diameter of up to 16 mm from a prism of concrete
that has effective coverings of 50 mm in three of the faces. The lack of codes for the
particular situation of bars reinforcing masonries leads to the necessity for the adaptation of
them from similar fields. The bonding of anchors can be regulated by the British Standard
BS EN 1881:2006 [14], while BS EN 846-2:2001 [15] can be applicable to bed-joint structural
repointing. The codes establish the measurement of the axial force to pull out the rebar
from 30-mm grouted drills or from its position in the brick joint, respectively. On the
other hand, RILEM-TC RC6 [16] opens the door to a simpler test from the point of view
of the development of the samples. The aim of this test is to determine the pull-out force
necessary to pull out a bar embedded in a cube whose edge measures 10 times the diameter
of the bar and is fixed in the face in which the bar is inserted. A similar test is proposed
for fibers when used to reinforce masonry structures [17]. The variety of codes available
drives undoubtedly to the fact that results from various studies are incomparable, since
they depend on the criteria followed when obtained [18–20].

The bonding of bars to reinforce masonry is barely documented. The aim of this paper
is to research the influence that the different requirements of codes have on the final bond
behavior of the bar. Since this research is oriented towards the reinforcement of masonry,
stainless steel rebars embedded in prisms of hydraulic materials are analyzed under a
variety conditions: (i) effective covering; (ii) boundary conditions; (iii) Young’s modulus
value of covering; and (iv) ribs of bar geometry.

The finite element (FE) method has been chosen for the analysis of the bonding behav-
ior in the aforementioned specific circumstances. In this research, a complete 3D analysis
of the ribbed bars was carried out in order to attain a more precise reproduction of the
behavior of the rebars in terms of bonding than those achieved using macro models [21,22].
Finally, several conclusions are drawn regarding the influence of these different parameters
on bonding.
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2. Materials and Methods

Rebars were modelled by means of the software CAD Rhinoceros 3D. This software,
together with its plug-in Grasshopper 3D, eases the parameterization and model generation
for their later finite element analysis. In all cases, rebars with 30 mm length and 5 mm
diameter have been analyzed. The bar shape adopted for these analyses is based on the
standard stainless-steel bar, of which the transverse section is composed of the filleted
intersection of three arcs (Figures 1 and 2a).

 
Figure 1. Standard stainless-steel rebar.

 

Figure 2. Finite element model for the rebar embedded in a prism of mortar whose base measures 12 mm × 12 mm:
(a) model of the rebar; (b) model of the prism of mortar that surrounds the rebar.

Altogether, 280 3D solid finite element analyses have been carried out by means of
the software ANSYS R19.3 for the development of this research. All the models consist
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of a rebar embedded in a prism of hydraulic material, reproducing the media in which
rebar are inserted. Since rebars are usually surrounded by mortar or grout made with
hydraulic binders (mainly lime, cement or mixtures of both), the properties assigned to
the prisms are those of a generic repairing mortar. The contact between rebars and the
mortar joints was defined through a cohesive model zone. In all these samples, geometrical
and mechanical parameters were changed iteratively, measuring, this way, the influence of
each of them in the final results in terms of bonding. Thus, (i) 16 samples were analyzed
in order to calibrate the influence of the resistant properties in the cohesive model zone;
(ii) in 96 samples, effective covering values ranging from 6 to 25 mm were combined with
four different values of Young’s modulus of the mortar joints that embedded the bars and
four different boundary conditions; and finally, (iii) 168 analyses were carried out based on
42 different rib shapes, which were analyzed effectively, covered with 6 and 25 mm, as well
as under two different boundary conditions.

In all the analyses, the failure of masonry by pull-out forces has been dismissed since it
falls outside the scope of this research. The failure of the samples can be therefore deduced
as being due to (i) excessive tensile stresses in reinforcements, which is highly improbable;
(ii) cone failure of the mortar embedment, which occurs when a small part of the covering
around the bar fails; (iii) sliding of the set rebar–medium along the interface between
the masonry and the mortar; and (iv) sliding along the steel–mortar interface. Failure
mode (ii) is taken into account when modelling the mortar joints through the microplane
model by finite element analysis (Section 2.2). Regarding sliding failures, this research
only considers (iv), since (iii) is considered negligible in comparison with (iv), especially
regarding rebars with thin coverings [10,23]. Figure 2 depicts one of the finite element
samples. As a final result, the number of nodes and elements of models ranges from
22,159 nodes to 29,223 nodes, and 98,010 elements to 124,890 elements. The descriptions of
the numerical models of both the failure modes considered are addressed in the following
subsections.

2.1. Modelling Rebars by Finite Elements

When rebars are employed to reinforce masonry structural elements, they are always
expected to be generously less than the proportional limit of steel. For this reason, steel has
been defined as an isotropic elastic linear material with E = 210 GPa and Poisson modulus
ν = 0.3. Elements type 3D Solid have been employed to model the rebars and the mortar
joints that surrounds them. Specifically, a tetrahedral 8-node solid element with three
degrees of freedom at each node, i.e., Solid 185, was used [24]. This element has properties
such as plasticity, stress-stiffening, large deflection, and large strain capabilities, which
make it suitable for modelling rebars (Figure 2a).

2.2. Modelling Mortar Joints by Finite Elements

Mortars present non-linear behavior as well as differences in their responses under
tensile and compressive stresses. Regarding tensile strength (ft), sudden softening occurs
accompanied by a reduction in stiffness. On the other hand, in compressive strength
(fc), stress–strain behavior will first involve ductile hardening followed by softening and
reduction in the stiffness. This behavior, defined as quasi-brittle, cannot be represented by
the slip theory of plasticity, since the inelastic behavior in the microscale does not physically
represent a slip. The microplane model is suitable for quasi-brittle materials, since it has
provided good results in similar previous experiences [12,25].

The microplane model was first enunciated by Taylor [26,27] and later developed and
settled by the authors [28–33]. Microplane theory discretizes materials into 42 symmetri-
cally located planes that define a 42-faced polyhedron (tetracontadihedron). By applying a
simple constitutive law to each plane, the theory extrapolates the initial plane model to a
consistent three-dimensional model. Microplane theory analyzes the physical phenomena
occurring in the microstructure of the material by analyzing the physical phenomena
occurring on each plane, thus reproducing the anisotropic damage.
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The microplane model establishes for each of the 42 microplanes the value of equiva-
lent strain energy (ηmic) as obtained by [34]:

ηmic = k0 I1 +
√

k2
1 I2

1 + k2 J2 (1)

where I1 and J2 are the first invariant of the strain tensor and the second invariant of the
deviatoric part of the strain tensor ε, respectively:

I1 = ε1 + ε2 + ε3 (2)

J2 =
1
6

[
(ε1 + ε2)

2 + (ε2 + ε3)
2 + (ε1 + ε3)

2
]

(3)

and k0, k1, and k2 are constants whose values are set as follows [35–37]:

k0 = k1 = (k − 1)/(2k(1 − 2υ)) (4)

k2 = 3/(k(1 + υ)2) (5)

where υ is Poisson’s ratio and k is the ratio between the compressive and tensile strength
of the material k = fc/ ft.

When the material is working under its proportional limit, the strain tensor ε can be
easily obtained through Young’s modulus and Poison’s ratio. This elastic behavior ceases
when in any of the 42 microplanes ηmic reaches a certain value γmic

0 . Then, the material
damage is considered to be initiated, and the material response is affected by the damage
parameter dmic:

dmic = 1 − γmic
0

ηmic

[
1 − αmic + αmic·exp

(
βmic

(
γmic

0 − ηmic
))]

(6)

where αmic is the maximum degradation coefficient; βmic is the rate of damage evolution
(shape of the softening curve), and γmic

0 is the equivalent strain energy when the material
damage starts. When the damage starts, the material response is reduced by the factor
(1 − dmic), with dmic ranging from 0 to 1, where 0 is an undamaged material and 1 a totally
damaged material where the stiffness is lost.

The microplane model with damage is implemented in ANSYS R19.3 through the
element Solid 185, described in Section 2.1. The microplane model in ANSYS R19.3 is
defined through Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio as well as via the six constants C1,
C2, C3, C4, C5, and C6. The values of these constants were set as k0, k1, k2, γmic

0 , αmic,
and βmic, respectively. In this research, in accordance with the mechanical properties of a
hydraulic mortar, previous experiences [34,38] and by comparison with results obtained
from laboratory tests [39], the C constants were set to 0.729, 0.729, 0. 26, 6 × 10−5, 0.75,
and 100. These values provide quality results since the behavior of the sample predicted
by finite element analysis is compatible with that published in literature for mortars
specially designed to be used in repairing and retrofitting tasks (Figure 3). Young’s modulus
iteratively takes the values 5.6, 10, 20, and 50 GPa, thereby considering several possibilities
of hydraulic mortars usually employed in repairing masonries, from poor-quality lime
mortars to the high-performance grouts based on micro fine hydraulic binders. Poisson’s
ratio was set to 0.2 [40–44].
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Figure 3. Comparison of the stress-strain behavior of samples of hydraulic mortars obtained in the
laboratory (M1 and M3) from literature [39] and analyzed by finite elements for this research (MPlane).

2.3. Modelling Contacts

The correct reproduction of the bonding behavior of the samples by the FE models
depends on the definition of contact parameters. Three phenomena occur in the inter-
face [45–48]: (i) friction, due to the joint action of dilation slip and shear failure of the grout;
(ii) mechanical interlock, mainly dependent on rib shape and rib separation; and (iii) chem-
ical adhesion between the rebar and the media in which it is inserted. The cohesive zone
model with mixed debonding interface (henceforth, CZM) reflects the behavior of the con-
junct in terms of points (i) and (ii), since (iii) is usually disregarded due to its low influence
in bonding [46]. CZM is modelled through elements CONTA174 and TARGE170. Elements
type CONTA are used to represent contact and sliding between surfaces. The contact is
pair based, with the target surface defined by the 3D target element type [24].

A CZM is defined though maximum values of bonding stress that, when exceeded,
lead to the failure of the contact by slippage and/or separation between surfaces. This fail-
ure can be due to normal stress or shear stress, both being limited by the values of the
maximum bond tensile stress and maximum bond shear stress. Many studies use macro
models or simplified axisymmetric models for ribbed bars [21,49,50]. These works involve
modeling plain bars where bond tensile stress does not influence the final results, and ficti-
tious values of bond shear stress supply the absence of the rib. Since this research involves
the consideration of real rib shapes to evaluate their influence on bonding, a sensitivity
analysis was previously carried out to calibrate the values for maximum bond shear stress
and maximum bond tensile stress given to the CZM. This analysis consisted of the finite
element analysis of a rebar embedded in a cube with 100 mm edge, simulating a pull-out
test. A longitudinal displacement of 5 × 10−5 mm was imposed on the rebar while the
face of the cube in which the rebar was inserted was maintained as fixed. In this study,
maximum bond shear and bond tensile stresses were fixed at 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, and 1.00 MPa.
The results were analyzed in terms of the reaction force (F) transferred from the rebar to
the cube of the mortar. The results are depicted in Figure 4 and can be found in greater
detail in Appendix A.
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Figure 4. Values of the reaction force transferred from the bar to the surrounding media (100-mm-
edge cube) for a displacement equal to 5 × 10−5 mm.

These 16 calculations confirm that maximum bond tensile stress has effects on the
bonding behavior of the rebar. This thesis was previously enunciated for plain bars [23].
It is hereby confirmed that changing the limit of the bond tensile stress, which appears
only in one of the rib faces, fails to significantly modify the bonding behavior of rebars.
Thus, bonding behavior depends on the value of the maximum bond shear stress that is
set, as well as on the compression strength of the mortar joints opposed to the compressed
face of the ribs. When high values of bond shear stress are set, a homogeneous distribution
of frictional stresses is obtained: this distribution is obviously unfeasible. In contrast,
setting the maximum bond shear stress at lower values involves a stress distribution that is
perfectly feasible (Figure 5). Therefore, maximum values were set to 0.10 MPa for bond
shear stress and 1 MPa for bond tensile stress.
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Figure 5. Bond shear stress (MPa) measured at the rebar–mortar interface for a displacement equal to 5 × 10−5 mm from
a 100-mm-edge cube, where maximum bond shear stress and bond tensile stress (both in MPa) were set to (a) 0.10/0.10;
(b) 0.10/1.00; (c) 1.00/0.10; (d) 1.00/1.00.
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3. Results

The results obtained from all the analyses are presented in this section and are sub-
sequently discussed in Section 4. As in the previous sections, the results are presented
in terms of the reaction force (F) induced in the medium when the rebar was longitudi-
nally displaced 5 × 10−5 mm from its initial position. Ninety-six samples were analyzed
taking into account several values of the thickness of the covering and Young’s modulus
of the mortar in which the rebar is embedded as well as different boundary conditions
(Section 3.1). On the other hand, 42 samples were obtained for different rib shapes and were
analyzed under different boundary conditions and with two values of effective covering
(Section 3.2).

3.1. Thickness of Covering, Boundary Conditions, and Material

The results of the effect of the thickness of covering, boundary conditions, and Young’s
modulus of material in which the rebar is embedded are shown in Table 1. In these analyses,
different values for the parameters were combined while the fixed values of 30 mm and
5 mm were taken for the rebar length and rebar diameter, respectively.

Table 1. Reaction force F (N) needed to longitudinally displace a rebar 5 × 10−5 mm from a prism of
mortar under various geometrical and mechanical conditions.

Boundary
Conditions

Effective Covering
(mm)

F (N)

* E1 * E2 * E3 * E4

Fixed base (1)

6 4.846 8.07 13.769 26.074
7.5 6.479 10.779 18.287 34.375
10 8.636 14.384 24.432 44.732

12.5 10.251 17.075 28.89 49.997
15 10.539 17.648 30.021 50.605
25 12.633 20.941 34.734 49.328

Two fixed
lateral faces (2, 3)

6 12.91 22.275 35.564 50.379
7.5 12.67 21.987 37.243 50.698
10 10.33 18.066 33.671 50.172

12.5 8.91 15.637 29.947 50.406
15 6.82 12.021 23.319 47.906
25 5.512 9.741 19.029 42.943

Three fixed
lateral faces (2, 3, 4)

6 17.899 30.457 43.622 49.251
7.5 17.358 29.775 44.931 50.366
10 13.916 24.158 42.513 50.126

12.5 11.894 20.745 38.599 50.094
15 9.024 15.834 30.348 48.786
25 7.446 13.112 25.371 49.535

Four fixed lateral
faces (2, 3, 4, 5)

6 20.502 34.492 43.613 50.869
7.5 19.552 33.238 44.414 51.268
10 15.441 26.706 44.889 50.568

12.5 13.089 22.768 41.415 50.317
15 9.858 17.262 32.917 48.821
25 8.124 14.287 27.546 48.663

* Values of Young’s modulus (GPa): E1 = 5.6, E2 = 10, E3 = 20, E4 = 50.

Regarding the thickness of covering, rebars were embedded in mortar prisms with
base A × A, where A was changed iteratively: 12, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 50 mm. This assumes
effective coverings of 6, 7.5, 12.5, 15, and 25 mm, respectively, which always remain below
the minimum values established by codes, as was presented in Section 1. On the other
hand, Young’s modulus of hydraulic material that composes prisms surrounding the rebars
had values of 5.6, 10, 20, and 50 GPa. Finally, prisms that surround rebars were fixed in
their base (face number 1), two lateral faces (face numbers 2 and 3), three lateral faces (face
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numbers 2, 3, and 4), and four lateral faces (face numbers 2, 3, 4, and 5) iteratively in each
analysis (Figure 6).

 
Figure 6. Diagram depicting the parameterization of samples to set the different mechanical and geometrical characteristics
of each of the finite element analyses carried out.

To better understand load transference from rebar to mortar joints, as well as the
failure mechanisms of rebars with small diameters thinly covered, an analysis of the
slippage failure was carried out. This analysis consisted of augmenting the value of the
displacement imposed up to failure of the interface. It was carried out twice. In both
analyses, mortar with Young’s modulus of 5.6 MPa and rebar effectively covered with
7.5 mm were set. These samples were analysed when (i) the base (face number 1) was fixed
and when (ii) three lateral faces were fixed (face numbers 2, 3, 4). Figure 7 represents the
force transferred to the mortar in the function of the longitudinal displacement of the rebar
for every load step-up to failure in cases (i) and (ii). The maximum force in (ii) assumes a
90.2% increment with respect to (i). Stress distribution for (i) for 40%, 60%, and 100% of the
force transferred from the rebar to the mortar when failure occurs is presented in Figure 8,
while Figure 9 depicts similar load steps for (ii).

Figure 8a–c show bonding shear stress distribution for 40%, 60%, and 100% of the
failure load, respectively, when the rebar is embedded in a prism fixed in the base (face
number 1). In the first steps of the simulation (Figure 8a), the load is mainly transferred
to the area of the rebar close to the application of the displacement. Despite the fact that
only 40% of the maximum force was transferred, the maximum value of bonding shear
stress (0.1 MPa) was reached in some points. Later in the simulation, the area of the rebar
close to the application of the displacement (Figure 8b,c) fails due to slippage and does not
transfer any force. Figure 8d–f show bonding normal stresses for 40%, 60%, and 100% of
the failure load, respectively. These three pictures show clearly how only the compressed
area of the ribs closest to the area where the displacement was applied contributed to the
force transference.
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Figure 7. Displacement (mm) vs. force transferred to the mortar joints by rebars embedded in mortar
with 5.6 GPa Young’s modulus and 7.5 mm of effective covering up to failure under two different
boundary conditions.

Figure 9a–c depict bonding shear stress distribution when the rebar transferred 40%,
60%, and 100% of the force transferred in failure, respectively, and the rebar was embedded
in a mortar prism fixed in three of the four longitudinal faces (faces number 2, 3, and 4).
From the beginning of the simulation, these pictures show that the whole rebar contributes
to the load transfer mechanism. Figure 9d–f represent bonding normal stress distribution
for the load steps previously described. Although only in the last load steps did the ribs
work under compression, it is remarkable that all ribs contributed to the force transference
mechanism. As a consequence, compressive values were significantly lower than those at-
tained when only the base face (face number 1) was fixed: 1.6459 MPa (Figure 8f) compared
to 0.61233 MPa (Figure 9f).

3.2. Rib Shape

Rib shape is one of the key values regarding bonding in rebars. Various rebar shapes
were analyzed in order to check their performance in terms of bonding behavior. Rebar
geometry was parameterized as depicted in Figure 10, and the values of the parameters
ranged as follows between those recommended in the codes [51–53]: (i) central width, Wc,
from 1.0 to 3.5 mm; (ii) extreme width, We, from 1.0 to 3.5 mm; (iii) angle between the rib
and rebar axes, B, from 35◦ to 75◦; (iv) rib-face angles, Bf, from 45◦ to 90◦; (v) rib height in
the central transversal section of the rib, hr, from 0.15 to 0.75 mm; (vi) rib spacing; s, from
3 to 6 mm.
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Figure 8. Bonding stresses (MPa) in the interface of a rebar embedded in a prism of mortar with Young’s modulus of 5.6 GPa
and 7.5 mm of effective covering when the base face (face number 1) was fixed. Bonding shear stress distribution when
the force transferred from the rebar to the mortar was (a) 40% of that transferred under failure; (b) 60% of that transferred
under failure; and (c) 100% of that transferred under failure. Bonding normal stress distribution when the force transferred
from the rebar to the mortar was (d) 40% of that transferred under failure; (e) 60% of that transferred under failure; and (f)
100% of that transferred under failure.
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Figure 9. Bonding stresses (MPa) in the interface for a rebar embedded in a prism of mortar with Young’s modulus of
5.6 GPa and 7.5 mm of effective covering when three lateral faces (faces number 2, 3, and 4) were fixed. Bonding shear stress
distribution when the force transferred from the rebar to the mortar was (a) 40% of that transferred under failure; (b) 60%
of that transferred under failure; and (c) 100% of that transferred under failure. Bonding normal stress distribution when
the force transferred from the rebar to the mortar was (d) 40% of that transferred under failure; (e) 60% of that transferred
under failure; and (f) 100% of that transferred under failure.
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Figure 10. Geometrical parameters of the rebar that ranged in iterative analyses.

In all these analyses, Young’s modulus of mortar was set to 5.6 GPa. Boundary
conditions of fixation along three and four of the longitudinal faces (faces 3, 4, and 5) of
the prism were considered, as well as effective covering for rebars of 6 mm and 25 mm.
Results are laid out in Table 2. In order to avoid noise in subsequent calculations, the rebar
geometrical parameters were not changed simultaneously.

Table 2. Reaction force F (N) needed to displace a 5 × 10−5 mm rebar with different shapes, with effective covering (eff.cov.)
6 mm/ 25 mm and Young´s modulus 5.6 GPa; as boundary conditions, fixation in three or four of the longitudinal faces of
the prism.

Wc (mm) We (mm)
B
(◦)

Bf
(◦)

hr
(mm)

s
(mm)

* F3LF ** F4LF * F3LF ** F4LF

eff.cov. = 6 mm eff.cov. = 25 mm

1

2.5 55 67.5 0.45 4

17.685 20.23 6.494 7.046
1.5 17.77 20.339 6.506 7.059
2 17.861 20.454 6.518 7.074

2.5 17.949 20.567 6.517 7.073
3 18.029 20.66 6.527 7.084

3.5 18.085 20.737 6.536 7.094

2.5

1

55 67.5 0.45 4

17.9 21.122 6.573 7.136
1.5 17.911 20.72 6.53 7.088
2 17.935 20.724 6.534 7.092

2.5 17.949 20.723 6.53 7.088
3 17.948 20.726 6.532 7.092

3.5 17.972 20.742 6.532 7.09
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Table 2. Cont.

Wc (mm) We (mm)
B
(◦)

Bf
(◦)

hr
(mm)

s
(mm)

* F3LF ** F4LF * F3LF ** F4LF

eff.cov. = 6 mm eff.cov. = 25 mm

2.5 2.5

15

67.5 0.45 4

18.393 20.756 6.528 7.086
20 18.071 20.546 6.518 7.073
25 18.075 20.567 6.517 7.073
30 18.074 19.958 6.457 7.002
35 18.078 20.13 6.474 7.022
40 18.093 20.327 6.494 7.045
45 18.1 20.567 6.517 7.072
50 17.934 20.817 6.545 7.105
55 17.949 21.085 6.574 7.14

2.5 2.5 55

45

0.45 4

17.981 21.363 6.606 7.177
50 17.907 20.604 6.569 7.132
55 17.931 20.513 6.519 7.074
60 17.935 20.544 6.52 7.075
65 17.95 20.546 6.518 7.074
70 17.951 20.568 6.519 7.074
75 17.95 20.567 6.516 7.071
80 17.943 20.564 6.522 7.078
85 17.952 20.557 6.526 7.083
90 17.954 20.567 6.525 7.063

2.5 2.5 55 67.5

0.15

4

17.464 20.571 6.525 7.082
0.25 17.604 20.503 6.514 7.069
0.35 17.761 20.517 6.514 7.069
0.45 17.949 20.548 6.517 7.072
0.55 18.15 20.567 6.517 7.073
0.65 18.358 20.563 6.525 7.082
0.75 18.58 20.597 6.52 7.076

2.5 2.5 55 67.5 0.45

3 18.203 20.888 6.551 7.112
4 17.949 20.567 6.517 7.073
5 17.793 20.367 6.503 7.056
6 17.632 20.166 6.489 7.039

* Reaction force F (N) with three fixed longitudinal faces ** Reaction force F (N) with four fixed longitudinal faces.

4. Discussion

In this section, the results presented in Section 3 are analyzed and discussed. To better
evaluate the influence that the aspects taken into account exert on the final results, several
graphical depictions of the results are provided. Thus, Figure 11, which depicts data in
Table 1, shows that the Young’s modulus of the material that surrounds the rebar clearly
influences the final value of F.

Regarding the relationships between values of F, the improvement rate of this pa-
rameter using mortars with Young’s modulus of either 5.6 or 10 GPa is almost linear,
and this improvement is also independent of boundary conditions and the thickness of
effective coverings. That is, while Young’s modulus increases by 178.6%, the median of
the values of F assumes 173.2% with a standard deviation of 0.03. With higher values of
the Young´s modulus, the correlation becomes less clear, since it is much more dependent
on the effective covering and boundary conditions. When this increases by 297% (that is,
it takes a value of 20 GPa), there is almost a linear relationship between this value and F
only when Face 1 is fixed, since this value assumes 283% with a standard deviation of 0.01,
while the respective values for two, three and four fixed lateral faces (Faces 2, 3, 4, and 5)
are 331% and 0.40; 315% and 0.84; 304% and 1.48, respectively. This undoubtedly leads to
the fact that the results from the pull-out test cannot be extrapolated to the usual situation
of rebars in which the boundary conditions are different to those of the test. When Young’s
modulus of mortars is 50 GPa, this correlation is impossible since the standard deviation
reaches inadmissible values. On the other hand, a certain proportionality between values
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is found in the results for 20 GPa. When effective coverings are either 6 mm or 7.5 mm,
no relevant difference can be found between values obtained from prisms with three or four
fixed faces. In contrast, when effective coverings are 10, 12.5, 15 or 25 mm, differences of
2.38%, 2.82%, 2.57% and 2.18%, respectively, are found. Regarding global results in terms of
Young’s modulus and effective coverings, the higher these results, the more homogeneous
F becomes. Figure 11d depicts this fact clearly, where fixation of Face 1 and 6 mm of
effective covering assumes approximate values of F less than 50% of those attained with an
effective covering of 12.5 mm or higher.

 

Figure 11. Chart depicting the reaction force F (N) produced by a 5 × 10−5 mm displacement of a rebar embedded in
mortar prisms with different edges, different Young’s modulus and different boundary conditions: (a) Mortar with Young’s
modulus of 5.6 GPa; (b) mortar with Young’s modulus of 10 GPa; (c) mortar with Young’s modulus of 20 GPa; (d) mortar
with Young’s modulus of 50 GPa.

Figure 11 also demonstrates that boundary conditions constitute key data for the
definition of the value of F. It is easy to observe that, while lateral fixations assume a
decrease when the effective covering is thicker, fixation in Face 1 produces the opposite
effect. This fact has a clear implication in the quantification of bonding by pull-out tests in
rebars subjected to these conditions, since the bonding behavior is not correctly reproduced
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in this test. The number of faces that are fixed also affects the value of F: the more fixed
faces there are, the higher F becomes. This fact is linked to the equivalent strain energy
(ηmic) in the microplane model (Equation (1)).

When only Face 1 is fixed and the rebar is embedded in a 12 × 12 mm2 section prism,
the highest values of equivalent strain energy are concentrated close to the bounded face
(Figure 12 right). Ribs transfer load to the medium, but, under these circumstances, the
ribs placed in positions that are far from the fixation hardly make any contribution to this
transfer. As the effective covering increases, a higher number of ribs contribute to this
mechanism and, consequently, the value of F increases (Figure 12 left).

.

Figure 12. Equivalent strain energy distribution in the mortar joints (E = 5.6 GPa) when face 1 of the prism is fixed and
5 × 10−5 mm displacement is applied to the base of the rebar: (left) base section of 50 x 50 mm2; (right) base section of
12 × 12 mm2.

When lateral faces of the prism are fixed, bonding shear stress decreases while effective
covering increases. The value of F, as the integral of the stresses, obviously also decreases.
Fixation in lateral faces produces a confinement effect in the bar (especially in the case
of reduced coverings) that notably improves its bonding behavior. Since this effect does
not exist when only the base face of the prism (Face 1) is fixed, the bonding behavior of
rebars is completely different (Figure 13). Bond shear stress is higher in the case of reduced
covering (Figure 13a). This justifies the reduction of F observed in Figure 11 when the
covering increases in the cases of lateral restraint (Figure 13b).

Regarding the rib shape, the Pearson product moment correlation matrix based on
data presented in Table 2 is obtained, thus obtaining the influence for each one of the six
geometrical parameters of the rib (Wc, We, B, Bf, hr, s). This matrix is non-dependent on the
number of faces that are fixed. In contrast, it is strongly dependent on the thickness of the
effective covering (Table 3).
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Figure 13. Distribution of bond shear stress (MPa) in the interface in a prism of mortar (E = 5.6 MPa) for a displacement
equal to 5 × 10−5 mm when Faces 2, 3, and 4 are fixed, for a prism with dimensions: (a) 12 × 12 mm2; (b) 50 × 50 mm2.

Table 3. Pearson correlation coefficient of each geometrical parameter of the rib in bonding behavior.

Effective Covering Wc We B Bf hr s

6 mm 0.30 0.06 0.38 0.01 0.78 −0.35
25 mm 0.22 0.07 0.28 −0.11 0.80 −0.29

The most influential geometrical parameter is, undoubtedly, hr, while both B and s
exert only a medium influence. Rib height in the center (hr) has also medium influence in
bonding, but this influence is reduced to 27% as the effective covering increases. The effect
of Bf and We in bonding is irrelevant. Regarding s, although it is demonstrated that high
values of this parameter positively influence bonding [45,54], a negative value in the
coefficient (Table 3) implies the opposite. Spacing between ribs is also linked to the number
of ribs that fit into a fixed length of bar: the greater the rib spacing, the fewer ribs in the
30-mm-length bar. In this research, the lowest number of ribs that involves high rib spacing,
and the subsequent negative influence on bonding, carry more weight than the positive
effect of higher values of this parameter.

A regression analysis with the values obtained in this research (Table 2) reveals the
relationship between the geometrical parameter of the ribs and the value of F for the case
of the rebar embedded in the prism with three and four lateral faces (F3LF- F4LF) fixed in
prisms of 12 × 12 and 50 × 50 mm2.
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F3LF(12X12) = 17.0659 + 0.1693Wc + 0.0316We + 0.0067B + 0.0002Bf + 1.8732hr − 0.176s (7)

F4LF(12X12) = 19.4548 + 0.2138Wc + 0.0405We + 0.0083B + 0.0002Bf + 2.3625hr − 0.2224s (8)

F3LF(50X50) = 6.4397 + 0.0162Wc + 0.0048We + 0.0067B + 0.0004Bf + 0.2493hr − 0.0191s (9)

F4LF(50X50) = 6.9887 + 0.0186Wc + 0.0054We + 0.0007B + 0.0006Bf + 0.2932hr − 0.0224s (10)

Equations (7)–(10) are highly reliable since (i) R-square coefficients are 94.64%, 94.64%,
86.83%, and 87.50%; (ii) the residual standard deviations are 0.0497, 0.0627, 0.0101, and 0.0115;
(iii) the mean absolute errors (MAEs) are 0.0298, 0.0377, 0.0064, and 0.0073, and (iv) the
Durbin Watson (DB) statistic is 2.1857, 2.1717, 1.9809, and 2.1285. These equations, together
with Figure 10, allow us to relate the results from this research to different shapes of ribs.

5. Conclusions

This paper deals with the bonding behavior of rebars under the special circumstances
that occur when masonry is reinforced. Thicknesses of coverings that are lower than usual,
together with variable boundary conditions, involve different behavior of rebars in terms
of bonding.

This research covers the cases of stainless steel rebars with 5 mm diameter, embedded
in mortar joints with Young’s modulus of 5.6, 10, 20, and 50 GPa, and effective coverings
of 6, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, and 25 mm. Furthermore, the variability of the boundary conditions
is taken into account by the fixation of two, three or four longitudinal faces of the prisms
into which the bars are embedded, as well as their bases. In this way, several of the most
frequent performances of this reinforcement are reproduced: bed joint structural repointing,
transversal anchors in walls, meshes attached to wall surfaces, and the conditions of the
standard pull-out test. By changing Young’s modulus, the use of standard poor mortars to
high-strength binders is encompassed.

A pull-out test with no embracement of the samples does not reproduce the behavior
of the bars under these conditions. When the prisms that surround the rebars are not
embraced, maximum reaction force increases with effective covering, decreasing in the
opposite case.

Regarding values of this, when the Young’s modulus of the mortar reaches 10 GPa,
the relationship between both parameters is linear. In this way, the results can be extrapo-
lated for various materials. This fact only occurs in high-performance mortars when only
the base of the prism is fixed. These facts lead to the conclusion that rebars must be tested
under the boundary conditions in which they will work.

Regarding the shape of the rebars, the most influential geometrical aspects of the ribs
are identified. Although rib height is obviously the key value in bonding, the contribution
of the other aspects, such as central width, angle between rib and rebar axes, and rib
spacing, depends on boundary conditions and effective coverings. The rib central width is
of major importance when effective covering is low and the bar is highly confined, but this
importance decreases when effective covering increases. For a fixed length of bar, as used
in this research, the spacing between ribs has a negative influence on bonding. As a result,
several relationships between the rebar shape and the results obtained in terms of bonding
are attained.
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Appendix A

Table summarizing the values of reaction force F (N) needed to pull a 5-mm rebar out
a distance of 5 × 10−5 mm from its initial position embedded in a 100-mm edge cube of
mortar, when different combinations of bond shear stress and bond tensile stress in the
CZM are set and the frontal face of the cube is fixed.

Maximum Bond Shear Stress

(MPa)

Maximum Bond Tensile Stress

(MPa)
Reaction Force F (N)

0.10

0.10 14.333

0.25 14.346

0.50 14.348

1.00 14.349

0.25

0.10 17.825

0.25 17.859

0.50 17.864

1.00 17.866

0.50

0.10 21.362

0.25 21.432

0.50 21.444

1.00 21.446

1.00

0.10 26.654

0.25 27.003

0.50 27.074

1.00 27.092
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Abstract: Material properties affect the surface finishing in ultra-precision diamond cutting (UPDC),
especially for aluminum alloy 6061 (Al6061) in which the cutting-induced temperature rise gener-
ates different types of precipitates on the machined surface. The precipitates generation not only
changes the material properties but also induces imperfections on the generated surface, therefore
increasing surface roughness for Al6061 in UPDC. To investigate precipitate effect so as to make a
more precise control for the surface quality of the diamond turned Al6061, it is necessary to confirm
the compositions and material properties of the precipitates. Previous studies have indicated that
the major precipitate that induces scratch marks on the diamond turned Al6061 is an AlFeSi phase
with the composition of Al86.1Fe8.3Si5.6. Therefore, in this paper, to study the material properties of
the AlFeSi phase and its influences on ultra-precision machining of Al6061, an elastoplastic-damage
model is proposed to build an elastoplastic constitutive model and a damage failure constitutive
model of Al86.1Fe8.3Si5.6. By integrating finite element (FE) simulation and JMatPro, an efficient
method is proposed to confirm the physical and thermophysical properties, temperature-phase
transition characteristics, as well as the stress–strain curves of Al86.1Fe8.3Si5.6. Based on the de-
veloped elastoplastic-damage parameters of Al86.1Fe8.3Si5.6, FE simulations of the scratch test for
Al86.1Fe8.3Si5.6 are conducted to verify the developed elastoplastic-damage model. Al86.1Fe8.3Si5.6 is
prepared and scratch test experiments are carried out to compare with the simulation results, which
indicated that, the simulation results agree well with those from scratch tests and the deviation of the
scratch force in X-axis direction is less than 6.5%.

Keywords: AlFeSi phase; elastoplastic-damage; aluminum alloy 6061 (Al6061); FEM

1. Introduction

Aluminum alloy 6061 (Al6061) belongs to the age-hardenable 6000 series aluminum
alloys for which the chemical composition by wt % is: Mg0.92, Si0.76, Fe0.28, Cu0.22, Ti0.10,
Cr0.07, Zn0.06, Mn0.04 and Al balance, in which Mg and Si contribute to strengthening
by precipitating intermetallic phases during heat treatment. Due to its favorable combi-
nation of medium strength, good machinability, corrosion resistance and good strength,
weldability as well as heat treatability, Al6061 has become one of the most extensively
used extruded products in different areas [1]. Especially in the optical industry, Al6061 is
one of the preferred materials for mirrors or optical lenses in spaceborne applications [2].
However, the precipitation in Al6061 not only contributes to changing its mechanical
properties, like hardness and elastic module, but also results in some detrimental effects on
the surface finish in the machining process [3].

Ultra-precision diamond cutting (UPDC) is one of the popular and feasible manufac-
turing technologies for the fabrication of optical functional components with sophisticated
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geometrical features and high-quality requirements since this technology can directly
achieve sub-micrometric form accuracy and nanometric surface finishing. The achieved
surface finish is an important factor by affecting optical functions, like the reflectance.
Lots of studies have been conducted to investigate the influencing factors for surface fin-
ishing in UPDC. Zhang et al. [4] summarized the influencing factors including machine
tool systems, cutting parameters, cutting tool geometry, environmental conditions and
material properties. Among them, the material properties affecting surface roughness
in UPDC include anisotropy [5], plastic side flow and elastic recovery of materials [6,7]
and the crystallographic properties [8]. Some extra factors induce imperfection on surface
finishing and increase the surface roughness by generating micro-defects, pits and cracks.
Cheung et al. [9] found that the hard SiC of Al6061/15SiCp generated pits and cracks on
the diamond machined surface. Simoneau et al. [10] reported that surface micro-defects,
such as dimples occurring at hard-soft grain boundaries, influenced the surface roughness
during micro-scale cutting. Harlow et al. [11] studied the effects of particles in Al7075-T6
on fatigue damage evolution based on fatigue cycling experiments subjected to constant
amplitude loading of a 7075-T651 aluminum alloy, and reported that the particles obviously
play a major role during the evolution of 7075-T6 fatigue damage, and about 87% of the
observed particles in the high stress area are Fe-bearing. Wang et al. [3,12–14] found that
the cutting-induced heat in ultra-precision raster milling (UPRM) and single point diamond
turning (SPDT) generated two types of hard precipitates on the machined Al6061 and
created scratch marks, pits and cracks on the raster milled surface, which increased the
surface roughness.

Meanwhile, in our previous studies, it was indicated that an AlFeSi phase induced
cracks, scratch marks and pits on diamond machined Al6061 and also affected the cutting
forces [15]. The variation trend of the friction coefficient of Al6061 under different heating
conditions agrees especially well with that of the number of AlFeSi particles. However, all of
these published studies are experimental investigations, since an analytical or mechanical
model for chip formation, surface generation and cutting force in diamond cutting of
Al6061 with precipitation effect is difficult. For example, limited by current measurement
technologies, some important parameters related to analytical models cannot accurately be
measured by experimental methods, such as shear angle, strain, working temperature and
the size of dead metal zone (DMZ). In this case, the alternative approaches are numerical
methods in which the finite element (FE) methods are the most frequently used.

The material properties needed in FE simulations for metal cutting processes can be
divided into two main parts: (1) the physical and thermophysical properties including
density, melting point, thermal conductivity, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, specific
heat and thermal expansion coefficient, and (2) the mechanical properties including the
flow stress and the yield strength. In general, the confirmation of these material property
parameters needs a lot of test experiments, which is a time-consuming and expensive
process. Therefore, this paper presents a method to determine the material properties
of AlFeSi phases in Al6061 and proposes an elastoplastic-damage model to build an
elastoplastic constitutive model and a damage failure constitutive model of AlFeSi phase
for FE simulating diamond cutting of Al6061.

2. Determination of Material Properties of AlFeSi Phase

As mentioned, the material properties for FE simulations include two parts: the
physical and thermophysical properties and the mechanical properties. In this paper,
JMatPro (Sente Software Company, United Kingdom, The period of validity: 15 April 2021),
a phase diagram calculation and performance simulation software, is used to confirm all of
the material properties for the AlFeSi phases in Al6061.

Referring to the previous study [15], the white block-like particles (Area I in Figure 1a)
and needle-like particles (Area II in Figure 1a) are α-AlFeSi and β-AlFeSi particles, respec-
tively [16], as presented in Figure 1. According to the EDX results, Al86.1Fe8.3Si5.6 is used
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in this paper to represent the equivalent compositions of AlFeSi phase in Al6061, and its
mean grain size is about 2 μm under the analysis of a large number of SEM images.

Figure 1. Chemical composition of AlFeSi in Al6061 from the previous study [15]: (a) SEM of the
Al6061 samples; (b) EDX results of the Al6061 samples (Atomic %).

According to the types and compositions of AlFeSi in Al6061, the temperature-phase
transition characteristics of AlFeSi are calculated by JMatPro, as presented in Figure 2. It
shows that both the α-AlFeSi and β-AlFeSi begin to dissolve at 620 ◦C and dissolve com-
pletely at 690 ◦C. Meanwhile, the physical and thermophysical properties of Al86.1Fe8.3Si5.6
are calculated in JMatPro, including density, thermal conductivity, Young’s modulus, Pois-
son’s ratio, specific heat and thermal expansion coefficient, as shown in Figure 3. From this
figure, each curve shows a sudden change when the temperature reaches to 620 ◦C, which
agrees well with the start of dissolution points of α-AlFeSi and β-AlFeSi in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The temperature-phase transition characteristics of α-AlFeSi and β-AlFeSi from JMatPro.
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Figure 3. The characterization results of (a) density; (b) thermal conductivity; (c) Young’s modulus;
(d) Poisson’s ratio; (e) specific heat; (f) thermal expansion coefficient.

Figure 4 shows the yield strength of the AlFeSi (Al86.1Fe8.3Si5.6) phase under quasi-
static conditions (the solid solution temperature is 520 ◦C and the holding time is 2 h, the
aging temperature is 200 ◦C and aging time is 2 h) from JMatPro. It indicates that the
yield strength decreases with the increase of grain size, and it can be found that, the yield
strength is 662.33 MPa when the grain size is 2 μm.

During the metal cutting process, under different cutting speeds, the workpiece
materials undergo different plastic deformations and present different strain rates. The
plastic deformation can be divided into static plastic deformation (strain rates less than
0.00001 s–1), quasi-static plastic deformation (strain rates between 0.00001 and 0.1 s–1) and
dynamic plastic deformation (strain rates greater than 0.1 s–1). Figure 5 lists the stress–strain
curves of AlFeSi in Al6061 under the condition of quasi-static (strain rates as 0.001 s–1,
0.01 s–1, 0.1 s–1), and dynamic plastic strain (strain rates as 10 s–1, 100 s–1, 1000 s–1) are
obtained from JMatPro. It shows that, when the temperature is lower than 400 ◦C, the
stress of AlFeSi increases with the increase of strain. When the temperature is higher than
400 ◦C, a damage phenomenon of AlFeSi is present even for small strain rates (strain rates
less than 0.1 s–1), as shown in Figure 5a,b, while the stress of the AlFeSi phase increases
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with the increase of strain under a larger strain rate (strain rates greater than 0.1 s–1), as
shown in Figure 5c–f.

Figure 4. The yield strength of AlFeSi phase under quasi-static conditions.

Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. The stress–strain curve of AlFeSi phase under different strain rates: (a) strain rate 0.001 s–1;
(b) strain rate 0.01 s–1; (c) strain rate 0.1 s–1; (d) strain rate 10 s–1; (e) strain rate 100 s–1; (f) strain rate
1000 s–1.

3. Elastoplastic-Damage Model of AlFeSi Phase

3.1. Solution of Elastoplastic Constitutive Equation

Johnson–Cook elastoplastic constitutive equation (J–C) takes the strain hardening
effect, the strain rate effect and the temperature effect of the flow stress into consideration
and can be represented as [17,18]

σ =
(

A + Bεp
n)(1 + C ln

.
ε
.

ε0
)

[
1 −
(

T − T0

Tmelt − T0

)m]
(1)

where, σ is the stress of material, A is the yield strength, B is the hardening parameter of
strain and C is the strengthening parameter of strain rate. εp is the equivalent plastic strain
of the material,

.
ε is the equivalent plastic strain rate and

.
ε0 is the reference strain rate. T0 is

the room temperature and Tmelt is the melting point. n is the hardening index of strain. m
refers to the thermal softening parameter.

Based on the stress–strain curves at different temperatures and strain rates of AlFeSi
(Figure 5), the unknown parameters (A, B, C, n and m) of J–C elastoplastic constitutive
equation can be confirmed by the following steps.

Step 1: Assume at quasi-static room temperature (the strain rates as 0.001 s–1, 0.01 s–1,
0.1 s–1 and the temperature at 20 ◦C), Equation (1) can be simplified as: σ = A + Bεp

n,
therefore it can be rewritten as: ln(σ − A) = n· ln εp + ln B. From Figure 4, when grain size
is 2 μm: A = 662.33 MPa. Additionally, the values of factors (A, B, n) can be confirmed, as
shown in Figure 6.

Step 2: Assume at dynamic normal temperature (the strain rates as 10 s–1, 100 s–1, 100 s–1 and
the temperature at 20 ◦C), Equation (1) can be simplified as: σ =

(
A+ Bεp

n)[1+C· ln
( .
ε/

.
ε0
)]

,
therefore can be rewritten as: σ/

(
A + Bεp

n)− 1 = C· ln
( .
ε/

.
ε0
)
. Referring to [19]:

.
ε0 = 1,

the value of C can be confirmed, see Figure 7.
Step 3: Assume at quasi-static high temperature (the strain rates as 0.001 s–1,

0.01 s–1, 0.1 s–1 and the temperature higher than 20 ◦C), Equation (1) can be
simplified asσ =

(
A + Bεp

n){1 − [(T − T0)/(Tmelt − T0)]
m} and be changed as:

ln
[
1 − σ/

(
A + Bεp

n)]= m· ln[(T − T0)/(Tmelt − T0)
]
. T0 = 20 ◦C and Tmelt = 690 ◦C. Due

to the small cutting depth and low cutting speed in Ultra-precision machining (UPM), the
cutting-induced heat generation is less and the temperature T can be set as: 50 ◦C, 100 ◦C,
150 ◦C and 200 ◦C, and m can be confirmed, as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 6. Solutions of three parameters (A, B and n).

Figure 7. Solution of parameter C.

3.2. Solution of Damage Constitutive Equation

Johnson et al. [17,18] proposed a fracture criterion of the material with the con-
sideration of the effects of stress triaxiality, strain, strain rate and temperature on the
material failure:

D = ∑
Δε f

ε f
(2)

Meanwhile, the material breaks when the equivalent effect increment (Δε f ) is equal to
the failure strain (ε f ) (D = 1), where Δε f can be calculated by Equation (3).

Δε f = ε f = [D1 + D2 exp(−ηD3)](1 + D4 ln
.
ε
.

ε0
)(1 + D5

T − T0

Tmelt − T0
) (3)

where, D1–D5 are fitting coefficients, η is the stress triaxiality.
The damage constitutive equation of the AlFeSi phase is based on the J–C damage

constitutive equation. To obtain the fracture stress (σk), the strain and the strain rate of
AlFeSi, multi-group dynamic rotating disk impact tensile experiments at room temperature
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and high-temperature environment are needed. In this paper, an FEM simulation approach
is proposed to calculate the damage stress–strain curves of the AlFeSi phase under each
group of D1–D5 parameters, which will be compared with those from JMatPro to determine
the convergence of the calculation.

Figure 8. Solution of parameter m.

In general, to obtain the five coefficients (D1–D5) and to guarantee the validity of
experimental results, several groups of quasi-static stretching experiments and dynamic
rotary disk impact stretching experiments need to be conducted at different temperatures to
evaluate the fracture stress, strain and strain rate of the tested materials. The experimental
process is not only time-consuming but also requires a large number of material samples
with consistent material properties, especially for the unknown materials (Al86.1Fe8.3Si5.6).
In this paper, a method based on FE simulation and JMatPro is proposed to solve the
coefficients (D1–D5) of the material damage equation, which is scheduled as follows:

Step 1: Conduct FE simulations to achieve the stress–strain curve of AlFeSi at differ-
ent temperatures and different strain rates by Abaqus software 2019 (Dassault SIMULIA,
France, The period of validity: 20 June 2021) and Python (Version 3.5, accessed on 15 Febru-
ary 2021). Figure 9 shows the FE simulation results for the tensile fracture damage of
AlFeSi, in which the mesh grid cell type is C3D8RT and the total element grid of the model
is 12,870.

Step 2: Set the ambient temperature as 20 ◦C, 50 ◦C, 100 ◦C, 200 ◦C, 300 ◦C, 400 ◦C
and 500 ◦C, the default value of D1–D5 as 1 and the step size (Sk) as 0.5, 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01.
Table 1 lists the boundary conditions and the total step size of the model at 20 ◦C.

Table 1. The parameters of tensile fracture damage FEM for AlFeSi phase at 20 ◦C.

Strain Rate/s−1 Force/N The Total Time/s

0.001 60,000 0.25
0.01 90,000 0.15
0.1 120,000 0.1
10 650,000 0.025
100 6,000,000 0.005

1000 200,000,000 0.001
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Figure 9. FE simulated tensile fracture damage of AlFeSi phase.

Step 3: Calculate the five parameters (D1–D5) as: Di = Di ± Sk · j, and k = 1, 2, 3, 4,
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. The value of the step size (Sk) ranges from the largest
value (0.5) to the smaller one (0.1), and final to the smallest one (0.01).

Step 4: Achieve an optimized combination of all five parameters (D1–D5) with the
smallest mean square error (δ):

min(δ) = min

⎛
⎝
√

1
n ∑i=n

i=1 (xi − yi)
2

1
n ∑i=n

i=1 yi

⎞
⎠ (4)

where, xi = f (i), yi = g(i) represent the damage stress–strain curves of AlFeSi from
JMatPro and FE simulation, respectively.

Figure 10a,b presents the calculation results of D1–D5 under two different conditions
and the mean square errors in Figure 10a,b are 0.023 and 0.029, respectively.

Figure 10. Cont.
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Figure 10. The stress–strain curve of AlFeSi phase with D1–D5: (a) strain rate of 1000 s–1, temperature
of 20 ◦C; (b) strain rate of 0.01 s–1, temperature of 500 ◦C.

4. Experimental Verification

4.1. Material Preparation for AlFeSi

To verify the proposed method for the material properties, AlFeSi (Al86.1Fe8.3Si5.6) is
prepared and the material properties are examined to compare with the calculation results.
The material preparation of AlFeSi is scheduled as (Figure 11): (1) Dissolving the pure
aluminum at 750 ◦C; (2) increasing the proportion of alloy composition to meet the national
standard limit of AlFeSi; (3) casting the solution into ingots; (4) hot press molding with
heating temperature at 400 ◦C and pressure at 200 MPa; and (5) T6 treatment.

Figure 11. Preparation of the AlFeSi phase.

4.2. Scratch Experiment

Scratch experiments are carried out to examine the prepared AlFeSi at room tem-
perature (20 ◦C) on Bruker UMT Tribolab (from Berlin, Germany, Figure 12). The X-axis
speed and the scratch length are set as 5 mm/s and 10 mm, respectively. The Z-axis loads
are changed as 1 N, 2 N, 3 N and 4 N. Figure 13 shows the geometric parameters of the
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tungsten carbide (WC) cemented carbide tool (Rockwell hardness 93). After the scratch test,
the polished surface and the scratch depth are evaluated by an optical profiler (BRUKER
Contour GT-X, from Berlin, Germany), as shown in Figure 14.

 

 
 

 

Figure 12. The scratch experiment of AlFeSi phase.

Figure 13. The parameters of the scratch tool (L = 10.5 mm, D = 6.01 mm, D1 = 2.56 mm, S = 2.74 mm,
r = 0.4 mm).
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Figure 14. (a) The measured surface and (b) scratch of AlFeSi sample from the optical profiler.

4.3. Results and Discussions

Based on the calculation results of the AlFeSi material properties from the proposed
method in this paper and a well-established elastoplastic-damage model, the FE model of
the scratch test for AlFeSi is built by Abaqus software (as shown in Figure 15). The mesh
element type is C3D8RT and the total grid quantity is 129,510. Table 2 lists all of the material
properties for the WC cemented carbide tool used in FE simulation [20]. The boundary
conditions of the FE model are set to the same parameters of the scratch experiment.

Figure 15. FE simulation model for the scratch experiment of AlFeSi phase.
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Table 2. The parameters of WC cemented carbide tool (20 ◦C).

Density.

(ton/mm3)

Young’s
Modulus

(MPa)

Poisson’s
Ratio

Specific Heat
(mJ/(ton·◦C))

Coefficient of
Thermal Expansion

(1/◦C)

Thermal
Conductivity
(W/(m·◦C))

11.9 × 10–9 534,000 0.22 0.4 × 10–9 4.7 × 10–6 50

Figure 16 shows the comparison if the X-axis scratching force between the experiment
and the simulation results from FE model. From this figure, as the scratch depth increases
from 6.5 to 20 μm, both the simulated scratch forces and the experimental increase, and the
simulated forces are close to the experimental ones. The probability of the X-axis scratch
forces errors being less than 6.5% is 98% between FE simulation results and the scratch
experiment. Moreover, the fluctuation ranges of the simulated forces and the experimental
results increase with the increase of scratch depth, while the former is smaller than the
latter. All of these infer that the method proposed in this study can be applied to confirm
that all the parameters for AlFeSi and the developed elastoplastic-damage model of AlFeSi
phase are feasible and effective.

Figure 16. Comparison between FE simulation results and the scratch experiment.

5. Conclusions

This paper performs an investigation into the development of an elastoplastic-damage
model for AlFeSi phase in Al6061. Based on the FE method and JMatPro, a new method is
proposed in this study to efficiently calculate all of the parameters of J–C elastoplastic con-
stitutive equation and J–C constitutive damage failure equation for AlFeSi. Al86.1Fe8.3Si5.6
is prepared and the scratch experiments are conducted to study the scratch force error
between FE simulation results and the scratch experiment. It shows that the errors of
scratch forces between the simulation and experimental results are less than 6.5%.

Therefore, this study not only helps to propose a new method for studying the prop-
erties of a new material, but also contributes to providing a better understanding for the
mechanisms of surface generation and material removal in ultra-precision machining of
Al-Mg-Si alloys.

Author Contributions: Conceptualization, H.W. and S.W.; methodology, H.W. and S.W.; validation,
H.W., T.Z. and S.W.; formal analysis, H.W., T.Z., W.D. and S.W.; investigation, H.W. and S.W.; data
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the manuscript.
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Abstract: The high production rate of conventional plastics and their low degradability result in
severe environmental problems, such as plastic accumulation and some other related consequences.
One alternative to these materials is the production of oil-free bioplastics, based on wastes from the
agro-food industry, which are biodegradable. Not only is rice bran an abundant and non-expensive
waste, but it is also attractive due to its high protein and starch content, which can be used as
macromolecules for bioplastic production. The objective of this work was to develop rice-bran-based
bioplastics by injection moulding. For this purpose, this raw material was mixed with a plasticizer
(glycerol), analysing the effect of three mould temperatures (100, 130 and 150 ◦C) on the mechanical
and microstructural properties and water absorption capacity of the final matrices. The obtained
results show that rice bran is a suitable raw material for the development of bioplastics whose
properties are strongly influenced by the processing conditions. Thus, higher temperatures produce
stiffer and more resistant materials (Young’s modulus improves from 12 ± 7 MPa to 23 ± 6 and
33 ± 6 MPa when the temperature increases from 100 to 130 and 150 ◦C, respectively); however,
these materials are highly compact and, consequently, their water absorption capacity diminishes.
On the other hand, although lower mould temperatures lead to materials with lower mechanical
properties, they exhibit a less compact structure, resulting in enhanced water absorption capacity.

Keywords: bioplastics; rice bran; injection moulding; water absorption capacity

1. Introduction

Nowadays, research and development of biopolymers has grown due to the increasing
interest in using renewable and natural sources in the polymer processing industry. This is
a consequence of the depletion of oil reserves and the serious environmental issues caused
by plastic accumulation. Biopolymers can be divided into two categories: biodegradable
polyesters, which are petroleum-based yet biodegradable, and polymers from renewable
sources, such as protein and starch-based biopolymers, which are produced from natural
sources and are readily biodegradable [1]. Proteins and starches are widely found in
wastes and byproducts from the food and agricultural industries [2,3]. In the best scenario,
these materials are used for animal feeding, as they are a low-added-value byproduct,
even though this is a better end-of-life option than incineration or composting, which in
turn are better than landfill disposal or leakage, which is by far the worst-case scenario.
Therefore, biodegradable polymers can make significant contributions to material recovery
(producing high added value products), reduction of landfill and utilization of renewable
resources [4].

Starch-based biopolymers have gained attention and importance since they show
thermoplastic-like processability after the application of suitable temperature and shear.
In fact, a well-known type of starch-based polymer is the so-called thermoplastic starch
(TPS) [5]. TPS is similar to other synthetic polymers (in terms of structure, molar mass,
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glass transition temperature, crystallinity, melting temperature, etc.). However, it melts
and fluidizes in the presence of a low molecular plasticizer such as water or glycerol,
high temperatures and shearing, being suitable for injection moulding, extrusion and
blowing facilities, in the same way as synthetic plastics [6]. Similar to starches, proteins
are macromolecules with continuous and cohesive matrices, receiving enormous attention
for the production of biodegradable plastic, edible films and sheets [7]. Plant proteins that
can be used for bio-based plastic include soy protein, corn zein, wheat protein, etc. [7–9].
Animal proteins such as blood meal, gelatin, collagen, keratin, egg protein, . . . etc., can
also be used as feedstocks of such bio-based plastics [10–12]. For this purpose, plasticizers
are generally added to the protein matrix during thermoplastic processes such as extrusion
and injection moulding to improve its processability, reduce brittleness and modify the
properties of the final structure [13]. Typically, the manufacture of protein-based bioplastics
involves chemically, thermally, or pressure-induced protein denaturation as a first stage.
Due to the diversity in the assembling of protein networks and their unique structures,
a large variety of biodegradable materials can be produced, offering a wide range of
functional properties [14]. Although the thermoplastic processing of starch and protein-
based plastics is being widely studied, they still have weaknesses in their characteristics,
such as weak mechanical properties, poor long-term stability and sensitivity to water; thus,
there is scientific interest for studying new bio-based materials and optimizing processing
conditions to find well-established alternatives to conventional plastics [15].

In this way, rice bran (RB) is a by-product of brown rice production. It contains up to
20% protein, 45% carbohydrates (mainly starch), 10% fibre and some varying percentages
of moisture, lipids and ashes [16]. Globally, rice cultivation covers 145 million ha. In
the European Union alone, the area dedicated to this crop is approximately 410,000 ha.
Furthermore, it is estimated that 100 million tons of rice residues and byproducts are
generated each year [17]. Currently, rice residues are treated as waste products, so they are
incinerated for energy purposes or used as animal feed. For these reasons, the composition
of rice bran suggests its possible successful employment for bioplastic production, which
would benefit from reliable, renewable sources, creating high-value-added products that
are also biodegradable, i.e., beneficial for the environment. Bioplastics have already been
obtained from rice husk protein concentrate [17]. However, more research is required to
produce competitive bio-based plastics from food industry by-products such as RB.

This research work aims to develop RB-based bioplastics via injection moulding, using
water and glycerol as plasticizers. Furthermore, the effects of mould temperature on the
properties of the final bioplastics were also studied. To this end, rheological measurements
and mechanical, functional and microstructural characterization were carried out on the
final samples.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

RB was provided by Herba Ingredients (San José de la Rinconada, Seville, Spain).
The RB supplied by this company is a byproduct obtained from the polishing process that
produces the variety “vaporized indica white rice”. Water (w) and glycerin (gly) were
employed as plasticizers; the former was deionized-grade water, whereas the latter was
supplied by PANREAC S.A. (Seville, Spain). All other reagents were supplied by Sigma
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).

2.2. Chemical Composition

The chemical composition of RB was characterized by following the A.O.A.C. meth-
ods [18]. The protein content was determined as % N × 6.25 using a LECO TRUSPEC
CHNS-932 nitrogen micro analyser (Leco Corporation, Saint Joseph, MI, USA) [19]. Ash
content was determined by heating a small amount (5 g) of RB at 550 ◦C in a muffle furnace
(Hobersal HD-230, Barcelona, Spain) for 5 h in air atmosphere. The sample was then cooled
to room temperature in a desiccator before being weighted again to calculate the mass
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difference. The lipid content was quantified by the Soxhlet extraction method [20]. For
this purpose, hexane was used as the solvent in a Soxhlet device. The hexane in contact
with the sample dragged the lipids in subsequent cycles until the whole lipid content
was removed. The exact lipid amount was also calculated by mass difference. Moisture
was determined by placing 3 g of sample in a conventional oven (Memmert B216.1126,
Schwabach, Germany) at 105 ◦C for 24 h.

2.3. Sample Preparation

Blends containing sieved rice bran (<500 μm), water and glycerin (RB/w/gly) were
prepared by a two-stage thermomechanical procedure. Water was used as a plasticizer
for starch, since it can break hydrogen bonds, allowing starch gelatinization. However, it
cannot be used alone, as the products obtained are brittle, and consequently, it should be
used with some other plasticizer, such as glycerol or sorbitol [21]. For this reason, selected
blends containing 55% RB and 45% total plasticizer (2:1 w/Gly) were mixed in a two-blade
counter-rotating batch mixer HAAKE POLYLAB QC (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA) at 200 rpm and 80 ◦C, which was also selected as the intermediate temperature used
by other authors (the process is usually carried out between 70 and 90 ◦C) [22]. This stage
was carried out during 1 h based on a previous research work that employed a variety of
rice bran plasticized by extrusion [16]. Secondly, the obtained doughs were processed by
injection moulding using a MiniJet Piston Moulding System II (Thermo Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA). The temperature of the cylinder was fixed to 50 ◦C, and the pressure applied
to force the material into the mould cavity was 500 bar; both conditions were applied
for 15 s injection time. Three mould temperatures (100, 130 and 150 ◦C) were employed
to study the influence of this parameter on the final properties of the bioplastics. These
temperatures were selected based on previous works, and the results obtained from the
temperature sweep tests performed on the processed doughs [23,24]. Thus, three systems
were obtained, all of them processed at 500 bar injection pressure for 200 s. The fixed
processing conditions were selected based on previous works carried out with similar
samples. Rectangular bioplastic samples measuring 60 × 10 × 1 mm were obtained for
further mechanical and microstructural characterization.

2.4. Ageing of Doughs

The obtained doughs were not suitable for injection moulding right after the mixing
stage; however, when kept in opened containers with <45% humidity, they evolved, ac-
quiring a firmer appearance to the naked eye and losing some of their moisture content.
In this way, after a certain amount of time, they were successfully processed by injec-
tion moulding. In order to quantify this ageing process, the homogeneous blends were
characterized every 24 h through rheological measurements, while the water content was
determined until a steady state was reached. A Dynamic Mechanical Analyser (RSA3, TA
Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA) was employed in compression mode using a plate–
plate geometry (8 mm diameter). Strain sweep tests were performed in order to establish
the linear viscoelastic range. Subsequently, the lower critical strain was selected to carry
out frequency sweep tests between 0.01 and 20 Hz at room temperature. Finally, once the
dough remained unchanged, a temperature sweep test between 30 and 160 ◦C at 5 ◦C/min
was also carried out to study the rheological behaviour of the dough to be injected with
temperature. In these measurements, the storage modulus (E′), loss modulus (E”) and
loss tangent (tan δ) were determined for the whole studied ranges. The water content was
characterized following the same protocol mentioned in Section 2.2 for moisture content.

2.5. Bioplastics Characterization
2.5.1. Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA)

These tests were performed with an RSA3 dynamic mechanical analyser (TA Instru-
ments, New Castle, DE, USA) on the obtained bioplastics using two grips, one at the
bottom and one at the top, to study their rheological behaviour in tension mode. Again,
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the linear viscoelastic range was first determined, and the lower critical strain was used in
the subsequent experiments. Frequency sweep tests at room temperature were performed
between 0.01 and 20 Hz for the three manufactured systems (100, 130 and 150 ◦C mould
temperature). Finally, temperature sweep tests at 1 Hz between 30 and 140 ◦C were carried
out for all systems using a heating rate of 5 ◦C/min.

2.5.2. Tensile Tests

Tensile tests were performed using the RSA3 device in continuous deformation mode
following a modified protocol (using rectangular specimens) based on ISO 570-2:2012,
regarding the assessment of mechanical properties of polymeric samples [25]. At least
three strain–stress curves were obtained for each evaluated system (100, 130 and 150 ◦C)
and the Young’s modulus (E), maximum tensile strength (σmax) and elongation at break
(εmax) were evaluated with a strain rate of 1 mm/min at room temperature (25 ± 1 ◦C).

2.5.3. Water Uptake Capacity and Soluble Matter Loss

Water uptake capacity was measured according to the ASTM D570 method [26], using
a third of the rectangular bioplastic specimens, that is, a rectangular sample measuring
20 × 10 × 1 mm. The specimens were dried in a conventional oven (UN 55, Memmert,
Schwabach, Germany) at 50 ◦C for 24 h to determine the dry weight. Immediately after,
they were immersed in distilled water for 24 h. Finally, they were submitted to a freeze-
drying step at −80 ◦C under vacuum in a LyoQuest freeze-dryer with a Flask M8 head
(Telstar, Seville, Spain) and their weights after these last two steps were employed to
determine their water uptake capacity and soluble matter loss according to the following
equations:

Water Uptake Capacity (%) = 100·(w2 − w3)/w3, (1)

Soluble Matter Loss (%) = 100·(w1 − w3)/w1, (2)

where w1, w2 and w3 are the weight of the bioplastic after dehydrothermal treatment, the
immersion step and the freeze-drying stage, respectively.

2.5.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

The microstructure of the final bioplastics after the freeze-drying step was studied
by scanning electron microscopy using a Zeiss EVO device (Carl Zeiss Microscopy, White
Plains, NY, USA) in order to establish a relationship between the processing conditions
and the structure of the final specimens. The samples were first coated with Pd/Au
(10 nm) by sputtering using a Leica AC600 Metallizer, and then they were observed at
10 kV acceleration voltage and 500× magnification. Finally, the mean crack diameter was
calculated using the software ImageJ using at least 5 measurements.

2.6. Statistical Analyses

At least three replicates of each measurement were carried out. Statistical analyses
were performed using t-test and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) (significance
value (p) < 0.05) using the STATGRAPHICS 18 software (Statgraphics Technologies, Inc.,
The Plains, VA, USA). Standard deviations from some selected parameters were calculated.
Significant differences are indicated by different letters; that is, all mean values labelled
with the same letter did not show significant differences.

3. Results

3.1. Chemical Composition

The RB variety analysed (vaporized Indica), shows a composition of 7.06 ± 0.09%
moisture, 10.50 ± 0.16% ashes, 13.22 ± 0.52% proteins and 22.77 ± 1.33% lipids. There is
a remaining percentage, accounting for 46.45% of the sample, which can be attributed to
carbohydrates.
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3.2. Doughs Characterization (Ageing)

Figure 1a shows the ageing process of the doughs obtained after mixing. Two pa-
rameters are considered: the elastic modulus (E′) and moisture content (%). E1′ are the
elastic modulus values at 1 Hz obtained from different frequency sweep tests performed
each day for the corresponding doughs. As can be seen, E′ increased with time, reaching
its maximum value after 6 days ageing time, with no further increases for longer times.
Moreover, the water content followed the same tendency, stabilizing its value after 6 days.
However, its values decreased with time from almost 40% moisture right after mixing to
less than 30% at the end of the characterization (10 days ageing).

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Viscoelastic properties at a constant frequency (1 Hz) of the doughs obtained after mixing. (a) Evolution of the
elastic modulus (E′) and moisture content (%) over time. (b) Temperature sweep test of the stabilized dough between 30
and 160 ◦C.

Once the doughs were stabilized (after 6 days) and their parameters remained constant,
they were subjected to temperature sweep tests between 30 and 160 ◦C. Figure 1b shows
the elastic (E′) and viscous (E”) moduli with increasing temperature. Both viscoelastic
moduli followed the same behaviour, i.e., a decrease with temperature up to 100–120 ◦C (E′
decreased from 2.63 × 106 to 1.10 × 106 Pa) and, subsequently, an increase for temperatures
above 120 ◦C (E′ up to 1.99 × 106 Pa), indicating the thermosetting potential of the doughs
before their processing by injection moulding [12]. The loss tangent (tan δ) decreased for
the whole studied range; thus, no phase transitions were recorded [27].

3.3. Bioplastics Characterization
3.3.1. Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA)

Figure 2a shows the results of the frequency sweep tests carried out on the systems
obtained with different mould temperatures (100, 130 and 150 ◦C) between 0.01 and
20 Hz. As can be seen, E′ was always higher than E”, indicating the predominantly
elastic character of the obtained bioplastics, where both moduli increased with frequency,
showing a noticeable dependence. The systems were also subjected to temperature sweep
tests between 30 and 140 ◦C (Figure 2b). Two different behaviours were observed in this
figure. First, the systems processed at 130 and 150 ◦C showed a similar response, with
E′ and E” decreasing with increasing temperature up to 80 ◦C. From this temperature to
140 ◦C, none of the two moduli changed significantly (p < 0.05). On the other hand, the
system processed at 100 ◦C, although with significantly lower E′ ad E” values, exhibited a
similar behaviour up to 80 ◦C, with both moduli decreasing with increasing temperature.
However, from 80 ◦C to 110 ◦C, E′ and E” increased to values closer to those obtained for the
other evaluated systems, being the only samples with certain thermosetting potential [28].
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Finally, both viscoelastic moduli exhibited an abrupt decrease for the higher temperatures
considered.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. DMTA tests performed on the final bioplastics. (a) Frequency sweep tests from 0.01 to 20 Hz at room temperature
and (b) temperature sweep tests from 30 to 140 ◦C at 1 Hz.

3.3.2. Tensile Tests

The stress–strain curves obtained from tensile tests are shown in Figure 3. The me-
chanical properties of the processed bioplastics improved for higher injection moulding
temperatures, increasing the maximum tensile strength and strain at break. Thus, the bio-
plastics obtained at 130 and 150 ◦C are stiffer and exhibit greater toughness, especially the
system obtained at 150 ◦C. For a more accurate comparison, Young’s modulus (E), tensile
strength (σmax) and strain at break (εmax) are shown in Table 1 for all studied systems.

Figure 3. Stress–strain curves obtained from tensile tests for the bioplastics obtained for different
mould temperatures (100, 130 and 150 ◦C).

Table 1 shows that all parameters are improved when higher processing temperatures
are used. Young’s modulus increased from 12 ± 7 to 23 ± 6 MPa when the temperature
increased from 100 to 130 ◦C, reaching 33 ± 6 MPa for the higher temperature employed
(150 ◦C). Tensile strength also increased from the 0.08 ± 0.04 MPa, exhibited by the sample
obtained at 100 ◦C to 0.27 ± 0.01 MPa for the 150 ◦C sample, with the 130 ◦C sample
having an intermediate value of 0.18 ± 0.03 MPa. Finally, the elongation at break also
improved with temperature, being 1.1 ± 0.3% for the 100 ◦C sample, 1.6 ± 0.4% for the
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130 ◦C sample and 2.4 ± 0.3% for the sample processed at 150 ◦C. It is worth mentioning
that the elongations exhibited by the samples led to no significant changes in their cross-
sections, being below 1% in all cases. Similar results were found by Felix et al. [28] for
crayfish-based bioplastics. However, these results are not usually found in protein-based
systems, where the Young’s modulus also increases with temperature but the elongation at
break decreases [29].

Table 1. Young’s modulus, maximum tensile strength and elongation at break of the different
processed systems. Different superscript letters within a column indicate significant differences
(p < 0.05).

System
Young’s Modulus

(MPa)
Maximum Tensile Strength

(MPa)
Elongation at Break

(%)

100 ◦C 12 ± 7 a 0.12 ± 0.04 a 1.1 ± 0.3 a

130 ◦C 23 ± 6 a,b 0.18 ± 0.03 b 1.6 ± 0.4 a

150 ◦C 33 ± 6 b 0.26 ± 0.01 c 2.4 ± 0.3 b

3.3.3. Water Uptake Capacity and Soluble Matter Loss

The results obtained from the water absorption tests (Figure 4) show that an increase
in the injection moulding temperature leads to poorer water uptake capacities. In this way,
the water uptake capacity of the systems obtained at 100 ◦C was 254 ± 14%, while for the
systems processed at 130 and 150 ◦C, these values decreased to 179 ± 33 and 137 ± 5%,
respectively. Soluble matter loss also decreased with increasing temperature, although the
differences were slighter, changing from 32.2 ± 0.8 to 28.0 ± 0.4 and 27.3 ± 0.9% for the
systems obtained at 100, 130 and 150 ◦C, respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. (a) Water uptake capacity (WUC) and (b) Soluble Matter Loss (SML) for the bioplastics obtained for different
mould temperatures (100, 130 and 150 ◦C). Different letters above each bar indicate significant differences (p < 0.05).

3.3.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Figure 5 shows SEM micrographs after 24 h of water immersion and subsequent
freeze-drying of the obtained bioplastics. The SEM images indicate that a continuous
structure was obtained, where the homogeneity of the system depends on the processing
temperature. Thus, this procedure did not lead to porous matrices but compact bioplastics,
where the effect of increasing processing temperature could be analysed. The higher the
injection moulding temperature, the more compact the morphology of the bioplastic is,
showing a more uniform surface with fewer cracks and with the mean crack diameter
decreasing from 121 ± 24 μm for the 100 ◦C system to 54 ± 16 and 29 ± 16 μm for the
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130 and 150 ◦C systems. The effect was most noticeable when the highest temperature
was applied.

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5. SEM micrographs after lyophilization of the different samples at (a) 100 ◦C; (b) 130 ◦C; (c) 150 ◦C.

4. Discussion

4.1. Chemical Composition

The chemical composition of the sample was successfully evaluated, leading to similar
results to those obtained by Siswanti et al. [30] and Thiranan et al. [31] for red and defatted
rice bran. According to these research works, the majority of the sample accounts for
carbohydrates; thus, the non-identified percentage of the rice bran under evaluation can
be attributed to this basic food group. Furthermore, the characterization carried out by
Klanwan et al. [16] revealed a variety of this byproduct with a very similar composition,
which was employed for the same purpose (bioplastic production), suggesting the suit-
ability of rice bran to produce bioplastics obtained by injection moulding. Besides, these
authors highlighted the presence of fibre and starch in the carbohydrate fraction, as two of
the main components, along with protein, for this valorisation process. This fact supports
the importance of using strategies based on these biopolymers for the development of
bioplastics.

4.2. Doughs Characterization (Ageing)

Under the selected conditions, the obtained doughs achieved a steady state after
ageing for six days, and after this time, they were suitable for injection moulding. As can
be seen in Figure 1a, the elastic modulus increased when the moisture content decreased;
thus, it can be assumed that both parameters are related. In order to determine whether
there is some structuration of the doughs during ageing when no water is lost, the doughs
were kept in closed containers (the moisture content remained unchanged) and their rheo-
logical parameters were measured with time. In this experiment, the obtained doughs did
not change, with the elastic modulus remaining constant for one week (results shown in
Supplementary Material, Figure S1). Therefore, the moisture content was selected as the
main parameter to be considered when the doughs are evaluated before injection moulding.
Thus, excess water leads to incomplete filling of the mould cavity, since the water evapo-
rates in the mould, causing voids and cracks. However, water is required during dough
formation since it promotes the breakage of the hydrogen bonds, leading to the subsequent
drop in glass transition and melting temperatures, improving processability [13].

Regarding the temperature sweep tests shown in Figure 1b, the thermosetting potential
exhibited above 120 ◦C indicates that the mechanical properties of the final bioplastics
will probably improve when processing at these higher temperatures [32]. This response
can be attributed to the protein fraction that undergoes some heat-induced strengthening
phenomena (e.g., aggregation and gelation). In this way, the best results are expected for
the systems obtained at 130 and 150 ◦C, especially for the latter. Further characterization of
obtained bioplastics by injection moulding will elucidate this thermomechanical response.
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4.3. Bioplastics Characterization
4.3.1. Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA)

The frequency sweep tests obtained for the final bioplastics indicate a predominantly
elastic character with certain frequency dependence, which has been obtained in previous
studies for different successful protein-based biodegradable bioplastics [7,33]. Moreover,
the rheological parameters (viscoelastic moduli) improved for higher temperatures, as
expected from the results obtained in Section 3.2 regarding the rheological behaviour of
the doughs with temperature.

On the other hand, the only system that followed a different tendency when evaluating
the rheological properties with temperature was the one processed at 100 ◦C, whose moduli
began to diminish with temperature until an important increase was observed between
80 and 120 ◦C, indicating the remaining thermosetting potential. It seems very clear that
better rheological properties were obtained for higher processing temperatures, with no
significant differences between the systems processed at 130 and 150 ◦C, which followed
the same behaviour with also very similar values. In this case, the increase in processing
temperature, with the corresponding higher economic and energetic costs, would not
be justified, since no further improvements in the rheological parameters were obtained.
Similar results for temperature sweep tests were obtained by Felix et al. [23] for bioplastics
obtained from albumen, soy and pea protein isolate, as well as rice husk protein concentrate.

4.3.2. Tensile Tests

The results obtained from the tensile tests shown in Figure 3 and Table 1 confirm the
above-mentioned behaviours, where higher processing temperatures produced bioplastics
with improved mechanical properties. In this case, the three studied parameters (i.e., σ, ε
and E) improved not only when the temperature increased from 100 to 130 ◦C, but also
for the system obtained at 150 ◦C, which justifies the further increase in temperature that
led to better mechanical properties in tension, besides the fact that these differences were
not observed in the previous section. Finally, it is worth mentioning that similar Young’s
modulus values, although with slightly higher tensile strengths, have been obtained in
two previous studies for crayfish, albumen and rice husk materials [23,28], where the
authors stated that the protein-based bioplastics exhibited suitable characteristics to replace
conventional plastics in different applications. However, the samples obtained in the
present research work exhibited higher elongation at break. In addition, the obtained results
are very similar to those obtained by Klanwan et al. [16] and Zárate-Ramírez et al. [24]
for protein/carbohydrate-based bioplastics, in the first case obtained by extrusion using
kraft lignin for plastification purposes, especially to those obtained for the higher kraft
lignin content. This research shows the synergetic effect of the combination of proteins and
carbohydrates in the biopolymer matrix since the increase in the Young’s modulus also
brings an increase in the elongation at break, which is not typically observed in protein-
based materials [34]. In any case, all the bioplastics obtained at different temperatures
exhibit tensile properties lower than synthetic polymers such as LDPE. Thus, the tensile
strength, elongation at break and Young’s modulus show values that reach as much as 2%,
1% and 10%, respectively, of the values for ASTM-normalized LDPE [35].

4.3.3. Water Uptake Capacity and Soluble Matter Loss

The water uptake capacity values decreased from 254 to 137% when temperature
increased from 100 to 150 ◦C, indicating that the mechanical properties improved with
higher processing temperatures. Thus, the systems with stronger structuration and better
mechanical behaviour retain less water within their structure [36]. In this way, the systems
with higher physical integrity, that is, those with stronger structure during processing, will
undergo minor matter loss during immersion. As can be seen, this can be observed in
Figure 4b, which shows the lower soluble matter loss values exhibited for higher temper-
atures. Finally, it should be highlighted that this behaviour has been observed before in
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previous studies, where higher mechanical properties led to poorer water uptake capacities
and lower soluble matter loss results in pea protein-based bioplastic systems [37].

There is a remarkable difference with the results found for bioplastic matrices contain-
ing protein as the only biopolymer, which generally release the whole plasticizer content
at the immersion stage [29]. These results suggest that the starch fraction contributes to
retaining an important proportion of the plasticizer (either water, glycerol or both).

4.3.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

The micrographs shown in Figure 5 match all results obtained before. Firstly, the
most homogeneous structures correspond to those systems that exhibited the highest
mechanical properties, which then retained less water and underwent minor matter losses
during immersion. Thus, the water uptake capacities and mechanical properties exhibited
can be related to the microstructure generated, with greater homogeneity producing
higher mechanical properties and lower water absorption. In this sense, the systems
with poorer mechanical behaviour and better water absorption properties correspond
to the less compact structures, showing more voids and cracks. From these results, it
can be assumed that higher processing temperatures might induce more protein–protein
interactions, producing more compact structures with higher physical integrity, resulting in
improved mechanical properties, as was observed before for wheat gluten-based bioplastics
obtained using a very similar process [38].

5. Conclusions

The results obtained in this work support the suitability of RB to develop bioplas-
tics obtained by injection moulding. The initial high content of carbohydrates (~46%)
indicates that the processing conditions selected must be compatible with both proteins
and polysaccharides. Consequently, the formulation included not only glycerol as the
plasticizer but also water during the formation of doughs, which allows the breakage of
hydrogen bonds, increasing processability and allowing thermo-mechanical methods to be
employed in the manufacture of the desired bioplastics. Unfortunately, this water content
hinders the processing of samples by injection moulding, and thus the dough-like blends
were subjected to ageing, obtaining constant and suitable values after 6 days. Once the
bioplastics were successfully processed by this technique, the effect of mould temperature
was analysed. The obtained results indicate that higher temperatures involved enhanced
mechanical properties, which was evidenced by an increase in the elastic moduli (from
3.49 × 107 to 6.01 × 107 Pa for the systems processed at 100 and 150 ◦C, respectively), as
well as an increase in the tensile strength parameters (σmax increased from 0.12 ± 0.04 to
0.26 ± 0.01 MPa for the systems processed at 100 and 150 ◦C, respectively), which were
caused by the development of more protein–protein interactions for higher temperatures.
Unfortunately, the increase in the viscoelastic moduli resulted in lower water absorption
capacities. In this sense, the greater structuration of the systems coincided with the lower
soluble matter loss observed. Lastly, the obtained micrographs confirm the more homoge-
neous (compact) structure obtained as the temperature increased up to 150 ◦C, where voids
and cracks were absent. This microstructure matches the higher mechanical properties and
lower water absorption previously observed, since the continuous structure hindered the
water penetration and facilitated the matrix breakdown.

These results confirm the suitability of RB as raw material for the generation of natural
bioplastics; however, further research is needed to generate bioplastics for commercial
applications.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2073-436
0/13/3/398/s1, Figure S1: Elastic modulus (E′) during the ageing process of the doughs obtained
after mixing (kept in closed containers) versus time.
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Abstract: The union of nanoscience (nanofertilization) with controlled release bioplastic systems
could be a key factor for the improvement of fertilization in horticulture, avoiding excessive con-
tamination and reducing the price of the products found in the current market. In this context, the
objective of this work was to incorporate ZnO nanoparticles in soy protein-based bioplastic processed
using injection moulding. Thus, the concentration of ZnO nanoparticles (0 wt%, 1.0 wt%, 2.0 wt%,
4.5 wt%) and mould temperature (70 ◦C, 90 ◦C and 110 ◦C) were evaluated through a mechanical
(flexural and tensile properties), morphological (microstructure and nanoparticle distribution) and
functional (water uptake capacity, micronutrient release and biodegradability) characterization. The
results indicate that these parameters play an important role in the final characteristics of the bioplas-
tics, being able to modify them. Ultimately, this study increases the versatility and functionality of the
use of bioplastics and nanofertilization in horticulture, helping to prevent the greatest environmental
impact caused.

Keywords: bioplastics; nanoparticles; horticulture; soy protein-based

1. Introduction

The use of controlled release devices is increasing in the horticultural sector. In this
way, products to release water [1], fertilizers [2] or pesticides [3] can be found in the market,
improving their efficiency in crops. Generally, these devices are made using polymeric
coatings that contain the substance to be released. This substance is released through
the pores of the polymeric matrix due to diffusion between the matrix and the soil, thus
reducing the leaching time of the substance and increasing the assimilation efficiency [4,5].
However, these devices have problems derived from the low biodegradability of the
plastics used as matrices, which remain in the soil and are difficult to remove. This
low biodegradability is due to the non-organic origin of these plastics, not following a
natural decomposition process generated by bacteria. For this reason, bioplastic matrices
are attracting attention in this application due to their biodegradability, which allows a
controlled release of the fertilizer. In addition, this material does not release toxic substances
and can be completely degraded without needing to be removed. In this way, these matrices
can hold water and encapsulate fertilizers or pesticides. Subsequently, the substance can
be controlled released through irrigation water or by biodegradation of the bioplastic
matrix generated by different factors (i.e., change in pH or temperature, action of bacteria
that degrade the polymeric matrix, irrigation) [6]. Thus, it can improve the assimilation
efficiency and solve problems derived from the use of non-biodegradable plastics [7]. To
this end, several studies have evaluated the use of bioplastic matrices in horticulture.
For example, Olad et al. fabricated starch-based superabsorbent hydrogel from potato
peel waste to retain and, subsequently, to control release of water to crops [8]. In this
line, Michalik and Wandzinc studied chitosan-based hydrogels [9]. On the other hand,
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different nutrients have been incorporated into bioplastic matrices, such as sodium and
NPK (primary nutrients: nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium) [10–12]. There are also
examples of controlled release of pesticides, such as the work of Singh et al. [13], who
used imidacloprid to release repellent odours for insects and microorganisms. All these
studies use cheap raw materials (i.e., residues and byproducts of agri-food industry) whose
costs are in the range 0.03–1.10 €/kg [14], which allows these products to be competitive
with conventional plastics (with costs in the range of 0.57–1.59 €/kg) [7]. However, there
are still no bioplastic matrices that allow different qualities to be combined, which would
enable water, fertilizers and pesticides to be released together. Therefore, bioplastics
have opened a new field in the horticultural sector, generating a new reorganization of
the sector, increasing the efficiency of crops and reducing the amount of conventional
plastics used. However, a lot of research is still needed before they can really compete
with conventional plastics and even replace them. For instance, the manufacturing process
should be optimized, together with the analysis of possible combinations between different
applications in the same device.

In this sense, nanoscience provides a novel possibility to avoid these drawbacks. In
this way, it allows the presence of pests and diseases to be detected from the beginning
through nanoparticles that can activate a chemical or an electrical signal in the presence of
contaminants like bacteria [15]. This signal can be recorded in sensors that allow farmers
to act in time and save the crop [16]. In addition, it also allows the correct amount of
fertilizers and pesticides that promote productivity to be applied, while ensuring environ-
mental safety (avoiding the excessive use of fertilizers and pesticides), non-contamination
of food and greater efficiency in the use of agricultural inputs, which reduces production
costs [17]. In this context, new materials based on the use of metallic, polymeric and inor-
ganic nanoparticles have been developed and characterized to increase crop productivity,
as well as to improve the uptake and immobilization of nutrients by plants, an area called
nanobiofertilization [18,19]. Moreover, these systems minimize the leaching of fertilizers
into the subsoil and groundwater, preventing their contamination via nutrient excess. In
addition, nanoparticles improve the absorption of nutrients by plants, mitigating eutroph-
ication by reducing the transfer of nitrogen to underground aquifers [20]. Among them,
zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles are the most widely used, as they not only allow zinc to be
supplied (which is an essential micronutrient for crop growth), but they also have a pestici-
dal nature, without contaminating the crop, or affecting its quality [21]. In this way, the use
of ZnO nanoparticles instead of the salts conventionally used for fertilization generates
an improvement in the assimilation efficiency of plants due to their smaller particle size,
generating less leaching of nutrients to the subsoil (less contamination). In addition, their
greater efficiency means that a lesser amount of product must be incorporated to supply
micronutrient deficiencies and it is easier to obtain quality products without nutrient deficit
problems. On the other hand, the ZnO nanoparticles generate other benefits such as their
antibacterial activity that prevents pesticides from having to be used during cultivation.
All this means that, although the commercial price of nanoparticles is higher than that of
conventional salts, they are a promising alternative for their replacement [22,23]. These
nanoparticles have already been used in other sectors, such as medicine, pharmacology and
the food industry due to their antibacterial activity [24,25]. However, farmers are reluctant
to use nanoparticles alone, due to their novelty, which does not allow their long-term
impact on human health to be understood [26].

Although the incorporation of nanoparticles worsens the mechanical properties of
bioplastics without incorporated nanoparticles, their incorporation allows these bioplastics
to be used in horticulture for the controlled release of nutrients (in this case, zinc). In
addition, it has great advantages over other bioplastics used for this purpose [27,28], to
which conventionally used salts are incorporated, making bioplastics have even worse
mechanical properties (making them difficult to handle during processing and distribution),
further worsening their ability to absorb water and generating a faster release of the
micronutrient. In addition, incorporating ZnO nanoparticles generates other additional
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benefits such as the antimicrobial activity that allows bioplastics can be used as a pesticide.
All of this makes these bioplastics a great alternative to currently used devices on the
market. For this reason, the objective of this work was to unite both concepts, bioplastics
and nanoparticles, to create devices that allow the controlled release of water and fertilizers,
while also acting as pesticides. The incorporation of nanoparticles into bioplastic matrices
allows the amount of nanoparticles that need to be incorporated into the crop for its growth
to be reduced, since they have greater efficiency than conventional fertilizers and would
be incorporated in a controlled way in the crop, avoiding their possible leaching. All of
this could reduce farmers’ reluctance to use them. Furthermore, this could grant bioplastic
matrices more than one function, allowing them to compete with plastic devices. In this
way, different concentrations of ZnO nanoparticles (0 wt%, 1.0 wt%, 2.0 wt% and 4.5 wt%)
were incorporated into soy protein-based bioplastics processed via injection moulding. In
addition, different mould temperatures (70 ◦C, 90 ◦C and 110 ◦C) were studied to evaluate
the optimal parameters for their processing. To evaluate the different bioplastics, their
mechanical, morphological and functional properties were measured.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The bioplastics were manufactured with soy protein isolate (SPI), which is a by-
product obtained from soybean oil production (with 91 wt% protein), glycerol (Gly) and
zinc oxide nanoparticles (ZnO). SPI and Gly were supplied by Protein Technologies Inter-
national (Zwaanhofweg, Belgium) and Panreac Química Ltd. (Barcelona, Spain).

ZnO nanoparticles were synthesized from zinc chloride anhydride (ZnCl2) and sodium
hydroxide (NaOH), both with 99% purity and provided by Panreac Química Ltd.

2.2. Synthesis of ZnO Nanoparticles

ZnO nanoparticles were synthesized using the colloidal precipitation method [29],
using ZnCl2 as precursor and NaOH as reducing agent. For this, 20 mL of both ZnCl2
0.2 M and NaOH 0.4 M solutions were magnetically mixed at 500 rpm for 2 h at 50 ◦C to
promote reaction 1 (Equation (1)). Then, the zinc hydroxide (Zn(OH)2) was filtered and
washed twice with 40 mL of distilled water in order to eliminate residues. Finally, this
precipitate was dried in an oven (Memmert B216, Schwabach, Germany) at 100 ◦C for 8 h
and calcined in a muffle furnace (Hobersal HD-230, Barcelona, Spain) at 500 ◦C for 4 h to
promote the synthesis of ZnO nanoparticles according to reaction 2 (Equation (2)). All these
conditions were selected to maximize the yield of the synthesis and minimize the particle
size (Figure S1), for the nanoparticles to be within the range used in horticulture [22,23].
The assessment was made in a previous study (not yet published) evaluating the two
factors that most alter yield and particle size: the concentration of ZnCl2 and ZnCl2:NaOH
ratio used. Thus, the lowest concentrations of ZnCl2 are those that obtained the smallest
particle sizes, having a higher yield when the ZnCl2:NaOH ratio used was 1:2.

ZnCl2 (aq) + 2 NaOH (aq) → Zn(OH)2 (s) + 2 NaCl (aq) (1)

Zn(OH)2 (s) → ZnO (s) + H2O (g) (2)

2.3. Bioplastics Processing Method

Firstly, SPI and Gly (1:1) with different concentrations of ZnO nanoparticles (1.0 wt%,
2.0 wt% and 4.5 wt%) were homogenized in a Polylab QC (Themo Haake, Karlsruhe,
Germany) for 30 min at 50 rpm under adiabatic conditions, beginning at 20 ◦C. During the
mixing, the temperature and torque were monitored (Figure S2) to ensure that there was
no plasticization in this stage (temperature < 37 ◦C (ΔT < 17%) and torque < 10 Nm) and
that the blend was homogeneous and correctly mixed (values with a tendency to stabilize).

Later, the dough-like blends were subjected to injection moulding in a MiniJet Piston
Moulding System II (Themo Haake, Karlsruhe, Germany). To this end, the blends were
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introduced in a cylinder at 40 ◦C, from which they were injected into a mould at a pressure
of 600 bar for 20 s. The mould temperature was 70 ◦C, 90 ◦C or 110 ◦C. The bioplastic was
kept in the mould for 20 s at 200 bar. The different mould temperatures were selected to
evaluate the effect they have in the formation of the bioplastic with nanoparticles included.
This temperature induces the formation of a gel-like network among protein chains, mainly
through physical interactions and aggregation, which is reinforced by the presence of
nanoparticles. Thus, a higher temperature of mould leads to an enhancement of the
network.

Finally, bioplastics were subjected to a thermal treatment in a conventional oven at
50 ◦C for 24 h to strengthen the networks of bioplastics and, thus, maintain their physical
integrity. This step has already been implemented in a previous research work for the same
purpose [30].

2.4. Characterization of Bioplastics
2.4.1. Mechanical Properties

A minimum mechanical requirement is necessary to guarantee the processability, trans-
port and storage of bioplastics without damaging them. Mechanical properties (both flex-
ural and tensile properties) were measured in rectangular bioplastics (60 × 10 × 1 mm3),
using a dynamic-mechanical thermal analyser RSA3 (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE,
USA) with a dual cantilever or rectangular geometry for flexural and tensile tests respec-
tively.

Flexural Properties

Flexural measurements were performed, following a modification of ISO 178:2019
standard [31], in dynamic mode with a double bending geometry. For this, frequency
sweep tests were carried out between 0.02 Hz and 20 Hz at a strain below the critical strain
(0.05%) and at room temperature (22 ± 2 ◦C). Thus, the elastic (E’) and viscous (E”) moduli
caused by the application of a small amplitude oscillatory flexural strain were studied as a
function of frequency. In addition, the loss tangent (tan δ = E”/E’) was calculated in order
to facilitate the evaluation of the behaviour of each bioplastic.

Tensile Properties

Tensile tests were carried out by applying a static axial force at a crosshead speed
of 1 mm/min until bioplastic breakage at room temperature. In this way, maximum
stress, strain at break and Young’s modulus were evaluated as differential parameters of
tensile bioplastic behaviour. These tests were performed following a modification of ISO
570-2:1993 standard [32].

2.4.2. Morphological Properties

Fundamentally, the mechanical and functional properties of bioplastics depend on
their morphology, with their microstructure and the distribution of their components being
of special interest.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Firstly, the bioplastics were subjected to SEM. For this, the samples were previously
sputter-coated with palladium-gold and, subsequently, observed using a Zeiss EVO elec-
tron microscope (Pleasanton, CA, USA). Two different detectors were used, i.e., secondary
electron and scattered electron detectors, to evaluate the microstructure and element distri-
bution, respectively. In both cases, an acceleration voltage of 10 kV was used.

Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDXA)

In addition to scattered electron, an EDXA complement was coupled to the microscope
to analyse the distribution of elemental concentration (Zeiss EVO electron microscope,
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Pleasanton, CA, USA). Thus, the different zones obtained in the scattered electron micro-
graphs were evaluated to verify the composition of the bioplastic matrices.

2.4.3. Functional Properties
Water Uptake Capacity (WUC)

One of the purposes of these bioplastics is to absorb and retain water without disinte-
grating in order to capture rain or irrigation water and supply it to the crop when needed.
The ASTM D570-98 standard [33] was used to determine this property. In this way, the
bioplastics were submerged in 300 mL of distilled water for 24 h, calculating their water
uptake capacity and soluble matter loss as is indicated in previous works [28].

Nanoparticle Release

The study of nanoparticle release is essential for the evaluation of their performance
as a controlled release fertilizer and pesticide. Different authors indicate that a quick
way to measure this property is by controlling its release in water through conductivity
measurements [34]. Thus, an EC-Metro (Crison BASIC 30, Barcelona, Spain) was used to
measure the conductivity of the immersion water during the test. The maximum release
time was obtained when the conductivity values remained stable for more than 30 min.

Biodegradability

The added value of these bioplastics is their degradation after their use without
releasing toxic substances for crops, which eliminates the need for their removal. This
quality was evaluated by burying the bioplastics in farmland and irrigating them daily
with 20 mL of water (intensive irrigation simulation of 20 L water/m2). The samples were
unearthed at different times, evaluating their disintegration using direct observation.

The used farmland was a special commercial substrate for orchards and fruit trees
(Compo, Barcelona, Spain) which contains the ideal ratio of nutrient to the correct crop
growth and does not contain microorganisms or pathogens that can alter the tests.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

All specimens were visually analysed prior to testing. In this way, those that presented
defects were discarded from the study. The discarded specimens represented less than 10%
of the specimens made.

Each analysis was carried out at least three times for each system and all the data were
reported with their standard deviation statistically assessed using analysis of variance and
Tukey’s post hoc test with 95% confidence level (p < 0.05) using the statistical package SPSS
18 (Excel, Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA). The significant differences have been reported
with different letters in the corresponding figures.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Mechanical Properties
3.1.1. Flexural Properties

Figure 1 shows the flexural properties of different bioplastics. All the systems have
similar profiles in elastic modulus (E’) and loss tangent (tan δ), regardless of the micronu-
trient loading and mould temperature used. In this way, E’ increases with frequency at a
rate that tends to become constant at high frequency, giving rise to a slope lower than 0.19.
This behaviour may be due to an extension of the links that recover instantaneously, not
leaving the linear range of deformations in the interval studied. This behaviour is similar to
those obtained in other works with similar protein-based bioplastics, looking like a typical
response from these materials [35,36].
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Figure 1. Flexural properties of bioplastics with different ZnO nanoparticle concentrations (0 wt%,
1.0 wt%, 2.0 wt% and 4.5 wt%) processed at different mould temperatures: 70 ◦C (A), 90 ◦C (B) and
110 ◦C (C). Elastic modulus (E’) and loss tangent (tan δ) profile in frequency interval.

The effect of the nanoparticle content on the elastic modulus depends on the mould
temperature. Among the different mould temperatures used, 70 ◦C (Figure 1A) showed
no significant differences between the different ZnO percentages used. However, this
difference was more remarkable when the mould temperature used was 90 ◦C and 110 ◦C
(Figures 1B and 1C, respectively). In this sense, a low micronutrient load (1.0 wt% and
2.0 wt%) increased the E’ values, while higher loads (4.5 wt%) reduced it. In this case, at
these temperatures, the incorporation of ZnO nanoparticles always induces an increase
in the frequency dependence which is more apparent at 90 ◦C. The enhancement with
micronutrient load, which is modulated by the mould temperature, could be attributed
to the interaction between the nanoparticles and the bioplastic, as reported by other au-
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thors [37,38]. At low temperatures (70 ◦C), the nanoparticles, being in small concentrations,
did not affect the bioplastics. However, the nanoparticles interacted with each other and
with the biopolymeric chains when the temperature increased, improving the mechanical
properties of the bioplastics [37]. Nevertheless, this improvement reached a limit, show-
ing no increase in E’ values with 4.5 wt% nanoparticles. It can be kept in mind that a
higher content of nanoparticles also involves a reduction in the protein content available
that may impair the development of the protein network. Therefore, when the amount
of filler material increased, it worsened the crosslinking between the biopolymer chains,
thus limiting their mechanical properties. Similar behaviours have already been reported
in previous studies, where filler materials improved the mechanical properties up to a
certain concentration, reducing them at higher concentrations [39,40]. On the other hand,
the bioplastics with 0 wt% and 1.0 wt% nanoparticles presented a slight increase in E’
values when higher mould temperatures are used, which is the common behaviour in these
materials [41]. However, this increase is not observed at higher nanoparticle concentrations
(2.0 wt% and 4.5 wt% ZnO).

Regarding tan δ, all systems presented similar values, between 0.2 and 0.35. This
indicates that all bioplastics had a strong solid character that was enhanced either with
the incorporation of nanoparticles or with the increase of temperature. This behaviour
is characteristic in protein-based bioplastic, being found in other works. Thus, Yue et al.
(2012) also found this behaviour in cottonseed protein [42], and the pea protein-based
bioplastics processed by Perez et al. (2016) show this solid character [43]; Gómez-Heincke
et al. (2017) obtained similar results with rice, potato and wheat gluten proteins [44].

3.1.2. Tensile Properties

The tensile properties of bioplastics are shown in Figure 2. Firstly, the maximum
stress (Figure 2A) increased when higher temperatures were applied, being more notable
when the maximum stress started from lower values (0 wt% and 4.5 wt% nanoparticles).
Furthermore, 1.0 wt% and 2.0 wt% nanoparticles increased the maximum stress at the same
temperature, while 4.5 wt% nanoparticles decreased it. This behaviour is similar to those
obtained with flexural properties, although for this parameter it is only significant at the
lowest temperature. This evolution reaffirms the hypothesis of some detrimental effect on
the development of the protein network caused by an excess of nanoparticles. The strain at
break (Figure 2B) shows a similar behaviour as in maximum stress, although in this case,
the effect is significant for all temperatures, and 1.0 wt% nanoparticles had significantly
the highest values in this case.

On the other hand, Young’s modulus presented a different behaviour, which is oppo-
site for the lowest mould temperature. Thus, an increase of mould temperature or content
of nanoparticles caused a decrease in Young’s modulus, showing no significant differences
once the minimum value was reached. This suggests that there is a minimum value of
Young’s modulus that is not lost regardless of how the bioplastic is processed.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that all bioplastics show strong enough mechanical
properties for the suitable transport, storage and distribution of the product, not altering
its final functionality and facilitating its production. It is also interesting to point out that
these ZnO-containing bioplastics show better mechanical properties than those formulated
with zinc sulphate, which is an advantage in this sector [28].
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Figure 2. Tensile parameters of bioplastics with different ZnO nanoparticle concentrations (0 wt%,
1.0 wt%, 2.0 wt% and 4.5 wt%) processed at different mould temperatures (70 ◦C, 90 ◦C and 110 ◦C).
(A): maximum stress. (B): strain at break. (C). Young’s modulus. Different letters in the bars mean
that the values are significantly different (p < 0.05).

3.2. Morphological Properties

The morphological properties of the bioplastics with 1.0% ZnO nanoparticles are
shown in Figure 3 as the representative behaviour of all systems. Nevertheless, Figure S3
shows the morphology of the rest of the systems. Firstly, the macrographic images of the
systems (Figure 3A–C) show that all the bioplastics are homogeneous, presenting a colour
change with the increase of temperature. This colour change could be attributed to a higher
degree of crosslinking generated by Maillard reactions, which colours the systems towards
a tanner brown as the temperature increases. This change has already been observed in
previous works [45,46]. However, a temperature change not only changes the macrographic
appearance of the bioplastic, since differences in the microstructure are also noticed. In this
way, structural differences can be seen in micrographic images obtained using a secondary
electron detector (Figure 3A’–C’). The bioplastics processed at 70 ◦C were the only ones
that presented porosity in their macrostructure, with cracks appearing in those processed
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at 90 ◦C and, above all, at 110 ◦C. This closure of the microstructure caused by temperature
is due to the higher degree of crosslinking generated in these temperatures and has already
been reported in previous works [35,41].

Figure 3. Macrographs (A–C) and micrographs of bioplastics with different ZnO nanoparticle concentrations (0 wt%,
1.0 wt%, 2.0 wt% and 4.5 wt%) processed at different mould temperatures (70 ◦C, 90 ◦C and 110 ◦C), using a secondary
electron detector and a scattered electron detector before ((A’–C’) and (A”–C”), respectively) and after water uptake capacity
(WUpC) tests (A”’–C”’).

Furthermore, the distribution of ZnO nanoparticles in the bioplastics can be seen using
a scattered electron detector (Figure 3A”–C”). All the systems present a homogeneous
distribution of nanoparticles in the bioplastic, which appears as lighter areas within the dark
matrix that makes up the bioplastic. These areas with different tonality were corroborated
using EDXA as nanoparticles (white) and protein matrix (black) (Figure S4). As can be
observed, the increase of mould temperature generates an effect of nanoparticles sintering,
which join together, increasing their size [47], and even forming rings in the direction of
injection. This behaviour of the ZnO nanoparticles with temperature could explain the
structure observed by the secondary electron detector, since an increase in nanoparticle size
makes it difficult to join the biopolymeric chains, causing the observed cracks to appear.

3.3. Functional Properties
3.3.1. Water Uptake Capacity

Figure 4 shows the water uptake capacity (Figure 4A) and soluble matter loss (Figure 4B)
of the different bioplastics. As can be seen, the increase in both temperature and ZnO
nanoparticles percentage reduced the water uptake capacity of the bioplastic matrices,
causing them to lose their superabsorbent quality. This behaviour could be due to the
lower free volume and the greater crosslinking of the systems when mould temperature
or nanoparticle percentage is increased, reducing the bioplastics’ space to interact with
water, forming hydrogen bonds that retain it. This is corroborated using the SEM images
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after the water uptake capacity tests (Figure 3A”’–C”’), which show a decrease in pore
size and depth. In addition, other research works have already reported this isolated
behaviour when increasing the mould temperature [41] or the amount of additive incor-
porated [37,48] in similar bioplastics. Moreover, it is also worth mentioning that these
bioplastics improve the water uptake capacity generated by systems studied for the same
purpose, where microstructure salts were incorporated instead of nanoparticles, improving
their functionality [27,28].

Figure 4. Water uptake capacity (A) and soluble matter loss (B) of the bioplastics with different ZnO nanoparticle concentra-
tions (0 wt%, 1.0 wt%, 2.0 wt% and 4.5 wt%) processed at different mould temperatures (70 ◦C, 90 ◦C and 110 ◦C). Different
letters (a,b, . . . , g) in the bars mean that the values are significantly different (p < 0.05).

Regarding the soluble matter loss, there were no significant differences between the
systems. This indicates that, even if the structure changes, the bioplastics always maintain
their integrity by only releasing the incorporated plasticizer (glycerol) and part of the
soluble protein.

3.3.2. Nanoparticle Release

The profile of water release of nanoparticles is shown in Figure 5. However, only
bioplastics processed with a mould temperature of 90 ◦C were shown as representative.
As can be seen, all the systems present a quick release at short test times, probably due to
the greater difference in concentrations between the system and the medium. This release
stabilizes over time until reaching the maximum release time. Furthermore, all profiles
adapt to the Korsmeyer-Peppas model with an n between 0.1 and 0.3, which indicates that
several processes, such as diffusion, disintegration, etc., simultaneously occur during the
release, none of them being predominant [49].

Regarding the maximum release time (Table 1), the higher the concentration of
nanoparticles, the more prolonged the release over time. This indicates that all the in-
corporated nanoparticles are released in a controlled way. In addition, this maximum
release time is higher than that found when microstructured salts are used instead of
nanoparticles [27,50], which indicates that the release is better controlled on this occasion.
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Figure 5. Accumulation of conductivity in the water release tests of bioplastics with different ZnO
nanoparticle concentrations (1.0 wt%, 2.0 wt% and 4.5 wt%) processed at a mould temperature of
90 ◦C.

Table 1. Maximum release time of bioplastics with different ZnO nanoparticle concentrations (0 wt%,
1.0 wt%, 2.0 wt% and 4.5 wt%) processed at a mould temperature of 90 ◦C and degradation time of
bioplastics with different ZnO nanoparticle concentrations (0 wt%, 1.0 wt%, 2.0 wt% and 4.5 wt%)
processed at different mould temperatures (70 ◦C, 90 ◦C and 110 ◦C).

Maximum Release Time (min)
Degradation Time (Days)

70 ◦C 90 ◦C 110 ◦C

0 wt% - 40 60 70
1.0 wt% 240 40 60 70
2.0 wt% 270 20 40 50
4.5 wt% 390 10 20 30

3.3.3. Biodegradability

Finally, the degradation time of each bioplastic matrix is indicated in Table 1. As can
be seen, higher mould temperatures lead to more durable bioplastics, probably due to
the better mechanical properties observed with increasing temperature, as is reported in
previous works [51]. However, the incorporation of nanoparticles in the bioplastics caused
this degradation to be faster, except for the systems with 1.0 wt% nanoparticles. This
behaviour could be due to the fact that, when the nanoparticles are released, there are more
free holes where the bioplastic is more susceptible to degradation, thus accelerating this
process. This behaviour has already been reported by Abdullah et al. (2020) [52]. Figure
S5 shows the physical appearance of a bioplastic with 1.0 wt% nanoparticles processed at
110 ◦C. The appearance of bioplastics is similar in all cases, although the lightness of this
decomposition changes. It should be noted that, in all cases, the bioplastics decompose
into their primary elements (mainly nitrogen), serving as a supplementary fertilizer for
the crop and not requiring its removal after use. Furthermore, the degradation time of
bioplastics could be modified through the incorporation of nanoparticles and a change in
mould temperature, making them very versatile, thus they could be used in all types of
horticultural crops.

4. Conclusions

To sum up, soy protein-based bioplastics have shown their great capacity to hold ZnO
nanoparticles and release them in a controlled way. In this sense, two novel lines of great
interest in horticulture (bioplastics and nanobiofertilization) have been brought together,
generating interesting synergies between them, and improving the devices investigated so
far. Thus, a controlled release biodegradable device is achieved that presents functionality
both to release water and fertilizers, as well as to be used as a long-lasting pesticide, having
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an enhanced efficiency in plants. In addition, these bioplastics have great versatility to
change their characteristics by modifying their composition and processing parameters.
In this way, they can be used in different crops, not being necessary to remove them after
use. Nevertheless, this is only an initial study, requiring further research to evaluate the
functionality of these bioplastics in real and large-scale crops.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2073-436
0/13/4/486/s1, Figure S1: Yield (Ki, A) and crystal size (B) of nanoparticles processed at different
ZnCl2 concentrations (0.2, 0.5 and 1.0 M) and ZnCl2:NaOH ratios (0.5, 1.0 and 2.0); Figure S2:
Temperature increment (A) and torque variation (B) of raw materials mixed at different nanoparticle
concentrations (0, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.5 wt%); Figure S3: Macro and micrographs of bioplastics processed
with 2.0 and 4.5 wt% ZnO nanoparticles at different mould temperatures (70, 90 and 110 ◦C); Figure S4:
EDXA analyses of the different coloured zones in a bioplastic matrix with nanoparticles incorporated;
Figure S5: Biodegradability photographs of bioplastics with 1.0 wt% ZnO nanoparticles processed at
110 ◦C.
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Abstract: The replacement of common acrylic derivatives by biodegradable materials in the formu-
lation of superabsorbent materials would lessen the associated environmental impact. Moreover,
the use of by-products or biowastes from the food industry that are usually discarded would promote
a desired circular economy. The present study deals with the development of superabsorbent materi-
als based on a by-product from the meat industry, namely plasma protein, focusing on the effects of a
freeze-drying stage before blending with glycerol and eventual injection molding. More specifically,
this freeze-drying stage is carried out either directly on the protein flour or after its solubilization
in deionized water (10% w/w). Superabsorbent materials obtained after this solubilization-freeze-
drying process display higher Young’s modulus and tensile strength values, without affecting their
water uptake capacity. As greater water uptake is commonly related to poorer mechanical properties,
the proposed solubilization-freeze-drying process is a useful strategy for producing strengthened
hydrophilic materials.

Keywords: plasma protein; superabsorbent; protein-based material; freeze-drying; injection molding

1. Introduction

Superabsorbent materials are capable of absorbing and retaining water in quantities
higher than ten times their own dry weight [1,2]. Traditionally, superabsorbent materials
are based on acrylic derivatives [3,4], which are expensive, toxic, and highly pollutant due
to their fairly low biodegradability. These materials are extensively used in the personal
care industry, so their use time is relatively short as they are easily disposable, which
contributes to the environmental issues caused by poorly biodegradable synthetic plastics.
In contrast, some studies have pointed out the feasibility of obtaining superabsorbent
materials from natural sources such as porcine plasma protein [5–7], soy protein [8–11],
or gluten [12].

The meat industry produces a huge amount of blood, which is rich in proteins [13]
and should not be directly disposed of in landfills or effluents due to its high organic
charge, which can produce high pollution levels due to the high biochemical oxygen
demand (BOD) [14–16]. Therefore, extensive use and revalorization of this by-product
would be of great interest to increase the competitiveness and business growth of the meat
industry and to promote the integration of circular economy principles. Plasma is the
blood fraction that remains after the separation of the red cells and platelets [17] through
centrifugation, which can be dried to obtain a porcine plasma protein (PPP) powder. This
by-product is already used in the food industry either as an emulsifier, as a water-holding
agent [18] in frankfurters [19,20] and sausages [13], or as an alternative to certain other
protein ingredients, such as egg [21,22]. Furthermore, the excellent film-forming potential
displayed by porcine plasma protein has proven to be useful in the development of films
for food packaging, replacing synthetic plastics [23–25]. As mentioned earlier, some studies
have also pointed out the potential of PPP for superabsorbent applications, showing water
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uptake capacity values as high as 3600% [6], which can be attributed to its considerable
contents of polar amino acids, such as glutamic and aspartic acid [26].

The superabsorbent capacity of protein-based materials is strongly dependent on
the processing conditions, being reduced as temperature increases due to the promotion
of crosslinking [5,27]. Furthermore, longer residence times, either in the mold or during
storage at relatively high temperatures, lead to an increase in the physical crosslinking
within the structure, also hindering the swellability of the samples [5,10,28]. Likewise, the
variation of the pH in the raw protein material affect the amount of water that samples
can hold [6]. Temperature, time, and pH are crucial factors, as they promote changes in
the sample structure, and consequently in the existing interactions between the protein
chains [29]. As mechanical properties are mostly inversely related to water absorption,
superabsorbent materials commonly possess very poor mechanical properties, sometimes
even being solubilized to a certain extent when immersed [5,10]. In an attempt to overcome
this drawback, certain strategies have been pursued (e.g., crosslinking agents, acrylic co-
polymerization), although at the cost of their ecological character [4,30]. The solubilization
and freeze-drying of proteins might impact their conformational structure [31], as has
been highlighted before when this procedure was used to modify the pH of PPP [6]. The
alteration of the molecular structure through freeze-drying could eventually influence the
properties of the material that would be obtained from that protein source after thermal
processing (i.e., injection molding) [32–34], even though the economic and environmental
impacts should not be neglected if applied industrially.

The present manuscript aims to study the effects of freeze-drying on the properties
of porcine-plasma-based superabsorbent materials. For this purpose, the protein source
samples are either directly freeze-dried or first solubilized in water and subsequently
freeze-dried. To evaluate the differences, rheological measurements, mechanical and water
uptake tests, and scanning electron microscopy are carried out.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials and Sample Preparation

In the present study, porcine plasma protein (PPP) was used as the raw material. The
protein flour was kindly supplied by Proanda S.A (AproPork, Essentia Protein, Ankeny, IA,
USA), asp: 6.97 g/100 g of protein; Glu: 10.04 g/100 g of protein. The PPP protein content
(74% w/w) was determined by multiplying the percentage of nitrogen by 6.25 (the Kejdhal
factor for this kind of material). The nitrogen content was estimated using a LECO CHNS-
932 nitrogen analyzer (Leco Corporation, St. Joseph, MO, USA). The moisture content was
estimated to be around 6% and the ash content was around 17%. Pharma-grade glycerol
(Gly), delivered by Panreac Química S.A (Barcelona, Spain), was employed as a plasticizer
for all systems.

Untreated PPP flour (UF) in as-received condition (6% humidity) was employed as the
reference. Then, the effects of freeze-drying were studied through two different procedures:
an initial procedure where the flour was conveniently frozen at −40 ◦C, then freeze-dried at
−80 ◦C (FD) in a LyoQest freeze-dryer (Telstar Technologies, Barcelona, Spain); and a second
procedure where 10 g of PPP was solubilized in 100 mL of deionized water, after which the
PPP solution was frozen at −40 ◦C and subsequently freeze-dried at −80 ◦C (SFD).

Superabsorbent materials based on PPP have previously been obtained by performing
a mild injection molding procedure [5–7], which was also followed in the present study.
This procedure started with a blending stage in a Haake Polylab QC two-blade counter-
rotating mixer (ThermoHaake, Karlsruhe, Germany), whereby 65 g of PPP and glycerol
were intimately mixed at a 50:50 ratio. This stage took place at room temperature for
5 min and at 50 rpm, while the mixing rheometer recorded the torque and temperature in
the mixing cavity. Subsequently, 1.5 g of the obtained homogeneous blend was injection
molded into a rectangular mold (1 × 10 × 60 mm3) using a Minijet Piston Injection Molding
System (ThermoHaake, Karlsruhe, Germany). The temperature of the feed cylinder was
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always 40 ◦C, while the mold temperature was 60 ◦C and the pressure employed during
the injection and holding stages, which lasted 150 s, was 500 bar.

2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Linear Viscoelastic Properties

Viscoelastic properties were estimated using dynamic mechanical temperature analy-
sis (DMTA) within the linear viscoelastic range (LVR) by carrying out compressional and
torsional measurements for the blends and protein-based materials, respectively. A RSA3
rheometer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA) was used to perform the compression
mode tests on blends using a cylindrical geometry measuring 8 mm in. diameter. On the
other hand, protein-based materials were tested in a DHR-3 rheometer (TA Instruments,
New Castle, DE, USA) in torsion mode. In every case, strain sweep tests (0.001–10%) were
initially carried out at 1 Hz to identify the strain amplitudes that defined the LVR. After-
wards, temperature ramp tests were performed by employing a heating rate of 5 ◦C/min
from 25 ◦C to 140 ◦C for blends or from −30 ◦C to 140 ◦C for the protein-based materials,
at a constant frequency (1 Hz) and strain (within the LVR).

2.2.2. Tensile Properties

In order to estimate the mechanical properties of the plastic samples, uniaxial tensile
tests were performed until breaking point using a Dynamic Mechanical Analyser RSA3 (TA
Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA), with a rectangular tensile geometry (tension mode) at
a constant strain rate of 1 mm·min−1 at room temperature (�25 ◦C). Typical mechanical
stress-strain curves were obtained, from which mechanical properties were determined, such
as the Young’s modulus (E), maximum or ultimate stress (σmax), and strain at break (εmax).

2.2.3. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

DSC tests were performed in an 822 calorimeter (Mettler Toledo, Worthington, OH,
USA) using Mettler Toledo Star System software. For this purpose, 12–14 mg of biomass
were located in hermetically sealed aluminum pans and tests were run at a rate of
10 ◦C/min from −25 to 300 ◦C using an empty pan as a reference.

2.2.4. Water Uptake

Water uptake capacity (WUC) values for the obtained samples were determined using
a protocol described in previous studies [1,5]. First, the protein-based materials were placed
in an oven at 50 ◦C until constant weight (w1). Then, they were immersed in deionized
water for 24 h and then weighed (w2). Finally, samples that had been dried for 24 h were
weighed again (w3). The WUC and soluble matter loss (SML) can be calculated using the
following equations [5]:

WUC (%) = 100· (w2 − w3)

w3
(1)

SML (%) = 100· (w1 − w3)

w1
(2)

2.2.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy

Following immersion, swollen PPP-based samples were then freeze-dried (−80 ◦C,
0.01 mbar) and cut into small pieces (2–3 mm). Afterwards, they were gold-coated and
observed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). A ZEISS EVO (Carl Zeiss Microscopy,
White Plains, NY, USA) microscope was used to evaluate the microstructure of the se-
lected swollen PPP-based materials. Micrographs were acquired using a beam current of
11–12 pA at a working distance of 6 mm and with an acceleration voltage of 10 kV. Analyses
were carried at 60x magnification. In addition, the pore size was studied using a digital
processing software (ImageJ, Bethesda, MD, USA). The mean diameter was obtained by
measuring several pores in the images obtained for each system.
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2.3. Statistical Analysis

In the current study, all measurements were performed in triplicate. Statistical studies
were performed using ANOVA comparisons in the Statgraphics software (The Plains, VA,
USA). Uncertainty was expressed as mean values ± standard deviations, which were
plotted for all calculated parameters.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Mixing Stage

In this section, the torque and temperature evolution inside the mixer as the PPP
and glycerol were blended are presented in Figure 1. The evolution of both parameters
was similar to that observed in previous studies for analogous systems [5,7]. The torque
profile initially displayed a sudden increase due to the instantaneous compaction of the
raw materials when pressed down by the plunger. The torque value dropped down to
2 N·m immediately after, remaining steady at this value during the whole mixing stage.
Regarding the temperature profile (ΔTemperature), explained as the difference between
the instantaneous temperature inside the mixer and the initial temperature of the blend, no
noticeable changes were observed, as the largest increase of temperature recorded within
the cavity of the mixer was about 2.5 ◦C for the SFD sample, remaining at 1.2 ± 0.3 ◦C at the
end of the mixing stage in all cases. All samples showed the same tendency, which led to
the conclusion that no significant mechanical energy dissipation took place inside the mixer
during the mixing stage. This means that no important protein reticulation or crosslinking
may be expected, as these interactions, which commonly occur when the processing
conditions are extreme, typically involve an apparent increase in temperature [35].

Figure 1. Torque and temperature profile developed within the mixer cavity during the mixing stage
for porcine plasma protein-glycerol blends using UF, FD, and SFD protein systems.

3.2. Thermal Characterization of the Systems
3.2.1. Evolution of the Rheological Properties of the Blends with Temperature

The homogeneous blends obtained just after the mixing stage were rheologically
characterized (Figure 2) in order to observe the thermal transitions of the PPP systems,
which provided valuable information for the subsequent injection procedure [7]. All
studied samples showed similar behavior, presenting the same qualitative events: (I) at
relatively low temperatures, steady storage moduli (E′) values were observed until a certain
temperature (between 45 and 60 ◦C) was reached; then (II), a temperature-induced drop
took place until a minimum was achieved, reaching a decrease of two orders of magnitude
in the E′ values; from the temperature where the minimum was located, (III) an increase in
E′ took place due to protein aggregation and gelation processes.
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Figure 2. Evolution of the compressional storage modulus (E′) and loss tangent (tan δ) of blends
from porcine plasma protein (PPP) and glycerol materials using UF, FD, and SFD protein systems,
obtained through temperature sweep tests ranging from 30 to 140 ◦C at 1 Hz within the lineal
viscoelastic range.

The glassy plateau observed in the first stage (I) was kept until a certain temperature,
which seemed to be displaced onto higher temperatures when PPP samples were submitted
to a freeze-drying step. Thus, the storage moduli of the reference sample (no freeze-
drying) started to decrease around 45 ◦C, while both freeze-dried samples started to
decrease at approximately 57 ◦C, independently of the procedure followed. Likewise, the
freeze-drying of the protein flour also seems to quantitatively influence the viscoelastic
moduli, showing lower values in the reference (UF) sample than for samples that were
freeze-dried, regardless of having been previously solubilized in deionized water (SFD)
or not (FD). The observed differences may be associated with the fact that the freeze-
dried samples did not contain any moisture, unlike the reference, which contained 6%
water, which could play a plasticizer role. Therefore, in spite of all samples possessing
the same glycerol content, FD and SFD samples contained lower overall quantities of
plasticizer, resulting in reduced mobility between chains, and eventually promoting greater
viscoelastic moduli [36]. Moreover, the SFD PPP system could also have been affected
by the difference in the ice nucleation history, which may have promoted a difference in
the stresses exerted on the protein as the water removal gradually increased the protein
concentration in the aqueous solution. As it was freeze-dried, a solution with increasing
viscosity was formed, which could increase intermolecular reaction rates, resulting in an
alteration in the protein conformation [37].

The decrease observed in the second stage (II) of the thermal treatment of the blends
was reported to be associated with the promotion of the mobility of polymeric chains at
higher temperatures [6]. At the end of this event, an apparent minimum was observed at
a temperature that depended on the procedure followed, as previously observed for the
glassy plateau. The reference sample displayed lower viscoelastic moduli values at the
minimum point than the freeze-dried samples, which may be connected with the higher
amount of plasticizer, as previously mentioned. These minimum values were located at
62.5 ◦C for the UF and SFD samples and at approximately 73 ◦C for the FD sample.

The increase in the storage modulus after the minimum (III) occurred as proteins such
as albumin [38,39] aggregated. The two different slopes shown during the strengthening
may correspond to the different protein fractions present in the PPP [5]. Additionally,
similar behavior was presented in previous studies for PPP-Gly blends [5,6]. However, the
effects of freeze-drying observed on the rheological properties of the protein source were
quite apparent and innovative.

Additionally, as observed in Figure 2, the loss tangent (tan δ = E”/E′) generally showed
values below the unity level across the whole temperature range studied, indicating a solid-
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like behavior for all samples, as the storage moduli (E′) were always higher than the viscous
moduli (E”) [7,40]. A remarkable peak in tan δ could always be distinguished, which is
typically referred to as the glass transition of the system [41]. Thus, the temperatures at
which this peak occurred for the studied samples were between 60 and 65 ◦C, matching
values previously reported for similar samples [6].

3.2.2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

It should be highlighted that the thermal transitions detected in the SFD sample
happened at higher temperatures but within a smaller temperature range than the rest. To
confirm this, DSC was performed on both the UF reference and the SFD sample (Figure 3).
DSC tests confirmed this, which could be explained by certain molecular rearrangements
that might have taken place when dispersing the sample in deionized water.

Figure 3. DSC thermograms for the UF and SFD porcine plasma protein systems run at a heating
rate of 10 ◦C/min.

Calorimetric techniques are widely used to identify the thermal transitions in proteins
and other biomacromolecules [42,43]. Regarding these results, only two well-differentiated
peaks could be distinguished in the thermograms—the first at around 162 and 167 ◦C and
the second located at 177 and 187 ◦C for the UF and the SFD samples, respectively. The
thermal energy values related to the first peak were around 2.4 (W/g)·◦C and were quite
similar for both samples. On the other hand, in the case of the second endothermal peak, it
was slightly higher in the case of the solubilized and freeze-dried sample (27.5 (W/g)·◦C)
when compared to the reference (23.7 (W/g)·◦C). These peaks might correspond to a
denaturation point that would favor a greater flowability [44] that would take place in a
broader temperature range for the reference (20 ◦C) than for the SFD sample (10 ◦C), with
a thinner peak. Therefore, these results would confirm the fact that the SFD-containing
blend showed thermal transitions across a smaller temperature range, just as observed
in the DMTA tests (Figure 2). The differences among samples may be caused by the
conformational changes suffered by the proteins after being solubilized in water, which
could eventually produce alterations in the protein functionality and stability [45,46].

3.2.3. Evolution of the Rheological Properties of the PPP-Based Materials with Temperature

Injection-molded plastic materials obtained from UF, FD, or SFD systems were sub-
mitted to temperature sweep tests in order to identify the influence of temperature on their
viscoelastic properties (Figure 4).

As expected, in all cases, the samples showed G′ values higher than those for G”,
which resulted in tan δ values below the unity level across the whole temperature range.
At lower temperatures, the sample subjected to the SFD process showed higher values for
G′ than the rest of the samples, implying the formation of a more strengthened structure,
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which could be associated with the rearrangements that might have occurred during the
solubilization process. As the temperature increased, softening was detected for all samples
through a decrease in G′ until a minimum was found, from which G′ significantly increased.
This increase in the viscoelastic properties took place at temperatures higher than 60 ◦C
(the molding temperature), as previously reported for similar materials based on PPP and
glycerol [5–7,47]. The increase in the viscoelastic properties as the temperature gets higher
is typical of the thermosetting potential shown by plastic materials molded in relatively
mild conditions, under which plasticized polymers still display thermoplastic behavior.
A previous study highlighted the importance of mild processing conditions in producing
superabsorbent materials from PPP, as thermal crosslinking hinders water uptake [5].
However, the promotion of the hydrophilic character of the materials is achieved at the
expense of a poor strengthening of the structure, which sometimes leads to undesired
disintegration of the superabsorbent material when immersed. Moreover, the UF sample
displayed the lowest G′ values at the minimum point, which may be explained by the
greatest plasticization degree being achieved due to the higher moisture content of the flour.
However, samples obtained from freeze-dried flours displayed similar values for G′ at the
minimum point, as water was removed from both of them. As the temperature further
increased, a tendency toward plateau values was observed for all samples. Nevertheless,
the FD sample finally displayed higher values of G′ than the SFD sample, indicating a
greater thermosetting potential for this sample.

Figure 4. Evolution of the storage (G′) and viscous (G”) moduli in torsion mode for porcine plasma
protein-glycerol materials using UF, FD, and SFD protein systems, obtained through temperature
sweep tests from 30 to 140 ◦C at 1 Hz within the lineal viscoelastic range.

3.3. Mechanical Characterization of the PPP-Based Materials

The evolution of the main mechanical properties (E, σmax, εmax) of the protein-based
materials obtained from PPP submitted to different procedures is shown in Figure 5. Typical
stress-strain curves of uniaxial stress until breaking point were obtained for all samples. At
the beginning of the curves, a linear slope characteristic of an initial Hookenian behavior
could be distinguished, from which Young’s modulus (E) values could be determined.
After the yield stress was surpassed, plastic deformation was observed, whereby small
stresses resulted in important deformations. The tests ended when materials reached the
ultimate stress point (σmax) and underwent rupture at the maximum strain point (εmax).

When the mechanical parameters of the materials obtained from the UF sample were
compared to those of the materials from the FD source, no differences were perceived
in terms of Young’s modulus values. However, a significant although slight decrease
could be perceived in σmax values, being more noticeable than εmax values. The lower
deformability shown by the FD sample might be related to the reduction in the amount
of plasticizer (glycerol + moisture) [48]. On the other hand, more remarkable differences
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were determined for materials processed from the SFD flour. The SFD stage led to a greater
strengthening of the injection-molded sample, as E increased from 0.1 × 105 to 7.8 × 105 Pa.
This strengthening was also denoted by a remarkable increase in the tensile strength, as
σmax increased from 0.5 × 106 to 1.8 × 106 Pa. As the lower plasticizer content did not
have a strong influence on E or σmax, the solubilization in deionized water should be the
main reason for this reinforcement. Moreover, εmax dropped from around 135% to 13%
when PPP was solubilized, as the reinforcement made the samples more fragile. Some
authors have reported that ice formation during freezing may promote protein denaturation
through ice-protein interactions, altering the conformational structure of the protein [49].
Zhan et al. showed that unfolding takes place in proteins when they are freeze-dried,
which may produce higher amount of reactive sites, promoting the bonding between
chains (hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonding) (Figure 6) [50]. The results
obtained with SFD samples seem to support this hypothesis, whereby a greater exposition
of reactive groups along the polymeric chain to ice may lead to a greater reinforcement
during the material processing.

Figure 5. Mechanical parameters of porcine plasma protein-glycerol materials using UF, FD, and
SFD protein systems, obtained through uniaxial tensile tests at a deformation rate of 1 mm/s.
Average values marked with different lower-case or upper-case Greek letters are statistically different
(p < 0.05).

Figure 6. Proposed scheme for the main interactions promoted when protein unfolding takes place.
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3.4. Water Uptake Capacity of PPP-Based Materials

The water uptake capacity (WUC) values obtained for the different samples can be
observed in Figure 7. Regarding the WUC values of the different samples obtained from
different procedures (UF, FD, SFD), it is remarkable that all of them can be considered
superabsorbent materials, as their WUC values surpassed the lowest threshold required
(1000%) [2]. Superabsorbent materials were previously obtained from porcine plasma
protein, as reported in some studies [5–7]. Furthermore, although the SFD sample displayed
a higher WUC value than FD or UF samples, no significant differences were found. Thus,
the reinforcement in the material achieved by the aqueous solubilization of PPP, as shown
by the remarkable increases in the mechanical properties of the samples, did not seem to
have any negative consequence in terms of the water absorption capacity.

Figure 7. Water uptake capacities of porcine plasma protein-glycerol materials using UF, FD, or SFD
protein systems, obtained through deionized water immersion over 24 h. The dashed line indicates
the superabsorbent threshold. Average values marked with different lower-case Greek letters are
statistically different (p < 0.05).

Otherwise, the SFD treatment of the PPP prior to its blending and subsequent injection
molding seemed to have a great impact on the soluble matter loss.

3.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Figure 8 shows the micrographs obtained through SEM of the swollen and freeze-
dried matrices of the reference sample (Figure 8A) and the samples submitted to the FD
(Figure 8B) and SFD procedures (Figure 8C). The porous structure observed for all samples
was caused by the inclusion of water into the polymeric structure during the immersion
stage, as glycerol was lost into the immersion media during the 24 h immersion process.
This entrapped water was later removed in the freeze-drying stage that took place after
swelling, leading to the formation of pores throughout the structure. As can be seen, the
UF sample had much larger pores (182 ± 53 μm) than the SFD sample (74 ± 15 μm), which
displayed a larger number of smaller pores, while the FD sample contained intermedi-
ate pores (110 ± 30 μm). Thus, smaller pore sizes may be the result of the mentioned
reinforcement in the structure, as shown by the increases in E and σmax values [7,10] in
Figure 5. As mentioned before, a conformational change should take place solubilized
and freeze-dried proteins [31], which would influence the protein-protein interactions [42],
and consequently the overall structure of the materials. In previous studies, reductions
in pore size were achieved through an increase of the mold temperature or through an
excessively long molding stage, causing thermal crosslinking, and consequently lower
WUC values [5,10]. In the present manuscript, the obvious reduction the pore size was
caused by the initial treatment of the raw material, which did not hinder the WUC but did
improve the mechanical properties of the final material.
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Figure 8. SEM micrographs of matrices obtained after swelling and freeze-drying of injection-molded reference (A), FD (B),
and SFD (C) porcine plasma protein samples.

4. Conclusions

The solubilization and freeze-drying processes used in the development of green
superabsorbent materials based on porcine plasma protein and glycerol seems to exert a
significant influence on the final physicochemical properties.

When the protein source was only freeze-dried prior to blending with the plasticizer,
slight changes in the rheological and mechanical properties could be detected, being mainly
attributed to its lower plasticizer content due to moisture removal. Otherwise, the addition
of a solubilization stage of the porcine plasma protein prior to freeze-drying resulted in
greater differences. In this case, samples showed greater viscoelastic moduli across the
whole temperature range, either for blends or PPP-based materials. Furthermore, the
Young’s modulus and maximum stress values of the solubilized-freeze-dried samples
were greater, being around 7.5 and 3.5 times higher, respectively. On the other hand,
the maximum strain values reduced more than 10-fold when compared to the rest of the
samples, making them considerably more fragile. The observed change in the mechanical
properties could be supported by the noteworthy decrease in the pore size of the solubilized-
freeze-dried samples.

One of the most remarkable facts of the present study is that neither of the two
treatments carried out (FD or SFD) led to any significant modification of the water uptake
capacity of the UF-containing matrix, with samples surpassing in every case the lowest
threshold required to be consider as superabsorbent materials. Thus, improvements in
the mechanical properties of superabsorbent materials developed from porcine plasma
protein and glycerol could be achieved without needing to use a stronger thermal treatment,
submitting the protein source only to freeze-drying (especially if a previous solubilization
stage had been previously conducted) before mixing and injection.
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Abstract: Magnetorheological elastomers (MRE) are increasing in popularity in many applications
because of their ability to change stiffness by applying a magnetic field. Instead of liquid-based
1 K and 2 K silicone, thermoplastic elastomers (TPE), based on styrene-butadiene-styrene block
copolymers, have been investigated as matrix material. Three different carbonyl iron particles
(CIPs) with different surface treatments were used as magneto active filler material. For the sample
fabrication, the thermoplastic pressing method was used, and the MR effect under static and dynamic
load was investigated. We show that for filler contents above 40 vol.-%, the linear relationship
between powder content and the magnetorheological effect is no longer valid. We showed how the
SiO2 and phosphate coating of the CIPs affects the saturation magnetization and the shear modulus
of MRE composites. A combined silica phosphate coating resulted in a higher shear modulus, and
therefore, the MR effect decreased, while coating with SiO2 only improved the MR effect. The
highest performance was achieved at low deformations; a static MR effect of 73% and a dynamic
MR effect of 126% were recorded. It was also shown that a lower melting viscosity of the TPE
matrix helps to increase the static MR effect of anisotropic MREs, while low shear modulus is crucial
for achieving high dynamic MR. The knowledge from TPE-based magnetic composites will open
up new opportunities for processing such as injection molding, extrusion, and fused deposition
modeling (FDM).

Keywords: magnetorheological elastomer; thermoplastic elastomer; magnetorheological effect; static
and dynamic mechanical analysis

1. Introduction

Magnetorheological elastomers (MRE) are viscoelastic smart composites that show
variable stiffness upon application of an external magnetic field. These compounds find
applications in dampers for vibration absorption [1,2], in robotics, electronics [3,4], and
force/acceleration sensors [5–7]. Depending on how magnetoactive particles are dis-
tributed in the matrix, two types of MRE are distinguished in literature: (1) isotropic MREs
have homogeneously distributed particles within the matrix. (2) For anisotropic MREs,
a magnetic field is applied while the matrix is still liquid; this causes an alignment of
magnetoactive particles along the magnetic field. This alignment of the magnetoactive
particles often referred to as pre-structuring, which results in a higher magnetorheological
effect (MR effect).

Typically, elastomers such as silicon rubber [8] or natural rubber [9,10] are used as
matrix material because of their low stiffness and hardness. To a lesser extent, thermoplastic
elastomers (TPE) such as polyurethane and styrene block copolymers were investigated [11,12].
Soft magnetic carbonyl iron particles (CIP) are most often used because of the low remanent
and high saturation magnetization, as well as the high permeability [13]. Burgaz et al. [14]
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addressed the importance of carbonyl coating by comparing bare iron particles (BIP) to
CIP and reported higher agglomeration, lower matrix-filler affinity, and increased Payne
effect for the former.

The particle size and shape of the ferromagnetic particles affect the MR behavior [15].
The smaller the particle, the greater the surface area, therefore lowering the amount of free
polymer, which will result in lower flexibility, expressed in high initial shear moduli, thus
lowering the MR effect. The larger the used magnetic particles; however, the greater the
interparticle distance that results in a reduced dipole interaction between particles, which
finally results in a lower MR effect. The oxygen released from the CIP surface into the TPE
can result in a decrease in elastic properties [10]. Therefore, researchers have started to coat
the carbonyl iron particles with an oxide layer.

To increase the affinity between matrix and embedded particles, several surface
modifications of CIP have been reported [12,16,17]. The potential benefits of a modified
CIP surface are the reduced agglomeration and higher matrix-filler affinity. The smaller
interfacial thickness between matrix and filler increases flexibility while simultaneously
lowering the initial shear modulus affecting the MR effect. However, P. Małecki et al. [17]
reported a lower MR effect in SiO2-coated CIP particles that were uniformly distributed in
a styrene-ethylene-butadiene-styrene (SEBS) matrix.

In practice, magnetorheological dampers have to carry a certain weight, which will
result in a certain static pre-strain of the MR elastomer. Therefore, in this study, we
investigate the effect of static and dynamic strain on the magnetorheological effect of
anisotropic MREs based on SEBS TPE and CIP particles. Two thermoplastic elastomers with
different shore hardness and carbonyl iron particles with and without surface treatment
were used to investigate the MR effect under static strain conditions as well as the dynamic
behavior. To avoid heating the samples during the characterization, a dynamic analyzer
equipped with permanent magnets was used. Additionally, the magnetization behavior of
MR soft composites with various filler content, up to 60 vol.-%, was investigated using a
vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM).

2. Materials and Methods

Two SEBS-based materials (KRAIBURG TPE GmbH & Co. KG, Waldkraiburg, Ger-
many) with different shore hardness were used in this study. The relevant properties are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. TPE matrix materials.

TF1 STL TF1 STT

Density (g/cm3) 0.87 0.89
Hardness (Shore A) 7 15

The SEBS is a thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) that contains thermoplastic and elas-
tomeric properties at the same time. TPEs can be divided into six subgroups (ISO 18064),
and one of them is styrenic block copolymers, so-called TPS, to which SEBS (styrene-
ethylene-butylene-styrene co-block polymer) belongs. SEBS is a styrenic triblock copolymer
and consists of soft elastomers and hard thermoplastic blocks. The SEBS of Kraiburg is a
composite based on SEBS, PP (polypropylene), fillers, and stabilizers.

Three commercial carbonyl iron particles (BASF, Ludwigshafen, Germany) were used
as the soft magnetic fillers for the TPE-based MR elastomers (Table 2). (1) The HS type is a
CIP without surface treatment and the mean particle size (d50) of 1.9μm; (2) the CC type,
includes a SiO2 coating on the particles (d50 of 4.7μm); and (3) the EW-I type, where the
carbonyl iron particles are coated with a SiO2 and phosphate-layer (d50 of 3.4 μm).
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Table 2. CIP materials with and without surface treatment.

Material Property HS CC EW-I

Density (g/cm3) 7.73 7.89 7.58
d50 (μm) 1.9 4.7 3.4

Surface treatment No SiO2 SiO2 + phosphate

The magnetorheological thermoplastic elastomers were mixed in a torque rheometer
(Rheomix 600, Thermofisher, Karlsruhe, Germany). For high shear mixing, the TPE material
was heated to 170 ◦C, and the CIP filler was slowly added. Finally, the feedstocks were
compounded for 30 min at 30 RPM. The naming convention for the samples consisted of the
last three letters of the polymer grade (either STT or STL), followed by the volume percent
of the filler and the type of used CIP (either CC, HS, or EW-I). Therefore, a sample made
with the TF1 STL copolymer, loaded with 50 vol.-% of HS CIP, will be named STL50HS.
After mixing, the density of the feedstock was analyzed by He-pycnometer (AccuPyc 1340,
Micrometrics, Norcross, GA, USA).

Cylindrical samples with a thickness of 5 mm were warm-pressed above the melting
temperature of the used TPE materials at 220 ◦C. A 5 kN load was applied for 8 min using
a cylindrical die with a diameter of 20 mm. To introduce anisotropic orientation of the CIP
particles, warm-pressed samples were placed in a magnetic field of 0.8 T generated by two
permanent magnets (Q-51-51-25-N, Webcraft GmbH, Uster, Switzerland) before cooling
from 220 ◦C to room temperature actively under flowing water. Figure 1 shows the sample
processing schematically.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1. (a) Warm-pressing of the MRE samples, (b) pre-structuring the MRE sample under magnetic field H, and (c) CPI
alignment in the TPE-based MR elastomer.

The magnetic properties of the MRE with various filler content and different surface
treatments were measured using a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) from Quantum
Design, USA. A 10−2 g sample was used for the VSM measurements. A magnetic field
from 0 T to 2.2 T at ~0.1 T/min was applied. Then the magnetic field was ramped down to
−2.2 T at the same rate and finally back up to 2.2 T.

An R 2000 rheometer (TA Instruments, New Castle, UK) was used to measure the
complex viscosity above the melting temperature (160 ◦C) with a constant oscillating
frequency of 10 Hz and 1% strain amplitude. MR elastomers with a 2 mm thickness were
fixed between two parallel plates of 25 mm in diameter. For comparison, the complex
viscosity at 170 ◦C will be reported in the result part for the two different SEBS elastomers
filled with 30 vol.-% of carbonyl iron particles, grade HS.

For static and dynamic testing, MRE samples were assembled into a double shear
testing structure made of V155 grade steel for the dynamic testing. To achieve good
adhesion, the surface of the V155 grade steel was sanded before applying an adhesive paste
(Araldite 2011 two-component epoxy).
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An Eplexor 500 machine (NETZSCH-Gerätebau GmbH, Selb, Germany) was used for
the DMA testing in shear mode. The prepared sample was fixed in the DMA as shown in
Figure 2a,b, respectively.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Sample preparation in the dynamic mechanical analyzer. (b) A sketch of the sample with applied magnets at
the edges of the sample.

To induce a magnetic field, disc-shaped permanent magnets with a diameter of 20 mm
and thickness of 2 mm (N45, Webcraft GmbH, Uster, Switzerland) were fixed at the faces of
the assembled double shear structure. Pairs of 0, 2, 4, and 6 magnets in total were used
to induce a magnetic field inside the magnetorheological elastomer composite samples.
The intensity and homogeneity of the induced magnetic fields were calculated using finite
element analysis (FEMM). In Figure 3, the calculation for one pair of magnets and the
results for a higher number of paired permanent magnets is shown. The magnetic field
strength calculated for 2 and 3 pairs of magnets is shown in Appendix A.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Calculated magnetic field intensity using 1 pair of permanent magnets and (b) the variability of the field across
the MRE.

As already mentioned, in this study, we investigated the static and dynamic magne-
torheological behavior of the SEBS-based composites. The composites were cycled with a
constant strain amplitude of 1% at different pre-strained levels (referred to as static tests in
this report). Additionally, so-called dynamic tests were performed without any pre-strain
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conditions. Both tests were made with a constant frequency of 10 Hz. The MRE was
calculated using:

MRe f f ect =
Gs − G0

G0
x 100% (1)

where G0 represents the initial shear modulus and Gs the shear modulus upon application
of an external magnetic field.

Static strains were set at 0.00%, 0.20%, 0.67%, 1.09%, 1.50%, 1.93%, 2.35%, and 2.75%,
whereas the dynamic strains were set at 0.04%, 0.25%, 0.45%, 0.65%, and 0.85%. The test
conditions for both static and dynamic experiments are shown in Figure 4.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. (a) Static and (b) dynamic tests procedure to investigate the MR effect of SEBS-based composites.

3. Results

3.1. Effect of CIP Concentration

To investigate the influence of CIP concentration on the MRE STL-based composites,
we investigated volume fractions between 10 and 60% of HS. For the static tests, a strain
amplitude of 1% and a pre-strain of 1.58% were selected. For the dynamic measurements, a
strain amplitude of 0.66% was chosen. All tests were performed with an applied magnetic
field of 0.54 T and a constant frequency of 10 Hz. The results of the static and dynamic tests
are illustrated in Figure 5. For the static and dynamic measurements, a linear relationship
between the MR effect and the CIP content was observed below 50 vol.-%.

As is illustrated in Figure 5, above 50 vol.-%, the magnetorheological effect decreases
significantly. This behavior can be explained by the critical particle volume concentration
(CPVC), above which linearity approximation, as described by Jolly et al. [18] and Gin-
der [19], is no longer valid. The point at which there is not enough matrix present to fill all
the space between the particles is known as the CPVC. To verify the CPVC point, density
measurements can be used (Figure 6). Based on the mixing rule, the theoretical calculated
density of a composite linearly increases when filler content increases. At the point where
the theoretical and measured density shows a discrepancy, the CPVC point can be defined
because air voids in the composite will lower the measured density significantly.

Density measurements of samples with a concentration above 50 vol.-% confirmed
this prediction. The theoretical density of the composite with 60 vol.-% CPI was higher
than the actual, measured values. Based on the discrepancy, it can be assumed that for
60 vol.-% CIP, air voids between the CIP particles are present (Figure 6). This behavior
is in good agreement with the theory of critical particle volume concentration (CPVC).
Filling a polymeric material above the CPVC results in a porous structure which causes a
significant change in composite properties. Static and dynamic MR effects show similar
results [20,21]. In Figure 6, it can be seen that the torque for the 60 vol.-% CIP is almost
three times higher in comparison to 50 vol.-%. This implies that the processing behavior
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(e.g., viscosity) will significantly increase, and significantly higher machine power during
thermoplastic shaping is required.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. The influence of the CIP content on the MR effect (a) for the static test, a strain amplitude of 1% and pre-strain
of 1.53% was used; (b) for the dynamic test, a strain amplitude of 0.66% was investigated. STL matrix with different
concentrations of HS-type CIP; a constant frequency of 10 Hz and field strength of 0.54 T was selected for all tests.

Figure 6. The torque at the end of the mixing process and density of the SEBS-based composite in
relation to the volume concentration of CIP. The red line shows the calculated density based on the
mixing rule. The blue line presents the measured density, and the stars are torque measured in Nm.

3.2. Flow Behavior at Meting Temperature of TPE Composites

The equation of motion of spherical CIP in a liquid is inversely proportional to the
viscosity of the liquid [22]. For comparison reasons, complex viscosity on two different
SEBS composites with 30 vol.-% CIP was investigated with a constant oscillating frequency
of 10 Hz and 1% strain amplitude. Table 3 shows the complex viscosity values above the
melting point of 160 ◦C.

Table 3. A comparison of the complex viscosity and torque at the end of the mixing process for two
different SEBS composites with 30 vol.-% CIP.

Complex Viscosity at 170 ◦C (Pas) Torque at the End of Mixing 170◦ (Nm)

STT30HS 184 0.1 ± 0.1
STL30HS 30,000 1.6 ± 0.2
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The MRE based on STT has a significantly lower complex viscosity in comparison to
the one based on STL. The torque after the mixing for both matrix materials confirmed
these results. Therefore, it can be expected that the orientation of the carbonyl iron particles
in a magnetic field will be less restrained.

3.3. Magnetization Saturation of the CIPs

High saturation magnetization is a crucial factor in maximizing the MR effect, as
discussed by Jolly et al. [18]. In Figure 7a, the saturation magnetization in relation to filler
content is shown. The results for STL type SEBS composites with three different types of
CIP filler (30 vol.-% filler content) are shown in Figure 7b.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. The magnetization loop for (a) STL type styrene-ethylene-butadiene-styrene thermoplastic elastomers with HS
filler content between 10 and 60 vol.-%, (b) 30 vol.-% filler content of three different CIP grades in STL type styrene-ethylene-
butadiene-styrene thermoplastic elastomers.

The saturation magnetization for the composites with different filler content is shown
in Figure 8. It can be observed that by extrapolation of the composite values, 2 T of pure
carbonyl iron can be achieved. This value is very close to the theoretical value of iron
(2.2 T).

Figure 8. The saturation magnetization in relation to the CIP content and extrapolation of the results
to 100% carbonyl iron.

In Figure 7b, a saturation magnetization of 0.58 T, 0.65 T, and 0.62 T for STL30HS,
STL30CC, and STL30EW-I were observed, respectively. Therefore, the highest saturation
magnetization was obtained for the composites based on the carbonyl iron particles with a
SiO2 coating. This is the CC grade type of CIP used in this study.
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3.4. Effect of the Matrix Material

To evaluate the influence of the Shore hardness of styrene-ethylene-butadiene-styrene
(SEBS) elastomers on the magnetorheological effect, composites with a constant filler
content (30 vol.-%) carbonyl iron particles were selected. Based on the results of the
magnetic saturation, the carbonyl iron particles with surface-treatment of SiO2 (CC grade)
were used for this investigation.

According to G. Bossis et al. [22] and Hass [23], the time required to induce alignment
of particles along an external field is proportional to the viscosity of the melted matrix.
Moreover, alignment of CIP in the MRE has been proven to positively influence the MR
effect [22,23]. As shown in Table 3, the viscosity of 30 vol.-% STL is much higher than
30 vol.-% STT, meaning that full alignment of particles is faster in the former composite.
This is expressed in the MR effect: MRE sample based on STT showed a larger static MR
effect than the one obtained from STL type, as shown in Figure 9a. However, for dynamic
strain, the influence of shore hardness of the thermoplastic elastomer matrix becomes
more important. Therefore, the softer STL-based composite shows a higher MR effect, as
illustrated in Figure 9b.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 9. The influence of matrix material during static (a) and dynamic (b) strain on the MR effect. Composites STL30CC
and STT30CC were used for this analysis. A constant strain amplitude of 1%was used for the static tests. A constant
frequency of 10 Hz and field strength of 0.54 T were used for both test conditions.

These results indicate that for thermoplastic elastomers, a low melt flow behavior
increases the static MR effect thanks to the improved orientation of CIP within the matrix.
On the other hand, low matrix Shore hardness resulted in a high MR dynamic effect due to
the low initial stiffness of the composite. Based on these results, further experiments were
continued with softer STL type styrene-butadiene thermoplastic elastomer.

3.5. Effect of the CIP Surface Treatment

Małecki et al. [17] studied the magnetorheological effect of isotropic MRE based on an
SEBS matrix. Coating the CIP with SiO2 proved to negatively impact the MR effect due
to the increased affinity between particles and matrix. This reduced the mobility of CIP
within the composite, which in turn hindered the buildup of CIP chains in a magnetic field
which results in a lower stiffening effect of the composite.

In our experiments on anisotropic SEBS-based MRE, we observed that a SiO2-coating
on CIP particles increased the MR effect significantly under static and dynamic strain. It
can be assumed that for anisotropic MRE, mobility is less important because CIP particles
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are already aligned in the matrix. Figure 10a,b illustrate the effect of the surface treatment
on the MR effect.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. The effect of static (a) and dynamic (b) strain on MR effect. For this investigation, STL30HS, STL30CC, and
STL30EW-I composites were used. All samples contain 30 vol.-% CIP in an STL matrix. A constant strain amplitude of
1%was used for the static tests. A constant frequency of 10 Hz and field strength of 0.54 T were used for both test conditions.

The higher static MR effect could be obtained for the STL30CC (SiO2-surface) MRE
composite. This can be explained by the higher saturation magnetization of these particles
(Figure 4).

As already mentioned, the effect of the filler-matrix affinity on the MR effect is im-
portant and has been already reported in literature [17]. Both composites STL30HS and
STL30CC show low G0 values of 0.6 MPa, while G0 of STL30EW-I composite increased
to 0.8 MPa. The higher shear modulus can be explained by the higher filler-matrix in-
terfacial adhesion. These results are in agreement with the studies of Wang et al. [24].
Young’s modulus of composites is affected by the polymer-filler interfacial adhesion. When
the polymer–filler interfacial adhesion is weak, the composites exhibit lower modulus.
Therefore, it can be assumed that the phosphate coating on top of the silica layer results
in a higher interfacial adhesion. This results in a higher G0. Based on Figure 10, we can
conclude surface treatment of CIP of static and dynamic strain result in slightly different
results, especially for the combined SiO2 and phosphate coating.

4. Conclusions

Styrene-ethylene-butylene-styrene, also known as SEBS, is an important thermoplastic
soft elastomer (TPE) that behaves like rubber without undergoing vulcanization. In this
study, we reported the magnetorheological effect (MR effect) of two different SEBS-based
composites filled with different kinds of carbonyl iron fillers. Carbonyl iron powder
without surface treatment and with SiO2 and SiO2-phosphate surface treatment were used
as magneto active fillers. The main application of MR elastomers is found in the damping
structures. The structure will generate shear stress on the MR elastomers, which results in
a static shear strain. Based on this background, we investigated the MR effect under static
and dynamic strain. The source of SEBS and carbonyl iron filler affected the static and
dynamic magnetorheological performance of the magnetorheological elastomer composite
(MREC) significantly.

Increasing the carbonyl iron content from 10 to 60 vol.-%, we could observe a signifi-
cant drop in the MR effect above 50 vol.-% of filler. This behavior is in good agreement
with the theory of critical particle volume concentration (CPVC). Filling a polymeric ma-
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terial above the CPVC results in a porous structure which causes a significant change in
composite properties. Static and dynamic MR effects show similar results.

For anisotropic MR elastomers, changing the SEBS matrix affected the static MR effect
differently. Higher static MR properties can be achieved with low complex viscosity above
the melting point, and the shore hardness of the SEBS plays a minor role. With a lower
complex viscosity, the resistance to generate alignment of the carbonyl iron particles is
lower; thus, the chain formation under a magnetic field is faster. For the dynamic MR effect,
the shore hardness of the SEBS is an important parameter, as expected.

The surface treatment of the CIPs resulted in a higher magnetization saturation of
MRECs with a filler content of 30 vol.-%. The highest MR effect could be obtained with a
surface treatment of SiO2 coating. We assume that higher static and dynamic MR effect
with SiO2 coating is caused by two phenomena: (1) SiO2 coated CPI show higher saturation
magnetization, which will result in higher MR-effect. (2) Higher matrix-filler affinity
reduced the initial shear modulus, positively affecting the MR-effect.
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Appendix A

 
Figure A1. Calculated magnetic field intensity using (a) 2 pairs of permanent magnets and (b) 3 pairs of permanent magnets.
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Abstract: The role that design engineering plays in the quality of life and well-being of people with
autism spectrum disorder around the world is extremely relevant; products are highly helpful when
used as “intermediaries” in social interactions, as well as in the reinforcement of cognitive, motor and
sensory skills. One of the most significant challenges engineers have to face lies in the complexity
of defining those functional requirements of objects that will efficiently satisfy the specific needs of
children with autism within a single product. Furthermore, despite the growing trends that point
toward the integration of new technologies in the creation of toys for typically developing children,
the variety of specialized smart products aimed at children with autism spectrum disorder is very
limited. Based on this evidence the KEYme project was created, where a multifunctional smart toy
is developed as a reinforcement system for multiple needs which is adaptable to different kinds
of autism for therapies, educational centers or family environments. This approach involves the
knowledge transfer from the latest neuroscience, medicine and psychology contributions to the
engineering and industrial design field.

Keywords: social sustainability; smart product; autism spectrum disorder; inclusive design; therapy
toys; design for ASD

1. Introduction

Autism spectrum disorder, henceforth ASD [1], is a complex neurological disorder; it
involves different types of needs, which makes it difficult to create product solutions that
are adaptable to all of them. ASD presents a set of social restrictions associated with the
alteration of social interaction (problems in verbal and non-verbal communication, in social
and emotional reciprocity), sensory sensitivity, mental dysfunctions and various behaviors
(such as aggressiveness, self-harm, restricted interests, hyperactivity or passivity). These
symptoms of autism appear at an early age and remain until adulthood, thus making it
difficult for such behaviors to disappear [2,3]. Furthermore, the disorders mentioned above
lead to other indirect impacts such as harassment, social exclusion and school dropout.

It is important to highlight that society actively coexists with ASD: one out of every
100 births is diagnosed [4]. However, the availability of products that act as facilitators for
the development of the needs of children with ASD is limited; parents, guardians and other
professionals involved in therapy and education are forced to use not adapted products.
After a market and patent research carried out on more than 1000 products [5], it was
concluded that few large companies have adapted products for children with disabilities
in their portfolios. Furthermore, research, development and innovation in this type of
products do not move forward at the same rate as they do in toys for typically developing
children. For this, the current trend is the introduction of new technologies to integrate the
property of “smart” in the products.

Sustainability 2021, 13, 4010. https://doi.org/10.3390/su13074010 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability
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On the other hand, advances in therapies for children with ASD reflect the impor-
tance of having facilitators (many of them technological) that allow enhancing the child’s
interaction with their outside world; technological products are a means of learning for
physical, psychological and social development, and they function as tools that stimulate
attention, following orders and socialization [6]. Different studies have demonstrated the
role that technological products currently play in therapies; they are generally classified
as (1) visual, tactile and auditory stimulation devices, (2) video-based instruction and
feedback, (3) computer and ICT-assisted actions and instructions, (4) virtual reality and (5)
robotics [7–12]. However, they are in the early research and development phase, meaning
that the demand for specialized assistive technology in ASD is not covered by the current
supply available in the market.

Therefore, this research introduces the KEYme project, an assistive technology design
for ASD. The project uses a specific design framework for adaptive assistive technology
that makes it possible to cover the set of needs included in the ASD classification [1]. Using
this methodology, a multifunctional toy with interactive and smart properties is developed.
The combination of multiple requirements allows the creation of game modes adaptable to
different autism pictures and contexts of use (therapy, family, didactic). KEYme can help
the child to develop those skills in which he has difficulties (like social communication
and interaction challenges, repetitive and restrictive behavior, over or under sensitivity to
perceptual factors). In addition, it includes those changes, trends and new concepts that are
currently being applied in the market within products for typically developing children.

Lastly, the KEYme project contributes to the improvement of products and their
accessibility in the field of human development and social sustainability (equity). It works
within the scope of childhood and disability, specifically, the wide range of signs and
symptoms of assistive technology ASD. The development of quality assistive technology,
its universal design and its accessibility (supply and price) is one of the main research
challenges identified by the World Health Organization [13].

To do this, the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 contains the background and
the market study that analyzes the current situation of the toy sector dedicated to typically
developing children and children with special needs, including assistive technology for
ASD, product categories and relevant research. Section 3 exposes the methods used for the
development of the KEYme project, which are later applied in Section 4, where the design
and development of the proposal are explained. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the results
and discussions of this research.

2. Background: Interactive Smart Toys Dedicated to Children with ASD

To date, the known causes, as well as the developmental and behavioral disorders
associated with ASD, have not been demonstrated categorically. Scientific evidence es-
tablishes different demonstrable hypotheses and in many cases can jointly influence from
neurobiological bases (genetic influence), obstetric complications, cerebral and cognitive
structural alterations (cerebellum, hippocampus, mirror neurons or mamillary bodies) to
the connection to other factors such as education, context and environment [14]. These
reasons determine the importance acquired by the integrating initiatives of people with
ASD in society.

Currently, there are some solutions that allow those people with ASD to minimize
problems and satisfy certain needs that improve their quality of life and independence:
didactic, educational, behavioral and occupational therapies. They are usually carried out
from the detection of the disorder; the early interventions in children are the ones that
most efficiently improve the social, emotional, communication and motor skills. In such
interventions, assistive technology (AT) is useful [13]. Its correct configuration provides
the scientific and technical basis for the development of smart products specialized in ASD.
The AT group includes any device, software or equipment that helps overcome certain
challenges, specifically for people who require assistance to carry out activities in their
daily lives independently.
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In this field, the quality of AT and its universal design are some of the main challenges
of the World Health Organization [13]. To design a product as AT, emerging technologies
are required (such as ICT, sensors, connectivity or the Internet of Things, among others) to
create “smart properties” and incorporate specific functions that improve user connection
and interaction, allowing imitative activities, stimulation, recognition and understanding
of the environment to be faster and more intuitive.

When AT is intended for children, it usually makes use of game strategies to enhance
the interaction between child and playmate. In this way, AT configured as a toy makes it
possible to improve, develop and work on certain skills of the child while being fun, safe,
age-appropriate and attractive. In addition to this, through play time, growth is enhanced
from the anthropological, psychological and social points of view.

However, all of the above becomes more complicated when AT must be adapted to
children with ASD. The heterogeneous group of signs and symptoms of autism, as well
as the wide range of needs grouped in (i) communication and social interaction and (ii)
flexibility of thought and behavior, makes it difficult to define and select the functional
requirements and design variables suitable for product design. This circumstance makes it
necessary to either integrate multifunctionality in products or to make AT adaptive, that is,
to adapt flexibly to the specific needs or to the resolution of specific problems of each type
of disorder and child. This complexity has had repercussions in recent years resulting in a
low supply and availability of AT products for children with ASD in the market.

At the European level, Switzerland and Spain are the first two powers in R&D within
the toy sector [15]. On the one hand, the Swedish market has a long tradition and recogni-
tion record of its products. Despite the great difficulties caused by the health crisis, sales
continue to increase due to the introduction of key trends in their toys [16]. On the other
hand, the Spanish market is characterized by a high number of toy companies (most of
them micro or small companies) generating an annual turnover of around 1600 million
euros [17]. Spanish toys are exported to more than 100 countries (the most important being
Germany, France, United Kingdom, Italy and Portugal) although representing only 2% of
the international market share [15], led by China in mass production and in exports and
followed by the United States [18].

Having analyzed the sales of 2019, we concluded that (i) dolls, soft toys (interactive
toys that simulate human interaction and affectivity), (ii) technical toys, educational toys,
action toys, (iii) electronic toys and (iv) games, books, learning and experimenting were
the best-selling toy categories [19]. On the other hand, the trends of the toy sector for the
coming years are highly influenced by the introduction of smart features with seven key
development categories: (i) movie industry, advertising and digitization (toys based on
television series and movies), (ii) STEAM toys (focused on science, technology, engineering,
arts and mathematics), (iii) unboxing (the game begins with packaging), (iv) RC toys
(remote-controlled), (v) virtual reality (for a full immersion experience), (vi) toys and unisex
gender roles and (vii) intended for kid-adults (new versions of old toys for nostalgic adults).

However, most of the toys on the market are targeted toward typically developing
children. Those specialized in ASD imply less variety in shapes, interfaces and features; in
addition, their availability is much more limited. On top of that, they do not follow the
same trends. In general, they are marketed according to the needs which they are aimed for,
thus classified into (1) cause-effect toys, (2) toys that improve gross motor skills, (3) toys
that improve fine motor skills, (4) to facilitate language and communication skills and (5)
favor symbolic and functional play. Most of the toys available within these five categories
do not use technology and cannot be considered high-level AT, despite the fact that their
benefits as a means of learning for physical, psychological and social development have
been evaluated and demonstrated in different studies [6–12]. In particular, the use of
SARs (socially assistive robotics) as collaborators has beneficial effects on the development
of social skills in children with ASD, especially in areas where they present the most
difficulties [20], such as attention, verbal communication or imitation, as well as in reducing
stereotypic behaviors, where they present an immediate positive effect. Some of the most
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famous robots on the market are Kaspar Robot [21], Robota [22] or Sprite [23]; among the
newly developed ones, we can mention Keepon [24], Nao [25] and Leka [26].

Most of these high-level AT products are off the market; many of them are just projects
from research centers and the academic field. On the contrary, the ones that are being
commercialized are neither affordable nor universally available because of their high
price [27]. Finally, analyzing the design variables used in these products, there is a wide
margin for improvement compared to existing toys for typically developing children. In
addition to this, each available toy is adapted to a very specific need, so that the same child
with ASD requires a large variety of products to meet his/her set of special needs.

As a result of this research, the KEYme project has the main goal of solving these
problems through the design of assistive technology based on game strategies. Moreover,
KEYme (1) follows current market trends in the toy sector (with smart properties), (2)
can be adapted to different special needs and, finally, (3) makes use of affordable and
open-source resources to promote universal design.

3. Methods

The design and development of adaptive and specialized assistive technology in
special populations is a challenge. The design requirements must comply with a universal
and adaptative design as a principle, facilitating physical accessibility (adapted mobil-
ity characteristics), cognitive accessibility (adapted processing, understanding, learning
and decision-making characteristics in the task) and sensory accessibility (characteris-
tics that assure the correct perception of environmental factors and information about
the environment).

If we analyze the frameworks, methodologies and tools that are currently available and
specify design principles and fundamentals, it is possible to conclude that the bibliography
is very limited. There are general frameworks for applying universal design [28] or
design processes for people with special needs [29]; there is also a set of tools focused on
participatory and collaborative design to involve children with ASD and their families
in the design process [30–34]. However, there is no exclusive agreed methodology for
designing assistive technology specialized in ASD, and not all of the available ones can be
applied to intelligent and multifunctional products. For this reason, in this research, the
USERfit tool within user-centered design [35] was used in the first place. It is oriented to
the system and promotes interactive design. Its objective is to facilitate the definition of
the best product development framework by integrating various techniques adapted to
the problem. This methodology is appropriate and has been applied in successful assistive
technology projects, such as [36–38].

Specifically, USERfit is a user-centered design methodology applied to assistive tech-
nology. It is based on a design philosophy that can be described as user-centered, system-
oriented and promoting interactive design. This approach to design implies a greater
commitment to user requirements. The objective is to learn how to use certain design
guidelines in order to determine whether or not they are suitable for our product dedicated
to a user with specific needs. To get there, this methodology provides a framework divided
into four phases: (1) check if the guidelines are relevant and appropriate for our product, (2)
choose those guidelines that best suit our situation, (3) check if the guidelines are consistent
with each other and (4) be able to manage a high number of guidelines [35]. These steps
allow one to define which principles and design guides are relevant for our target user, in
this case, the child with ASD.

Its application in the KEYme project starts with the identification of special needs of
the user; through an iterative process (Figure 1), different methods were analyzed, selected
and integrated: conventional design (like the Functional Analysis Screening Tool (FAST),
Quality Function Deployment (QFD), Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Hierarchical
Task Analysis (HTA), among others), specialized guidelines in universal design [28] and
inclusive design [39], participatory design [40], collaborative design [41] or design method-
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ologies for people with special needs [29] as well as smart toy design guidelines [42],
concluding in the definition of the design methodology for the KEYme project.

 

Figure 1. Application of USERfit in design project planning.

In this way, a specific design framework is defined for adaptive AT. It would make it
possible to cover the set of disorders included in the ASD classification [1] and would help
in making decisions about functional requirements (FRs) and their adequate translation to
design variables (DVs) to be included in an interactive and intelligent product. Figure 2
shows the methodology proposed in the KEYme project for product design, which will be
applied later in Section 4.

 
Figure 2. Product design methodology.
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4. KEYme: Design and Development

This section covers the development of adaptive assistive technology for ASD. Fol-
lowing the design model of the applied methodology (Figure 2), this section analyzes the
design problem, describes the development of the concept and synthesizes the detailed
design of the proposal.

4.1. Design Problem Analysis

The design problem, which is our starting point of the KEYme project, raises the need
to develop AT configured as a toy adaptable to any user and context of use (therapy, family,
didactic environment). This device helps the child with ASD to develop those skills in
which he/she has more difficulties; on top of this, it includes the changes, trends and new
concepts that we are seeing in toys targeted at typically developing children. To make AT
adaptive, first, it must be multifunctional, interactive, and smart; this allows for different
game modalities to be included in the same object that would be able to cover a wide range
of ASD needs grouped in (i) communication and social interaction and (ii) flexibility of
thought and behavior. Moreover, and in order to make this AT universal and accessible
to everyone, it must make use of affordable, open-source resources, as well as simple
development and manufacturing processes.

Therefore, the project focused on the following design objectives:

1. Design a product as game-based assistive technology. It should enhance and work
on different skills of children with autism while being fun, safe, age-appropriate
and attractive. Target market and user group: children aged 3–12 years old with
ASD and potential playmates (parents, guardians, therapists, teachers or typically
developing children).

2. Develop a multifunctional toy, including in the same product the satisfaction of
various needs of ASD grouped in (i) communication and social interaction and (ii)
flexibility of thought and behavior. This will allow the product to be flexibly adapted
to solve specific problems of each type of disorder and child, or what is the same, it
can be used by users of different ages and degrees of autism [1].

3. Develop an interactive and smart product that allows for mutual interaction between
object and users (children with ASD and potential playmates—parents, guardians,
therapists, teachers or typically developing children) and encourages purposeful
tasks. The product must be self-contained, as it embeds the interactions within the
physical structure, creating an interactive environment of its own.

4. Develop game sequences that integrate sensory, motor (sensory-motor stage) and
cognitive activities (preoperational and concrete operation stages) in the same de-
vice. The objective is to work on different skills, specifically, to improve non-verbal
(sensory-motor stage) and verbal language through social and symbolic imitative play
(preoperational stage), improve social interaction (preoperational and concrete opera-
tions stages), to work on emotional reciprocity and flexibility in routines (concrete
operations stage) and to reduce frustration due to failure during the game.

5. Prioritize the use of imitation in play sequences to improve the interaction between
the child with ASD and the playmate.

6. Develop a collaborative product to be used as a facilitator of social interaction and to
improve the cognitive, motor and sensory skills of children with special needs.

7. Develop an adaptable product to different contexts of use: indoor (game rooms, home
or school) and outdoor environments.

4.2. Needs and Functions Definition

As a result from the analysis of the ASD disorder according to its description in the
DSM-V by the American Psychiatric Association [1] and within the heterogeneous group
of signs and symptoms, a broad-spectrum set of primary needs was selected:

1. Improve playmate-child with ASD relationships (N1).
2. Sensory stimulation (N2).
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3. Improve gross and fine motor skills (N3).
4. Promote shared actions linked to feelings of enjoyment, interest and common goals (N4).
5. Reduce levels of frustration in the game (N5).
6. Increase emotional and social reciprocity (N6).
7. Facilitate learning about changes in game turns (N7).

Subsequently, these needs, as well as the way of working with them, were evaluated in
detail; they were subdivided and defined by analyzing early intervention therapies, specifi-
cally, applied behavior analysis [43], Denver [44], pivotal response treatment [45], sensory
integration [46], physical therapy [47], auditory integration [48], music therapy [49] and
use of high assistive technology [50]; other techniques to improve attention with imitation
tasks and environmental resources were also analyzed and considered; their efficiency
is contrasted with the neural activation of the subject [51–55]. Due to the heterogeneous
group of signs and symptoms linked to sub-needs, it was necessary to direct the design of
assistive technology toward multifunctionality; this implies including in the same product
the satisfaction of various needs, making it possible for it to adapt to the disorder in a
flexible way and therefore being adequate for a greater number of users (different ages
and degrees of autism [1]). This exhaustive research study on psychological, physiological
and neuronal factors resulted in conclusions on the most suitable design variables (motor,
visual, auditory, tactile, olfactory, imitation, interaction, context, cognitive and temporal)
contrasted by their relationship with (1) neuronal activity, (2) the subject’s adequate and
comfortable reaction to environmental stimuli and (3) the use of imitation tasks to improve
the child’s attention. In addition, the most appropriate functions and design variables were
defined (see synthesis in Table 1), since the relationships between the need and the design
variables were evaluated as “excellent, medium, low or null”, and only those relationships
rated as “excellent” were taken into account in the conceptual design.

It must be taken into account that, unlike typically developing children, a user with
ASD may present deficiencies in social interaction, communication, behavior or executive
function. This implies that the execution of tasks while using the product implies an added
difficulty when having to pay attention to the object, to other people or to the actions that
they carry out. To improve usability, comfort, reduce frustration and minimize errors,
the toy should have motivational and behavioral elements or facilitators as secondary
functional requirements. They will make the product adapt to the user in three dimensions:

(1) Physical accessibility: it includes all anthropometric adaptations (static or dimensional
and dynamic or mobility).

(2) Cognitive accessibility: functions and elements of the product are adapted to the pro-
cessing, understanding, semiotics, learning and decision-making of a user with ASD.

(3) Sensory accessibility: it assures that the perception of the product is comfortable,
intuitive and adapted to the perceptual peculiarities of a user with ASD.

Table 2 details and classifies the set of functional requirements necessary to improve
the accessibility of the product; they are derived from the general requirements defined in
Table 1 (numbered from 1 to 10). These allowed to carry out the conceptual design in the
project were defined.
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4.3. Conceptual and Detail Design

In design engineering, the basic stages to achieve an optimal result are [56] the gen-
eration of candidate design alternatives and selection of the most optimal one (through
a prior quantitative evaluation). The generation of alternatives is carried out with the
conceptualization of the system, that is, recognizing viable solutions for the target user.
In this project, three different alternatives destined to satisfy the needs of Table 1 (and
requirements of Table 2) were created (Figure 3); they were developed using creative meth-
ods (brainstorming and mind map) and the quality of the solutions was validated with
QFD [57]. Specifically, QFD allowed us to transform qualitative user demands into quanti-
tative parameters, that is, translate the needs and demands of the users (child with ASD,
typically developing children, adult playmates such as parents, guardians or therapists) to
the product specifications (definition of functions and selection of design parameters).

 
Figure 3. Generation and selection of design alternatives.

As shown in Figure 3, three alternatives were developed that combine gross motor
skills, fine motor skills and sensory stimulation. Alternative 1 is a pyramidal structure, made
up of stackable components; alternative 2 is a modular tunnel that can be used horizontally
and vertically; and alternative 3 is a semi-tunnel formed by a single module. All the
alternatives have an interactive interface that combines sensory stimuli (motor, tactile,
visual and auditory).

Subsequently, the most suitable one was selected with the AHP method (analytic
hierarchy process) [58], which assesses each alternative according to the fulfillment of
different criteria and sub-criteria. In this case, the AHP hierarchy was structured modeling
the evaluation with (1) the design goals 1 to 7, (2) alternatives 1, 2 and 3 for reaching the
goals and (3) a group of criteria and sub-criteria that relate the alternatives and goals: (i)
suitability for sensory stimulation (somatic, vestibular, visual, auditory, tactile, cognitive,
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motor and language); (ii) formal design (structure, materials, innovation, environmental
impact and integration in space); (iii) safety and comfort (stability, toxicity, anthropometry
and biomechanics) and (iv) usability (affordance, visibility, mapping and feedback). After
carrying out the pair-wise ranking, calculating the numerical dominance matrix, obtaining
priority concepts and checking the consistency of the priority concepts, the scope of the design
objectives for each alternative was quantified: 16%, 45% and 80% for alternatives 1, 2 and
3, respectively.

Consequently, alternative 3 of the semi-tunnel obtained better results in all the analysis
criteria. Specifically, it presents better sensory stimulation by focusing the user’s attention
on the objective of the game and making the sequence of tasks more intuitive; this is because
alternative 3 combines different stimuli (motor, tactile, visual and auditory) in the interface
feedback, compared to alternative 1 (visual, motor and auditory) or alternative 2 (visual
and tactile). In addition, due to the design of the structure, alternative 3 combines different
components with concave and convex shapes, the possibility of turning, interchangeable
components and keyboard, allowing to exercise gross and fine motor skills in a more
complete way: crawl, climb, swing, squeezing, pressing, pushing, grasping and pinching,
compared to alternative 1 (climb, squeezing, pressing and pushing) and alternative 2 (crawl,
pressing, pushing and grasping). On the other hand, the distribution of the elements and
controllers (interface) of alternative 3 makes the players face the front, a more ideal position
for observing and repeating their partner’s actions in real time (compared to alternative
1, in a circle, or alternative 2, side to side). In terms of safety and comfort in the use of
the product, alternative 3 presented better results. The manipulation of alternatives 1 or
2 is more complicated since to activate the different game modes it is necessary to stack
several modules and build pyramidal (alternative 1) or tubular (alternative 2) structures. In
contrast, alternative 3 has a single module that integrates all the game modes in the same
structure. Although alternatives 1 and 2 are suitable for outdoor environments, the size of
alternative 3 is the most suitable for indoor environments.

Despite the positive results compared to alternatives 1 and 2, alternative 3 showed
signs of deficiencies in (ii) formal design, specifically, the structure of the basic module was
not adequate (see Figure 3, E1) since the keys came into contact with the ground when
the product was turned over, which could cause premature deterioration of the keyboard
and damage to the circuit if the user left the toy on; and (iv) usability, specifically, in the
chromatic selection of the keyboard (Figure 3, see E2) that presented similar colors in keys
with close locations, which could generate confusion, errors in the game and therefore
increase the frustration of the child [59].

After the final adjustments, the detailed design of alternative 3 was subsequently
carried out. To meet the requirements defined in Table 2, this alternative includes four game
modes that, as will be explained later in Section 4.3, convert the KEYme into adaptive AT:

- Mode I: Seesaw.
- Mode II: Multikey. Keyboard games with visual and auditory reinforcement, making

use of colored lights and musical sounds:

• Submodality I: sequence and simultaneous pressing game, where one player
imitates another by pressing keys of the same color.

• Submodality II: turn-based sequence and memory game.
• Submodality III: musical game, each key produces a sound.

- Mode III: Tunnel with visual reinforcement.
- Mode IV: mobility enhanced with stimulation using touch spheres of different textures.

The basic principles of toy design were applied to design game-based assistive tech-
nology. These principles guide the design of play sequences that (1) allow the acquisition
or exercise of certain skills of the child and (2) are fun, safe, age-appropriate and attrac-
tive. For this, all KEYme game sequences are collaborative “aimlessness”, between equals,
non-sexist and non-violent. In particular, the different primary modes (from I to IV) were
configured so that the user experience was linked to (1) promoting cooperation, that is,
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promoting from an early age the enjoyment of sharing interests in free and equal spaces; (2)
replace competitive interaction strategies—rivalry—with cooperation between equals to
achieve a common goal (that is, “aimlessness” where the focus is on the process and on
the interest in the user’s activity and not on a final result of the winner); and (3) develop
feelings and affections with the playmate, work on emotions and tackle challenges in a
constructive and creative way. Usability and user experience are described in detail in
Section 4.3.

To integrate these game modes, the structure of the product is made up of a single
module with the components shown in Table 3; these components were designed according
to the functional requirements established in the design problem (Tables 1 and 2). Figure 4
shows a simplified exploded view.

Table 3. Product structure.

Component and Number (See Figure 4) Units Material Function

Base module (1) 1 HDPE.
PVC-coated foam Main structure.

Support module (2) 1 HDPE Covers tunnel wiring; keyboard structural element and trim.

Keys: structure (3) and cover (4) 18
18

PET
PET

Mirrored according to color. Structural element for the led strip
and push buttons.

Safety cover for battery (5) 1 HDPE Allows access to battery.

Spheres (6) interchangeable sets according to
type of sensitivity 8

Nylon, cotton velvet,
beechwood, cork, artificial
grass, silicone, leather, felt,

polyurethane foam

Tactile stimulation; support elements for climbing and sliding.

Countersunk screw M6, 12 58 Steel Joining elements.

LED strips: 25 cm (7) 20 - Light actuators activated with buttons (9); light up: keyboard in
mode 2 and sides in sub-game 2.2.

LED strips: 1 m (8) 2 -
Light actuators: they are activated when the product is turned
over and when the photoresistor (7) registers a light intensity

lower than the set value.

Buttons on keys (9) 18 - Touch sensors located under the keys (4); activate the LEDs (7) and
passive buzzer (12).

On/off button (10) 1 - Turns the product on and off. Input touch sensor. The ON position
activates the rest of the sensors (9, 11, 13, 14).

Game selection switch (11) 1 - Game selection in mode 2.

Passive buzzer (12) 1 - Sound actuator. Loudspeaker that plays the tunes on, off and
melodies from game mode 2.

Light sensor: fotorresistor (13) 1 -
Analog input light sensor; detects incident light intensity on the
surface of the legs; when the product is turned over, it sends a

signal to activate the tunnel LEDs (8) in mode 3.

ESP32 board (14) 1 - Board for programming the toy. Requires programming software.

Stabilizing feet (15) 4 HDPE Anti-tip and anti-slip stabilizing feet.

Table 3 lists the materials that were selected during the components development
according to their suitability to the design of toys [60]. The following technical conditions
were taken into account: suitability to create hollow structures, impact resistance, suitability
for additive manufacturing, resistance to environmental conditions in outdoor contexts,
low toxicity and compatibility with the sensitivity of children with ASD. Additive man-
ufacturing allows fast and economical reproduction of any geometry, custom parts, easy
maintenance, short series manufacturing and more environmentally sustainable results (re-
ducing raw material by up to 40% compared to conventional processes). Using 3D printing
and open-source electronic platforms allows AT to be affordable and replicable in an agile
way; this is a great advantage for users (associations, training centers, therapy centers, etc.),
as they have completely personalized and adapted products at their fingertips.
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Figure 4. Product Structure.

Finally, KEYme is an interactive smart toy that allows for an autonomous interaction
between the user and the product. For the implementation of the functions related to
the smart object, the product’s structure integrates (i) a set of sensors that capture the
child’s actions in the game and the information from the environment (Table 3: 9, 10, 11,
13 elements); and (ii) a set of actuators that provide the autonomous response from the
product (Table 3: 7, 8, 12 items). The joint action of these elements closes the information
loop in user-product interaction.

The dimensioning of the toy was established according to the defined user target:
child population aged between 3 and 12 years. The selection of this wide age range is due
to the fact that the goal of the project was to create adaptive AT for different users, and
therefore one of the strategies used was to organize the game modes by age: (i) modes
I, III and IV suitable for younger children (3–7 years), and (ii) mode II adapted to older
children (7–12 years). In addition to this, the product as a whole must allow the user to
stand and sit while playing, perform movements on it (slide, climb, crawl) and allow for
smaller comfortable movements (grasp, press, pinch, squeeze, etc.) with adequate access
and visibility of the interface.

With these requirements, an anthropometric study of the child population was carried
out, and the product was sized according to each anthropometric variable (Figure 5):

1. Height: the keyboard games are played standing or sitting; the product must allow
players to reach the keyboard. The 5th percentile of girls was selected.

2. Hip width, buttock-popliteal length and shoulder width: since the seesaw and tunnel
are intended for younger children, maximum measurements were selected for 7 years,
in this case, the 95th percentile of girls.

3. Weight: older children must be able to sit or climb on the toy; moreover, the product
must also support older playmates. The 50th percentile of weight was selected for
12-year-old children.

4.4. Interface Design, Human-Product Interaction and Usability

The interface design is the main priority to produce high-quality AT. With the func-
tional requirements described in Table 1, the KEYme interface consists of a keyboard made
up of two mirror groups of 9 colored keys arranged, an ON and OFF button, a game selec-
tion switch and different elements that provide information about the implementation of
the game (visual, auditive, tactile and proprioceptive stimuli). These elements improve the
user’s attention and focus and adapt the environment to the special needs of the child with
ASD. Figure 6, as well as Tables 4 and 5, describes in detail the elements of the interface
and analyzes the usability of the game modes.
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Figure 5. Anthropometric requirements: (1) stature (body height); (2) shoulder (bideltoid) breadth; (3) hip breadth, sitting;
(4) elbow height, erect and sitting; (5) sitting height (erect); (6) lower leg length (popliteal height); (7) body height, sitting; (8)
buttock-popliteal length; (9) hand measurement (circumferences, breadths, palm length, middle finger length, proximal
phalanx length of middle finger, finger grip and hand grasp); and body mass (weight).

Figure 6. Interface components and usability analysis of the different game modes.

Table 4. Game mode description (part 1).

Mode Objective

Mode I. Seesaw The child sits on the module with the keys facing up and swings side to side.
This mode will favor gross motor skills.

Mode III. Tunnel

Turning the toy over and pressing the on/off
button will turn the inside lights on. As long as the

module is in this position,
the rest of the modes are automatically off.

Mode IV.
Touch Spheres

Two interchangeable sets of spheres according to the type of sensitivity (hypo or hyper) for sensory
stimulation and development of fine motor skills. In addition to this, the spheres allow easy

climbing and sliding on the base module structure.
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Modes I, III and IV work on motor skills with different game sequences (Table 4).
Each of them has elements that allow the user to perform various motor tasks: crawl,
climb, swing, squeezing, pressing, pushing, grasping, and pinching. The combination of
movements with sensory stimulation (visual, auditory and tactile) improves coordination,
attention to the task, mood, relaxation and social interaction. The modes are adapted
to the needs of sensory seeking and both hyper-sensitivities (over-responsiveness) and
hypo-sensitivities (under-responsiveness). Mode I is meant for the user to use the toy as a
seesaw, allowing the child to swing to the sides. The players must place the module with
their concave part facing upward, like an armchair, to sit down and begin with the lateral
movements. Mode III converts the toy into a tunnel. The child can turn the toy upside
down so that the lights inside the tunnel light on. In this way, the child can use the toy as a
tunnel and crawl inside it. On the other hand, mode III allows you to create a safe space
to be alone. Mode IV is meant for the child to interact with the sets of touch spheres. All
the spheres are made with different textures, including hard and soft material; the spheres
have the function of facilitating the child’s climb to the highest part of the module and
being able to slide back down.

Mode II is based on imitation and sensory stimulation tasks. It includes 3 submodali-
ties (sequence, memory and musical), which collaboratively and individually work on all
the needs described in the analysis of the design problem. Due to the complexity of the
game’s implementation, it integrates most of KEYme’s smart properties. In addition, it is
designed to collect interesting data from the gaming experience, such as the number of
hits/misses, playing time or sustaining attention.

As stated in Tables 3 and 4, all the modalities make use of visual, proprioceptive
and auditory stimuli to improve user-product interaction. Regarding visual stimuli, the
following specific considerations related to ASD needs were taken into account: (1) use
geometric shapes, (2) use neutral or pastel colors, (3) use striking colors, but not excessively
bright (optimal luminosity) and (4) easily distinguishable colors. Figure 7 shows the color
selection for the product, as well as the final visual result.

Figure 7. Color Selection.

On the other hand, regarding auditory stimuli, it must be taken into account that the
majority of children with ASD present auditory hypersensitivity [61]. This means that,
whereas for a typically developing peer the comfort limit is 70–80 dB, for a child with
autism it will be 40 dB [62]. Moreover, strident sounds are especially annoying, the most
appropriate being the use of musical instruments that emit natural sounds (wood, string
or wind) such as piano, violin, flute, guitar and bongos. Lastly, children with ASD have
difficulty hearing frequencies of 1–2 kHz; therefore, the notes and frequencies selected
ranged from Do3/C3 (261.626 Hz) to Do4/C4 (523.251 Hz).

Finally, Table 6 summarizes the user-product interaction. The primary and secondary
functions (subfunctions) derived from the requirements defined in the analysis of the
design problem are listed (Table 1). The functions and the states of the product will be
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activated or modified with different actions of the user (child with ASD or playmate). The
type of user activity will depend on the stage in the game sequence and the objective to
be achieved, defining (1) motor actions to change the status of the product or function; (2)
retrieval, that is, reading and interpretation of information of the user on the function and
status of the product; (3) communication of information to the product by the user for the
change of a function or status of the device; (4) checking or verification of a task or a status
of the product; and (5) selection of options and alternatives between various functions or
product states. All these user activities involve cognitive processing and are omitted for
brevity (see legend Table 6).

4.5. Smart Product

According to its characteristics and functionalities, KEYme can be considered (1) an
interactive and (2) a smart toy. First, as stated by Moggridge [63], interaction design is
concerned with subjective and qualitative values and “would start from the needs and
desires of the people who use a product or service, and strive to create designs that would
give aesthetic pleasure as well as lasting satisfaction and enjoyment”. By taking a closer
look at the roles of interactivity in products stated by Clint Heyer, an interactive product
focuses on controlling or accessing something unavailable, providing sensuous experience
and pleasure and allowing for expression and communication. KEYme project emphasizes
this last two roles of interactivity, which are being addressed following dialogue: (1) it
works in a conversation-like way as the user and product wait for the next inputs; and
(2) implicit styles of interaction: the product reacts to human and other phenomena, for
example, the light that the photoresistor detects [64]. Second, as stated by Kara et al. [42],
the concept of a “smart toy refers to a technologically developed physical toy constructed
with a meaningful purpose”. This concept is further explained by Cagiltay et al. in Smart
Toy Based Learning, in which it is argued that “smart toys are new forms of toys that
incorporate tangible objects and electronic chips to provide two-way interactions leading to
purposeful tasks with behavioral or cognitive merit” [65] and they allow for an interactive
environment to develop cognitive, social and behavioral abilities by means of the toys’
dynamic structure. Following this definition, KEYme’s different game modalities allow
for a very dynamic play that would be mostly focused on improving the child’s cognitive,
social and behavioral skills. Every game mode is focused on specific needs and is destined
for a specific set of skills. Game mode and its consequent actions have a very clear purpose
(as explained in Section 4.4). On top of this, these smart toys can be categorized based on
the kinds of tasks initiated (behavioral or cognitive tasks), which in the case of KEYme’s
game modes would be divided into (1) behavioral tasks (Mode I: Seesaw, Mode III: Tunnel
and Mode IV: Touch spheres) and (2) cognitive tasks (Mode II: Keyboard games).

Another essential characteristic of smart toys according to Cagiltay is that smart toys
should raise the awareness of children about their activities. Building on this statement,
KEYme requires the child’s full attention to play the different sub-games of the game Mode
II. The lights and sounds given by the object help the child understand their performance
in the game.

• Submodality I: sequence and simultaneous pressing game, where one player imitates
another by pressing keys of the same color: being a game based on empathy, the child
must be fully aware of his actions as well as his playmate’s to be able to press the same
color at the same time.

• Submodality II: turn-based sequence and memory game: the child must again not only
be fully aware of his own moves but also his playmate’s. The awareness is achieved
through memory.

• Submodality III: musical game, each key produces a sound: different sounds are used
together with lights responding to keystrokes. This helps the child become aware of
their actions.
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In smart toys, child–toy interaction is not only important to raise awareness of children
about their actions but also in terms of technological components and instructional activities.
In this way, KEYme has different modalities of interaction depending on the game mode:
(1) Child-Child interaction: Mode II—Submodality I and II; (2) Child-toy interaction: Mode I;
Mode II—Submodality III; Mode III; and Mode IV. It also counts with different types of
feedback (light, movement and sound) to guide the child along the games.

According to Cagiltay [65], “the relationship between the characteristics of smart
toys and the developmental stages of children needs to be analyzed to develop effective
smart toy learning environments”. In this way, it is important that smart toys are created
according to the different developmental stages in children:

• Sensory-motor stage: In this first stage, simple reflexes, actions and movements are the
main activities of children. Language is yet not present, and object permanence is not
developed. KEYme’s game modes that belong to this stage are Mode I and Mode IV.

• Preoperational stage: Symbolic functioning and language acquisition are the main
characteristics. Therefore, cognitive processes are mostly emphasized, though behav-
ioral processes can also play an important role at first. In this stage, creativity and
imagination should also be emphasized for children. Using smart toys for collabora-
tive purposes should be implemented from this stage forward. KEYme’s game modes
that belong to this stage are Mode II—Submodality III and Mode III.

• Concrete operations stage: The concrete operations developmental stage involves
children’s ability to engage in calculations, rational relations and numerical activities.
This is also the stage at which children become capable of classifying objects according
to similarities and differences and serializing according to size and weight. KEYme’s
game modes that belong to this stage are Mode II—Submodality I and II.

Smart toys must therefore also have specific functions making the toy easy to use for
play. In this case, KEYme gives feedback for the child to understand how the toy works
and how he/she is doing in the game: (1) sounds to express changes of state in the product;
(2) lights and sound to express hits and misses; (3) lights to help the child understand the
turns; and (4) tunnel lights to reinforce how the toy must be used.

Finally, as stated by Malone and Lepper [66], learning experiences should be intrin-
sically motivated and, therefore, define toys as objects guided by the internal goal. In
their article, they state which are the main dimensions for intrinsic motivation. In this
way, Cagiltay [65] goes further, saying that smart toys must explore the different intrinsic
motivation components concerning learning experiences:

• Challenge: Activities should challenge learners in order to motivate them intrinsi-
cally [66]. Smart toys that provoke behavioral or cognitive tasks provide possibilities
for challenging and motivating children. This dimension is mostly explored in the
concrete operations stage, more specifically in Mode II—Submodality I, as it requires
higher concentration and coordination from the child, and Submodality II, as it is the
one that requires more memory.

• Curiosity: It is the most effective component in motivating learners intrinsically.
Several smart toys provide open-ended features that allow children to explore new
facets of play and increase curiosity. This dimension is explored in all the different
developmental stages through the different activities, thus implemented in every
game, as all of these modalities allow for a different result every time they are played,
depending on how the game develops.

• Control: Activities should give a powerful sense of control to learners to provide a
successful learning experience. Some smart toys allow the child to take control of the
toy itself to conduct purposeful tasks [66]. This dimension is mostly explored in the
preoperational and concrete operations stages more specifically addressed in Mode
II—Submodality I and II, in which the games require the user to make decisions and
take the leading role.

• Fantasy: According to Cassell and Ryokai, “Fantasy play allows children to explore
different possibilities in their life without the risk of failure and frustration from
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unexpected events” [67]. This dimension is mostly explored in the sensory-motor and
preoperational stages. In this case, it is explored through the multifunctionality of the
product and the multiple positions in which it can be placed, as well as through Mode
II—Submodality III, in which the child can improvise.

We could therefore argue that KEYme meets all the above objectives, being a self-
contained smart toy, as it embeds the interactions within the physical structure, creating an
interactive environment of its own. Table 7 summarizes the different characteristics that
have been mentioned and how they are implemented in KEYme.

Table 7. Smart functions and properties of KEYme.

Characteristics of Smart Toys Functions and Characteristics Embedded in KEYme

Purposeful tasks as the main function. Multifunctional toy.
Focused on cognitive, social and behavioral skills.

Tasks can be
categorized

Behavioral Modes I, III, IV.
Cognitive Mode II.

Raise awareness about actions.

Submodality I: empathy and imitation as basis of the game;
lights and sounds.

Submodality II: memory; lights and sounds.
Submodality III: lights and sounds.

Interaction modalities
Child-child interaction Mode II—Submodality I and II.

Child-toy interaction Mode I, III, IV.
Mode II—Submodality III.

Reinforce instructions with interactivity. Feedback: lights, movement and sound to guide the child.

Focus on different
developmental stages

Sensory-motor stage Modes I, IV.

Preoperational stage Mode II—Submodality III.
Mode III.

Concrete
operations stage Mode II—Submodalities I, II.

Specific functions: easy to use for play.

(1) Sounds to express changes of state in the product.
(2) Lights and sound to express hits and misses.
(3) Lights to help the child understand the turns.

(4) Tunnel lights to reinforce how the toy must be used.

Intrinsic motivation
components

Challenge Mode II—Submodality I and II: concentration and memory.
Curiosity All different modalities: different results every time.
Control Mode II—Submodality I, II: make decisions, leading roles.

Fantasy Multifunctionality: multiple positions.Mode II—Submodality III:
improvisation.

Finally, in smart toy play, learning through interaction can be defined as learning sev-
eral concepts or skills combined with purposeful tasks that are accomplished by interacting
with fun technological and instructional components. This statement clearly summarizes
the purpose of the KEYme project, which was created with the goal of supporting children
with ASD with specific needs in a fun and enjoyable manner using interactive interfaces.
Smart toys should be focused on children’s learning and cognition, and in this case, the
KEYme project is strictly aimed toward the learning process of the child with ASD. The
aim is to help children with those skills that can become more difficult. It is worth noting
that smart toys provide children with richer experiences by combining physical and digital
elements. KEYme is an attractive physical product enhanced with electronic components to
achieve interactivity through a reality environment. The different game modes encourage
the child to pay attention to both, the physical elements (object, playmate) and the digital
elements. In this case, technology is used to reinforce and guide the physical actions of
the child.

4.6. Design Verification

The aim of the last phase of the KEYme project development process was to verify
the design concept. First, a prototype was manufactured at 1:6 scale that integrated the
following scopes: (1) design to validate aesthetic and ergonomic aspects, (2) structural to
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verify geometric consistency, shape and assemblies between components, (3) functional
to verify the detail design and the results of use and interaction and (4) technical to verify
the suitability of the smart features of the product and its adequacy to the game modes
and interface. The prototype was manufactured using 3D printing, PLA plastic and the
Ultimaker Cura 4.5 software, with which adjustments were made to the final design in
order to optimize material, time and manufacturing costs. Figure 8 includes some images
of the prototype that show details such as the integration of the electronic circuit, the touch
spheres or the keys. The next stage, included in the future lines of work, will be focused on
the validation of the design. A working full-scale prototype will be tested on a group of
target users.

 
Figure 8. KEYme validation prototype.

As an example, and to illustrate the implementation of the smart properties in the
prototype, Figure 9 shows the sub-game 2.1. with the schematics and wiring diagrams for
all components. The Arduino IDE software was used to make the programming code for
the prototype. Sub-game 2.1. was selected to verify the detailed design and the results
of use and interaction in the functional prototype. The developed code was entered on
the selected board (ESP32). Since the loudspeaker that was implemented had difficulty
reproducing the frequencies of the real design (too low), in the functional prototype all
the notes were raised one octave, the following being the frequencies implemented: C
[C: 523,251; Mi: 659,255; Sol: 783,991; Do: 1046.50]; C # [C #: 554,365; Fa: 698,456; Sol #:
830,609; C #: 1046.50]; and Re [Re: 587,330; Fa #: 739,989; A: 880,000: Re: 1174.66], only
valid for the prototype because, as stated in Section 4.2., musical sounds should not exceed
a frequency of 1 KH for users with ASD. On the other hand, the rest of the game modes
that include smart properties in user-product interaction were validated in the technical
prototype using Autodesk’s Tinkercad software.

Finally, the usability of the product was analyzed in order to validate and optimize
the user-centered design. After modeling and simulating human interaction with the
tools HTA [68], GOMS [69], Sherpa [70], TAFEI [71] and user experience analysis [11], a
set of results was obtained that allowed us to implement different improvements in the
final design. Table 8 summarizes the obtained results. The usability requirements of the
table (column 1, “basis”) correspond to the basic analysis criteria taken into account in the
simulation and evaluation of user-product interaction:

• Visibility: the interface elements are visible, recognizable and accessible.
• Feedback: real-time synchronization between user and product; adequate information

on the current and future sequences of actions.
• Affordance: perceived and actual properties of an object that give clues to its operation.
• Mapping: clear, obvious and intuitive relationships between controllers and their

effect on product performance.
• Constraints: the controllers and interface design reduce error by adequately preventing

some movements.
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• Consistency: interface guides the learning process with similar operation and use of
elements for achieving similar tasks.

• Reinforcements: adequacy of interface feedback stimuli.

Figure 9. Wiring diagrams for sub-game 2.1.

Table 8. Usability sensitivity analysis and improvements carried out.

Basis Usability Analysis Improvements on Final Design

Visibility All interface elements are visible while the toy is facing up. When turned over, the keys are hidden to
prevent them from being pressed in tunnel mode. The design is safe.

Feedback
It is done with visual, perceptual and

proprioceptive stimuli; feedback is correct except
for (1) on/off, (2) game turns and (3) game misses.

Add sound and light for power on.
LED strip is added as a “shift in turns” indicator.

Melodies are added for error identification.
Affordance All the affordance used has an intuitive meaning that is easy for the user to understand.

Mapping
(1) There may be errors during turn on and

selection of game mode. (2) The action-reaction
consistency of musical sounds is not adequate.

(1) A 3-position touch switch is added for game
mode II; this is independent of the on/off switch.

(2) Pitch rise (musical sound) is set from left to
right and bottom to top on the keyboard.

Constraints

Correct. They reduce the probability of human error. The interface helps to focus attention on the tasks
and the product with different simultaneous stimuli; it avoids unwanted actions thanks to the design of
buttons with mechanical restriction and helps to reduce errors by restricting the type of interactions that

the user can carry out.

Consistency Aesthetic, functional, internal and external consistency is correct. The grip, movement and stereotype
patterns are correct.

Reinforcements Correct. Through visual (light and color), auditory (musical sounds) and proprioceptive (textures,
movements, grip, pulsation, pressure and force generation) stimulation.

Working memory use

Game mode II is the most complex and requires user training (sequence, memory and music). As its
objective is to improve the capacity of sequential memory (remembering, while imitating and respecting
the given order), in this mode short-term memory makes more effort (it stores more information as the
game turns progress). For this reason, user-product interaction was reinforced with visual, auditory and

proprioceptive stimuli.

Automatic shutdown To avoid pressing keys by mistake in mode I, in addition to manual shutdown, the product automatically
shuts down as long as no activity is detected.

5. Discussion

The results of the KEYme are consistent with the development of a game-based AT and
adaptable to any user and context of use (therapy, family, didactic) that helps children
with ASD to develop those skills in which they have difficulties; and, in addition to this,
it includes changes, trends and new concepts of toys intended for typically developing
children. The properties of multifunctionality, smart features and interactivity allow for
different game modes to be included in the same object to cover a wide range of ASD
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needs grouped in (i) communication and social interaction and (ii) flexibility of thought
and behavior.

KEYme is not a toy for individual use; it is a collaborative product to be used as
a facilitator of social interaction and to improve cognitive, motor and sensory skills of
children with special needs; in particular, seven broad-spectrum needs: (i) playmate-child
with ASD relationships, (ii) sensory stimulation, (iii) motor skills, (iv) shared actions related
to feelings of enjoyment, interest and common goals, (v) levels of frustration in the game,
(vi) emotional and social reciprocity and (vii) learning about changes in game turns.

The balanced implementation of motor, visual, sound and tactile stimuli results in an
increase in neuronal activity, which in turn facilitates the achievement of objectives within
the aforementioned skills. More specifically, the improvement of psychomotor skills is
achieved (referring to the actions and motor skills that involve the movement of the muscles
in the body). First, with the development of gross motor skills orienting and guiding the
necessary movements (such as crawling, climbing, swaying or maintaining balance) to
finish each game sequence; and second, with the development of fine motor skills, thanks
to the performance of movements such as squeezing, pressing, pushing, grasping or pinching
(touch spheres), all accompanied by visual and auditory stimuli used as reinforcement or
positive feedback, which improve hand-eye coordination. It should be noted that the
spatial distribution of the interactive functions restricts movements to mirror imitation,
which increases neuronal activity four times more compared to anatomical imitation. This
type of imitation helps to understand the consequences of each partner’s actions, thanks to
the experience acquired and the codification of the playmate’s intentions.

The improvement of social behavior is done through physical contact “child> prod-
uct> playmate”. The motor stimulus has a strong emotional component; it helps to create a
bond between playmates increasing the enjoyment of sharing interests. Moreover, during
the interaction, the child observes the playmate performing actions in real time; this favors
neuronal activity, achieving better results compared to viewing the same actions in videos
or images. On the other hand, the frustration of failure during the game is worked through
the coordination and synchronization between actions, as well as with the dynamics of the
change of roles in mode II, where the two playmates assume an active or passive role in
performing imitative tasks (depending on the game turns). In addition to this, sequential
memory work contributes to the learning of everyday tasks and independence in daily life.
Recalling information while following an order of tasks allows the child to develop skills
in everyday tasks (school, didactic and domestic tasks).

Finally, KEYme allows for the interaction between several pairs of players, creating
spaces for collaborative play. The structural design of the product makes the result adapt-
able to different contexts of use. Figure 10 shows the integration of KEYme in indoor (game
rooms, home or school) and outdoor environments.

KEYme proposes inclusive and accessible AT for ASD. It is an attractive physical
product enhanced with electronic components to achieve interactivity through a reality
environment. The different game modes encourage the child to pay attention to both the
physical elements (object, playmate) and the digital elements. In this case, technology is
used to reinforce and guide the physical actions of the child. It is developed with an open-
source electronic platform, with versatile and easy-to-use software and hardware. The use
of additive manufacturing [72] allows the reproduction of any geometry, the manufacture
of completely customized parts in a short period of time and at a low cost, easy product
maintenance, as well as more environmentally sustainable results. The integration of
additive manufacturing and open-source electronic platforms makes assistive technology
affordable, replicable in an agile way and with reduced costs. This is a great advantage
for users (associations, families, school environments) since they have at their disposal the
possibility of manufacturing fully customized products adapted to different needs.
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Figure 10. Integration of KEYme in different contexts of use.

Future developments in this project will focus on transforming the smart toy into
a smart toy product-service system [73]. This involves the KEYme project moving toward
interactions with external computers, in order to provide reports of results that would
allow for medical monitoring and personalization. The technology used in KEYme makes
it possible to configure it for the collection and storage of data, being the most interesting
the number of hits and misses in the game, the reaction time of the child when interacting with
his partner or the game time dedicated to each game mode. The data, collected for further
processing, would be sent to therapists and parents for monitoring and observing the
child’s evolution. On top of this, and to build on the smart characteristics of the design,
this information collected and memorized by KEYme could be used for the personalization
of the different sub-games, automatically adapting the game’s difficulty to the performance
of the child. That is, the different game modes would have different levels of play classified
by difficulty, using additional feedback (lights, sounds, labels) to help the child in the
first stages and removing these reinforcement stimuli as he or she improves those skills.
Some of the personalization elements that will be considered in future work are defined in
Table 9. Furthermore, the data collected could be used to analyze the user experience and
draw conclusions about the child’s motivation, attention and interest in the toy, relevant
information for future redesigns, integration of new game modes and improvements in
the product.

The second major line of future work focuses on the development of a framework
for the interactive and intelligent design of assistive technology for children with ASD.
This framework will allow for the design of products adapted to the specific needs and
problems of each disorder (according to the DSM-V classification [1]). It will take into
account the level of neuronal activity (mild, moderate or severe) that different stimuli and
imitation actions provoke, which will be directly linked to the design variables to be used
in the development of the concept. Directly relating the needs of the child and the design
variables (related to sensory activation stimuli) helps in the interpretation of the needs of
each disorder and their translation into functional requirements and smart properties of
assistive technology.
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Table 9. Examples of custom elements.

Game Mode First Stages Later Stages

General Mode II

Colors are labeled. Labels are removed.

Mode II, submodality 1:
Simultaneous sequence

KEYme chooses a color by lighting up a key that
both players must press at the same time.

Players decide the roles they want to take and the
color that is going to be pressed at the same time.

Mode II, submodality 2:
Sequence and memory

KEYme helps the players to memorize the
sequence using light cues.

Players must memorize the sequence without
any cues.

Mode III: Luminous
tunnel with music

touch wall
KEYme detects if the user is moving or still.

If the user stops, KEYme activates calming
sounds and multi-colored LED lights when

he/she presses the walls. Mode III becomes a
luminous tunnel with a musical touch wall.

Finally, the KEYme project contributes to the improvement of products and their
accessibility in the field of human development and social sustainability (equity). It
works within the scope of childhood and disability, specifically, the wide range of signs and
symptoms of assistive technology ASD. The development of quality assistive technology, its
universal design and its accessibility (sufficient supply and price) is one of the main research
challenges identified by the World Health Organization [25]. This project involves the
knowledge transfer from the latest neuroscience, medicine and psychology contributions
to the engineering and industrial design field. In addition to this, it takes advantage of new
trends in accessible toys and resources (such as additive manufacturing and open-source
electronic platforms) to create products available to everyone.

6. Conclusions

This research is an open proposal for the design of products developed as game-based
assistive technology. This article presents the design of KEYme, a single and multifunctional
module, although the project, the proposed methodology and the design strategy are
open to the development of new products, with the aim of contributing to the challenge
and need to transform more inclusive, innovative and innovative societies. reflective.
Introducing new emerging technologies (related to open source electronic prototypes to
create interactive objects, rapid prototyping techniques and 3D printing) into everyday
products is of great interest. These solutions can improve the health and social well-being
of currently underprivileged groups, helping engineering advance the development of
science with and for society. KEYme also aims to drive a shift in the toy industry toward
a more inclusive approach; it is important to expand its platforms and portfolios with
adapted products that follow the same trends demanded by typically developing children,
but integrating the resolution and satisfaction of the needs of special populations.
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Abstract: This paper presents research on a new type of fabricated steel–wood composite floor mate-
rial in the style of a slab-embedded beam flange, using test methods and finite element numerical
analysis to study the flexural load-bearing performance of the composite slabs. Through experi-
mental phenomena, the failure process and mechanism of the composite floor are analyzed, and the
deformation performance and ultimate bearing capacity of the composite floor material are assessed.
Through numerical analysis of the finite element model, the influence of the connection mode of
the floor and the composite beam, the type and number of connectors, and the width of the flange
of the composite beam on the bending performance of the composite beam–slab system is studied.
The research results show that the fabricated steel–wood composite floor slab has good load-bearing
and deformation performance. The self-tapping screw connection of the floor slab is better than the
ordinary steel nail connection, and the reasonable screw spacing is 100–150 mm. Increasing the flange
width of the composite beam can significantly improve the load-bearing capacity of the steel–wood
composite floor component.

Keywords: composite structure; steel-wood combination; experimental research; finite element analysis

1. Introduction

The production process of traditional building materials consumes a lot of energy and
causes serious pollution problems. The development and promotion of environmentally
friendly and energy-saving building materials are of great significance to the sustainable
development of human society. Compared to other materials, wood has the advantages of
lightweight, high strength, easy processing, low carbon, environmental protection, etc. It is
a typical green building material and is favorably used in residential buildings.

Assembly timber structure refers to a structure constructed by factory-prefabricated
wooden structure components and parts and using on-site assembly as the main method [1,2].
Cold-formed thin-walled steel is lightweight steel that is bent in a cold state to obtain a
variety of economical cross-sections. Combining wood and cold-formed thin-walled steel
in a certain way can form steel-wood composite components with various cross-sectional
forms, which can not only obtain a larger section radius of gyration and moment of inertia
and improve the rigidity and load-bearing capacity, but also, with the help of wood’s
restraint on thin-walled steel, the problem of premature buckling of thin-walled steel can
be effectively solved, and the good effect of saving steel and reducing cost can be realized,
which reflects the superiority in a new high-performance combination structure [3].

Several studies have recently conducted research on steel–wood composite structures.
Loss and Buick Davidson [4] conducted an experimental study on the failure modes of com-
posite slabs under horizontal loads. The results show that the main deformation of the slab
is concentrated at the beam–beam joints and the steel–wood composite material has good
elastic properties without fracture. Xia Yonghui [5] studied the influence of steel plate thick-
ness and other factors on the natural vibration and bending characteristics of composite
slabs. The results show that increasing the thickness of steel and plywood can significantly
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improve the load-bearing capacity and vibration serviceability of composite panels. The
test results of Li Yushun [6] show that the overall working performance of the profiled
steel plate–bamboo plywood composite slab is excellent; the bamboo plywood board and
the steel plate have a good combined effect and have higher load-bearing capacity and
rigidity. Yang Yue [7] studied the flexural performance and failure mode of a steel–concrete
composite slab and gave the calculation formula for the flexural bearing capacity. L. Xu and
F.M. Tangorra [8] carried out a recent study on the vibration characteristics of cold-formed
steel-supported lightweight residential floor systems. On-site tests were also conducted to
evaluate the actual vibration performance of the cold-formed steel-supported lightweight
residential floor systems. Zhou Xuhong [9] conducted a monotonic static load test on the
bearing capacity of a thin-walled steel beam-oriented strand board (OSB) composite slab.
The results show that the cold-formed steel joists-OSB composite floor has higher bearing
capacity and lower deformation; reducing the screw spacing can improve the bearing
capacity of the composite slab. The abovementioned scientific research and [10–13] have
detailed beneficial explorations and obtained valuable conclusions on the combination
methods, materials and bending performance of steel–wood composite structures.

The assembly and construction process of multi-story and high-rise wooden structure
houses is column (wall) → beam → slab. The size of the floor lap and installation interface
provided by ordinary rectangular cross-section wooden beams is small, and the assembly
quality of the slab and beam is not easy to control. Under the action of large horizontal
load, the shear force of the connecting parts (screws, bolts, etc.) between the plate and the
beam is relatively large, which is likely to cause the failure of the force transmission of the
beam and plate. This paper proposes a beam–slab system in the form of slab-embedded
beams. The floor slab can be directly embedded into the board grid formed by prefabricated
beams during assembly. The accuracy of installation is high, and the limiting effect of
the beam on the floor can reduce the stress level of the assembly parts and provide the
reliability of the beam–slab system. In the system, the prefabricated beam is a thin-walled
steel–glulam composite beam, which can greatly reduce the weight of the beam. The lower
part of the beam is a double “C”-shaped cold-formed thin-walled steel composite section,
and the upper part adopts a special shaped cross-section with a middle protrusion (the
height of the protrusion is the same as the thickness of the floor), which can form a groove
between the beams during the installation of the floor. The wide and thick flanges of the
composite beams provide sufficient space for the assembly and connection of the floor slabs
and ensure good assembly performance of the floor slab and the composite beams. This
form of beam can be adapted to medium- and small-span OSB floor slabs and large-span
cross-laminated timber plate.

At present, there is no research on steel-wood composite beam–slab structure systems
in the literature, and the performance of beam–slab collaboration in fabricated beam–slab
systems is not clear. This paper uses the methods of experiments and finite element
numerical analysis to study the assembly performance of composite beams and slabs; the
flexural load-bearing capacity and the failure mode of the special shaped cross-section steel-
wood composite beam and steel–wood composite slabs composed of composite beams and
floor slabs. Moreover, this paper uses the finite element analysis method to explore the key
factors affecting the bearing capacity of the steel-wood composite floor.

2. Test Overview

2.1. Specimen Design

The multi-span continuous slab–beam system in the project is shown in Figure 1a. Due
to the limitation of the test loading equipment, the test piece shown in Figure 1a cannot
be loaded in a laboratory. In the experimental research, the test model is correspondingly
simplified. The simplified model shown in Figure 1b can characterize the stress state of
the middle section of the continuous floor; therefore, the design and processing of the test
model have been carried out.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of multi-span continuous plate–beam system and simplified model. (a) 1-1 Multi-span
continuous beam-and-slab system; (b) simplified model (mm).

The cross-section design of the steel–wood composite beam used in the test and
analysis is shown in Figure 2. The outer profile size of the lower double “C”-shaped
cold-formed thin-walled steel composite cross-section was 100 × 100 mm, and the upper
laminated material was 100 mm plywood (single layer thickness is 25 mm; 3 layers in total);
the size of the partially protruding glulam (glued laminated timber) was 100 mm × 25 mm
and the size of the extended flanges on both sides was 100 mm × 50 mm. The wooden
floor choice was a 25-mm-thick OSB.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of steel–wood composite beam section (mm).

The two composed sets of experimental samples were processed and made by pro-
fessional factories; the dimensions of the parts are shown in Table 1. The two groups of
specimens were named ZHLB-1 and ZHLB-2. Between them, ZHLB-1 utilized iron nails
with a length of 80mm as the fixing parts of the slab on the flange of the composite beam;
ZHLB-2 used 80mm self-tapping screws produced by Shanghai Meigu Chengfan Fasteners
Co., Ltd. as the fixing parts of the slab on the flange of the laminated beam. The grouping
of test pieces is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Grouping table of composite floor test pieces. OSB—oriented strand board.

Specimen
Glulam Section Size
Length × Width ×

Height (mm)

Steel Beam Size
(mm)

OSB Size (mm)
Connection

between Plate and
Beam

Superimposed
Beam Cross-Section

Diagram

ZHLB-1
2500 × 300 × 75 2500 mm long

C100 × 50 × 20 × 2.4
2440 × 610 × 25

80 mm nails
Picture 3

ZHLB-2 80 mm self-tapping
screws

To implement the test and meet the boundary conditions of vertical free deforma-
tion of the unconnected section of the floor slab in Figure 3b, an elasticity support com-
posed of a rectangular extruded foam board and glulam with a cross-sectional size of
100 mm × 50 mm was set in the test. During the test, the elastic support did not produce
an excessive reaction force to the floor slab that hinders the loading of the floor slab. The
test pieces of the composite floor are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. (a) 1-1 section picture of the prefabricated steel–wood composite floor test piece; (b) structure drawing of the
composite floor test piece (mm).
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According to the calculation of “Wood Structure Design Standard” (GB/T50005-
2017) [14], the distance between the connecting pieces was 150mm; the size and structure
of the test pieces are shown in Figure 3b.

2.2. Material Properties Text

In accordance with the “Test Method for Tensile Strength of Wood Along the Grain”
(GB/T 1938-2009) and the “Metallic Material Tensile Test-Part 1 Room Temperature Test
Method” (GB/T 228.1-2010), the wood and steel used to make the test pieces were tested.
According to the along-grain compression test of 15 prismatic glulam specimens (Figure 4a),
the along-grain compressive strength of the glulam was 50.10 MPa, and the compressive
elastic modulus of the glulam was 10,722.13 MPa. According to the along-grain tensile test
of the glulam specimens (Figure 4b), the tensile strength along the grain was 74.61 MPa,
and the tensile elastic modulus was 9912.00 MPa. According to the material property test
of the steel (Figure 4c), the elastic modulus was taken as 195,687.65 MPa; the Poisson’s
ratio was taken as 0.3; the yield stress was taken as 225.41 MPa and the tensile strength
was 332.72 MPa. The material parameters of OSB [15], extruded board [16], steel glue [17]
and other components are shown in Table 2.

Figure 4. (a) Diagram of loading device for compression test of glulam prism. (b) Tensile test of glulam specimen. (c)
Destruction phenomenon of steel tensile test.

Table 2. Material parameters of OSB, extruded board and steel glue.

Material
Elastic Modulus

(N/mm2 )
Yield Strength

(N/mm2 )
Poisson’s Ratio

OSB 4760 9.83 0.4
Extruded board 6.6 0.15 0.27

Steel sticking glue 4000 55 0.15

The test adopted the symmetrical four-point loading method. The loading equipment
required was a 32t jack and a distribution beam, 1000 mm long. I-beams were arranged at
the three points of the specimen for uniform loading. This test was a simple support test
piece. For failure loading, loading started from F0 and increased step by step with 10%
of the estimated ultimate load. After loading to 50% of the estimated ultimate load, the
load of each level increased by 5% of the estimated ultimate load until the specimen failed.
After stopping the loading, the damage pattern was observed and recorded.

Two strain sensors with a size of 100 mm × 3 mm were set at the top of the OSB plate
in the middle of the span and the middle of the height along the section in the middle of
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the span. In order to measure the strain change of the mid-span section of the thin-walled
steel–glulam composite beam, 1 strain sensor was set on the top of the mid-span beam
and 3 strain sensors with a specification of 100 mm × 3 mm were set on the three-layer
glued laminate. Three strain sensors were set along the height of the steel beam section on
the I-beam on the same side, sized 2 mm × 3 mm, to measure the strain of the mid-span
section of the composite beam. These strain sensors were in the middle, upper edge and
lower edge of the web. At the same time, the corresponding temperature compensation
sheet was set for OSB, glulam and thin-walled steel. Displacement sensors were set at the
mid-span of the laminated beam with a displacement sensor with a range of 200 mm, two
displacement sensors with a range of 150 mm at the third point and two displacement
sensors with a range of 100 mm at the support. The specific location and loading device
are shown in Figure 5. The measuring instrument used a 50t pressure sensor, a 60-channel
JM3813 static strain test system and a 10-channel DH3818 static strain tester.

Figure 5. Layout of measuring points for bending test of steel–wood composite floor. The strain sensors were attached to
the measuring point tightly and the displacement sensors were fixed at the measuring point. (a) Plan view of combined
floor measuring points; (b) elevation view of OSB measuring points. (c) Elevation view of composite beam measuring
point (mm).

3. Test Results and Analysis

3.1. Test Phenomenon

The failure mode of the ZHLB-1 group of specimens can be roughly divided into
the cracking of the glue layer of the glulam laminate and the fracture of the upper flange
of the steel–wood beam, as shown in Figure 6. In the failure loading stage, as the load
increases, the bending deformation of the composite beam gradually increases (as shown
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in Figure 6a) and vertical cracks appear on one flange of the transverse tension glulam (as
shown in Figure 6b). When the load reaches about 80% of the maximum bearing capacity,
the vertical crack width here gradually expands, and the glued wood laminate is opened at
the mid-span part and extends to the support part (as shown in Figure 6c). When the load
reaches the ultimate bearing capacity, the glulam laminate is completely degummed along
the length of the beam and the iron nails are pulled out (as shown in Figure 6d). Finally,
the entire glulam laminate is completely degummed and destroyed along the length of
the beam. At this time, the pressure sensor indicator drops below 50% of the maximum
bearing capacity, and the bearing capacity of the composite floor is reduced and the load
cannot be continued. At this time, the composite floor is regarded as broken.

Figure 6. Failure phenomenon of ZHLB-1 test. (a) Bending deformation of steel–wood composite floor; (b) vertical cracks
appear on the left flange of glulam; (c) glued wood laminates are broken; (d) the iron nails connected to the glulam laminate
are pulled out.

The failure mode of the ZHLB-2 specimen is roughly that the glued surface of the
thin-walled steel and glulam is broken and the flange on one side of the glulam is broken,
as shown in Figure 7. In the failure loading stage, as the load increases, the bending
deformation of the composite floor gradually increases. The cemented surface of the steel–
wood beam mid-span is broken, and the flange on the side of the glulam has vertical cracks
(as shown in Figure 7a). The OSB above the foam beam of the plastic board is sinking and
deformed downward. When the load reaches about 60 kN, the cemented surface of the mid-
span part of the laminated beam is degummed, and the bottom of the glulam beam changes
from a compressed state to a tensioned state, causing the bottom of the glulam beam to be
broken (as shown in Figure 7b). When the load reaches about 80% of the maximum bearing
capacity, an oblique crack appears at the glulam bearing position; the load continues to
increase, and the oblique crack gradually expands laterally (as shown in Figure 7c). This
is because when the specimen is approaching the ultimate load, the surface load on the
OSB plate is transformed into a larger linear load and added to the flange of the composite
beam; the shear stress in the flange of the laminated beam gradually increases until the
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main tensile stress in the beam exceeds the tensile strength of the wood’s transverse grain,
forming a beam crack of about 45◦. At this time, the glued layer of glulam and the glued
surface of thin-walled steel also experienced degumming failure, which accelerated the
lateral expansion of diagonal cracks. When an oblique crack appeared on the flange of the
composite beam, damage occurred on the composite beam from the middle of the span
to the bonding surface between the glulam and the thin-walled steel of the support, and
finally, the thin-walled steel and the glulam were completely peeled off. At this time, the
pressure sensor reading suddenly dropped to about 50% of the maximum bearing capacity,
the composite floor could not continue to be loaded and the steel beam underwent very
large plastic bending deformation after unloading (as shown in Figure 7d).

Figure 7. Failure phenomenon of ZHLB-2 test. (a) Vertical cracks appear in the flange of glued wood; (b) the flange on one
side of the glulam span is pulled off along the plywood; (c) cracks and deformation of glulam bearings; (d) gluing failure of
steel-wood cementing surface as a whole.

3.2. Mid-Span Load–Deflection Curve

By analyzing the experimental data, it can be concluded that the ultimate bearing
capacity of the specimen ZHLB-2 is 18.31% higher than that of the specimen ZHLB-1; the
corresponding mid-span deflection deformation is 42.41% higher and the ultimate bending
moment is 21.43% higher. After the two groups of tests were completed, the mid-span
deflection limit, ultimate load and bending moment of each group of specimens were
summarized and are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Test results of composite floor specimens.

Specimen Number
Mid-Span

Deflection Limit(mm)
Maximum

Deflection/Calculation Span
Ultimate Load

(kN)
Bending Moment

(kN·m)

ZHLB-1 40.46 1/59 71 28

ZHLB-2 57.62 1/42 84 34
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It can be seen from Figure 8 that the deformation of the test beam with the increase
in the load manifests in two stages: (1) The elastic stage, where the load value in this
stage reaches 2/3~1/2 of the ultimate bearing capacity and its mid-span deflection value
increases linearly with the increase in the load; (2) The elastic–plastic stage—With the
increase in the load value, the slope of the mid-span load–strain curve changes nonlinearly,
and the stiffness of the member gradually decreases until the member fails. When the
specimen finally fails, the composite floor shows good ductility. When the ultimate load is
reached, the load drops to less than 50% of the maximum bearing capacity. At the initial
stage of loading, the composite floor works well, the load–deflection curve maintains a
linear relationship growth and the composite floor is in an elastic working state; when
the load of the ZHLB-1 specimen reaches about 65% of the ultimate load, the ZHLB-2
specimen reaches about 60% of the ultimate load, the lower flange of the steel beam yields,
the load–deflection curve grows nonlinearly and the composite floor is in the elasto-plastic
stage; as the load continues to increase, the deflection growth rate of the composite floor
becomes larger and the slope of the mid-span load–deflection curve decreases continuously,
the stiffness of the specimen gradually decreases. When the load reached the maximum
value, a full-length crack along the length of the beam was observed on the top of the
glulam beam, indicating that as the deflection of the top of the glulam beam increases,
the beam eventually reaches the ultimate compressive strain and brittle failure occurs.
The cemented surface of the steel–wood beam also undergoes brittle failure due to the
accumulation of deformation; the thin-walled steel undergoes plastic deformation. At this
time, the bearing capacity drops below 50% of the maximum, and the destruction shows
obvious brittleness.

Figure 8. Mid-span load–deflection curve of composite floor specimen.

3.3. Section Mid-Span Height–Strain Curve

The changes in the strain distribution of the mid-span section of the two specimens
ZHLB-1 and ZHLB-2 along the section height are shown in Figure 9. Analysis of the data
in the figure shows that during the test, the OSB and glulam are mainly compressed, and
the thin-walled steel is mainly tensioned. There is only one neutral axis in the cross-section
of the composite beam of ZHLB-1 and ZHLB-2 before failure. The strain value has a linear
relationship with the section height. At the beginning of loading, the neutral axis of ZHLB-1
and ZHLB-2 is located in the section of thin-walled steel. As the load increases, the central
axis slowly moves up, and at the end of the loading stage, the neutral axis moves up to
the glulam section. The height of the mid-span section of the composite slab is linearly
distributed, and the OSB slab and the thin-walled steel–glulam composite beam also have
a gradient change. A few curves have abrupt changes, which are caused by the warping of
the strain gauges during the test.
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Figure 9. Steel–wood composite floor section mid–span height–strain curve. (a) ZHLB–1 section mid–span height–strain
curve; (b) ZHLB–2 section mid–span height–strain curve.

3.4. Load–Strain Curve

According to the two sets of test data, the load–strain curve of the composite floor was
drawn as shown in Figures 10 and 11. The analysis of the data shows that the strain value
of each measuring point at the initial stage of loading increases linearly with the increase
in the load. As the load increases, there is a tendency to deviate outwards. This is due to
the elastoplastic deformation of OSB panels, glulam and thin-walled steel, which presents
nonlinear changes. When the two sets of steel–wood composite slabs fail, the compressive
strains on top of the OSB slab are 1332 and 1702 με, respectively; the compressive strains
on the top of the glulam beam are 3275 and 4498 με; the tensile strains of the thin-walled
steel are 4884 and 13,503 με, respectively. When the ZHLB-1 and ZHLB-2 specimens
are damaged, the full cross-section of the OSB is compressed, the amount of plywood
in the compression zone reaches two layers and the full cross-section of the thin-walled
steel is tensioned. Measuring point OSB2 and measuring point M4 are the OSB plate
strain change measuring point and the glulam strain change measuring point, respectively,
located at the same section height. The deformation of the two measuring points is similar
at the beginning of loading, but as the load increases, because the OSB plate has vertical
deformation, the deformation of the two members is inconsistent, and the strain of the two
members with the same section height is quite different.

Figure 10. ZHLB–1 mid–span load–strain curve. (a) Load–strain curve of steel–wood composite beam; (b) load–strain curve
of OSB and glulam beam. G7, G8, G9: Corresponding curves of strain measuring points 7, 8 and 9 for thin–walled steel; M3,
M4, M5, M6: Corresponding curve of glulam strain measuring points 3, 4, 5 and 6; OSB1, OSB2: Corresponding curve of
OSB plate strain measuring points 1 and 2.
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Figure 11. ZHLB–2 mid–span load–strain curve. (a) Mid–span load–strain curve of steel and wood composite beams; (b)
mid–span load–strain curve of OSB slab and glued timber beam. G7, G8, G9: Corresponding curves of strain measuring
points 7, 8 and 9 for thin–walled steel; M3, M4, M5, M6: Corresponding curve of glulam strain measuring points 3, 4, 5 and 6;
OSB1, OSB2: Corresponding curve of OSB plate strain measuring points 1 and 2.

4. Finite Element Model Analysis

4.1. Establishment of Finite Element Model

On the basis of the material property test and the test of the composite floor test piece,
a finite element model of the test piece was established using ABAQUS software, and in the
modeling of the component, the finite element numerical model was processed as follows:
(1) The glulam beam is glued by SPF (Spruce-Pine-Fir) boards, so first, build a model of
25-mm glulam laminates for each layer, and then, assemble to obtain it; (2) Assume that the
glue layer thickness in the glue layer model of the steel sticking glue is 2mm; (3) According
to the literature [15], the joints of the OSB and the glulam flange are treated by coupling
degrees of freedom at the joint.

Wood is an anisotropic material. In the finite element analysis, wood was defined as
an orthotropic material. According to the compression test results of prismatic glulam,
nine engineering constants in the orthotropic stiffness matrix of the glulam material were
calculated. For details, see Table 4. The material properties of other parts were obtained
based on experimental data. The elastic modulus of steel was taken as 195,687.65 MPa;
Poisson’s ratio was taken as 0.3; the yield stress was taken as 225.41 MPa and the tensile
strength was 332.72 MPa. For rigid parts such as self-tapping screws, iron nails and cushion
blocks, since the elastic deformation during the finite element simulation process is not
considered, the elastic modulus was taken as 2.1 × 1011 N/m2, and Poisson’s ratio was 0.3.
These data generally conform to the ideal elastoplastic constitutive law that we set in the
finite element.

Table 4. Nine engineering constants in the elastic stage of glulam.

D1111

(N/mm2)
D2222 =

D3333(N/mm2)
D1122 = D1133

(N/mm2)
D2233

(N/mm2)
D1212 =

D1313(N/mm2)
D2323

(N/mm2)

11,532.52×106 938.98 × 106 620.28 × 106 611.72 × 106 723.74 × 106 193.00 × 106

According to the experimental phenomenon and the actual force characteristics of the
steel-wood composite beam, the interaction of the finite element components is reasonably
defined: (1) Assuming that the glulam laminate does not undergo relative slippage, the
interaction between the laminates is set as a “binding” constraint; (2) The interaction of
thin-walled steel and steel glue layer, glulam and steel glue layer is set as a “binding”
constraint; (3) A C-shaped steel web splits the area of the same size as the bolt, and the bolt
position is defined by the “binding” constraint relationship when modeling; (4) For the
self-tapping screw connecting the OSB and the glulam flange, the connection is handled
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by the method of joint coupling degree of freedom; (5) Set the lower surface of OSB to
“contact” with the upper surface of the extruded board; the contact surface of the elastic
bearing extruded plate and glulam, I-beam and the contact surface of the cushion block is
set as the “binding” constraint.

The element type of this model adopts the reduced integral of the C3D20R 20-node
quadratic hexahedron element. The grid seed density of glulam, OSB and extruded board
is 0.02, the grid seed density of thin-walled steel is 0.01 and the grid seed density of I-beam
and steel pad is 0.05. The grid division of the composite slab is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Grid division of composite floor.

4.2. Verification of Finite Element Model of ZHLB-2 Specimen
4.2.1. Comparison of Test Phenomena of ZHLB-2 Specimen

The along-grain stress cloud diagram of “S33” wood is shown in Figure 13. It can be
seen from Figure 13 that when the ultimate load is reached, most of the glulam at the pure
bending section enters plasticity, and the maximum compressive stress at the top of the
glulam beam in the middle span is 37.84 MPa, while the maximum tensile stress at the
bottom reaches 14 MPa. Most thin-walled sections located in the pure bending section enter
the plastic stage, and the bottom of the mid-span beam reached the ultimate tensile stress.
The OSB plate also enters the yield state, and the maximum compressive stress located at
the mid-span part of the connection with the glued wood flange is 11.45 mpa. Through
calculation of the experimental data for ZHLB-2 test pieces, the two OSB slabs bear 8% of
the bearing capacity of the composite floor. The adhesive layer is about to reach the plastic
state, which corresponds to the opening of the bonding surface of the steel and wood
of the ZHLB-2 specimen. The extruded board + glulam composite beam does not yield,
corresponding to the ZHLB-2 specimen; the elastic support is not damaged and is still in
the elastic stage. From the stress cloud diagram of the finite element simulation analysis,
the composite slab of the simulation analysis is basically consistent with the experimental
phenomenon, which verifies the feasibility of the model.
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Figure 13. Stress–field nephogram of ZHLB–2 specimen. (a) Combined floor deformation stress–field nephogram.
(b) Stress–field nephogram of thin–walled steel beam; (c) stress–field nephogram of glulam beams; (d) OSB plate stress–field
nephogram; (e) extruded board + glued wood stress–field nephogram.

4.2.2. Comparison of Test Results of ZHLB–2 Specimen

The comparison between the finite element analysis results and the test results is
shown in Table 5. The data were extracted from the model and a load–deflection curve was
drawn for comparison with the test results, as shown in Figure 14.

Table 5. ZHLB-2 specimen test value and finite element comparison.

Sub Option Ultimate Load/kN
Maximum

Deflection/mm
Bending

Moment/kN·m
The test results 84.03 57.62 33.61

Finite element value 93.67 63.16 37.47
Error 11.47% 9.6% 11.48%
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Figure 14. Comparison of ZHLB-2 specimen and finite element test results.

Analyzing Figure 14, it can be seen that the finite element simulation results are
basically close to the initial slope and curve trend of the test results, indicating that the
initial stiffness of the finite element and the force and deformation of the elastoplastic stage
are comparable to the test. The bearing capacity error is small and the curves are in good
agreement, which proves that the ZHLB-2 specimen model established by the finite element
method is reasonable and feasible. Among them, the difference in ultimate load is 11.47%,
and the difference in deflection and deformation at mid-span is 9.6%; the overall stiffness
of the finite element model is greater than that of the ZHLB-2 specimen, and the bearing
capacity and deformation capacity are greater than the test values. The main reasons for
the error in the analysis and comparison test results are as follows: (1) The quality of the
thin-walled steel–glulam composite beam during the test was affected by knots, cracks and
the strength of the laminate glue layer; (2) the adhesive layer was subject to uncontrollable
human factors such as the surrounding environment, the bonding strength and the time
that the test plan is shelved after the production is completed. The above two factors will
affect the bearing capacity and deformation of composite floor specimens, but they do not
exist in the finite element analysis.

4.3. Factors Affecting the Bearing Capacity of Steel-Wood Composite Slabs
4.3.1. The Influence of Self-Tapping Screw Spacing

Under the condition that the steel-wood composite beams and OSB slabs remain
unchanged, the spacing of the self-tapping screws connecting the composite slabs and
the OSB slab was set to 100, 150 and 200 mm, and mid-span load–deflection curves were
drawn and a comparative analysis performed for the composite floors with different screw
spacings, as shown in Figure 15.

The ultimate load simulation values of different self-tapping screw spacings are
summarized in Table 6. From the table, it can be seen that when the self-tapping screw
spacing is reduced from 200 to 150 mm, the bearing capacity of the composite floor is
increased by 7.14%; when the tapping screw spacing is reduced from 100 to 50 mm, the
bearing capacity of the composite floor is only increased by 2.5%. It can be seen that as the
spacing of self-tapping screws continues to decrease, the increase in the bearing capacity of
the steel–wood composite floor gradually decreases.
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Figure 15. Comparison of finite element test results of different self-tapping screw spacings.

Table 6. Finite element analysis results of composite floor with different self-tapping screw spacings.

Self-Tapping Screw
Spacing (mm)

Ultimate Load Value
(kN)

Compared with the
Benchmark

Increase with
Reduction

200 87.43 −6.67% —
150 93.67 — 7.14%
100 98.92 5.60% 5.60%
50 101.39 8.24% 2.5%

4.3.2. The Influence of the Width of Laminated Beam Glulam

Under the condition that the screw spacing remains unchanged, the flange width of the
laminated beam was set to 60 and 80 mm and mid-span load–deflection curves of different
glulam flange widths were drawn, compared and analyzed, as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Comparison of finite element test results of different glulam flange widths.

The ultimate load simulation values of different glulam flange widths are summarized
in Table 7. The analysis data in the table show that when the glulam flange width is
increased from 60 to 80 mm, the bearing capacity of the composite floor increases by 9.21%;
when the glulam flange width is increased from 80 to 100 mm, the bearing capacity of the
composite floor is increased by 9.90%. The analysis data in the table show that with every
increase of 20 mm in the width of the glulam flange, the bending bearing capacity of the
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composite floor can be increased by about 10%, which verifies that the flange width of the
glulam beam has a significant influence on the bearing capacity of the composite floor.

Table 7. Finite element analysis results of composite slabs with different glulam flange widths.

Glulam Flange
Width (mm)

Ultimate Load Value
(kN)

Increase Compared
to the Benchmark

Increase by One
Step

60 78.04 −16.69% —
80 85.23 −9.01% 9.21%

100 93.67 — 9.90%

5. Conclusions

In this paper, flexural performance tests of two groups of fabricated steel–wood
composite slabs were carried out, and the failure modes, bearing capacity and stiffness of
each specimen were compared and analyzed. The conclusions are as follows:

(1) For the thin-walled steel–glulam composite beams connected by glue, the glulam was
mainly compressed and the thin-walled steel was mainly tensioned during the test,
and the two materials entered the plastic stage before the specimen was damaged,
indicating that the steel and wood can work together, thereby increasing the material
efficiency of the composite beam.

(2) The ultimate bearing capacity of the composite slab assembled with self-tapping
screws was 18.31% higher than that of the composite slab assembled with iron nails;
the corresponding mid-span deflection deformation increased by 42.41% and the
ultimate bending moment also increased by 21.43%. The steel–wood composite slab
assembled using self-tapping screws can superimpose the OSB and the thin-walled
steel–glulam so that the material strength can be fully utilized, thereby improving the
bend-bearing capacity and overall rigidity of the composite floor.

(3) Based on the finite element analysis, a comparative analysis of the self-tapping screw
spacing and the flange width of the laminated beam glulam which affect the bearing
capacity of the steel–wood composite floor was carried out. The analysis results show
that reducing the spacing of self-tapping screws can improve the bearing capacity of
the composite floor, and the reasonable screw spacing is between 100 and 150mm.
Increasing the flange width of the steel–wood composite beam can significantly
improve the bend-bearing capacity of the composite floor.
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Abstract: The purpose of this article was to evaluate the level of satisfaction of a sample of graduates
in relation to different online postgraduate programs in the environmental area, as part of the process
of continuous improvement in which the educational institution was immersed for the renewal of
its accreditation before the corresponding official bodies. Based on the bibliographic review of a
series of models and tools, a Likert scale measurement instrument was developed. This instrument,
once applied and validated, showed a good level of reliability, with more than three quarters of the
participants having a positive evaluation of satisfaction. Likewise, to facilitate the relational study,
and after confirming the suitability of performing a factor analysis, four variable grouping factors
were determined, which explained a good part of the variability of the instrument’s items. As a
result of the analysis, it was found that there were significant values of low satisfaction in graduates
from the Eurasian area, mainly in terms of organizational issues and academic expectations. On the
other hand, it was observed that the methodological aspects of the “Auditing” and “Biodiversity”
programs showed higher levels of dissatisfaction than the rest, with no statistically significant
relationships between gender, entry profile or age groups. The methodology followed and the rigor
in determining the validity and reliability of the instrument, as well as the subsequent analysis of
the results, endorsed by the review of the documented information, suggest that the instrument
can be applied to other multidisciplinary programs for decision making with guarantees in the
educational field.

Keywords: Sustainable Development Goals; environment; student satisfaction survey; measuring
instrument; factor analysis; postgraduate degrees

1. Introduction

Mejías and Martínez [1] refer to satisfaction as the level of students’ state of mind
towards their institution, and which results from comparing the perception they have
regarding the fulfillment of their needs, expectations and requirements.

Sustainability 2021, 13, 5112. https://doi.org/10.3390/su13095112 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability
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According to González, Tinoco and Torres [2], the abundant current literature on the
relationship between the satisfaction of graduates and the degree of educational quality
in obtaining different academic degrees, as well as its quantification, demonstrates the
importance of this topic for universities interested in attracting new generations of students
to the different modalities of higher education.

Pichardo and García [3] consider there to be an increase in the interest in know-
ing the needs those university students have about the contexts to improve their higher
education process.

In parallel, studies on student satisfaction are required by national and international
university evaluation bodies [4] and are indicative of areas of improvement for better
positioning in academic performance among higher education institutions [5].

However, educational quality is often confused with the quality of the service offered.
Indeed, according to Mejías and Martínez [1], the objective is to find out what needs the stu-
dent has and not so much how efficient the service provided is, despite the obvious positive
correlation between student satisfaction and the quality of the service provided [4–6].

Most of the models found in the bibliography are directed to face-to-face teaching
and, to a lesser extent, to the distance modality, being a common practice in the former
to attribute little relevance to new technologies, which, in case they appear, usually does
so as one more element of the teaching itself, as it occurs in the proposal of Mejías and
Martínez [1], instead of granting them the separate protagonism they deserve.

Virtual education plays a preponderant role in satisfying the right (and the need) that
everyone has to access education [7]. In this sense, already at the end of the 20th century,
and in the first decade of the 21st century, there were two approaches to virtual education:
a partial one, where the training activity, training materials, platforms and the cost/benefit
ratio were evaluated [8–10], and a global one, referring to evaluation systems centered on
models and/or standards of total quality and on the practice of benchmarking. In this
context, according to Pereira and Gelvez [11], as in face-to-face education programs, in
the systemic models of quality evaluation in virtual education, there is no clear concept of
what quality is and that determines the criteria to be assessed, so it is important to establish
standards for the quality of e-learning.

One of these standards is “Quality Management. Quality of Virtual Training” [12],
which determines the three factors involved in meeting the needs and expectations of
students: recognition of training for employability, learning methodology and accessibility.

In this context, the lack of knowledge of the methodology involved in e-learning and
the digital divide represent two major challenges, since not all students feel comfortable
with the procedures or have equal opportunities in accessing technologies, respectively [13].

Precisely, the pandemic caused by the appearance of the SARS COV-2 coronavirus at
the end of 2019 and the first quarter of 2020 has only deepened the problem of inequalities,
since, on the one hand, the lack of access to education with the help of ICTs by some
families became evident, either due to a lack of resources or a lack of technical support [14];
on the other hand, confinement and teleworking led to a significant increase in the number
of accesses to the programs offered by educational institutions (Figure 1).

Other standards are the EFQM model and the ISO 9000 family of standards, which
indicate, as a requirement for a quality management system, the need to establish a process
for measuring customer or user satisfaction [4].

The reason for measuring student satisfaction lies in the fact that students are the
main factor and guarantee of the existence and maintenance of educational organizations.
Students are the recipients of education; they are the ones who can best value it and,
although they have a partial vision, their opinion provides a reference that should be taken
into account [4,15].

According to Mejías and Martínez [1], “measuring student satisfaction in a consistent,
permanent and adequate manner would guide the right decisions to increase their strengths
and remedy their weaknesses.”
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Figure 1. Number of accesses and connection hours of different programs of an educational institution. Note. The
overprinted circle illustrates the increase in accesses and connection hours to an educational institution’s online programs,
starting in the first quarter of 2020.

Romo, Mendoza and Flores [16] emphasize the importance of measuring student
satisfaction through tests of contrasted validity and reliability, in order to establish plans
for improving educational quality.

The validity of the measurement instrument can be content, criterion and construct
validity. In general, it is customary in models to carry out content validity by means of a
literature review and consultation with panels of experts [1].

Reliability is given, among others, by the statistical parameter “Cronbach’s alpha,”
widely used in the university environment [17], as a simple way of measuring how re-
liable the measuring instrument is on a scale where the approximation to unity is the
most desirable.

The importance of having valid and reliable instruments (from a statistical point of
view) is therefore evident, given the implications that may arise from their use [18].

Surdez et al. [5] used as an evaluative instrument a questionnaire to estimate university
students’ satisfaction with education (SEUE), proposed by [15], and adapted by the authors
themselves (Table 1).

Table 1. Variables and associated dimensions used as an evaluative instrument.

Variables Dimensions

Section I: demographic variables
School situation

Individual profile

Section II: student satisfaction

Teaching–learning profile

Respectful treatment of the people with whom he/she must interact to achieve his/her
academic goals

Teaching–learning space infrastructure

Self-realization

Note. Own elaboration based on Surdez et al. [5].

In this context, Fainholc [19] suggests that the traditional application of business
quality models or others based on management rather than on the teaching–learning
process to measure user satisfaction in distance education based on the completion of an
opinion questionnaire can lead to misunderstandings if the institution and its technological-
educational proposal are not known in depth.

Such a proposal should be based on indicators related, among others, to the fulfill-
ment of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the needs and expectations of
stakeholders in the university context [20].

In the scope of this research, the delivery of environmental programs is fundamental to
develop competencies in graduates that contribute to sustainability within the framework
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of the SDGs. In this sense, the sustainability model should be one of the guiding principles
to be included transversally in the different curricula of an institution [21].

Based on the background described above, the purpose of this research was to develop
a model for an educational institution to evaluate the degree of satisfaction of the graduates
of several postgraduate programs in the field of the environment, through a valid and
reliable instrument, applied to a test directed to a sample of 150 participants. It is hoped
that the results of this report will contribute to the continuous improvement of the quality of
training, to the promotion of new university programs and to an increase in the competency
profile of the participants, which will undoubtedly result in better performance at the
professional level to develop sustainable policies in the future.

2. Materials and Methods

The methodology followed in this work is based on a cross-section survey suited
to the purposes of a descriptive and relational type of research, with a quantitative, non-
experimental, transect approach, due to the fact that no hypotheses were posed and no
variables were manipulated, but indeed “data were measured, evaluated or collected on
various aspects, dimensions or components of the phenomenon to be investigated [in its
natural working environment and in a single time]” [4,22].

As it can be seen from the purpose that guided this research, the methodological scope
comprised, broadly speaking, four distinct stages: firstly, based on the literature review,
a Likert scale instrument was developed. Secondly, the validity and reliability of this
instrument was determined thanks to the data collected from a quantitative approach [22]
on the satisfaction of a sample of 150 graduates of various online postgraduate programs
in the environmental field and in relation to different aspects of training. Thirdly, a
factor analysis was carried out with the aim of grouping variables or items of similar
characteristics into a reduced number of factors and, in this way, obtaining a simplified
model. Finally, a study was carried out to determine possible relationships based on the
results obtained.

2.1. Population and Sample

The target population consisted of a total of 215 graduates from different online
graduate programs in the environmental area. To determine the necessary sample size, and
given that the intention was to estimate distributions or percentages when working with
qualitative variables, the following sample size calculation formula for a finite population
was used [23]:

n ≥
N ∗ Z2

1− α
2
∗ (p ∗ q)

(N − 1) ∗ ε2 + Z2
1− α

2
∗ (p ∗ q)

where:

• n = required sample size;
• N = population size;
• Z1− α/2 = 1.96 (Z-statistic calculated at a 95% confidence level);
• p = q = 0.5 (typical values for worst-case conditions);
• Error (epsilon) = 0.05.

Substituting the values in the formula resulted in the sample size required for the
study to be at least n ≥ 138.

The sampling procedure was non-probability convenience sampling.

2.2. Data Collection

At the end of the corresponding postgraduate program, the final project director sent
the final grade along with an email and an access link, inviting the 215 recent graduates of
the postgraduate programs between the dates of 01 January 2016 and 31 December 2018 to
voluntarily participate in the survey.
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The data were collected through the “Google Forms” platform, which allows adminis-
tering questionnaires over the Internet.

On the other hand, participants were assured that their contribution to the research
was confidential.

During the analyzed period, survey data were received from a total of 168 students
(78%). Of these, 18 were discarded when deficiencies were detected in the filling out of the
form. SPSS version 26 statistical software was used for data analysis.

2.3. Methodology

In particular, the following activities were carried out:

(1) Selection of theories, models and tools for training evaluation, through bibliographic
review techniques and analysis of the educational institution’s processes.

(2) Finding indicators based on the models, literature review and authors’ experience.
(3) Selection of nominal qualitative variables (gender, origin and program) and ordinal

variables (age group, entry profile and graduate satisfaction).
(4) Development of a measurement instrument or questionnaire for the variable “grad-

uate satisfaction” on a Likert scale (“1. Strongly disagree” to “4. Strongly agree”),
using Microsoft Word text editing software.

(5) Determination of the validity of the instrument by requesting a panel of experts.
(6) Application of the instrument to a final sample of 150 graduates belonging to different

online environmental postgraduate programs.
(7) Findings of the reliability of the proposed measuring instrument using Cronbach’s

alpha statistic in SPSS version 26 statistical software.
(8) Testing the adequacy of a factor analysis by finding the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO)

sampling adequacy statistic and Bartlett’s test of sphericity.
(9) Execution of factor analysis and determination of factors or homogeneous groups

of variables.
(10) Finding of possible significant relationships between variables by means of the chi-

square statistical parameter in the SPSS version 26 statistical software, Infostat 2020
and Excel spreadsheet.

(11) Interpretation of results for decision making.

3. Results

3.1. Selection of Nominal and Ordinal Qualitative Variables

The nominal qualitative variables considered during the research were “gender,” “ori-
gin” and “program” studied by the graduate. Each of them was assigned a categorical
value to differentiate their categories. The assignment of these characteristics was exhaus-
tive and mutually exclusive, i.e., it did not have any idea of quantity, order or hierarchy
associated with them [18].

On the other hand, the chosen ordinal qualitative variables did have an implicit
ordering of the attribute. In this case, the “age group,” “entry profile” and “graduate
satisfaction” variables were considered.

3.2. General Characteristics of the Graduates

As shown as Table 2, it was observed that 70.7% were male and the remaining 29.3%
were female; 37.3% came from South America, 32% from North America, 24% from Central
America and 6.7% from Eurasia. In relation to age, the 30–39 years age group accounted
for 40.7%, the 20–29 years age group for 22%, the 40–49 years age group for 20%, the
50–59 years age group for 13.3% and the 60–69 years age group for 4%. In reference to
previous studies, 66% completed a degree/diploma/bachelor, 15.3% a master’s degree,
14.7% a postgraduate degree and 4% a doctorate. Finally, 44.7% studied the Climate Change
program, 19.3% the Marine Sciences program, another 16% the Water program and, finally,
4% the Biodiversity program.
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Table 2. Educational and demographic characteristics of the graduates.

Attribute Category n %

Gender
1 Male 106 70.7
2 Female 44 29.3

Origin

1 North America 48 32
2 Central America 36 24
3 South America 56 37.3
4 Eurasia 10 6.7

Program

1 Audits 15 10
2 ISO 14001 9 6
3 Biodiversity 6 4
4 Waters 24 16
5 Marine Sciences 29 19.3
6 Climate Change 67 44.7

Age group (years)

1 20–29 33 22
2 30–39 61 40.7
3 40–49 30 20.0
4 50–59 20 13.3
5 60–69 6 4

Entry profile

1 PhD 6 4
2 Master’s degree 23 15.3
3 Postgraduate 22 14.7
4 Degree/Dip./Bachelor 99 66

3.3. Determination of the Indicators of the “Graduate Satisfaction” Variable

Based on the literature review, a total of ten dimensions with their corresponding
indicators were identified (Table 3).

Table 3. Dimensions and indicators of the “graduate satisfaction” variable.

Dimensions Indicators

Self-realization Level of achieved academic satisfaction

Relevance for training Degree of learning achieved

Academic program requirements Time pressures, attention effort, complexity of the tasks . . .

Economic and social context of the participant Number of scholarships granted, payment facilities . . .

Interaction between participants, tutors and other
interested parties

Degree of satisfaction with the channels established for external
communication

Academic program Degree of satisfaction with the curriculum design

Continuous evaluation Degree of satisfaction with continuous evaluation activities

Teacher evaluation
Degree of satisfaction with academic tutors

Degree of satisfaction with the tutor of the final project

Accessibility to the product and other services offered by
the institution Number of shipments of teaching material, reception times . . .

Virtual campus
Degree of ease of use of the virtual campus

Technical support and number of incidents

3.4. Instrument Design Based on the Measurement Criteria

Once the list of indicators was available, the corresponding measurement criteria for
the diagnosis were proposed. To this end, a bibliographic search and the contribution of a
panel of experts were used.
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In this way, thirteen items or measurement criteria were obtained, which provided the
basis for a Likert scale questionnaire with scale categories that gradually ranged from “1.
Strongly disagree” to “4. Strongly agree” to measure the variable of graduate satisfaction
in relation to the reference postgraduate programs (Table 4).

Table 4. Likert scale questionnaire for measuring graduate satisfaction with postgraduate programs.

Item No. Measurement Criteria

1 Delivery of didactic materials has been punctual and on time.
2 My tutor has gone out of his/her way to help me
3 I am satisfied with the attention I received prior to enrollment
4 The handling of the virtual campus has been very user friendly
5 Overall, I am satisfied with the program
6 My assessment of the organization of the program is very satisfactory
7 The Institution has provided me with facilities to carry out the study
8 My Final project manager has been accessible
9 This program will be relevant to my professional training and performance
10 I found the information provided during the program to be sufficient
11 The academic program has met my initial expectations
12 I found the contents of the program interesting
13 My assessment of the continuous evaluation is very satisfactory

3.5. Validity and Reliability of the Measurement Instrument

The validity of the measurement instrument was determined based on the relevance,
pertinence and clarity of each of the items by a panel of experts [4].

Ultimately, the aim was to see what proportion of the measurement criteria was
accepted by each of the experts. To do this, each expert filled in a table in which he or
she considered whether that question was of significant interest (relevant), whether it was
suitable (feasible, novel, ethical and interesting) and, finally, whether it was unambiguously
written (clear).

For example, issues were considered ambiguous, such as “The tutor has adequately
complied with the teaching plan and the qualification of exercises”, if they included two
activities for only one answer, or if they made reference to assumptions, for example, “I
consider that my classmates adequately value the activities of the tutor”.

Once the tables were completed, the frequencies were determined and weighted with
a test proportion of 85%, using the binomial in the SPSS program. In this way, significance
levels were determined that allowed us to accept in all cases the null hypothesis that the
accepted criteria ratio in the instrument was 85%.

The reliability of the instrument was based on the determination of Cronbach’s alpha
and included all the ordinal qualitative variables or items associated with the “graduate
satisfaction” variable.

Cronbach’s alpha provided a result of 0.834, considered a good value for internal
consistency [18]. Consequently, we proceeded to the study of the information collected.

Table 5 shows the statistics associated with Cronbach’s alpha. In the last column, it
can be seen that all are greater than 0.808 and that the elimination of item 3 could improve
the value obtained. However, it was considered that the small improvement in the statistic
(from 0.834 to 0.836) was not significant enough to compensate for the loss of information
that the exclusion of the item from the analysis would entail, so it was decided to leave it.

3.6. Measures of Central Tendency and Dispersion for Ordinal Qualitative Variables

Table 6 shows the measures of central tendency (mean) and dispersion (standard
deviation) for the ordinal qualitative variables.

It could be observed that the mean of age group was in the range of 30–39 years old
and that the mean of entry profile was located between undergraduate and postgraduate.
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Table 5. Statistics associated with Cronbach’s alpha.

Item
Scaling Average If the

Element Has Been
Suppressed

Scale Variance If the
Element Has Been

Suppressed

Total Correlation of
Corrected
Elements

Cronbach’s Alpha If the
Item Has Been Deleted

1 44.36 14.433 0.674 0.810
2 44.35 15.478 0.371 0.829
3 44.58 15.024 0.331 0.836
4 44.47 14.264 0.568 0.815

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13 44.28 15.156 0.414 0.827

Table 6. Central tendency and dispersion statistics for ordinal qualitative variables.

Variable M SD

Graduate Satisfaction Item
1 3.72 0.493
2 3.73 0.504
3 3.50 0.673
4 3.61 0.601
5 3.71 0.651
6 3.63 0.550
7 3.75 0.480
8 3.73 0.473
9 3.85 0.408

10 3.65 0.567
11 3.70 0.576
12 3.71 0.595
13 3.80 0.543

Age Group
2.37 1.089

Entry Profile
3.43 0.893

Note. M and SD represent mean and standard deviation, respectively.

Therefore, the mean and the standard error of the mean were as follows (Table 7):

Table 7. Mean and standard error of the mean of graduate satisfaction variable.

Variable M SE

Graduate Satisfaction 3.72 0.02
Note. M and SE represent mean and standard error of the mean, respectively.

3.7. Exploratory Factor Analysis

The proposal is to group the items into a reduced number of factors, capable of
explaining the greatest proportion of the total variability contained in them. To this end,
the variables or items must meet the assumptions of normality, homoscedasticity (equality
of variances) and multicollinearity (correlation between variables).

From the statistical analysis, it was observed that the data did not follow a normal
distribution. However, according to Hair et al. [24], these three assumptions can be
ignored, as factor analysis is more conceptual than statistical; in fact, these checks are rarely
carried out.

Aiquipa [25] suggests the need to use the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) sampling
adequacy coefficient, complemented by Bartlett’s test of sphericity, to check whether factor
analysis is applicable.

As shown in Table 8, being 0.793 ≥ 0.5, it was observed that there was a strong
correlation between the items; therefore, factor analysis was applicable [26].
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Table 8. KMO and Bartlett’s test.

Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy 0.793

Bartlett’s test for sphericity
Approx. Chi-Square 601.695

df 78

Sig. 0.001

Likewise, the p-value of Bartlett’s test of sphericity, which is very sensitive to the
sample size, turned out to be lower than the significance level in the social sciences (0.05),
thus confirming, with more consistency, the suitability of performing factor analysis.

It is also convenient to review the data of the diagonal of the anti-image matrix to
see to what extent they are close to unity or, if necessary, if it is necessary to eliminate any
variable or item.

In this sense, Hair et al. [24] recommend eliminating, by default, the variable with the
lowest value, which, as shown in Table 9, corresponded to item No. 3: “I am satisfied with
the attention received prior to enrollment”.

Table 9. Anti-image correlation matrix.

Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5 Item 6 Item 7 Item 8 Item 9 Item 10 Item 11 Item 12 Item 13

Item 1 0.813 a −0.290 −0.111 0.110 −0.154 0.150 −0.232 −0.149 −0.200 −0.072 −0.029 −0.412 0.015
Item 2 −0.290 0.766 a 0.070 −0.189 0.050 0.007 0.017 −0.223 0.002 0.068 −0.064 0.169 −0.071
Item 3 −0.111 0.070 0.655 a −0.509 0.019 −0.012 −0.143 −0.018 0.044 −0.089 0.053 0.103 0.155
Item 4 0.110 −0.189 −0.509 0.742 a 0.014 −0.083 0.011 0.016 −0.089 0.035 −0.003 −0.394 −0.096
Item 5 −0.154 0.050 0.019 0.014 0.830 a −0.272 0.111 0.051 −0.082 −0.100 0.020 −0.090 −0.053
Item 6 0.150 0.007 −0.012 −0.083 −0.272 0.706 a −0.215 −0.164 −0.159 0.285 −0.310 −0.035 −0.059
Item 7 −0.232 0.017 −0.143 0.011 0.111 −0.215 0.851 a 0.032 0.094 −0.155 −0.087 −0.046 0.019
Item 8 −0.149 −0.223 −0.018 0.016 0.051 −0.164 0.032 0.892 a −0.015 −0.205 −0.115 −0.070 0.010
Item 9 −0.200 0.002 0.044 −0.089 −0.082 −0.159 0.094 −0.015 0.853 a −0.118 −0.109 0.126 −0.089
Item 10 −0.072 0.068 −0.089 0.035 −0.100 0.285 −0.155 −0.205 −0.118 0.764 a −0.392 0.029 −0.113
Item 11 −0.029 −0.064 0.053 −0.003 0.020 −0.310 −0.087 −0.115 −0.109 −0.392 0.830 a −0.128 0.115
Item 12 −0.412 0.169 0.103 −0.394 −0.090 −0.035 −0.046 −0.070 0.126 0.029 −0.128 0.780 a −0.352
Item 13 0.015 −0.071 0.155 −0.096 −0.053 −0.059 0.019 0.010 −0.089 −0.113 0.115 −0.352 0.812 a

a Measures of sampling adequacy (MSA).

Once this item was eliminated, factor analysis was performed again, showing an
improvement in the KMO statistic (Table 10).

Table 10. KMO and Bartlett’s test without item 3.

Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy 0.807

Bartlett’s test for sphericity

Approx. Chi-Square 538.981

df 66

Sig. 0.001

Table 11 shows how the anti-image matrix also generally yields values closer to unity
than in the previous case.

The communalities matrix also improved in this case. Table 12 shows that the model
is able to reproduce 65.1% of the variability of the first item, 68.5% of the second item, etc.

On the other hand, despite the fact that the sedimentation graph recommended
selecting three factors for the analysis, i.e., those with eigenvalues above unity, it was
decided to choose a number of four, based on the literature review, which recommends
reaching an approximate value of 60–65% in social sciences for the rotated cumulative
explained variance [27].

As shown in Table 13, after the rotation, there was a redistribution of the variability
among the factors, with the four components explaining 63.095% of the total variability,
which is an appropriate percentage in the context of the research.
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Table 11. Anti-image correlation matrix without item No. 3.

Item 1 Item 2 Item 4 Item 5 Item 6 Item 7 Item 8 Item 9 Item 10 Item 11 Item 12 Item 13
Item 1 0.814 a −0.285 0.062 −0.153 0.150 −0.252 −0.152 −0.196 −0.083 −0.023 −0.405 0.033
Item 2 −0.285 0.771 a −0.178 0.049 0.008 0.028 −0.222 −0.001 0.075 −0.068 0.163 −0.083
Item 4 0.062 −0.178 0.835 a 0.028 −0.103 −0.073 0.008 −0.078 −0.012 0.028 −0.399 −0.021
Item 5 −0.153 0.049 0.028 0.827 a −0.272 0.115 0.052 −0.083 −0.099 0.019 −0.093 −0.056
Item 6 0.150 0.008 −0.103 −0.272 0.698 a −0.219 −0.164 −0.159 0.285 −0.31 −0.034 −0.058
Item 7 −0.252 0.028 −0.073 0.115 −0.219 0.837 a 0.030 0.101 −0.17 −0.08 −0.032 0.042
Item 8 −0.152 −0.222 0.008 0.052 −0.164 0.03 0.889 a −0.014 −0.207 −0.115 −0.069 0.013
Item 9 −0.196 −0.001 −0.078 −0.083 −0.159 0.101 −0.014 0.855 a −0.114 −0.111 0.122 −0.097
Item 10 −0.083 0.075 −0.012 −0.099 0.285 −0.17 −0.207 −0.114 0.761 a −0.390 0.039 −0.101
Item 11 −0.023 −0.068 0.028 0.019 −0.31 −0.08 −0.115 −0.111 −0.39 0.829 a −0.134 0.108
Item 12 −0.405 0.163 −0.399 −0.093 −0.034 −0.032 −0.069 0.122 0.039 −0.134 0.774 a −0.374
Item 13 0.033 −0.083 −0.021 −0.056 −0.058 0.042 0.013 −0.097 −0.101 0.108 −0.374 0.823 a

a Measures of sampling adequacy (MSA). Once item 3 has been removed.

Table 12. Communalities matrix.

No. Item Initial Extraction No. Item Initial Extraction

1 1.0 0.651 8 1.0 0.574
2 1.0 0.685 9 1.0 0.577
4 1.0 0.572 10 1.0 0.578
5 1.0 0.591 11 1.0 0.611
6 1.0 0.682 12 1.0 0.776
7 1.0 0.700 13 1.0 0.574

Table 13. Total variance explained.

Component
Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings

Total Variance % Accumulated % Total Variance % Accumulated %

1 4.427 36.892 36.892 2.171 18.089 18.089
2 1.160 9.664 46.557 2.093 17.440 35.529
3 1.075 8.960 55.517 1.705 14.207 49.736
4 0.909 7.579 63.095 1.603 13.360 63.095

Note. Extraction method: principal component analysis.

The matrix of rotated components provided the items corresponding to each of the
factors (Table 14).

Table 14 shows that factor 1 refers to the methodology followed during the program.
Factor 2 is related to the organization. Factor 3 refers to the fulfillment of the academic
expectations of the graduate. Finally, factor 4 is related to the work of the teaching staff.

Table 15 shows the measurement criteria grouped by factors and other indicators.

3.8. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

ANOVA assumes normality and homoscedasticity.

Table 14. Matrix of rotated components.

Component 1 2 3 4

Item 12 0.793 0.308
Item 4 0.716
Item 13 0.715
Item 1 0.483 0.422 0.466
Item 7 0.777
Item 6 0.675 0.397

Item 10 0.665 0.343
Item 5 0.724
Item 11 0.693
Item 9 0.616 0.431
Item 2 0.792
Item 8 0.440 0.564

Note. Values below 0.3 have been eliminated. Components or Items have been shaded for each factor.
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Table 16 shows that residuals were normally distributed (p-value > 0.05).
Figure 2 illustrates that the residuals do not have any information, i.e., they do not

follow a definite trend, such as a “funnel shape,” in which case the hypothesis of equal
variances would not be fulfilled. However, this is only a graphical test, which must then be
confirmed with Levene’s statistic (Table 17).

Table 15. Measurement criteria grouped by factors and measures of central tendency.

Factor Item No. Mean Item Mean Factor Measurement Criteria

Methodology

Item 12 3.71

3.71

I found the contents of the program interesting
Item 4 3.61 The handling of the virtual campus has been very user friendly
Item 13 3.8 My assessment of the continuous evaluation is very satisfactory
Item 1 3.72 Delivery of didactic materials has been punctual and on time

Organization
Item 7 3.75

3.68
The Institution has provided me with facilities to carry out the study

Item 6 3.63 My assessment of the organization of the program is very satisfactory
Item 10 3.65 I found the information provided during the program to be sufficient

Academic expectations
Item 5 3.71

3.75
Overall, I am satisfied with the program

Item 11 3.7 The academic program has met my initial expectations
Item 9 3.85 This program will be relevant to my professional training and performance

Teaching work Item 2 3.73
3.73

My tutor has gone out of his/her way to help me
Item 8 3.73 My Master’s Final project director has been accessible

Table 16. Test of Normality. Shapiro–Wilk Test (modified *).

Variable n M SD W * p-Value (Unilateral D)

Residual Satisfaction 12 0.00 0.06 0.91 0.3917
Note. (*) indicates that it is a modified version of Shapiro-Wilk Test. M and SD represent mean and standard
deviation, respectively.

Table 17. Test of homogeneity of variances.

Satisfaction
Levene Statistic df1 df2 Sig.

1.303 3 8 0.339

Levene’s homogeneity test effectively confirms that analysis of variance can be per-
formed (Significance Level > 0.05).

Analysis of variance confirmed Significance Level > 0.05, which means that differences
in the mean factors were attributed to random chance (Table 18).

 

Figure 2. Residuals vs. fitted values.
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Table 18. Table of analysis of variance.

F.V. SS df MS F Sig.

Between 0.009 3 0.003 0.616 0.624
Within 0.041 8 0.005
Total 0.05 11

3.9. Categorization of Factors

Based on the four factors previously found, as many new variables were created as a
result of the sum of the corresponding items for each of the 150 participants.

These values were then classified into different categories: “very low”, “low”, “medium”
and “high,” which are intended to give an idea of the level of satisfaction corresponding to
each factor.

3.10. Overall Relationship between Variables

Before studying whether there are significant relationships between the factors and the
rest of the variables, it is useful to approach this same objective from a global perspective.

3.10.1. Creation of the “Level of Satisfaction” Variable

To this end, a new global variable called “level of satisfaction” was created from the
sum of the items for each of the 150 participants.

The descriptive data of central tendency and dispersion of this new variable are shown
in Table 19.

3.10.2. Normality Test of the Data of the Variable “Satisfaction Level”

In order to determine whether the “satisfaction level” variable was distributed accord-
ing to a normal distribution, and given that the sample was larger than 50 individuals, the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was carried out in the SPSS software version 26 [28].

Table 19. Basic statistics of the level of satisfaction variable.

N Minimum Maximum M SD

Level of Satisfaction 150 29 48 44.58 3.876
Note. M and SD represent mean and standard deviation, respectively.

The result is shown in Table 20.

Table 20. Kolmogorov–Smirnov normality test of the Satisfaction Level variable.

Normality Tests

Variable
Kolmogorov–Smirnov a Shapiro–Wilk

Statistical df Sig. Statistical df Sig.

Satisfaction Level 0.190 150 0.001 0.810 150 0.001
a Lilliefors correction.

Since the resulting p-value (0.001) is less than 0.05, the null hypothesis of a normal
distribution of the data is rejected, so these values do not follow a normal distribution. This
conditioned the notion that the method to be used later to determine a possible significant
relationship between different variables would be nonparametric.

3.10.3. Categorization of the Variable “Level of Satisfaction”

Next, the “level of satisfaction” variable was grouped into a range of three categories:
low, medium and high. For this purpose, two cut-off points were sought to establish
these categories.
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The following were considered:

44.58 − 0.75 ∗ 3.876 ∼= 42

44.58 + 0.75 ∗ 3.876 ∼= 47

Figure 3 shows the frequencies of the “graduate satisfaction” variable with the lower
and upper cut-off values.

As a result, the ranges shown in Table 21 were obtained, to which a categorical value
and level of satisfaction were assigned.

Table 21. Grouping ranges for evaluating graduate satisfaction levels.

Value Range Frequency % Level of Satisfaction

1 Values ≤ 42 34 23 Low

2 Values between 43
and 47 80 53 Medium

3 Values ≥ 48 36 24 High

Table 21 shows that 53% of the graduates had a medium level of satisfaction with
the institution’s online environmental postgraduate programs, 23% had a low level of
satisfaction and the remaining 24% were highly satisfied after completing the corresponding
postgraduate program.

Since the assumptions of normality of the grouped “level of satisfaction” variable were
not met, parametric tests such as Pearson’s test could not be applied, so it was necessary to
resort to nonparametric, a priori, less robust ones.

Since there are nominal variables, it was not possible to apply Spearman’s correlation;
therefore, it was justified to resort to the chi-square test.

The results of applying the chi-square test to each of the five variables of the model
against the grouped “level of satisfaction” variable gave rise to as many contingency tables,
which are summarized in Table 22.

Since, in all cases, the p-value was ≥0.05, it was concluded to accept the null hypothesis
of there being no relationship between variables in all cases.

Figure 3. Frequency distribution of the “level of satisfaction” variable and normal distri-
bution curve (mean = 44.58 and standard deviation = 3.876) overprinted. Note. The lower
(42) and upper (47) cut-off values for determining the categories are shown.
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Table 22. Summary of contingency tables of chi-square test values (“Grouped Level of Satisfaction”
vs. “Other Variables”).

Variables Grouped Level of Satisfaction(p-Value) **

Gender 0.858
Age group 0.666

Origin 0.059
Entry profile 0.778

Program 0.327
Note. ** Variable statistically significant (p-value < 0.05).

3.11. Relationship between the Factors and the Rest of the Variables of the Model

As in the previous case, the results of applying the chi-square test to each of the four
factors of the model vs. the rest of the variables gave rise to a set of contingency tables
summarized in Table 23.

In this case, significant relationships between variables do appear. In scenarios where
the p-value is < 0.05, it is concluded to reject the null hypothesis of there being no relation-
ship between variables. A stacked bar chart is then justified in these cases.

This case is proof of how important and useful it is to perform a factor analysis, since
by analyzing each factor separately, information unnoticed when approaching the problem
from a global perspective comes to light.

Figure 4 shows that, in general, there is a medium to high level of satisfaction with the
methodology followed; however, the “Biodiversity” and “Audits” programs show high
levels of dissatisfaction with this factor.

Table 23. Summary of contingency tables of chi-square test values (“Level of Satisfaction by Factors” vs. “Other Variables”).

Variables Methodology Organization Academic Expectations Teaching Work

Gender 0.738 0.369 0.072 0.482
Age group 0.927 0.750 0.984 0.462

Origin 0.166 0.003 ** 0.045 ** 0.187
Entry profile 0.369 0.954 0.831 0.811

Program 0.002 ** 0.104 0.073 0.920

Note. ** Variable statistically significant (p-value < 0.05).

Figure 4. Level of satisfaction referring to methodology by program.

Figure 5 shows a fairly homogeneous level of satisfaction with the organization
depending on the country of origin, except in the case of Eurasia, where graduates have
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very significant values of dissatisfaction, around 40%. There are also significant levels of
dissatisfaction among graduates from South and Central America.

Figure 5. Level of satisfaction referring to the organization by origin.

Figure 6 shows that, with regard to academic expectations, there is a high level of
satisfaction by areas of origin, except in the case of graduates from Eurasia, whose values
contrast once again with the rest.

Figure 6. Level of satisfaction referring to academic expectations by origin.

4. Discussion

In this research article, the need to develop a model was proposed based on a series
of variables collected in the bibliography to evaluate the satisfaction of 150 graduates of
various online postgraduate programs in the environmental field, and to study possible
relationships between them.
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In this research, the estimated global mean of the variable “graduate satisfaction”
was 3.72, very close to the maximum value of the Likert scale, with a standard error of
0.02, which means that the potential error made in the estimation with respect to the true
average does not exceed 0.04 (with 95% confidence).

The objective was to implement the model in a Likert scale questionnaire (“1. Strongly
disagree” to “4. Strongly agree”), in order to measure the variable of “graduate satisfaction”
in relation to the reference postgraduate programs. This result is endorsed in most of the
consulted literature references, which obtain the items of the measurement instrument,
starting from indicators already contemplated in research by one or more authors, even
when they differ in the number of used scales [5,6,16]. For example, Álvarez et al. [6]
rely on the studies of [15]. In this sense, it is concluded that it is possible to obtain the
items of the instrument from the indicators of other models, regardless of the number of
scales contemplated.

With the aim of establishing its validity and reliability, the results yielded a value of
Cronbach’s alpha statistic of 0.836, which indicates that the measurement instrument is
consistent over time and is within the range of values of good reliability. These results
are similar to those found in most of the literature, where the values of this coefficient
are above 0.80 [5,16], which hints at good to excellent reliability [18]. In most models, the
validity of the content of the instrument is verified by means of a literature review and an
expert panel consultation. If it is verified to be possible from a statistical point of view, an
exploratory factor analysis is carried out, in order to find the factors based on the grouping
of items [4,5]. In other cases, a criterion and construct validity is also performed [1].

In order to group the homogeneous variables into factors and simplify the complexity
of the instrument, the feasibility of an exploratory factor analysis was investigated, re-
sulting in a sampling adequacy KMO (Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin) of 0.807 and a Bartlett’s test
of sphericity, whose p-value was 0.000. Thus, the suitability of the application of factor
analysis was demonstrated. The exploratory factor analysis yielded a total of four factors:
methodology, organization, academic expectations and teaching work, which explained
63% of the total variance. The results are in agreement with some studies, such as Hair
et al. [24], who allude to the elimination, by default, of the item with the lowest coefficient
of the diagonal of the anti-image matrix, or Pardo and Ruíz [26], who use KMO values
higher than 0.5 and a Bartlett’s p-value of null sphericity to provide a good fit and thus find
a reduced number of homogeneous groups or factors that can be crossed, in turn, with other
variables to establish possible relationships between them [29]. As a result, it is concluded
that with this data reduction technique, in addition to obtaining an instrument with good
internal consistency, the operation with the data matrix is considerably simplified, as we
work with only four factors after regrouping.

In this research, when determining the level of satisfaction with environmental post-
graduate programs in general, it was found that 77% of the graduates had a medium-high
level of satisfaction. In this sense, it was found that there were no statistically significant
differences between the averages of the factors of the “graduate satisfaction” variable, so
the estimated differences between averages were attributed to random chance.

Regarding the objective of finding some type of relationship between the level of
graduate satisfaction and the rest of the variables (gender, entry profile, origin, program
and age group), the results of the chi-square test applied globally did not yield significant
results. Some research works corroborating these results are those of [4,5,16,30], who also
found no significant differences between satisfaction and some dimensions such as gender,
average years at university and school cycle. However, Kuo et al. [31], after conducting
a preliminary test with a set of 111 students from the United States to measure their
satisfaction in an online course, showed that satisfaction was conditioned by the handling
of ICTs and that there were differences between gender, academic level (undergraduate
and graduate) and time spent. However, the chi-square test applied to each individual
factor did show significant relationships in the aspects of methodology, organization and
expectations in relation to the programs studied and the origin of the graduate. In this
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sense, significant levels of dissatisfaction were found in the methodology of the “Auditing”
and “Biodiversity” programs and from the point of view of organization and academic
expectations in graduates from Central America, South America and the Eurasia zone,
respectively. It is worth mentioning that, from an overall point of view, no significant
differences were found among the variables, which provides an idea of the importance of
performing factor analysis to discover findings that would otherwise go unnoticed. Finally,
the fact that no other significant relationships were found between other variables does
not mean that the relationship does not exist, but simply that it could not be demonstrated
with a significance level of 0.05 and the number of study units with which it worked.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations

Throughout the investigation, the following points were found:

• The importance for educational institutions to know the degree of satisfaction of
postgraduate graduates, either to attract new generations of students [2], to respond
to third parties [4] or, fundamentally, to find out their needs [1].

• The existence of a great heterogeneity of models for measuring student satisfaction in
general and graduate satisfaction in particular, some of them quite complex.

• The existence of partial and global approach models for virtual education, as well as
standards for this training modality.

• The possibility of developing a Likert scale instrument to measure the satisfaction of
150 graduates of various online postgraduate programs in the environmental area.

• The validity and reliability of the measurement instrument, thanks to the assessment
of a team of experts and the determination of a Cronbach’s alpha value of 0.834,
respectively. This value, close to unity, guarantees good internal consistency.

• The adequacy of factor analysis by providing KMO sampling adequacy values of 0.793,
greater than 0.5, and a p-value close to or equal to zero for Bartlett’s test of sphericity.

• An improvement in the KMO coefficient (from 0.793 to 0.807) when removing one
of the variables or items from the study, as well as a very insignificant increase in
Cronbach’s alpha value (from 0.834 to 0.836).

• The existence of four new underlying variables or factors as a result of the factor
analysis: methodology, organization, academic expectations and teaching work, which
together explain 63% of the total variance.

• A medium-high level of satisfaction in the order of 77% with environmental online
postgraduate programs.

• It was found that there were no statistically significant differences between the av-
erages of the dimensions of the “graduate satisfaction” variable, so the estimated
differences between averages were attributed to random chance.

• That the results of the chi-square test indicate that there is no significant overall
relationship (α = 0.05) between the level of satisfaction and the rest of the variables
(gender, entry profile, origin, program and age group).

• That, at the level of individual factors, it is possible to establish significant relationships
between methodology, organization and academic expectations with the programs
and the origin of the graduate.

• That graduates from Central and South America have higher dissatisfaction values
than the rest in the organizational sphere.

• That graduates from the Eurasian zone have higher dissatisfaction values than the
rest in organizational aspects and academic expectations.

• That the “Audit” and “Biodiversity” programs present higher levels of dissatisfaction
than the rest in relation to methodological issues.

To conclude, some recommendations would be the following:

• Find out what causes dissatisfaction rates of graduates from Central and South Amer-
ica, but especially from Eurasia, and afterwards review organizational processes and
academic expectations.

• Review the methodological issues of the “Audit” and “Biodiversity” programs.
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• Perform a comparison with other online, face-to-face postgraduate or undergraduate
degrees [4].

• Complement the results obtained with the opinions of the teaching staff [32].
• Expand the sample with more participants from Europe and Asia.
• Improve the institution’s policy to facilitate access to training according to the partici-

pants’ social and economic context.
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Abstract: Saponins have been extensively used in the food and pharmaceutical industries because of
their potent bioactive and pharmacological functions including hypolipidemic, anti-inflammatory,
expectorant, antiulcer and androgenic properties. A lot of saponins-containing foods are recom-
mended as nutritional supplements for diabetic patients. As a medicine and food homologous
material, Corni Fructus (CF) contains various active ingredients and has the effect of treating diabetes.
However, whether and how CF saponins attenuate diabetes is still largely unknown. Here, we
isolated total saponins from CF (TSCF) using ultrasonic microwave-assisted extraction combined
with response surface methodology. The extract was further purified by a nonpolar copolymer
styrene type macroporous resin (HPD-300), with the yield of TSCF elevated to 13.96 mg/g compared
to 10.87 mg/g obtained via unassisted extraction. When used to treat high-fat diet and streptozotocin-
induced diabetic mice, TSCF significantly improved the glucose and lipid metabolisms of T2DM
mice. Additionally, TSCF clearly ameliorated inflammation and oxidative stress as well as pancreas
and liver damages in the diabetic mice. Mechanistically, TSCF potently regulated insulin receptor
(INSR)-, glucose transporter 4 (GLUT4)-, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)-, and protein kinase
B (PKB/AKT)-associated signaling pathways. Thus, our data collectively demonstrated that TSCF
could be a promising functional food ingredient for diabetes improvement.

Keywords: Cornus officinalis; saponins; ultrasonic extraction; microwave extraction; response surface
methodology; type 2 diabetes mellitus

1. Introduction

Corni Fructus (CF), as a traditional Chinese medicine and food homologous plant,
possesses a wide spectrum of biological activities including anti-hyperglycemia, antineo-
plastic, antimicrobial, anti-aging and antioxidant properties, as well as hepatoprotective
and immune regulation effects [1–3]. As a result, CF has been extensively used in fruit wine,
vinegar, jam, and health drinks to meet the increasing demand for production of functional
foods that claim to provide health benefits [4,5]. CF is rich in morroniside, polyphenols,
loganin, ursolic acid, iridoid glycosides, gallic acid and vitamin C [6,7]. Accumulating
evidence has demonstrated that these bioactive constituents of CF could improve metabolic
disorders in diabetes [8,9]. Therefore, CF has beneficial effects on treating and preventing
diabetes and its complications.

Saponins, also referred to as triterpene glycosides, are a subclass of terpenoids. The
amphipathic nature of saponins supplies them with the property as surfactants that can
be used for the development of food, cosmetics and drugs [10]. There is enormous, com-
mercially driven promotion of saponins as dietary supplements and functional foods. For
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example, the activity of β-galactosidase, one of the most important and classical biotechno-
logical enzymes used in the food industry, can be increased by Quillaja bark saponin [10].
It is well known that saponins exhibit antidiabetic activity. Total saponins isolated from
Aralia taibaiensis alleviated polydipsia, polyuria, polyphagia and weight loss of diabetic
rats in a dose-dependent manner through increasing the levels of serum insulin, super-
oxide dismutase and reducing glutathione [11]. The hypoglycemic mechanism of total
saponins from Schisandra chinensis (Turcz.) Baill was at least partially due to the activation
of GLUT4, which is regulated by the IRS-1/PI3K/AKT pathway [12]. Astragalus total
saponins and curcumin can achieve significant protective effects on diabetic nephropathy
rats by improving the glycometabolism, insulin resistance (IR), lipid metabolism, oxidative
stress levels, and pathological changes [13]. However, extremely few studies reported the
isolation of the total saponins from CF (TSCF), and the role of TSCF on diabetes is almost
completely unknown [14,15]. Thus, it is of great significance to study the extraction of
TSCF and uncover its role in T2DM.

Unfortunately, the research on CF mainly focuses on the extraction technology of iri-
doid glycosides, polysaccharides, triterpenoid acids and tannins, and their anti-inflammatory
and thirst-quenching properties, while the extraction technology and pharmacological
effects of TSCF are rarely reported. Currently, commercially available saponins-containing
products are very limited and predominantly derived from Saponaria officinalis and Quillaja
saponaria by using ethanol, macroporous adsorption resin or n-butanol for extraction and
polished purification. For example, the Sanguisorba officinalis ethanol extract, which mainly
contained saponins, can inhibit bacterial toxin production at low concentrations [16]. How-
ever, the saponins in CF are more complicated and at least composed of eight glycosides [17].
In addition, the content of TS in CF is lower than that in Saponaria officinalis [18,19]. As a re-
sult, although various techniques including ethanol extraction, membrane separation [20],
ultra-high pressure extraction [21], and chromatography were used to extract and purify
TS from CF, extraction of TSCF with high yield is still difficult to achieve.

Compared to conventional extraction methods, which usually mean longer extrac-
tion time, higher temperature but with lower extraction efficiency, ultrasonic microwave-
assisted extraction (UMAE), a technology that utilizes the advantages of microwave and
sonochemistry to optimize the rate and efficiency of extraction, has been extensively used
in the preparation of active ingredients of Chinese herbal medicine. It works well under
mild conditions and thus, avoids the destruction of the components of interest [22]. As
a statistical method to solve multivariable problems with high precision of regression
equation and favorable fitting accuracy, response surface methodology (RSM) has been
used in food, natural medicine and other fields [23]. These two methods can be combined
to optimize the extraction technique with higher yields. We have reported recently that the
total triterpenoid acids in CF can be extracted with high yields by UMAE optimized by
RSM [24]. We wonder whether UAME can be used to extract TSCF with higher efficiency.

In this study, UMAE optimized by RSM was employed to extract TSCF, which was
further purified with HPD-300 macroporous resin. By means of which the yield of TS
elevated to 13.96 mg/g compared to 10.87 mg/g with unassisted extraction. In addition,
we established T2DM model via feeding mice with high-fat diet (HFD) followed by strep-
tozotocin (STZ) administration and assessed the therapeutic effects of TSCF on glucose
metabolism, lipid metabolism, inflammation and oxidative stress in the diabetic mice.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Materials

The mature fruit of CF was collected from Foping, Shaanxi Province (longitude
107.41◦ E to 108.10◦ E, latitude 33.16◦ N to 33.45◦ N, elevation 1120 m) in October 2017 and
approved by Yaping Xiao, a plant identification expert from Shaanxi Normal University.
CF was treated as previously described [24]. In brief, after removing the inner ripe core, the
outer pulp of CF was dried, and the sarcocarp was crushed and passed through a 40-mesh
sieve. The powder was stored at −20 ◦C for later use.
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2.2. Chemicals and Reagents

Oleanolic acid standard (Purity ≥ 98%) was purchased from Chengdu Manster
Biotechnology Co. (Chengdu, China). Streptozotocin (STZ) was from Sigma Chemical Co.
(St. Louis, MO, USA). HPD-300 macroporous resin was from Shaanxi Shenlan Technology
Co. Ltd. (Hanzhong, China). All the other chemicals used in the present work were at least
of analytical grade.

2.3. Standard Curve of TS

As TS is a multi-ingredient mixture, oleanolic acid (OA) is used to draw the standard
curve for TS quantification according to the method previously described [24]. Briefly,
0.2 mg/mL OA standard solution was firstly prepared by dissolving 2.0 mg OA standard
substance in 10 mL methanol. Then, the solution was divided into a series of different vol-
umes in the test tubes (concentration range: 0.2–1.0 μg/mL). After removing the methanol
via rotary evaporation, 0.2 mL vanillin–glacial acetic acid solution (5%) and 0.8 mL per-
chloric acid solution were sequentially added to OA samples followed by a 15-min water
bath at 70 ◦C and cooled to room temperature in flowing water. Finally, 5 mL glacial acetic
acid solution was added and the absorbance value of each sample was detected at 554 nm
with an ultra-micro spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The
standard curve was drawn with the quantity of OA (Y = abscissa) and absorbance value
(X = ordinate). The regression line for OA was Y = 0.0379X − 0.0209 (R2 = 0.9992).

2.4. Single Factor Experimental Design for Extraction of Total Saponins from CF (TSCF) with
Ultrasonic-Microwave Assisted Extraction (UMAE)

The values of each single factor in the TSCF extraction process were screened using an
XO-200 UMAE system by changing one single factor and keeping the others unchanged.
In brief, one gram of CF powder was sealed with 70% aqueous ethanol with solid/liquid
ratios of 1:10, 1:15, 1:20, 1:25, and 1:30 g/mL, respectively. The extraction time was set
for 3–15 min. The ultrasonic powers ranged in 240–480 W, while the microwave powers
ranged in 200–600 W. After extracting at room temperature for the indicated time, samples
were centrifuged and the supernatant was gathered for absorbance value measurement as
mentioned in Section 2.3. TSCF content was finally calculated with the equation:

content of TSCF (mg/g) =
CeVe
Me

(1)

in which Ce (mg/mL), Ve (mL), and Me (g) are TSCF concentration in the extract, volume
of the extract, and weight of the dried CF powder, respectively.

2.5. Optimization of TSCF Extraction by RSM

To optimize the extraction parameters by RSM, a four-variable (X1, X2, X3 and X4)
three-level (high (+1), intermediate (0), and low (−1), respectively) Box–Behnken design
was employed to determine the collective influence of them on the extraction of TSCF. As
shown in Table 1, X1 (solid/liquid ratio), X2 (microwave power), X3 (ultrasonic power),
and X4 (extraction time) are the coded variables. Thus, 29 experimental conditions were
obtained and each of them was conducted in triplicate. All data were fitted to the following
quadratic second degree polynomial model:

Y = β0 +
4

∑
i=1

βiiXi
2 +

4

∑
i<j=2

βijXiXj (2)

where Y is the predicted response; β0 is the model constant; βii and βij are the quadratic and
cross-product coefficients; Xi and Xj are independent variables. The experimental design
analysis and prediction were conducted by using Design-Expert® software (8.0.5b version).
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Table 1. Results of central composite experimentation.

No.
X1

(g/mL)
X2

(W)
X3

(W)
X4

(min)
Theoretical Yield of TS

(mg/g)
Actual Yield of TS

(mg/g)

1 0 (1/20) −1 (300 1 (420) 0 (6) 11.38 11.42
2 0 (1/20) 1 (500) −1 (300) 0 (6) 11.56 11.48
3 0 (1/20) 1 (500) 0 (360) −1 (3) 12.66 12.69
4 1 (1/25) 0 (400) 0 (360) 1 (9) 10.64 10.38
5 0 (1/20) −1 (300) 0 (360) 1 (9) 9.71 9.76
6 −1 (1/15) −1 (300) 0 (360) 0 (6) 11.65 11.54
7 0 (1/20) 0 (400) 1 (420) −1 (3) 12.60 12.31
8 0 (1/ 20) 0 (400) 0 (360) 0 (6) 13.76 13.94
9 0 (1/ 20) 0 (400) 0 (360) 0 (6) 13.76 13.75
10 0 (1/ 20) 0 (400) −1 (300) 1 (9) 9.83 10.08
11 0 (1/ 20) −1 (300) 0 (360) −1 (3) 12.29 12.57
12 −1 (1/15) 1 (500) 0 (360) 0 (6) 11.65 12.02
13 −1 (1/15) 0 (400) 1 (420) 0 (6) 11.65 11.52
14 1 (1/ 25) 1 (500) 0 (360) 0 (6) 12.83 12.91
15 0 (1/ 20) 0 (400) −1 (300) −1 (3) 12.70 12.42
16 0 (1/ 20) 0 (400) 1 (420) 1 (9) 10.58 10.82
17 0 (1/ 20) 1 (500) 1 (420) 0 (6) 12.71 12.51
18 0 (1/ 20) 0 (400) 0 (360) 0 (6) 13.76 13.57
19 0 (1/ 20) 0 (400) 0 (360) 0 (6) 13.76 13.85
20 0 (1/ 20) 0 (400) 0 (360) 0 (6) 13.76 13.71
21 1 (1/ 25) 0 (400) 1 (420) 0 (6) 13.01 13.34
22 0 (1/ 20) −1 (300) −1 (300) 0 (6) 11.89 12.05
23 1 (1/ 25) 0 (400) −1 (300) 0 (6) 12.00 12.21
24 −1 (1/15) 0 (400) −1 (300) 0 (6) 12.00 11.75
25 −1 (1/15) 0 (400) 0 (360) 1 (9) 9.98 9.89
26 0 (1/ 20) 1 (500) 0 (360) 1 (9) 10.35 10.15
27 1 (1/ 25) −1 (300) 0 (360) 0 (6) 11.83 11.43
28 1 (1/ 25) 0 (400) 0 (360) −1 (3) 13.11 13.15
29 −1 (1/15) 0 (400) 0 (360) −1 (3) 12.40 12.62

2.6. Purification of Crude TSCF

The crude TSCF extracts were further purified by chromatography. In brief, the sample
was concentrated and re-suspended with H2O to 3.5 mg/mL and loaded onto a column
packaged with HPD-300 resin and pre-equilibrated with distilled water at a flow rate of
2 bed volume (BV)/h. After removing the unbound remnants with 3 BV of distilled water,
TS were finally eluted with 8.5 BV of 50% ethanol at a flow rate of 1.5 mL/min.

To determine the TS extracted from CF, the extracted products were dissolved in
aqueous ethanol to a serial-diluted concentration so that it fell within the linear range of
the standard curve. Then, 0.2 mL extract solution was used for TS determination by the
method in Section 2.3.

2.7. Establishment of T2DM Model in Mice

Sixty male ICR mice (5 weeks old) weighed 16 ± 2 g were purchased from the Animal
Center of College of Medicine, Xi’an Jiaotong University (Xi’an, China). All mice were
kept under controlled temperatures (22–23 ◦C) and relative humidity (40–60%) on a 12 h
light/dark cycle and with free access to water and normal diet for 7 days before the
experiment. Animal studies were carried out according to the National Institutes of
Health’s Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the
Animal Care and Use Committee of Shaanxi Normal University.

The T2DM mouse model was established according to the method we described
previously [24]. In brief, the mice of the normal control (NC) group were fed with normal
chow diet (11% kcal fat), whereas all the others were given a high-fat diet (HFD) (58% kcal
fat, Slac Laboratory Animal, Shanghai, China) for 4 weeks. After fasting for 12 h, all HFD-
fed mice received intraperitoneally administered STZ at a dosage of 60 mg/kg once every
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three days, four times, and equal volume of citrate buffer was administered for NC mice.
Then, the mice were fasted for another 12 h and blood samples were promptly collected
from the tail vein for the determination of fasting blood glucose (FBG) values. Mice with
FBG ≥ 7.8 mmol/L were confirmed as T2DM for further studies.

2.8. Treat T2DM Mice with TSCF

The confirmed diabetic mice were divided into 5 groups: T2DM model control (DM),
positive control (PC) and three TSCF-treated groups. The experimental design flow chart is
shown in Figure 1. For TSCF treatment, diabetic mice were intragastrically (i.g.) adminis-
tered with 50 (TSCF-L), 100 (TSCF-M), and 200 mg/kg (TSCF-H) of TSCF once a day for
4 weeks. Body weight was measured once a week. All mice were fasted for 12 h after the
last administration, and blood samples were collected from the retro-orbital sinus for serum
preparation and biochemical analysis. Then, the mice were killed and tissues (liver, kidney,
and spleen) were immediately removed and weighed. One part of the tissues was stored at
−80 ◦C for quantitative PCR analysis, while the other was fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde
solution for histopathological examination. The organ index was calculated as the organ
weight divided by the body weight.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental process. i.p., intraperitoneal injection; i.g., intragastric administration;
HFD, high-fat diet; OGTT, oral glucose tolerance test; FBG, fasting blood glucose; STZ, streptozotocin; NC, normal control
group; DM, diabetes mellitus model group; PC, positive (metformin-treated) control group; TSCF, total saponins from Corni
Fructus; TSCF-L, low-dose TSCF group; TSCF-M, middle-dose TSCF group; TSCF-H, high-dose TSCF group.

2.9. Fasting Blood Glucose (FBG) and Oral Glucose Tolerance Test (OGTT)

The blood samples were obtained weekly from the tail vein of the mice after a 12-h fast,
and FBG was measured by using a One-Touch glucometer (HMD Biotechnology Co., Ltd.,
Qingdao, China). OGTT was performed after four weeks of TSCF administration. In brief,
the mice were firstly fasted for 12 h and FBG was determined as the 0 min blood glucose
level. Then, glucose solution (2 g/kg) was administered to the mice by oral gavage and
blood glucose (BG) values were determined at 30, 60, and 120 min, respectively. The OGTT,
presented via a complete area under the curve (AUC) from 0 to 120 min, was calculated
by the formula: AUC = (FBG + BG30min) × 1/4 + (BG30min + BG60min) × 1/4 + (BG60min +
BG120min) × 1/2.

2.10. Biochemical Assay

The plasma total cholesterol (TC), total triglyceride (TG), low-density lipoprotein
cholesterol (LDL-C) and high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), and the superoxide
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dismutase (SOD) activity and malondialdehyde (MDA) content of liver homogenate were
measured using marketing diagnostic kits (Nanjing Jiancheng Bioengineering Institute,
Nanjing, China). The inflammatory cytokines tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, interleukin
(IL)-6, and C-reactive protein (CRP) in the liver homogenate, and fasting insulin (FINS)
levels in the serum, were tested by ELISA kits (Tianjin Anoric Biotechnology Co., Ltd.,
Tianjin, China). All measurements were performed according to the manufacturer’s proto-
cols. The homeostasis model assessment (HOMA)-insulin sensitivity (HOMA-IS) index
and HOMA-insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) index were calculated following the formulas:
HOMA-IS = ln [1/(FINS × FBG)], HOMA-IR = (FBG × FINS)/22.5 [25].

2.11. Histopathological Examinations

Histology of the livers and pancreas was studied using hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
staining following the standard method. In brief, fresh isolated liver and pancreas samples
were sequentially fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde solution, embedded in paraffin, and cut
into 5-μm thick sections. Sections were stained with H&E and were detected by light
microscopy. Finally, the images were examined and evaluated with a CX23 biomicroscope
(Olympus, Kyoto, Japan).

2.12. RNA Quantitation by Real-Time qPCR

Real-time PCR analysis of AKT, GLUT4 (glucose transport 4), INSR (insulin recep-
tor), and PI3K mRNA expression was performed using an ABI 7500 PCR System (Ap-
plied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Primers for AKT were: forward 5′-TT TGGGAA
GGTGATTCTGGTG-3′; reverse 5′-CGTAAGGAAGGGATGCCTAGA GTT-3′. Primers
for INSR were: forward 5′-CAAGAAATGATTCAGATGACAGCAG-3′; reverse 5′-AGA
CTCCATCCTTCAGGGACTCA-3′. Primers for GLUT4 were: forward 5′-CCCCATTCCC
TGGTTCATT-3′; reverse 5′-GACCCATAGCATCCGCAAC-3′. Primers for PI3K were:
forward 5′-GACCAATACTTGATGTGGCTGACG-3′; reverse 5′-CTCGCAATAGGTTCT
CCGCTTT-3′. Primers for the control housekeeping gene β-ACTIN were: forward 5′-GC
CTTCCTTCTTGGGTAT-3′; reverse 5′-GGCATAGAGGTCTTTACGG-3′. The fold change of
target genes was calculated with the 2–ΔΔCt method.

2.13. Statistical Analysis

All experiments were repeated in triplicate and the data were expressed as means ± stan-
dard deviation. Statistical analysis was performed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
and Duncan’s multiple range tests and p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Optimization of UMAE Conditions by RSM for TSCF Extraction

To determine which factor in UMAE mainly influences TSCF yield and the range
for RSM optimization, variable factors such as solid/liquid ratio, etc., were screened by
single factor experiments. As shown in Figure 2, although these factors have different
effects on TSCF yield, they do have the optimal value: solid/liquid ratio = 1:20 g/mL,
ultrasonic power = 360 W, extraction time = 6 min, and microwave power = 400 W. The
effect of ethanol concentration on TSCF extraction was also investigated, but no apparent
effects were found (data not shown). Therefore, the constant 70% ethanol was used for all
experiments. Interestingly, the origin of CF has a much significant effect on TSCF extraction
because of various TS contents. We previously screened CF from 15 origins and found that
the TS content in Foping CF is about 25.81 ± 1.33 mg/g, which is an ideal material for
TSCF extraction (unpublished Chinese article).
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Figure 2. Screening of the variable factors that affect TSCF extraction yield. TSCF was extracted
under certain conditions, including solid/liquid ratio (A), ultrasonic power (B), microwave power
(C), and extraction time (D), and the extraction yield was determined.

Then, we confirmed the most influential factors and their possible interactions via
optimizing the UMAE conditions by RSM. In order to avoid losing the optimal value, a
wider range including the best condition was selected for further RSM studies in which
29 experiments were designed involving three levels of four solitary factors (Table 1). The
maximum yield (13.94 mg/g) of TSCF was found in the condition of X1 = 1:20 g/mL,
X2 = 400 W, X3 = 360 W, and X4 = 6 min. Quadratic regression analysis of the data was
carried out with Design-Expert 8.05b software and fitted with the following second-order
polynomial equation:

Y = 13.76 + 0.34X1 + 0.25X2 + 0.16X3 − 1.22X4 + 0.25X1X2 + 0.34X1X3
−0.01X1X4 + 0.42X2X3 + 0.068X2X4 + 0.21X3X4

−0.75X1
2 − 1.02X2

2 − 0.85X3
2 − 1.49X4

2
(3)

where R1 is the yield of TSCF; X1, X2, X3 and X4 represent the factors of solid/liquid ratio,
microwave power, ultrasonic power, and extraction time, respectively.

The statistical significance of the regression model was measured by F-test and p-
value, and the analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the response surface quadratic model is
shown in Table S1. The high F-value, very low p-value, the coefficient of determination,
the adjusted coefficient of determination, non-significant lack of fit, and the adequate
precision collectively demonstrated that the model was significantly accurate for prediction
of response within the range of experimental variables. This was further confirmed by the
fact that the predicted yields of TSCF were fitted well to the actual values (Table 1).

To determine the effects of these variables, individually and in combination, on
TSCF production, three-dimensional response surface plots were generated. As shown
in Figure 3, the response (TSCF production) was plotted on the Z-axis against any two
independent variables, while keeping other variables at a fixed optimal level. The data
were well fitted into the foregoing equation, and the most favorable level of each variable
was determined to be as follows: X1 = 1:21.47 g/mL, X2 = 417.37 W, X3 = 368.78 W, and
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X4 = 4.81 min. For ease of operation, these parameters were adjusted and confirmed by
experiments to be 1:21 g/mL, 417 W, 369 W, and 5 min, respectively. Under these conditions,
the actual yield of TSCF was 13.96 ± 0.14 mg/g, which was highly consistent with the
theoretical value. These data demonstrated that RSM was suitable and sufficient for TSCF
extraction optimization. However, as an energy consumption technology, further studies
are still needed to confirm whether UMAE may bring obstacles in the future commercial
development of TSCF products.

 
Figure 3. Three-dimensional response surface plot for TSCF production. The contour plots showed
the interactive effects of the solid/liquid ratio and microwave power (A), solid/liquid ratio and
ultrasonic power (B), solid/liquid ratio and extraction time (C), microwave power and ultrasonic
power (D), microwave power and extraction time (E), and ultrasonic power and extraction time
(F), respectively.

3.2. Purification of Crude TSCF

After UMAE, the extraction solution was filtrated and the ethanol was removed by
rotary evaporation. The insoluble residue was removed by water-saturated n-butanol two-
phase extraction until the n-butanol phase was colorless. Then, n-butanol was removed by
evaporation under reduced pressure, and the liquid was fixed to 20 mL with 70% ethanol
for TSCF quantification. The purity of the crude TSCF is only about 6.23%, which indicated
that there are still a lot of impurities in the products. We found that X-5 macroporous resin is
suitable for purifying total triterpenoid acids from CF, while Zhao et al. reported that HPD-
300 macroporous resin had the best adsorption and desorption properties for extracting
TS from CF as compared with other eight different types of macroporous resins. Then,
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the TSCF crude extract was dissolved in water and loaded onto an HPD-300 macroporous
resin column for further polished purification. The purity of TSCF increased from 6.23% to
37.36%, which was six times higher than before. The eluted TSCF was finally lyophilized
and stored at −20 ◦C for later use.

At present, there is no legal standard substance for TSCF quantification. Considering
the single saponin (such as ginsenoside) and the aglycone (oleanolic acid) share similar
structure to TSCF, they are usually selected to draw the standard curve, and TSCF can be
calculated by colorimetry. The reaction conditions should be strictly controlled because
the reaction of TSCF with vanillin glacial acetic acid reagent is sensitive to temperature
and time.

3.3. The Influence of TSCF on Body Weight and Organ Index of Diabetic Mice

We wondered whether TSCF has protective effects on diabetic mice; therefore, TSCF
was used to treat T2DM mice established by HFD-feeding and STZ injection. There was
no significant difference in the initial body weight of the mice in each group before TSCF
administration. At the end of the study, the weight of DM mice was significantly lower than
that of the NC group (p < 0.05). However, after 4 weeks of gavage administration of TSCF,
the body weight loss of diabetic mice was significantly ameliorated and showed a relatively
stable state, in contrast to the steady loss observed in the DM group (p < 0.05), whereas no
significant difference was found between TSCF-treated and NC groups (Table 2).

Table 2. Effect of TSCF on the body weight of diabetic mice.

Group
Body Weight (g)

0 w 1 w 2 w 3 w 4 w

NC 33.33 ± 2.78 33.68 ± 2.70 34.04 ± 1.80 � 33.66 ± 1.85 � 32.71 ± 1.63 �
DM 33.29 ± 2.69 31.35 ± 2.76 30.89 ± 1.89 * 29.01 ± 2.13 ** 28.65 ± 1.48 *
PC 32.81 ± 1.74 32.18 ± 2.35 32.41 ± 2.28 32.73 ± 2.32 � 32.42 ± 1.56 �

TSCF-L 33.23 ± 1.98 32.04 ± 2.28 32.47 ± 0.81 32.47 ± 0.81 � 32.15 ± 1.57 �
TSCF-M 33.65 ± 2.67 33.07 ± 2.65 32.54 ± 1.46 33.26 ± 2.22 �� 32.41 ± 1.17 �
TSCF-H 32.48 ± 2.38 32.58 ± 1.66 32.27 ± 1.10 33.33 ± 1.77 �� 32.25 ± 1.63 �

Data were expressed as means ± SD (n = 10). * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01 vs. NC group; � p < 0.05, �� p < 0.01 vs. DM group.

The organ index can be used to determine the health of the internal organs of T2DM
mice. As shown in Figure 4, kidney, liver and spleen indexes of mice in the DM group
significantly increased when compared with the NC mice (p < 0.05 or p < 0.01). Actually,
the liver and spleen indexes of the DM mice were nearly double those of the NC mice,
which indicated that diabetes seriously damaged the liver and kidneys. However, TSCF
potently suppressed these trends and all the organ indexes were restored to the normal
level. In particular, no obvious differences can be found for liver, kidney and spleen
indexes between TSCF-H and NC groups (p > 0.05). These data suggested that TSCF could
significantly lessen the damage of organs in diabetic mice.

3.4. The Effects of TSCF on Glucose Metabolism of T2DM Mice

Impaired glycemic control is a main feature of diabetes. FBG and OGTT are the most
commonly used indexes to detect diabetes mellitus, which reflects the function of islet β
cells, and the ability of the body to regulate blood glucose. As shown in Figure 5A, FBG of
T2DM mice elevated remarkably as compared with NC mice (p < 0.01). Both metformin
and TSCF administration potently reduced FBG levels in T2DM mice (p < 0.01), although
the levels were still higher than those of NC mice. In addition, the effect of high dosage of
TSCF on FBG reduction was even better than metformin. As to OGTT, the blood glucose
of all mice reached peak level at 30 min following oral glucose challenge. Thereafter,
metformin, intermediate and high dosage of TSCF significantly suppressed the increase in
blood glucose, and reached a much lower level at 120 min when compared with the DM
mice (Figure 5B). Consistently, both TSCF-H and PC mice had the most significantly low
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levels of AUC as compared with the DM mice (Figure 5C, p < 0.01). These data revealed
that TSCF is beneficial for blood glucose maintenance.

 
Figure 4. Effects of TSCF on the organ indexes of diabetic mice. (A) Liver index; (B) kidney index; (C) spleen index. NC,
normal control group; DM, diabetic mice treated with PBS; PC, diabetic mice treated with 100 mg/kg metformin each day;
TSCF-L, TSCF-M, and TSCF-H, diabetic mice treated with 50, 100, and 200 mg/kg TSCF each day. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01
compared with the NC group; Δ p < 0.05, ΔΔ p < 0.01, compared with the DM group.

Figure 5. Effects of TSCF on glycemic modulation of T2DM mice. (A) FBG; (B) OGTT; (C) AUC; * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01
compared with the NC group; Δ p < 0.05, ΔΔ p < 0.01 compared with the DM group.

IR, which is indispensable for the development of T2DM, constitutes a pathophysio-
logical state, where insulin fails to regulate glucose homeostasis in peripheral tissues [26].
In order to quantify the IR and β-cell function in diabetic mice, FINS, HOMA-IS, and
HOMA-IR levels were determined. We found that FINS and HOMA-IS were downreg-
ulated, whereas HOMA-IR was upregulated in the mice of the DM group as compared
with the mice of the NC group (p < 0.01) (Table 3), which indicated damaged islet cells
and obvious IR. However, this condition was greatly relieved by TSCF treatment and the
FINS level was clearly restored to the normal level in the TSCF-M and TSCF-H groups;
there were no significant differences between them and the mice of NC group (p > 0.05).
Similarly, TSCF clearly improved the insulin sensitivity in T2DM mice as indicated by
the HOMA-IS and HOMA-IR levels (p < 0.05 or p < 0.01 vs. DM group), and all of them
were restored to the normal baseline under TSCF treatment. Notably, the effect of TSCF-H
was comparable to, if not more potent than, that of the positive metformin. Collectively,
all these data confirmed that TSCF could increase insulin secretion and sensitivity and
relieve IR.
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Table 3. Effect of TSCF on FINS, HOMA-IS, and HOMA-IR of diabetic mice.

Group FINS (mIU/L) HOMA-IS HOMA-IR

NC 9.46 ± 1.71 �� –3.84 ± 0.25 �� 2.13 ± 0.55 ��
DM 5.89 ± 0.73 ** –4.93 ± 0.15 ** 6.19 ± 1.02 **
PC 8.40 ± 1.92 �� –4.46 ± 0.22 **,�� 3.92 ± 0.90 **,��

TSCF-L 7.03 ± 0.97 * –4.53 ± 0.19 **,�� 4.38 ± 0.61 **,��
TSCF-M 8.26 ± 0.69 �� –4.45 ± 0.15 **,�� 3.84 ± 0.57 **,��
TSCF-H 9.43 ± 1.53 �� –4.31 ± 0.08 **,�� 3.52 ± 0.81 *,��

Data were expressed as means ± SD (n = 10). * p < 0.05, * p < 0.01 vs. NC group; � p < 0.05, �� p < 0.01 vs.
DM group.

3.5. The Effects of TSCF on Lipid Metabolism in T2DM Mice

The metabolic profile of T2DM includes not only impaired glucose metabolism, but
also dyslipidemia combined with elevated lipid profile levels [27]. Table 4 shows the effect
of TSCF on the TG, TC, LDL-C and HDL-C levels in diabetic mice. Compared with NC
mice, DM mice exhibited significantly higher levels of TG, TC and LDL-C; lower levels of
HDL-C. TSCF treatment for 4 weeks led to a great decrease in TG and LDL-C (p < 0.01) and
a significant increase in HDL-C (p < 0.01) as compared with the mice of the DM group. A
number of recent studies have claimed that diabetes is strongly associated with increased
lipid accumulation, and elevated blood glucose was accompanied by increases in serum
TC and TG in diabetic rats [28]. The interesting findings of this study are that treatment
with TSCF reduced not only FBG but also total cholesterol and TG levels in T2DM mice.
At the same time, administration of TSCF increased HDL-C but decreased LDL-C. These
results revealed that TSCF could improve lipid metabolism in T2DM mice.

Table 4. Effect of TSCF on the lipid levels in diabetic mice (x ± s, mmol/L).

Group TC TG HDL-C LDL-C

NC 2.49 ± 0.11 �� 0.67 ± 0.08 �� 1.68 ± 0.13 �� 2.98 ± 0.79 ��
DM 2.89 ± 0.28 ** 0.93 ± 0.11 ** 1.01 ± 0.96 ** 4.81 ± 0.71 **
PC 2.66 ± 0.13 0.68 ± 0.11 �� 1.66 ± 0.11 �� 4.48 ± 0.71 **

TSCF-L 2.50 ± 0.23 �� 0.73 ± 0.09 �� 1.35 ± 0.09 **,�� 3.70 ± 0.30 *,��
TSCF-M 2.69 ± 0.16 0.70 ± 0.06 �� 1.39 ± 0.12 **,�� 3.45 ± 0.25 ��
TSCF-H 2.68 ± 0.23 0.67 ± 0.10 �� 1.46 ± 0.11 *,�� 3.21 ± 0.43 ��

Data were expressed as means ± SD (n = 10). * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01 compared with NC group; � p < 0.05, �� p < 0.01 compared with
DM group.

3.6. Effects of TSCF on Inflammation and Oxidative Stress in T2DM Mice

Inflammation is the body’s defensive response to stimulation, and inflammatory
factors play critical roles in regulating the insulin signaling pathway and the structure and
function of islet β cells [29]. IL-6, TNF-α, CRP and other inflammatory factors secreted by
various cells can induce a cytokine signal to activate c-Jun amino terminal kinase (JNK),
reducing the activation of downstream PI3K, thus inhibiting the expression and synthesis
of GLUT4, and leading to β cell dysfunction and IR [30,31]. We found that IL-6, TNF-α,
and CRP levels were greatly upregulated in the liver tissues of T2DM mice compared to
the NC mice. After treating these T2DM mice with TSCF for 4 weeks, all these cytokines
were decreased significantly (p < 0.01) in a TSCF dose-dependent manner (Figure 6A–C).

Considering the levels of MDA and SOD in liver tissues reflect the severity of free
radical attack and the ability of scavenging free radicals, they can be used to detect the
damage of liver function. As shown in Figure 6D,E, MDA clearly increased, whereas SOD
activities significantly decreased in the diabetic mice as compared with the normal mice
(p < 0.01). In contrast, both MDA levels and SOD activities tended to restore to normal
levels as compared to DM mice after a 4-week treatment with TSCF. Additionally, TSCF
dose-dependently recovered SOD levels of the T2DM mice. It has been reported that
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hepatic inflammation and oxidative stress are closely connected with diabetes [32]. Thus,
all these data suggested that TSCF potently attenuated inflammation and oxidative stress
in T2DM mice.

Figure 6. Effects of TSCF on inflammation and oxidative stress in T2DM mice. Sera of diabetic mice were prepared and
(A) IL-6, (B) TNF-α, (C) CRP, (D) MDA, and (E) SOD levels were measured. NC, normal control group; DM, T2DM model
group; PC, Metformin group; TSCF-L, TSCF-M, and TSCF-H, diabetes mice treated with 50 mg/kg, 100 mg/kg and 200
mg/kg TSCF per day, respectively. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01 compared with NC group; Δ p < 0.05, ΔΔ p < 0.01 compared with
DM group.

3.7. TSCF Ameliorated Pancreas and Liver Damages in T2DM Mice

The trends of organ index, glucose metabolism, inflammatory cytokines production
and oxidative stress suggested that TSCF could improve organ damages in T2DM mice. To
confirm this, histopathological assays were performed. As shown in Figure 7, HFD and
STZ triggered severe injury to the pancreas and liver of the diabetic mice. Intact pancreatic
structure and neatly aligned islet β cells can be seen in NC mice, while the pancreatic cells
were severely damaged, with dilated ducts and accumulated fat tissue, represented by big
and optically empty cells filled with lipids, in the DM and TSCF-L groups. However, all
these features were significantly reduced in TSCF-M, TSCF-H and PC groups (Figure 7A).
As to liver tissues, NC mice showed intact normal hepatic histology, but HFD-STZ-induced
DM mice exhibited numerous cytotoxic and inflammatory alterations including steatosis
with some affected cells, vacuolar and hydropic degenerations, hepatocellular necrosis,
and leukocyte infiltrations. In contrast, a significant decline in the severity and frequency
of hepatic lesions was observed in the livers of TSCF-treated mice (Figure 7B). Meanwhile,
the protective effect of TSCF on liver can also be found by organ index (Figure 4A). All
these data revealed that TSCF could ameliorate the hepatic and pancreatic injuries in T2DM
mice, and therefore, may be a promising candidate for diabetes treatment.
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Figure 7. Histopathological changes of diabetic mice treated with TSCF. Pancreas (A) and liver (B) tissues were isolated from
diabetic mice and H&E staining was performed according to standard methods. Apoptotic hepatocytes (black arrow), focal
mononuclear cell aggregation (red arrow), diffuse hydropic degeneration (black arrowheads), fatty change (red arrowheads).
NC, normal control group; DM, T2DM model group; PC, Metformin group; TSCF-L, TSCF-M, and TSCF-H, diabetes mice
treated with 50, 100 and 200 mg/kg TSCF per day, respectively. Bar = 100 μm.

3.8. TSCF Regulates INSR, GLUT4, PI3K and AKT Signaling Pathways in Skeletal Muscle of
T2DM Mice

It is well known that skeletal muscle is the principal site for glucose regulation and
metabolism, and muscle insulin resistance is pivotal to abnormal glucose metabolism in
diabetes. Considering that INSR-, GLUT4-, PI3K- and AKT-associated signaling pathways
play critical roles in insulin-glucose regulation and homeostasis in skeletal muscle, we
determined the effects of high-dosage TSCF on these signaling pathways to elucidate the
possible molecular mechanisms of TSCF on T2DM mice. We found that T2DM induction
greatly decreased (p < 0.01), whereas high-dose TSCF and metformin administration
remarkably restored the level of INSR, GLUT4, PI3K and AKT in skeletal muscle of mice
(Figure 8). In addition, the effect of TSCF-H on the expression of GLUT4 in the skeletal
muscle of mice was seven times greater than that of the metformin (p < 0.05). These data
suggested that TSCF suppressed hyperlipidemia and hyperglycemia in diabetic mice by
regulating the INSR-, GLUT4-, PI3K- and AKT-associated signaling pathways to maintain
the homeostasis of insulin-glucose metabolism.

Figure 8. The effects of TSCF on MDA (A) INSR, (B) GLUT4, (C) PI3K, and (D) AKT signaling pathways in T2DM mice.
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01 compared with NC group; � p < 0.05, �� p < 0.01 compared with DM group.
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4. Conclusions

T2DM is a complex metabolic disorder associated with pancreas dysfunction and
varying degrees of insulin resistance, accounting for over 90% of all individuals diagnosed
with diabetes. CF has great potential as a drug homologous food for the treatment of
diabetes. Optimizing the processing technology is an effective way to improve the yield
of active ingredients for the industrial production of medicinal and food homologous
plants. In this study, RSM was used to optimize the UMAE of TSCF and the yield of TSCF
increased from 10.87 up to 13.96 mg/g. If administered to HFD-TSZ-induced T2DM mice,
TSCF significantly ameliorated the syndrome of diabetic mice as indicated by improved
glucose and lipid metabolism, reduced inflammation and oxidative stress, and ameliorated
pancreas and liver damages in the mice. Mechanistically, TSCF may alleviate hyperlipi-
demia and hyperglycemia in diabetic mice by regulating the INSR-, GLUT4-, PI3K- and
AKT-associated signaling pathways. In summary, TSCF has a therapeutic effect on T2DM
and can be used as a potential natural product to treat diabetes.
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Abstract: In this work, nanoemulsion-based delivery system was developed by encapsulation of
fennel essential oil. A response surface methodology was used to study the influence of the pro-
cessing conditions in order to obtain monomodal nanoemulsions of fennel essential oil using the
microchannel homogenization technique. Results showed that it was possible to obtain nanoemul-
sions with very narrow monomodal distributions that were homogeneous over the whole observation
period (three months) when the appropriate mechanical energy was supplied by microfluidization at
14 MPa and 12 passes. Once the optimal processing condition was established, nanoemulsions were
formulated with advanced performance xanthan gum, which was used as both viscosity modifier
and emulsion stabilizer. As a result, more desirable results with enhanced physical stability and
rheological properties were obtained. From the study of mechanical spectra as a function of aging
time, the stability of the nanoemulsions weak gels was confirmed. The mechanical spectra as a
function of hydrocolloid concentration revealed that the rheological properties are marked by the
biopolymer network and could be modulated depending on the amount of added gum. Therefore,
this research supports the role of advanced performance xanthan gum as a stabilizer of microfluidized
fennel oil-in-water nanoemulsions. In addition, the results of this research could be useful to design
and formulate functional oil-in-water nanoemulsions with potential application in the food industry
for the delivery of nutraceuticals and antimicrobials.

Keywords: essential oil; hydrocolloid; microfluidization; nanoemulsion; rheology

1. Introduction

Essential oils (EOs) are composed of a mixture of volatile hydrophobic compounds
produced by aromatic plants which possess interesting properties such as antibacterial,
antifungal, antiviral, and antioxidant activity [1,2]. These properties, along with their
aromatic properties, give EOs potential applications in a wide variety of fields, such as
the food or pharmaceutical industries [2]. Furthermore, their status as safe compounds
of biological origin has attracted the attention of researchers and manufacturers. For in-
stance, the use of EOs in food and beverages has risen over the years due to consumer
demand for quality and safety in the additives used by the food industry [3]. However,
their poor solubility in water, high volatility and undesirable properties when used in high
concentrations constrain the direct application of EOs [4,5]. Because of all these limitations,
for practical use, they are usually encapsulated as droplets inside an aqueous continuous
phase, hence forming emulsions and/or nanoemulsions as a function of the droplet size [6].
The encapsulation of the EOs within the continuous phase prevents the EOs from losing
volatiles, avoids oil oxidation and degradation due to environmental stressors, and keeps
the biological and physical properties of the EO unchanged [7,8].
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Lately, essential oil nanoemulsions have been extensively studied due to their en-
hanced properties in comparison with conventional emulsions, such as improved stability
and the higher bioavailability of lipophilic bioactive compounds [3,9]. These characteristics
make nanoemulsions useful tools with great potential in the food sector for the delivery of
food ingredients, such as many synthetic and natural antimicrobials, antioxidants, vitamins,
flavorings, and colorants [6]. Among all the essential oils studied, several studies have
dealt with the formulation and/or application of fennel oil nanoemulsions [10–12]. In some
of those studies, fennel oil nanoemulsions have shown potential applications as biocides
against food borne pathogens [12] and in transdermal drug delivery for antidiabetic ac-
tion [11].

The addition of a thickener or rheology modifier to previously formed nanoemulsions
can both improve long-time stability and expand their applications in fields such as food,
pharmaceuticals, and cosmetics. Hydrocolloids have been used for years in food formu-
lations for their outstanding properties as thickening or gelling agents [13]. They may
be used to improve the stability and texture of the product and, in addition, for food
formulations, modifying the texture will also change the mouth-feel of the emulsion [14].
Furthermore, gelation in emulsions can be achieved by the addition of hydrocolloids which
form a network of cross-linked biopolymer molecules where the emulsions droplets are
dispersed. Although the mechanical properties of the emulsion with gel-like behavior
obtained by this approach are mainly determined by those of the bulk phase biopolymer,
the dispersed droplets containing the surfactant may play a strengthening (active filler) or
a weakening (inactive filler) role [9,15].

Xanthan gum has been employed as a stabilizer of emulsions and suspensions since it
is able to greatly increase the viscosity of aqueous solutions even at low gum concentra-
tions. Furthermore, the highly ordered structure of the rigid molecules of xanthan gum
causes the aqueous xanthan gum solution to have interesting viscoelastic properties typical
of weak gel systems. This type of rheological behavior is characterized by a mechanical
spectrum in which the elastic moduli, G’, are greater than the loss moduli G” over the
entire frequency range, with the G”/G’ ratio greater than 0.1. In addition, the flow curves
show shear-thinning behavior without yield stress, due to the absence of permanent cross-
links, and therefore, weak gels flow but they are not irreversibly broken at large shear
rates/deformations [16–18]. Advanced performance xanthan gum (APXG) is food-grade
xanthan gum (XG) suitable for use in food formulations where fast hydration is required,
such as sauces, instant desserts, or beverages. The acetate/pyruvate ratio of conventional
XG is 1:1, instead of APXG ratio, which is 10:7. It is stated that the acetate/pyruvate
ratio influences the physicochemical and rheological properties of xanthan gum aque-
ous. It provides high solution viscosity with pseudoplastic properties at low biopolymer
concentrations, and presents lower viscous component than the standard xanthan gum,
which could be an advantage to stabilize nanoemulsions.

The low water miscibility of several lipophilic bioactive compounds limits their ap-
plication in aqueous media and their incorporation in food products. Oil-in-water na-
noemulsions are in the spotlight of novelty to solve this main problem. The main novelty
of this research is the development of stable nanoemulsions formulated with advanced
performance xanthan gum and a bioactive volatile oil such as fennel essential oil. For this
reason, the present work aims to provide an exhaustive study of the influence of the
formulation and processing on microfluidized nanoemulsion properties. In this work,
a xanthan gum with boosted rheological properties (advance performance xanthan) e
0.1–0.4/100 g [19–21]. The goal of the present study is to obtain the optimum processing
conditions for achieving fennel oil nanoemulsions with the lowest droplet size and nar-
rowest distribution and study the influence of the addition of different concentrations
of a hydrocolloid (xanthan gum advanced performance) to the stability and mechanical
properties of the previously formed nanoemulsions.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Sweet fennel essential oil (ρ = 0.933 g·cm−3) was provided by Sigma-Aldrich and
was used as the dispersed phase in the O/W nanoemulsions. Tween 80 (ρ = 1.064 g·cm−3

and HLB = 15) was provided by Sigma-Aldrich and was used as emulsifier. Food-grade
xanthan gum “Advanced Performance” was provided by C.P. Kelco (Atlanta, GA, USA).

2.2. Chromatographic Analysis

Samples for GC-MS analysis were prepared by dissolving 100 μL of essential oil
in 1 mL of dichloromethane. The chromatographic analysis of fennel oil was carried
out following the procedure of Miraldi [22] on a Trace 1300 (Thermo Fisher, Waltham,
MA, USA) gas chromatograph to a TSQ 8000 (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA) triple
quadrupole mass spectrometer. A Zebron ZB-WAXplus column (30 m, 0.25 mm, 0.25 mm)
and helium as carrier gas (flow rate 1.0 mL/min) were used. Samples were injected using
the split sampling technique, ratio 1:45; sample amount injected was 0.5 mL; injection port
temperature, 250 ◦C. Oven temperature was held at 30 ◦C for 8 min, then programmed at
30 ◦C/min to 180 ◦C, held there for 5 min, and then again programmed at 10 ◦C/min to
220 ◦C and held for 10 min. The MS operating parameters were: electron ionization, 70 eV;
accelerating voltage, 8 kV; scan range, 30 ± 650 amu. Identification and quantification
of the volatile compounds was carried out by a peak-matching library search using the
NBS/NIST 11 library.

Table 1 shows the results obtained from the chromatogram of fennel essential oil.
The composition of this natural oil is complex since it contains several compounds (up to
12). This composition is similar to other fennel essential oils reported by different au-
thors [23–25]. However, this fennel oil presents a major concentration of anethole. Anet-
hole is a widely used flavoring substance with antimicrobial and antifungal activity [26].
D-limonene was the second major component detected in this fennel oil, followed by
fenchone and α-pinene. According to Bilia et al., fenchone concentration in fennel essential
oil should be less than 7.5% [27].

Table 1. Percentage composition of the fennel essential oil used in the present study.

Compound Relative Concentration (%)

α-Pinene 6.8
β-Pinene 0.3

β-Phellandrene 0.6
α-Phellandrene 1.2
β-Myrcene 0.8

D-Limonene 16.7
p-Cymene 0.7
Fenchone 7.4
Estragole 2.3
Anethole 60.6

p-Anisaldehyde 2.3
p-Acetonylanisole 0.3

2.3. Emulsification Process

The emulsification process was performed in two steps. First, a coarse emulsion (200 g)
was obtained using a rotor-stator system Silverson L5M (Silverson, East Longmeadow,
MA, USA) at 6000 rpm for 30 s. Secondly, the coarse emulsion, previously cooled down to
5 ◦C, was processed in a high energy homogenization device Microfluidizer M-110P (Mi-
crofluidics, Westwood, MA, USA) with two interaction chambers (F12Y and H30Z). The use
of two interaction chambers allows better droplet size distributions to be obtained [28].
All nanoemulsions contained 1 g/100 g of EO and a surfactant-to-oil ratio 3:1. The selection
of the formulation is based on previous studies so that it results in stable nanoemulsions.
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2.4. Gum Addition

The advanced performance xanthan gum was directly added into the previously
formed nanoemulsions and gently stirred until complete dissolution. Different samples
with a total concentration of 0.05, 0.10, 0.25, 0.40, 0.55, and 0.70 g/100 g were prepared.
Samples were stored at 4 ◦C for 24 h prior to measurement.

2.5. Size Measurement

The droplet size distribution was obtained by using a Zetasizer® ZS (Malvern, Worces-
tershire, UK). The droplet size of the emulsions was described as the mean diameter
(Z-average), whereas the width of the size distribution was indicated by the polydispersity
index (PdI). PdI is a measure of the heterogeneity of a sample based on size. This index is a
dimensionless number that is calculated from a two-parameter fit to the correlation data.
Polydispersity index values smaller than 0.05 are mainly seen with highly monodisperse
standards. The refractive index values were 1.538, and 1.343 for the oil phase and the
continuous medium, respectively. All measurements were made in triplicate.

2.6. Oscillatory and Flow Curve Measurement

The rheological properties were measured by a controlled-stress AR2000 rheometer
(TA Instrument, New Castle, DE, USA) using a serrated plate-plate geometry (60 mm
diameter; gap = 1 mm) to avoid slippage of the sample.

Shear stress sweep tests were carried out at a constant frequency of 1 Hz from 0.01
to 50 Pa. The frequency sweep was then carried out at a constant stress value within the
linear viscoelastic region in the frequency range from 20 to 0.10 rad/s. The flow curves
were measured from 0.01 to 35 Pa, following a step-wise protocol with a maximum time
per point of 3 min.

All rheological measurements were repeated at least three times at a controlled tem-
perature of 20 ◦C and using a solvent trap to prevent solvent evaporation.

2.7. Microstructure of the Emulsions and Continuous Phases

In order to observe the differences between the microstructure of the emulsions and
the continuous phases, selected samples were characterized by Cryo-scanning electronic mi-
croscopy (Cryo-SEM). A scanning electron microscope Zeiss EVO SEM (Zeiss, Oberkochen,
Germany) was used following the procedure described by Carmona et al. [29].

2.8. Statistical Analysis

Experimental data of the study of the influence of the homogenization pressure and
number of cycles on nanoemulsion droplet size distributions were fitted to the following
quadratic model:

Y = β0 + β1·P + β2·N + β12·P·N + β11·P2 + β22·N2, (1)

where Y is the response variable (dependent variable), β0 is the constant, and P (ho-
mogenization pressure) and N (number of cycles) are the coded independent factors.
The dependent variables considered were the Z-average and the polydispersity index (PdI)
for nanoemulsions aged for 1 day. Statistical analysis of the data was performed with
Statistic 10.0 software (StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA) to evaluate the analysis of variance
(ANOVA). For model construction, terms with p > 0.05 were removed and the analysis was
recalculated without these terms. The suitability of the models was determined by using
the coefficient of determination. All statistical calculations were conducted at a significance
level of p = 0.05.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Influence of Energy Input on Droplet Size Distribution

Energy input in a microfluidizer device is a function of homogenization pressure
(P) and the number of cycles (N). Hence, the influence of these variables on droplet size
distribution (DSD) for essential oil nanoemulsions has been studied in several works [30,31].
It has been observed that increasing homogenization pressure and the number of cycles
reduces the mean droplet sizes and polydispersity of emulsions until a plateau value of
both parameters is obtained. Two main variables are commonly used to characterize DSD
for Zetasizer devices: Z-average and the polydispersity index (PdI). Figure 1A,B show
Z-average and PdI values as a function of P and N, respectively. A clear tendency to
decreasing droplet sizes (Z-average) with an increase in homogenization pressure and
the number of cycles was observed. It is important to note that nanoemulsions prepared
using 12 or more cycles at the highest homogenization pressures showed mean diameters
below 10 nm. Nevertheless, results of the ANOVA test demonstrated that there are not
significant differences in Z-average for emulsions aged for 24 h prepared in the 12–18 passes
range at 140 MPa. Low droplet mean diameters could be a great advantage against some
destabilization mechanism, i.e., coalescence and creaming [32]. The lowest value of PdI
was obtained for the nanoemulsion processed with 12 passes through the microfluidizer at
140 MPa. However, results of ANOVA test demonstrated that the number of passes in the
12–18 range had no significant effect upon the PdI of the nanoemulsions.

Figure 1. (A) Droplet mean diameters and (B) polydispersity index values for emulsions aged for 24 h as a function of the
number of passes and homogenization pressure. Vertical bars indicate standard deviation of the mean (three replicates).

Figure 2A shows, by way of example, the influence of the number of passes on the
droplet size distributions of the nanoemulsions aged for 24 h and processed at a fixed
homogenization pressure of 140 MPa. All emulsions in the 6–18 passes range showed
monomodal distributions. Conversely, the nanoemulsion developed using only one cycle
exhibits a very wide distribution with two peaks centered around 8 and 80 nm, which is
probably due to the lack of mechanical energy input during the emulsification process.
This fact is also presented in the decrease in polydispersity for nanoemulsions devel-
oped at pressure in the range 105–140 MPa comparing with those developed at lower
homogenization pressures (see Figure 2B). When the nanoemulsion passed through the
high-pressure homogenizer microchannels at higher homogenization pressures, the droplet
size distributions become monomodal.

Figure 3A,B illustrates the three-dimension response surface curve of Z-average and
polydispersity index for the studied variables (homogenization pressures and number
of cycles). This graph provides a visual interpretation of the interaction between the
factors analyzed. In addition, response surface methodology is a very powerful tool for
the development of new systems. This methodology can link the processing variables
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with response variables in order to obtain a mathematical model that fits the behavior of
nanoemulsions. Z-average fitted a quadratic function of homogenization pressure (P) and
number of passes (N):

Z-average = 8.14 − 4.00·P − 8.99·N + 4.59·P·N + 10.02·N2. (2)

Figure 2. Droplet size distributions for emulsions aged for 24 h as a function of (A) the number of
passes at a fixed homogenization pressure of 140 MPa and (B) homogenization pressure processed at
a fixed number of passes of 18.

Figure 3. Response surface 3D plot of (A) droplet mean diameter and (B) polydispersity index as a function of the number
of passes and homogenization pressure for emulsions aged for 24 h.

The results indicated that the model employed was adequate, showing a very satisfac-
tory value of R2 = 0.917 and no significant lack of fit (Fcrit > Flof, with p = 0.05). The model
predicted that Z-average was sensitive to all studied variables. The most significant factor
affecting this parameter was the number of passes (N), as supported by their linear and
quadratic coefficients (−8.99 and 10.02):

PdI = 0.18 − 0.13·P − 0.25·N + 0.17·N2. (3)

The coefficient of determination (R2) value of 0.933 indicated a good correlation
between the experimental results and predicted responses. It is worth noting the existence
of a minimum value of the polydispersity index for the highest value of the number of
cycles (N) and homogenization pressure (P). From the model we deduced that the most
significant factors affecting PdI in these fennel oil nanoemulsions were the linear term of
the homogenization pressure and the linear and quadratic terms of the number of passes.

An optimum process condition can be set for emulsions with minimum droplet sizes
and polydispersity. According to the response surface analysis, the predicted minimum
Z average mean diameter and polydispersity value are obtained when P = 140 MPa and
N = 12 passes. For this reason, these conditions were fixed for the following tests. In this
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study, minimum initial droplet sizes were observed for all formulations in comparison to
those obtained in other studies in which fennel oil nanoemulsions are developed [10].

3.2. Rheological Behavior Influence of Xanthan Gum Concentration

First, the viscosity of fennel oil nanoemulsion with processing conditions of 140 MPa
and 12 cycles was studied. All systems presented a Newtonian flow behavior with a
viscosity of 1.63 ± 0.05 mPa at 20 ◦C (data not shown). In order to expand the applica-
tion of previously obtained nanoemulsions, a natural hydrocolloid (xanthan gum) was
added. In this way, the mechanical properties of previously prepared nanoemulsions can
be modified as a function of xanthan gum concentration, thus obtaining nanoemulsion
gels of tailored viscoelasticity. The rheological properties were studied for xanthan gum
concentrations ranging from 0.05 to 0.70 g/100 g.

Most applications of oscillatory tests entail working in linear viscoelastic conditions,
that is, in non-destructive conditions. Therefore, a prior step for the determination of
viscoelastic properties by this technique consists of selecting a shear stress value that
guarantees that the structure of the material is not irreversibly destroyed in the frequency
range in which the test is performed. The determination of the linear viscoelastic range
was carried out from stress sweep tests, at a fixed frequency of 1 Hz. The critical shear
stresses for each concentration were determined as the shear stress value from which the G’
modulus varied more than 2% with respect to the average G’ values in the linear region.
G’ values have been used to obtain the shear stress value instead of G” due to the fact that
a departure from a constant value was observed at lower shear stresses for storage moduli
for all the concentrations studied. Figure 4 shows the shear stress sweep test for the sample
with a xanthan gum concentration of 0.70 g/100 g as an example.

Figure 4. Storage (G’) and loss (G”) moduli at 1 Hz as a function of shear stress for the fennel
oil nanoemulsion with 0.70 g/100 g of the AP xanthan gum. Standard deviation of the mean
(three replicates) for all the data are below 5%. (T = 20 ◦C).

Small amplitude oscillatory shear measurements were carried out as shown in Figure 5.
Two different viscoelastic behaviors were clearly observed. For xanthan gum concentrations
below 0.25 wt.%, a crossover frequency which shifts towards higher values was observed.
This crossover is associated with a change of viscoelastic behavior from liquid-like to gel-
like. This behavior is typical for diluted solutions of hydrocolloids with low interactions
between the polymer chains [33,34]. Nevertheless, for xanthan concentration of 0.25 wt.%
and above, the mechanical spectra obtained are completely different. For those systems,
the storage modulus (G’) was above the loss modulus (G”) for the whole frequency range,
which indicates the occurrence of a more compact structure typical of systems which exhibit
weak gel-like behavior [34].
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Figure 5. Mechanical spectra for fennel oil nanoemulsions with different xanthan gum concentration
at 20 ◦C. Data shown are the average values of three replicates. The standard deviation for all the
experiments was lower than 5%.

With increasing the gum concentration, the system shows a higher weak gel character,
with higher values of G’ and G”, increasing differences between G’ and G” and a reduction
in the slope of G’. Thus, the slope of G’ can be used to quantify the solid-like behavior of
the system [35]. A marked decrease in the G’ slope is observed with increasing xanthan
gum concentration. Comparison of the values of the mechanical spectra from the gelled
nanoemulsions with the mechanical spectra of the same xanthan gum network in aqueous
solution shows similar value [20]. Hence, it is confirmed that the rheological properties of
the weak gelled nanoemulsions are dominated by the biopolymer network which controls
the structure of the continuous phase.

When working in the linear viscoelastic domain, the test can be considered non-
destructive. Therefore, the results obtained can be related to the structure of the sample and
are very sensitive to changes in it [3]. Hence, obtaining mechanical spectra as a function
of the storage time of the samples gives us reliable information concerning the possible
presence of destabilization processes that cause changes in the structure of the sample.
In Figure 6, the evolution over time of the mechanical spectra for the sample of 0.70% by
weight of xanthan gum is shown as an example. It was observed that for all the studied
concentrations the variations in the values of the viscoelastic modules with respect to the
replicates and time of aging were less than 5%.

Figure 6. Mechanical spectra as a function of aging time for fennel oil nanoemulsion formulated with
advanced performance xanthan gum (0.70 g/100 g) at 20 ◦C. Data shown are the average values of
three replicates. The standard deviation of for all the experiments was lower than 5%.
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In order to fulfil the rheological characterization of the gels containing the fennel oil na-
noemulsions, flow curves were carried out as a function of the xanthan gum concentration
(Figure 7).

Table 2. Fitting parameter values for the Carreau model. The values were obtained by a non-linear
regression analysis.

[XG] (g/100 g) η0 (Pa·s)
.
γc (s−1) n

0.05 0.24 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.02 0.55 ± 0.01
0.10 2.7 ± 0.1 0.016 ± 0.002 0.43 ± 0.01
0.25 175 ± 9 3.3 × 10−3 ± 4 × 10−4 0.25 ± 0.01
0.40 660 ± 28 3.6 × 10−3 ± 5 × 10−4 0.17 ± 0.02
0.55 1730 ± 80 2.5 × 10−3 ± 3 × 10−4 0.13 ± 0.01
0.70 8900 ± 508 7 × 10−4 ± 1 × 10−4 0.12 ± 0.01

Figure 7. Steady state viscosity as a function of shear rate for the fennel oil nanoemulsion with
different AP xanthan gum concentrations at 20 ◦C. The lines are the best fit to the Carreau model,
whose parameters are given in Table 2. Data shown are the average value of three replicates with a
standard deviation for all the experiments lower than 10%.

It is observed that all the systems showed shear-thinning behavior characterized by a
constant viscosity at low shear rates values (the zero-shear viscosity, η0) which follows a
power-law decay for shear rates below a critical value (

.
γc). Therefore, the experimental

viscosities (η) can be fitted to the well-known Carreau model:

η =
η0(

1 +
( .

γ
.
γc

)2
)( 1−n

2 )
(4)

where n is the flow index. Solid lines indicating the best fit to the experimental data with
the parameter values are given in Table 2. A good agreement between experimental data
and the estimated values from the model is obtained. The zero shear viscosity values were
compared with those obtained for the same hydrocolloid in aqueous solution [21]. It was
observed that for the same concentration, the η0 values were lower for the nanoemulsion
systems (see Table 3). These changes in the zero shear viscosity values between the
nanoemulsions and the aqueous solutions of advanced performance xanthan gum are
likely to be related to microstructural changes.
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Table 3. Comparison of the zero shear viscosity values of the weak gel advanced performance xanthan
gum systems containing fennel oil nanoemulsion (* this work) or without fennel oil nanoemulsion
(**, Reference [21] by Carmona et al.).

[XG] (g/100 g) η0 (Pa·s) * η0 (Pa·s) **

0.25 175 ± 9 214 ± 5
0.40 660 ± 28 1638 ± 15

Therefore, in order to establish a relationship between rheological performance and
microstructural conformation, cryo-SEM images of an emulsion that contains an advanced
performance xanthan gum concentration of 0.25 g/100 g and the correspondent aqueous
solutions were obtained (Figures 8A and 8B, respectively). A more structured system
is observed in Figure 8B, which corresponds to the aqueous solutions. This structural
modification is likely to be related to the fact that nanoemulsion droplets behave as an
inactive filler, leading to a slight decrease in the biopolymer network (Figure 8A).

Figure 8. Representative Cryo-SEM micrographs for (A) the emulsion formulated with 0.25 g/100 g
of advanced performance xanthan gum and (B) an aqueous solution that contains 0.25 g/100 g of
advanced performance xanthan gum.

4. Conclusions

Stable edible nanoemulsions containing sweet fennel essential oil with tween 80 as
emulsifier were processed using a two-step emulsification consisting of a rotor/stator
pre-homogenization and microfluidic homogenization. Narrow monomodal distributions
(PdI ≈ 0.05) with low average size (Z-average ≈ 8 nm) were obtained and the effect
of processing variables on the final nanoemulsion was studied, establishing optimum
processing conditions. Xanthan gum was added to the nanoemulsion as a thickening agent
to improve the rheological properties. The systems showed viscoelastic properties for every
gum concentration used and were characterized by small amplitude oscillatory shear tests
and steady flow measurements. Edible nanoemulsion weak gels were obtained with the
addition of xanthan gum concentrations above 0.25 g/100 g. The gel strength and zero shear
viscosity were functions of the concentration of the gum and, therefore can be conveniently
adjusted. Furthermore, from the steadiness of the mechanical spectra over time, the system
proved to be stable in the xanthan gum concentration range studied. Comparison of the
rheological properties and microstructure of the nanoemulsion weak gels with the ones of
the same concentration of xanthan gum aqueous solutions revealed that the mechanical
properties are governed by the biopolymer network and the nanoemulsion droplets behave
as inactive fillers, slightly decreasing the zero-shear viscosity of the biopolymer network.
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